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Bore~k(ivln~titute·.ofCatalysis, Novosibirsk; Russia

During the last decade a dramatic breakthrough has been achieved in heterogeneous

.selective oxidation processes since N 20 has been found to be an efficient alternative oxidant

both in gaseous and liquid phases.

The presentation considers an extremely selective hydroxylation of benzene with N20

over zeolite catalysts developed as Alphfrx" process for the large scale production of

phenol, as well as some other promising applications ofN20 as selective oxidant in organic

synthesis.

Development of new processes on the base of N20 as a large scale OX)l\1aJt1t gave an

impetus todeve1opment of new cheap ways of the N20 production. The presentation

considers the newest process of the N20 production via selective oxidation of ammonia over

Bi-Mn-based catalysts.
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ENERGY-EFFICIENT COUPLING OF ENDO

AND EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS

Grig(lri()s .n.,unlJ~ and. Gerhart Eigenberger

Universitiit Stuttgart, Germany

Many industrially important reactions like steam reforming or. dehydrogenations are

high The

necessary heat of reaction is generally supplied by a combustion reaction but usually only

about the heat combustion into the endothermic

reaction. The rest has to be recovered from the hot effluents by a network of heat exchangers.

This is feasible state of the art if the reactor is pad of a larger chemical plant.

Decentralized hydrogen production (e. g. for fuel cell applications) however requires

reformer concepts rrummurn excess production an optimal heat of

exetnernnc reacnorusj: This to

reactor concepts

are "cold" (i. e. at ambient temperature or just above the respective condensation temperature)

and the hot temperature zone required for the reaction is kept completely inside reactor.

Such concepts will be of advantage also for other endothermic synthesis reactions they

result in wen specified short contact time reaction conditions at high temperatures.

Previous reactor concepts of this kind had the disadvantage that either the heat recovery

was weak or excessive peak temperatures well above the required synthesis temperature

occurred. Excessive peak temperatures occurred in particular for the counter-current or

reverse-flow coupling of exo- and endothermic reactions because both reaction zones tend to

separate, leading to an uncontrolled run-away of the exothermic (combustion) reaction.

It will be shown that this separation and the resulting excessive temperature excursions

can be avoided if, under counter-current or reverse-flow operation, the feed of combustion gas

is locally distributed or if co-current heat exchange is applied for the exothermic and the

endothermic reaction in the reaction zone.
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'TIlle examples tq he presented have beeustudied(hqth expen:rnentaHyandbY simplified or

detailed simulations. They comprise the steam reforming of methanol in a counter-current

feed evap9rGitiou'llldJpcally 4istfipqted bumerg?S .. feed, methane

steam reforming with co-current heat exchange in the reaction zone and methane steam

reforming with" periodic .floW reversal and distributed burner/gas feed during the.regeneration

step. The experimental results show that a proper reactor design, ensuring good burner gas

distribution and avoiding homogeneous back-ignition ofthe combustion reaction is crucial for

a successful operation.

.Acku()"wledgemcnt:.Support of this work through the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft

and through indllstrialpartners is gratefully acknowledged.
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REACTORS

Department ofScience andTechnology, ., Twente University, Enschede, '. TheNetherlands

Abstract

for processes with higher product

(separation) efficiencies and improved reactor controllability 'arid safety,"membrane reactors

have been proposed. Membrane reactors achieve these improvements via the integration of

reaction and separation in a single process unit. The reaction step

integration Ofa separation step, as for example in membrane reactors for dehydrogenation

reactions where IS withdrawn from the reaction mixture perm-selective

Pd-membranes thereby reaction products.

to as for

instance in membrane reactors for the catalytic partial oxidation of methane using perm-

np,",..nl.dT11rp membranes for the rate

of oxygen at the permeate side helps increasing the oxygen

across the membrane

In this work the modelling and development of membrane reactors for partial oxidation

systems will be addressed. Firstly, the benefits of controlled oxygen dozing via porous

membranes to a packed catalyst bed (see Fig. Ia) are demonstrated and the effects of oxygen

mass transfer limitations on the product selectivity are investigated. Then, it will be shown

that with a membrane assisted fluidised bed mass (see Fig. lb) heat transfer limitations can be

effectively eliminated and almost isothermal conditions and plug-flow behaviour can be

achieved simultaneously, thus yielding large improvements in conversion and selectivity.

Finally, a new membrane reactor concept for the catalytic partial oxidation of methane with

integrated air separation with oxygen perm-selective perovskite membranes (see Fig. 2) is

discussed.
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1. Schemati9Tepresentation of'(a) a packed bed membrane reactor
and (b) a membrane assisted fluidised bed reactor (MAFBR).

Packed bed membrane reactor

partial oxidation systems which theformation rate of the target (partially oxidised)

product shows a lower dependency on the oxygen formation fate of the

waste (total oxidation) product selectivity can be increased the

oxygen concentration 6fOxygen to

along the axial coordinate porous membranes, high conversions be

achieved a low localoxygen concentration level. Firstly, the potential-yield improvements

of packed bed membrane reactors (PBMR)wilI be identified by comparing the maximal

product-yield- in aPBMRassuming a cOnstari(oxygen concentration level throughout the

reactor with the optimal yield fixed bed reactor (FBR) with oxygen feed,

considering the partial oxidation.system-as ·a·· consecutive reaction scheme With power law

reaction influence of the difference in oxygen the ratio of

reaction rates consecutive •and primary reaction shown. Furthermore, the

optimal axial oxygen: concentration profile in PBMR given catalyst mass

investigated. •The ratio 'of prcl11ixedanddistributedoxygenfeeds is varied and the effect of

different axial profiles for the oxygen distribution is compared.

industrially relevantpartial-oxidation systems avery strong decrease in the

oxygen concentrations is required toachieve significant selectivity improvements.' Since the

reaction order in oxygen for the target product typically smaller thanunity,possible

problems withthe-distributionvof oxygen frofuthebulkof the gas phase to the centre of a

catalyst particle, as well as from the membrane wall to the centrelineof the packed bed may

11



emerge. Withdetailed numerical models the effects of intraparticle and membrane wall-to

bed oxygen mass on the intrinsic and integral product selectivities and

activities are mvesngated,

Since is typically much smaller than the concentrations of the

hydrocarbons transport limitations will result in an increase in the intrinsic

product selectivity. is illustrated for different combinations ofreaction orders of

the target and rates as a function

However, if the particle effectiveness is not

compensated for by an increase in catalyst mass, the resulting concentration

in the PBMR will result in an integral selectivity loss that will exceed the gain caused by the

concentration gradients inside the catalyst particle. Nevertheless, the effect of intraparticle

mass transport limitations on the integral product selectivity is not adverse, provided that the

oxygen concentration is small compared to the concentrations of the hydrocarbons. In

contrast, oxygen transport limitations from the membrane at the tube wall to the centre of the

packed bed Will .. decrease the intrinsic and integral product selectivities, especially. at high

values ofthe modified Thiele-modulus. Possible oxygen depletion-in the centre of.the packed

bed. even .. further decreases the .... product .: selectivity.. Concluding, maximal .. ·product

selectivities the particle size should be chosen large enough that mass transport limitations

from the membrane wall to the centre of the packed bed can be avoided and the possibly

decreased catalyst activity .. due to intraparticle mass .transport . limitations should ... be

compensated for by increasing the catalyst volume.

An .important design criterion for industrial scale PBMRs is the maximum allowable

pressure drop. To reduce the pressure drop typically relatively large particles are selected.

Consequently, low. aspect ratios of the. tube-to-particle .diameter.jand thus strong porosity

profile. near the. membrane wall, are to ... be expected for industrial scale PBMRs.J;)ue to the

increased porosity near the wall the local.catalyst concentration and thus the activity ofthe.

packed bed is decreasedand theaxial.ye1ocity is increased causing a by-pass flow.. With. a

two-dimensional, pseudo-homogeneous reactor. model the radial and. axial cOl}Gel}tration

profiles and the local velocity field.were.calculated, while accounting for the influences-due to

the.distributive feed via the membranes and the radialporosity profile. With these calculations

it will be shown that the overall effect .of the porosity profile on the conversion-selectivity

plotis unexpectedly small. If the.implementation.of a radial porosity profile is not required by
•

other considerations, e.g. for an accurate description of temperature effects, then the effect of

the porosity profile can safely be neglected.
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Membrane assistedfluidised bed reactor

By insertion of membranes ina gas-solid .fluidised bed reactor employing very fine

powders problems.of.mass and heat transfer limitations, both inside the particles and from the

membrane-walls to the emulsion phase, can be completely overcome. Due to the excellent

heat. and mass transfercharacteristics of fluidisedbedrcactorsalmost isothermal operation

can. be achieved, even for reactions with a very high .adiabatic temperature rise.. With the

insertion ofmembrane .bundles in the fluidised bed not only the axial concentration profile

can be .optimised via. distributive feeding. of oxygen, but also .the large effective axial

dispersion>- one of.the main disadvantages of fluidised beds ~. can be effectively decreased

via compartmentalisation of the fluidised ibed. The addition of gas via the membranes

improves the hydrodynamics of the two-phase system (reduction of macroscale circulation

pattems) even further decreasing the axial dispersion. Moreover, by insertion of the

membrane. bundles in a suitable configuration .the bubble growth can be impeded, strongly

enhancing thebubble-to-emulsion phase mass transferandthereby reducing reactant by-pass

via rapidly .. rising large bubbles. Thus, in the membrane assisted fluidised bed reactor

(MAFBR) not only the concentration profiles can be optimised distributive feeding, also

the hydrodynamic behaviour of the fluidisedbed is strongly improved.

Firstly, experimental results will be shown demonstrating that the air permeation through

small ceramic porous membranes is not effected by the hydrodynamics and properties of the

fluidised bed. Then, the experiments to study the influence of the presence of membrane

bundles and the effect of gas addition via the membranes on the local heat transfer coefficient

between the tube andthe fluidised bed (determined by measuring the temperature drop over

the cooling tubes inside the fluidised bed) and on the effective axial dispersion (determined

from steady state concentration profiles of a tracer gas) will be discussed. The experimental

results clearly show that the axial dispersion can indeed be very strongly decreased with

horizontal membrane bundles while simultaneously

maintaining excellent heat concept will be

demonstrated for the partial In conventional reactors

the methanol concentration is restricted to below about- 10% because of explosion limits and

heat transfer limitations. With experimental results it will be shown that with the MAFBR

higher product selectivities can be achieved at much higher methanol concentrations (up to

about 25-30 %) at almost full conversion without any problems regarding explosion limits or

heat removal.
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Reverse flow catalytic membrane reactor

In Gas ..To-Liquid (GTL) processes the partial'exidation-ofmetharie (POM) combined

with-the Fischer-Trcpsch reaction to produce liquid fuels. GTL-processeshave great

potential.as.alternative to conventional oiland coal processing. However, an important part of

the investment costs of aconventionalGTL-plant is related to cryogenic ·air'separatiori.These

costs could be substantially reduced-by separating air with recently developed oxygen perm

selective perovskitemembranes, which typically require similar temperatures· as: thePOM

reaction for sufficiently large oxygen fluxes. Integration of these membrauesIn thePOM

reactor-seems very attractive because oxygen reacts at the membrane surface resulting 'in'high

driving forces over-the membrane increasing the oxygen permeation.

Because the POM-reaction is only slightly exothermic, the natural gas and air feeds have

to preheated to high temperatures to obtain high synthesis gas yields, will be shown

with an adiabaticthermodynamic analysis. Since the Fischer-Tropsch reaction is carried out at

much lower temperatures, recuperative heat exchange essential for an air-based POM

process. Since external heat transfer at elevated temperatures is expensive, the

recuperative heat exchange is preferably carried out inside the reactor, which canbe achieved

with the reverse flow conceptr.Tocombine thePOM reaction, separation and regenerative

heat exchange a singleapparatus,anovel multi ..functional reactor, reverse flow

catalytic membrane reactor (RFCMR) is proposed. To create reverse behaviour a

small amount methane is combusted at the air side and to keep the centre of the reactor

isothermal some steam is injected. With model simulations the theoretical feasibility of the

new reactor concept is demonstrated.rshowingthat high overallsyngas yields can be achieved

with very high energyefficiencies.

inert porous membrane impermeable

Schematic representation of the Reverse Flow Catalytic Membrane Reactor (RFCMR)
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IMAGING:

International Tomography Center, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia

Fax: +7 3832331399, e-mail: kOt)tytt~((;Ctoj?1o.nS(;.f

The nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) technique is wen known for its

visualize the internal structure of various liquid-containing objects, humans to nrewetted

cores and fiber-reinforced car tires [1 It is of paramount importance, however

image contrast in MRI is governed not only by the structural characteristics ofan object

study, but also by a broad range of its other and the within

Furthermore, one can purposefully adjust the image contrast MRI depending on the

of a particular study so the desired information can be It is one of the aims

this presentation to demonstrate that MRI is not a research

sophisticated and versatile toolkit which can unique and diverse mtormation on

reactor structure and functional behavior and their

calculations. It is essential that the same experimental

arrangement can be used to study transport of the fluid

The spatial resolution of the MRI technique of

the order of 10-100 which clearly not

three-dimensional image
clusler .::;lumina particles
(200 partially saturated
with vaseline pi1) which fill-out
the voids of a porous bed
comprised of •larger (5 mm)
alumina •beads, The latter. do
not contain any liquid and are
thus invisible to MRI.

materials.

the individual

or used directly in modelprocessed

interrelation.

enough to visualize the geometry

pores even for many

However, it is adequate for studying the geometry at

the reactor level, of the void space m packed

beds. This can be done, for instance, by fining the

porous space of the bed a fluid which gives an

observable NMR signal. A three-dimensional (3D)

MRI then yields the structure of the

bed in a digital form (Fig. which can then be

15



within the bed if floW (vide Fl1-rthe:11llore, in most MRI

experiments the is obtained along with

other information such as transport properties, chemical composition, etc., which is useful for

establishing the structure-function relationship. At the same time, the information can be

obtained with spatial resolution, i.e. without averaging over the entire (possibly

inhomogeneous) structure of the reactor.

The functioning of reactors is governed by various types of mass transport

processes within them, including molecular diffusion, flow and hydrodynamic dispersion.

MRI provides a whole range of approaches for studying these and other types of mass

transport in model chemical reactors [2J. Using one the tools from the MRI toolkit (the so-

phase method [2,4,5]), we have obtained the spatial maps of all three velocity

components of water inflowinginto the transport channels of a monolithic catalyst for its

entire cross-section and at various distances from its inflow edge [6,7]. This experiment has

yielded a detailed picture of the branching and rearrangement of the flow and has revealed the

presence of reverse flow those regions where the main stream is deflected. The maps

clearly show the establishment of the developed laminar flow along the channels. More

importantly, the results contain. the complete information about the flow field directly linked

to the flow geometry. This means that MRI is able to provide the information about shear

rates which transport of the flowing fluid with the porous walls of

the catalvst.

extended to the studies of structure-transport relationships. In

Ah"pnTP the differences in the flow fields for monoliths with the

to directly visualize the effect of flow distributors installed

flow pattern within the monolith channels. In particular, a

shear rates is observed when a flow distributor is present,

sl,ttlst$Llitial reduction of the mass transfer between the fluid and the monolith

This exr:lemmel1t

particular,

channels

upstream of the

considerable reciuctlOn ()1

which implies

walls [7].

srgnincant-step tr'r<~larn in the development of such applications is our first successful

application of 1'1,l.<1 to study the flow of proton-eontaining gases (propane, butane, acetylene)

m and including the channels monolithic catalysts [6-8]. While the

sensitivity and resolution for MRI of gases is lower as compared to liquids, the experiment

can still be used to visualize flow patterns in the channels wider than 1 mm, while the

utilization of .elevated gas pressures could improve the spatial resolution of the experiment. •
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Fig. 2 Flow. velocity map for
filtration of water
through cylindrical

22 rom in. diameter
comprised of solid glass
beads. Darker shades of
gray .represent .higher
axial velocities, white
regions correspond to
the beads invisible to
MR!.

We have shown that other MRI-based flow imaging

techniques (e.g., flow tagging [2,5]) are also applicable to

gases [8].

The MRI techniques. that are used to visualize the

flow patterns can be used to study the filtration processes,

e.g., filtration of a liquid through a packed bed, but only

in.those cases .when the characteristic pore sizes:are much

larger-than the spatial resolution limit. This approach was

used to study a flow of water through a bedof3.2 mm

solid glass beads (Fig. 2). Once again, since the

experiment yields the velocity maps which also visualize

the •bed geometry, it is reasonably straightforward to

correlate the flow pattern with the bed .structure. In

particular, higher flow velocities are apparent near the

bed walls where higher bed porosity is expected.

This approach, however, is not practical for beds

with much smaller pore sizes and for gases. Nevertheless,

theMRI toolkit has a different tool for the studies of filtration processes. is based on

[9]. The important point is that the

displacements of the molecules are measured

directly and within the bed, while many

traditional approaches use tracers and the

detection is performed downstream of the

bed. The direction m which the

travel time S: as a function of this distance

32o

20

detection ofthe so-called average propagator P(R,~) -the probability density for a molecule

to travel over a distance R during a selected

0.0 1.0

Displacement ~. an
Fig. 3. The average propagator for the axial

displacements of butane gas flowing
through a cylindrical bed (21 mm in
diql11eter) comprised "of '.solid glass
beads (3.2 mm) measured for the
observation time values of A= 1 ms,
2 ms, 5 Ins,l0 rns, 20 rns, 40 ms,
80 ms, 150 ms (inset - A= 40 ms,
80 ms, 150 ms, 300 ms, 600 ms).

displacements are measured can be chosen at

will, The measurements can thus yield the

average velocity of the fluid in the bed (D)

and both axial CD II) and transverse CD.1)

dispersion coefficients (i.e., both parallel and

normal to the pressure gradient). The
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veiocmes at

to

""VV<ULVU vel,OCll:V exchange

different

probabilitv for

Measurements Pertorrned for

experiment

the averace veIC)c!tli;)S aIldthsp,erslon coefficients

performed with a.coarse spatial resolution, which allows one to compare

granular bed. While

time to study the filtration of liquids, our recent work [7,8,10]

can applied to the studies of gases as well (Fig. 3). This

nnranon of.liquidfwater) and gas (butane) in termsof'thePeclet

Q.lame1ten and to.demonstrate thatfor water the exchange of the

st<lgn'mt pools is an important dispersion mechanism even for beds of

the stationary regime of the filtration process. This is further

confirmed of the detected propagators which exhibit a pronounced peak-at-small

displacement values which. corresponds to •water molecules characterized-by a-reduced

compared to the rest of the ensemble. Theamplitudeofthispeak decreases as the

increases. which gives. the direct confirmation .ofthe exchange of water

molecules between the.stagnant and the moving liquid and provides the means to measure the

exchange. In the case of gases, stagnant pools are evident only when

the comprised of porous grains. Furthermore, the measurements the dispersion

coefficients as a function of the observation time are helpful in revealing the two mechanisms

responsible for dispersion effects the limit short and long observation times,

respectively. The interplay of coherent (short time limit) non-coherent (longtime

limitj.transport mechanisms leads to the characteristic behavicrofD] and DL as functions of

the observation time. The former grows rapidly at short times and then reaches its limiting

value.asymptotically, while the latter goes through a maximum before leveling off.

There are. much more. sophisticated tools the MRI toolkit can be

further details about the filtration process. In particular, the

spectroscopy.{V~XSY)experiment[ll] allows one to correlate

instants The. resulting two-dimensional propagator

molecule to have velocity Vo t=O and velocity VLl at

various values of D. demonstrate the loss of coherence as

the characteristic correlation time [10].

We have further extended the average propagator technique and applied it to study the

gravity driven filtration of80-200aluminaparticles through a of4-5 ITlm alumina spheres

[10]. Preliminary results have shown that despite "discrete" nature the filtration of

individual particles at low flow rates, the experiment can be successfully employed to study

such processes. A representative propagator is shown in Fig. 4. The results show. that the
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0.068
arr

and

to the

decrease of the averaze

IncreaseThe

of

and

in the initial velocity of solids (confirmed

Fig. 4. Average propagator gravity
driven .•• filtration of solid particles
through a bed 4-5 mm alumina
beads. Solids rates and the
average
indicated in the figure.

believe that similar studies

found to be

the porous bed with the granular matenat,

The filtration of gas-solids suspensions

important

catalytic applications,

separators, pneumatic transport

An important problemin chemical engineering

nitranon veiocrtv at.higher-flow rates was

the of

heat transport ona chemical reaction, and particular

processes with the chemical transformation. These issues are directly related to the efficiency

of large-scale reactors and the safety of their operation. One examples

coupling massjransport-and a chemieal, reaction Belousov-Zhabotinsky (HZ)

oscillator, We.haveemployed-the ME-I technique to studythe propagation of chemical waves

111 reactioncarried out in model-porous media (Fig. 5) [10]. The reductienofthe wave

shown relatedto the reduction ofthe effective diffusivity' in porous

concentrations the key reactants, .a critical

fropa~ationOf concentration waves in the
BZ reaction carried out in a bed of
0.5 mm solid glass beads.

pore exists below which the .propagation of concentration wave .fronts not

observed. Jhemost int~restingbehaviQris found when the reaction mixtureflows porous

The measured velocity of

downstream .propagating much

larger than the. sum of the average flow

velocity the front velocity in astaticFig.
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system. The front. which travels in,

the opposite. direction can be made

stationary relative to the bed by

4

hydrogenation. is one ofthe model

flow rate. It is shown, however, that

it can remain stationary if the flow

velocity is further increased by an

order of magnitude. Such an exciting

behavior is caused by the dispersion

phenomenaupon. filtration of fluids

in porous media [8].

64°C

Fig. 6. 2D images demonstrating the redistribution of the
liquid phase inside the catalyst pellet in the.course
of AMS hydrogenation. AlYfS is supplied .~s a
liquid to the top of the pellet. The pellet
temperature is indicated for each image. Lighter
shades of gray correspond to higher liquid
contents, while white areas correspond to regions
where signal is below the noise level.

liquid

catalyticHeterogeneous

appropriatelyadjusting

reactions widely in the .studies aimed at a better understanding and the optimization of

large-scale catalytic processes, and is also of practical importance for chemical industry. We

have employed a combination of NMR imaging (Fig. 6)and spectroscopy to visualize the

processes an operatingsingle catalyst pellet[lO,12,13]

the experiments, Pd/y-AhQ3)

granular catalystbed. During

theNMR

instrument, and the Hz gas and the liquid reactant {u-methylstyrene) preheated to 68-80 °C

are supplied to .the. reaction volume. catalyst temperature can be as high as 170-190 °C

due to the exothermic nature of the reaction. A slice-selective spin-echo sequence was used to

obtain 2D images of the liquid distribution with the spatial resolutionof230x140 lJ,mz (pellet)

or 230x31O lJ,mz (bed) within a 2 rnm slice. To reduce the T1'timesof.theliquids, the catalyst

was impregnated with manganese. This allowed us to acquire the 2Dimages in 34 s and to

obtain a detailed picture of the redistribution of the liquid phase within the pellet or the bed in

the course of the reaction. These studies have revealed the existence of the oscillating regimes

of the process caused bythe oscillations of the catalyst temperature and directly demonstrated

the existence of the coupling of mass and heat transportwith the chemical reaction itself.

In order to determine the composition of the liquidphase with spatial resolution, free

induction decays were phase encoded along

slice of a cylindrical catalyst bed. Despitea sutl§tAfQtial IIue'Nldlth.

spectra clearly indicate the increase in the rp!,,,tn},,,, a11l0111nt

lower (downstream) edge of the catalyst bed. We have shown earlier [12] that substantial line
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broadening and distortions in NMR spectra of liquids permeating porous solids can be

somewhat reduced if the NMR spectra are detected with spatial resolution., Our.latest results

show that.the Iinewidthsare further reduced at elevated temperatures (ca.<800 Hzat2Q °C; ca.

300 Hz at 130 QC). Note that these preliminary spectroscopic experiments were performed

under highly unfavorable' conditions, i.e:, with the catalyst impregnated with paramagnetic

manganese. Without it the lines should be appreciably nan-ower, and an accurate

quantification of the mixture composition throughout the catalyst pellet or bed should be

possible.

The Mkltoolkitis so large that iris impossible even to simply list all the tools available,

and only some of them are presented here. Some other possible applications that can be useful

for catalysis and related disciplines are the of porous materials [14-16] (including

contact drying, external mass transfer across the fluid/solid interface), adsorption [14, 17]

(including sorption of water vapor and adsorption of gases by various porous sorbents), and

the in situ visualization of supported catalyst preparation [18].

The results presented are intended to demonstrate that the MRI toolkit is useful for

establishing the structure-transport-chemistry interrelation in an operating chemical reactor,

with various aspects of its performance studied under the same experimental conditions or

even m same experimental run. We that the work reported will help to further

develop and promote the chemical engineering and catalytic applications of the

technique.

This work was supported by RFBR (grant # 02-03-32770), SB RAS (Intergation grants

#41 and #166), and the Russian President's program of support of the leading scientific

schools (grant # NSch-2298.2003.3).
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Today the Chemical and Process Engineering especially involving Chemical Reactor

Engineering has to answer to the changing needs of the chemical and related process

industries such as petroleum, petrochemical, bituminous, pharmaceutical and health, agro and

food, environment, iron and steel, building materials, paints, glass, surfactants, electronics,

cosmetic and perfume ..., and to meet market demands. So being a key to survival in

globalisation of trade and competition, the evolution of chemical engineering is thus

necessary. And to satisfy both, the market requirements for specific end-use properties of the

products manufactured in (bio) chemical reactors and the social and the resource-saving and

environmental constraints of the industrial-scale processes and technologies, it is shown that a

necessary progress is coming via a multidisciplinary and time and length multiscale approach.

such a frame the future for the science and technologies of new materials can be

summarized by four main objectives:

1. A total multiscale control the process (or the procedure) to increase selectivity

and productivity i.e, nanotaiIoring of materials with controlled structure : opportunities

for molecular engineering in catalysis (figure) [1] or increase selectivity and productivity by

supplying the process with a local "informed" flux ofenergy or materials.
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Figure 1. Nanotailoring of materials with controlled structure. [1]

2. A design of novel equipment based on new onPI'~ltH'ln

methods production: process chemical reactors in using

multifunctional technologies that couple or uncouple elementary processes

- separation) such in catalytic distillation or reaction and crystallization

equipment, crystallization and distillation equipment, membrane technologies, use

of non-traditional structured packmg, P"''\l'''''' iJf1tf:nsHi~ca_.io.l1 concern

such as unsteady or cyclic operations, high temperature and

pressure technologies and media. reduction in size and in the number

equipment units leads to reduced investment costs and significant energy recovery or savings.

Furthermore, improved product selectivity. leads to a reduction in raw material consumption

and hence, operating costs. Globally process intensification through multifunctional reactors

and new operation modes permits 10-20% significant reduction in both investment and plant

operating costs [2].

Figure 2. One vision of how a future plant employing process intensification may look (right)
'is, a conventional plant (left) [2]
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Process the ••• use micro-

technologies. Theminiaturisation of-chemical analytica! services m micro-total analysis

system with micro-reaction technology promises yielq.a wide rangeof noyc:I devices for

reaction kinetic and micro-mechanism studies;and on-line monitoring production systems,

orfor.high-throughput screening experiments for rapid catalyst screening.

3. or a engineering :' manufacturing end-use

This involves the development of multidisciplinary and multiscale product

oriented engineering with a special emphasis on complex fluids and solid technology. ,I have

called it the "Genie tripieProcessus moleculatre Produit~Preced~(3P

Engineering) I! •• Indeed the quality and properties ofemulsified.or past like and solid products

is determined at the micro-and nano scale level. Therefore to beable todesign and control the

product quality [3] and make the leap from the nano-level to the process level, chemical and

process engineering involved with.istructured material have to face many challenges in

fundamentals (structure-activity relationships on molecular level, interfacial phenomena i.e,

equilibria, kinetics prodJjct design (nucleation growth, internal structure, additives..), in

design tooIs based on and in process

Figure 3. Muliple W/O/W emulsion manufactured by partial-phase soluinversion technology
(Gohla, [3])
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implementation of the multiscale multidisciplinary computational chemical

engineering modelling and simulation to real-life situations : from the molecule to the

'overall complex production scale into the entire production site. Through the interplay of

molecular theory, simulation, and experimental measurements evolves a better quantitative

understanding of structure-property relations, which, when compled to macroscopic chemical

engineering science, Can form a basis for new materials and process design. Computer Aided

Process Engineering European Programs such as CAPE OPEN or Global CAPE OPEN aim

expanding and developing interface specification standards to insure interoperability of CAPE

software components. And a standardization body CAPE OPEN laboratories Network has

been established to maintain and disseminate the software standards and to ensure that

software tools used by the process industries reach a level of interoperability that will help

ensure growth and competitiveness.

In a context of society and market demands versus technology development it is clear that

the future for the science and technologies of new materials production is heading in these

four directions and requires the integrated approach presented as the 3P Engineering [4].

Moreover, chemical and process engineering will also be increasingly involved and concerned

with the application of Cycle Assessment to new material design and production and its

use but also to the plant and the equipment together with the associated services. This

concerns sustainability (environmental protection, security, societal demands, and

business leading to better conversion and selectivity of raw material and energy consumer

uC:o>i"",...1 1"-b<1~+ quality), reg:mn=~ of the industries which use these technologies of new

material production.
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Hydrogen production for.fuel cells in mobileapplleatlens
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Mobility, being defined as displacement of people and goods, is increasing during

the last decades. For any sustainable society mobility should be safe, environmentally

clean.and economic. Vehicles can be run either by connecting them to a continuous

supply of energy, or by storing energy on board. Fuel cells convert chemical energy

into electrical energy with a high efficiency and low emission of pollutants..Fuel cell

powered electric cars using hydrogen-rich: gas present a low-emission alternative to

gasoline internal combustion engines. Fuel cells (FCs) offer significant environmental

benefits over competing technologies and hence the environment is a strong .driving

force behind the development of FC systems for transport applications. Moreover,

fuel cells are not limited in their efficiency by the restrictions of the Camot cycle.

However, fuel cells in mobile applications require safe and efficient hydrogen storage

by physical or chemicalmeans, or the production of hydrogen on-board.

Hydrogen is gaseous at room temperature and atmospheric pressure,and 4 kg of

hydrogen occupies a volume of 45 m3 under normal conditions. This corresponds to a

balloon of 5 m diameter, being not a practical solution for a vehicle. The high

pressure containers are more compact, but .present significant disadvantages: the fuel

would be available at a pressure dropping from 450 bar to zero overpressure, so

additional pressure control is essential. High-pressure vessels create a considerable

risk - the compression itself is the most dangerous and complicated part.

Another approach for hydrogen storage is to use adsorption of hydrogen on light

and reasonably cheap materials of high surface area, like nanostructured graphite.

Interesting results have been published on the hydrogen storage in carbon nanotubes,

but whether a hydrogen-storage material will emerge from. it, remains an open

question. The amount of adsorbed hydrogen is proportional to the specific surface

area of the carbon nanotube material and limited to about 2 mass% for carbons.

Many metals and alloys are capable of reversibly absorbing large amounts of

hydrogen via hydride formation. Reversible hydrogen-storage capacities approaching

3 mass% at room temperature have been reported. Some of the lightest elements in the

periodic table, for example lithium, boron, sodium and aluminium, form stable and
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ionic c01l1pounds The hydrogen content reaches values of up to 18

mass% for LiBH4, but such compounds desorb the hydrogen only at temperatures

from 80 qc up to 600 °c,and the reversibilityofthe reaction is not fully proven.

Taking into results, scientifically interesting and challenging to

continue research on the .. hydrogen storage •using well-characterized materials, but

alternative iapproach of producing hydrogen on-board .has to be considered and

developed. There are several "primary fuels" as potential hydrogen sources for proton

exchange membrane fuel ceils(PEMfC)· used in automotive propulsion as methane

(natural gas), liquefied gas, gasolineralcohols. Due to their high storage density,

liquid fuels are the most attractive for mobile application. Except steam-reforming of

alcohols, an processes for generating hydrogen from these fuels require water-gas

shift reactors of significant size. •This occurs because the higher operating

temperatures used lead to unacceptably large amounts of CO. AU processes require

low- or zero-sulfur fuels, and add to the fuel cost.

Methanol is considered to be safer than the currently used petrol with respect to

ignition temperature, and it can be produced from renewable sources. Moreover,

steam reforming >(1) offers the highest attainable hydrogen concentration in the

product gas (75%):

4 CO2 +3H 2

= 49kJmoF1
(1)

(2)

comparison, product gas from partial oxidation has only 35-45% ofhydrogen:

\...-UL,VB + 0.502 -+ CO2 + 2H2

Ll HO =:: -192 kJl11br-1
r -

hydrogen percentages adversely affect performance. Moreover, the

high exothermicity of reaction (2) drastically lowers efficiency of the process

since generated and temperature control of the reactor may be

complicated. From another pure steam-reforming suffers from poor transient

operation. combination partial oxidation with steam-reforming of

methanol appears leading candidate on-board generation of hydrogen.

Oxidative steam of methanol (OSRM) is based on the combination of an

exothermic oxidation an endothermic reforming of methanol carried out in the
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same reactor. At 300°C an auto thermic reaction for the following composition of the

reactant feed is attained:

=OkJmor1

rveactors for this process autothermally, i.e. without any external heating

or cooling when reached the reaction temperature, with in the

product gas of 73% with oxygen the feed or 65% if air used. For fast or

transient response, the methanol/oxygen ratio can be The main difficulty in

carrying out the OSRM is due to the much faster methanol oxidation to the

reforming reaction. As a consequence, heat is generated mostly at reactor

entrance, whereas the heat consumption occurs in the middle and of

In conventional reactors with low axial and radial heat conductivity, pronounced axial

temperature profiles are developed. They are characterized by "hot at the

reactor entrance and "cold spots" near the reactor outlet. The high temperatures

damage the catalyst and the low temperature diminishes the reforming rate to

poor reactor performances. Therefore, temperature control in the reactor is crucial.

Metal based catalysts with high thermal conductivity can help to integrate the

exothermic reforming.

beneficial effect the OSRM using

either a conductive Microstructured

catalytic reactors have some unique characteristics that classical reactors cannot

achieve, like short dynamic response times, narrow residence time distribution and

large heat exchange capacity

Figure 1: Scheme of the microreactor used for the SRM kinetic measurements
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To profit from these advantages, one has to introduce sufficient fraction of catalyst

per unit of reactor volume in order to attain high reactor efficiency. One promising

option to increase the catalyst loading is the use of sintered metal fiber (SMF) plates

as catalyst support. SMF consist of metal filaments (0 2-30 urn) and provide uniform

3D open structures with porosity to 90%. Ten SMF plates and metal foils were

stacked together in housing (Fig. I) to form the microstructured reactor. Pressure drop

remained low with high catalyst loading up to 25 mass%. Catalytic activity was

investigated for a copper based catalyst in the SRM for the production of hydrogen.

Another microstructured reactor, designed as catalytically active wires placed

in parallel into a tube, which we call "string-reactor" (see Fig.2), was developed for

the OSRM to produce hydrogen in autothermal mode. The heat generated during

methanol oxidation at the reactor entrance is axially transferred to the reactor zone of

the endothermic steam-reforming. The brass metal wires (CulZn = 4/1) were used as

precursors for the preparation of string-catalysts. High methanol conversion in the

OSRM together with CO2-selectivity of 99% andHi-selectivity of 60% were obtained

and results will be presented in details.

micro1struclun:d string-reactor.
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AN APPROACH TOWARD THE UTILIZATION OF RENEWABLE

FEEDSTOCKS: CO2 SELECTIVE REDUCTION;

ALCOHOLS INTO MOTOR FUEL CONVERSION

M'v. Tsodikov, 1.1. Moiseev
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Leninsky Prospekt 29,119991 Moscow GSP-I, Russia,
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LeninskyProspekt 31,119991 Moscow GSP-I, Russia,

Carbon dioxide is both an abundant anthropogenic generated waste material and a source

of bound carbon. Ethanol and its lower homologues .can be produced . via biomass

fermentation. In this paper reactions of CO2 and alcohols catalysed by intermetallics will be

discussed.

COz was found to undergo .reduction by hydrogen giving rise to CO and methane under

20-350°C in the presence of TiFeo,9sZro,03Moo,oz. A catalytic combination of hydride phase

[TiFeo,9sZro,03Moo,oz]Ho.36 and Pt/Ah03 was shown to yield 99% CO under conversion of

COz close to 60% at 350°C and 10-50 at. Cyclohexane reacts with COz in the presence of

TiFeo,9sZro,o3Moo,o2 and.Pt/Al-O, at 430°C and 15 at according to the equation (1):

3COz + C6H12 ~ 3CO + C6H6+ 3HzO (1)

Intermetallic TiFeo,9SZro,03Moo,oz modified with Cu catalysed reductive reaction of CO2

with 3-methylbuthanol-l giving rise to diisopenthylformal according to the equation (2):

CH3
; CH2CH2CH20H + CO2 + 2H2

CH3

Formation of mixture consisted of linear and branched hydrocarbons was observed while

ethanol was treated with COz/Hz mixture in the presence of TiFeo,9sZro,03Moo,oz and Pt/Ah03

composition according to the equation (3):

C02 ""CzHsOH+ Hz ~ L. CnH2n+2 + HzO
n~4

Reductive dehydration of an alcohol, a reaction in which alcohol molecule undergoes

dehydration and condensation giving rise to a saturated hydrocarbon, has been found to take
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place

at least doubled in companson tllestarting alCiJhOII,

prc~d.uct molecule IS

CH3
2 ; CHzCHzCHzOH -I-

CH3

CH3
+ 2HzO (4)

Chern. Bull.,

Reduced melted Iron catalyst iconverted>cycloptmtanol at 250°C to dicyclopentyl

(see Eq. 5):

2 o-0H+Hz. + 2H20 (5)

Analogously, benzaldehyde found .. to undergo reduction giving nse to 1,2-

diphenylethane possibly via intermediate benzyl alcohol formation (see Eq. 6):

/:0
2 Ph-C: + 2Hz [2PhCHzOH] (6)

H

Mechanistic aspects of the above mentioned and related reactions are discussed.
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NEW MULTIPHASE FIXED-BED TECHNOLOGIES. COMPARATIVE

ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES (EXPERIENCE OF

DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL IMPLEMENTATION)

!dh!!!ill~l£!!,D.A. Mukhortov"

University ofBayreuth, Germany (Bayreuth), Germany

*FSUF RSC "Applied Chemistry" (St. Petersburg), Russia

Proceeding from the analysis of chemicophysical processes in existing gas-liquid fixed

bed reactors, two new technologies for gas-liquid reactions on a fixed-bed catalyst are

developed. In the first technology worked out in the Russian Scientific Center "Applied

Chemistry", the process is carried out under conditions of the gravitational liquid film flow

over the catalyst surface and liquid recycling. In the second process - presaturated one-liquid

flow technology (POLF technology) [L.B. Datsevich, D.A. Muhkortov, Process for

hydrogenation of organic compounds, Russian patent 2083540, to Datsevich], the reaction is

brought about without the presence of the gaseous phase - only the liquid phase is fed

reactor, but this liquid is preliminarily saturated with the gas a special highly intensive

device before the reactor. These new technologies allow carrying out reactions with high

productivity and process safety at low energy input in the reactor. The comparative analysis

of the existing three-phase fixed-bed technologies destined for exothermic reactions is given.

Some approaches to scale-up and industrial realisation of these processes are considered.

Keywords. Multiphase reactions, Fixed-bed (stationary) catalyst, Trickle bed reactors (TBR),

Bubble column reactors (BC), presaturated one-liquid-flow (POLF) technology, Mass transfer
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Introduction

During the last ten years, improved fuel economy in vehicles, has become a dominating

factor when developing engines, due. to the concern growing greenhouse

emissions. A perfect example of efficient fuel economy is demonstrated by the common-rail

turbo diesel engine, which operates under highly lean-bum conditions. These oxygen rich

conditions, however, make the conventional catalysts unsllitable for the reduction

of NOx this we investigated the application silver-alumina

catalyst for selective NOx

SCR is based of unburned hydrocarbons together added hydrocarbons it of

to optimise the process conditions

engine catalytic converter. present study is devoted to experiments

diesel exhaust mixtures, where the concentration of the reactants were varied and the results

were mathematically treated to determine NO, HC and O2 •

Experiments and results

2 wt.% Ag/alumina catalyst was prepared by impregnation of a commercial alumina

support (LaRoche Industries Inc.) with a 0.022 M silver nitrate solution of high purity. The

experimental kinetic study was obtained in activity where the Ag/alumina

particles (250-500 um, 0.4 g) were tested in a quartz micro reactor.

Different sizes of particles and variations the bed length were investigated to elucidate

the impact of mass-transfer limitations. The internal mass-transfer resistance over the

. Ag/alumina was tested using particle sizes of .0-1 mm, 0.250-0.500 mm and 0.09-

0.180 mm with equal mass of bed and the results are presented in Figure 1. The external

mass transfer experiments were carried out using three different lengths of the Ag/alumina
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bed: 0.35, 0.7 and 1.05 em. resultsconfirmed-that there no internal and external mass

transfer limitations over the Aglalumina catalvst.

100,---------------------,

0.250-0.500 mm

80

=e
60-i

e
z 40
.8

"0z
20

o+---__=-~-~-_-_-~-~___I
I~ ~ ~o 300 350 ~ ~ ~ 5~ ~

Temperature (0e)

Figure 1. Effect ofparticle size on the conversion of NOx over Ag/alumina.
Catalyst mass =0.4 g, CIINO = 6 (octane as reductant) and GHSV = 60 000 h-1

•

Kinetic tests were thus carried out in the absence of internal and external mass transfer

limitations. A temperature window of 150-550 °C with sampling at steady state conditions

(GHSV = 60000 h-I and 550 ml/min) was used for the catalytic activity runs. Orders in NO,

HC and variation in involved reactants (NO:

250-1000 ppm, octane,: i134-750 ppm and 02: vol, %). Oxygen led separately into

the reactor in order to avoid reaction between NO O2 before entering the. catalyst bed.

concentrations ofN2, C02, CO and O2 were determined using a GC (HP 6890). More details

on general experimental procedure. as well as on analysis are provided [1].

The reaction was assumed to follow the simplified reaction scheme:

2 NO + CSHIS + 11Yz O2~ N2 + 8 CO2 + 9 H20

CSH18 + 12Yz O2~ 8 CO2+ 9 H20

C8H18 + 8% 02 ~ 8 CO + 9H20

CO+ Yz02 CO2

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

phenomenological power-law kinetic model of exponential order was set up for the

reactions:

(5)

.~

where k are rate constants, m.ri, o-reaction orders.

The rate constants and orders were estimated with simplex and Levenberg-

Marquardt methods irnpl~rne,nted in the software ModEst 6.0 (ProfMath, Helsinki). The
•

concept of a plug flow reactor was applied
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(6)

where z is length coordinate in reactor, meat catalyst mass, x-molar fraction.

The mass balances were solved with the backward difference method during the

parameter estimation procedure. The results obtained are presented in Table 1 '(for the main

reaction) and Figure 2.

500300 350 400 450

Temperature (0e)

250200150

':):
~ 1 :
1:) L'o "- "o "
2': '

200l",~----~,'---~--~~
- _~ -J

550 600

2. Activity test over Ag/alumina with varying concentration of octane and
NO but having HellNO = 6 and GHSV = 60 000 h-1

•

Table 1. Reaction orders of NO, octane and O2 at different temperatures.

Temperature (0C) NO octane O2

300 ~O 1.7 1.0

350 ~O 1.9 1.3

400 ~O 1.9 1.1

450 ~O 1.4 0.88

500 0.07 1.3 0.60

550 0.26 1.2 0.25

The reaction order close to zero order in NO was calculated between 300 and 500°C and

at the final temperature of 550 °C it increased to 0.26, indicating that the reaction rate is

almost independent of the concentration of NO. The strong dependence of the NOx

conversion on the hydrocarbon concentration is dearly seen, as the order varies from 1.9 at

low temperatures to 1.2 at the highest temperature. In oxygen, on the other hand, there is a

high order at low temperatures, which gradually decreases to 0.25 at 550°C.

Experimental data suggests that octane reactivity dominates the rate of NO reduction. The

mechanistic explanation for observed kinetics could be that in the rate-determining step
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octane reacts with the aid of predominantly oxygen over the Ag/alumina catalyst to form an

oxygenated hydrocarbon (via Il-abstraction). Although the influence of NO not manifested

kinetically, meaning that the coverage ofadsorbed NO .or nitrates (nitrites) is small, the

presence. of NO is .. vital to create active .: intermediates for the reactions. to •proceed, as. octane

does not transform totally in the absence ofNOi;n the gas feed.A11 alternative explanatio»,

which could account for zero order in NO is that the surface is almost completely.coveredby

NOx containing species.

Conclusions

Kinetics of continuous NO reduction by octane in excess oxygen was investigated over a

2 wt.% Ag/alumina catalyst. The reaction order in NO was equal to zero, indicating that the

rate of NO reduction in the excess of oxygen was independent on NO partial pressure. At the

same time reaction orders in octane clearly exceed unity.
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The integration multiple process functions multifunctional· reactors, e.g.

heterogeneous catalysed reactions and processes, has recently intensively

investigated as a promising tool for process intensification [1].

functionality has to be incorporated a reactor the spatial distribution

the optimisation the

the reactor scale, e.g. spatial distribution adsorbent and catalyst particles a fixed bed.

However, the inter-and intra-particle mass transfer can pose a serious constraint for the

utilisation of synergy potential offered by reactors, especially for very fast

reactions. particle level, i.e.

multifunctional catalyst particles with an integrated secondaryfunctiohality, transfer

between the different i functional sites be .intensified .significantly. Furthermore,

microstructuring offers an additional degree of freedom for the design of a multifunctional

reactor as the functionalities a structured way inside theparticles and thus

provides a tool for the deliberate manipulation ofintra-partic1e concentration

profiles.·The optimal distribution of a single two different catalytic activities in a particle

has been derivedearlier for steady-state conditions [3}, we focus 011 multifunctional

catalysts .. with integrated adsorption sites for the conversion enhancement 'of 'equilibrium

limited reversible reactions. Due to the inherent unsteady-state nature ofadsorption processes
,.'<

theoretical analysis of these multifunctional catalysts has to be carried out based on a

dynamic process model.
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A two phase describing the dynamic

behaviour of a fixed bed adsorptive reactor with multifunctional catalyst particles has been

developed. The spatial distribution of the functionalities inside the multifunctional catalyst

particle was mathematically according to the volumefraetion of each functionality,

whereby all possible particle structures could be accounted for. The model was implemented

in Aspen Custom Modeler® with a modular model structure and solved using orthogonal

collocation on finite elements for the discretisation of the spatial domain, whereas the finite

elements were allocated on the radialaxis of the.particle in such a manner so as to obtain a

volume equivalent grid.

The adsorption process was assumed to be mass transfer limited only and the reactor was

considered to be isothermal. We considered catalyst and adsorbent sites in the.multifunctional

particle to have the same properties as for the separate particles. Particle size and structure

were averaged for all particles (multifunctional and conventional) in to permit a direct

comparison of different particle and reactor configurations.

p [bar}

Zeolite 3AClaus process [4]
2H2S + S02 03/uSn + 2 Hp

Simulation were carried out for two test systems of industrial significance - Claus

process and watergas reaction - in the first case a product is adsorbed and the a

reacJapt is desorbed, resulting in enhancement the equilibrium reaction

according to Le Chatelier's law.

Table 1. Test reaction systems for multifunctional catalysts

Catalyst T

Watergas shift reaction [2]
CO + H20 0 CO2+ H2

Zeolite 3A CuI.znO/Alz03 250

Using the parameter values reported in the literature, particle size and reaction rate were

augmentedto investigate the influence of the ratio ofreaction rate and internal diffusion as

well. as the. ratio .of convective and intra-particle mass transfer. on the performance. of

multifunctional catalysts-. The performance .was quantified using the cycle time. prior to the

breakthrough point of unconverted reactant. fora given reactor volume compared to a

conventional adsOrptive reactor.

The.anticipatedjnt~nsification of the mass. transfer.between catalyst and adsorbent was
•

confirmed by the simulation results for both reaction systems. With increasing diffusional

resistance the advantage of multifunctional catalysts compared to conventional adsorptive
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reactors was more pronounced, too. While an increased reaction rate with respect to the

internal mass zone to close to the particle surface

and thus restricts

(!)
(!)

'B 'B
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particle core leading a poorer performance

1 gives a summary of the simulation results.

§ignificant advantagefor l11Ultif~n9tiBI1~1 catalysts

Advantage depending on reaction system possible
No significant advantage compared
conventional adsorptive reactor

.. Claus process

IIWatergas shift
reaction

12 Thiele modulus

Figure 1. Cycle time enhancement by multifunctional catalysts depending on the mass transfer
resistance

Furthermore, a discrete optimisation of the particle structure fora given average volume

fraction of catalytic and adsorptive functionalities was carried out for. both test reaction

systems under different conditions (Figure 2). By means of.this procedure the ratio of reaction

and internal mass transfer rates (Thiele modulus) was identified to main factor

influencing the optimal particle structure.

As long as the intrinsic reaction rate is the limiting step, the catalyst activity can be

maximised if the catalyst volume fraction is increased towards the particle surface, since this

exposes the catalyst to the highest reaction driving force.

The higher the Thiele modulus the more favourable an arrangement with a lower catalyst

and a higher adsorbent volume fraction close to the particle surface. This reduces the catalytic

activity close to the surface and thus extends the reaction zone further into the core ofthe

particle. By means of the structured arrangement of the functionalities inside the particles the

mass transfer rate between the sites with different functionalities can be harmonised with both

the reaction and adsorption rate and thus the utilisation of the particle maximised. The same

particle structure was found to be optimal for the conversion enhancement both by adsorption

of a reaction product and by desorption of a reactant. For all cases particle structures with

zones containing overlapping functionalities were superior to arrangements with separate

catalyst and adsorbent shells due to the more intimate spatial integration in the mixed zones.
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Conclusions

The simulation results have demonstrated multifunctional catalysts can serve an

appropriate tool for the circumvention of mass transfer limitations and thus offer an lrnnr",,,,rl

utilisation of both functionalities. The imprQ'Ved mass transfer between and adsorbent

also allows an increase of the particle size or reduced .residence times compared to a

conventional adsorptive reactor configuration. compatibility of adsorption and reaction

rates which is a crucial-criterion for the feasibility of adsorptive reactors [4] is facilitated by

multifunctional catalysts. However, if the mass transfer between the different functionalities

limiting, the benefit of-multifunctional catalysts will be not sufficient to compensate the

complex manutacturmg process. for a single

reversible reaction suggests similar-or even higher improvements for more complex reaction

increased selectivity .for consecutive and promise for

further investigations of multifunctional catalysts with integrated adsorption sites.
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Cyclic reduction and re-oxidation of the catalyst-is one of the ways to Teach an improved

performance hydrocarbon partial oxidation reactions. The physical.basis is the ability to

regulate the concentration of adsorbed species by reaction conditions. This way of the reactor

operation can allow formation of more active or selective state ofthecatalyst, which is not

formed in steady-state conditions. Benzaldehyde (BA) and.benzoic acid are valuable products

of toluene partial oxidation over vanadia/titania catalysts. It was found [1,2] during

toluene interaction with a ViTi-oxide catalysts containing potassium IS for a long

time with a very selectivity IS first of

reaction.

pre-oxidised

is the investigation

I-OXHlle catalvsts with different vanadia content. This

toiuene interaction with

, .........","f-:>"t for the

via a Mars-

Ti02 (Aldrich) anatase structure was used as a support. It

% by

5- and 10

hvdroxvlation and

drying (grafting technique). The catalysts were dried and calcined in air at 723 K dunng

to m2/g. of vanadium

0.75 monoiayers (ML), respectively The IS be

[3].

Set-up and procedure. An experimental set-up used for the transient response has

been described in catalyst (l g) wasloadedto i.d. 6 mm. Before

every experiment the catalyst was oxidative atmosphere (20 vo1.% O2 in Ar) at

for 30 the flow was switched to cooling was performed to the reaction
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reactor.

Rate ofreactions

Rj= kICr[YO]m,

R2 = k2CBA[YO],

R3 = k3Cr[ZO]\

R, = 14Cr [ZO],

Rs = ks[ZOC7Hs][ZO].

C6HsCH3 + 2 [YO] 42[Y] + C6HsCHO + H20,

2 C6HsCHO + 3 [YO] ~ 2 [YC6HsCOO] + [Y] + H 20,

C6HsCH3 18 [ZO] ~ 18 [Z] + 7 CO2+ 4 H20,

C6HsCH3 + [ZO] [ZOC7Hg] ,

[ZOC7Hs] + 17 (ZO] 18 [Z] + 7 CO2+ 4 H20,

temperature and a 2 %toluene/A.f mixture mlls) was introduced

Products were analysed by a quadrupole mass spectrometer and gas-chromatograph.

Kinetic model and results. The kinetic model based on the following •results and

assumptions [1-4]: (1) BA and CO2 are formed mainly on different active sites, nucleophilic

(02) andelectrophilie (0) oxygen, respectively; (2) The ratio of these active sites is not

dependenton the temperature; (3) Adsorbed benzoates and other coke-like species are formed

on the surface of vanadia/titania during the toluene interaction; (4) Diffusion of oxygen from

the bulk is not important in the studied temperature range.

The kinetic scheme with the minimal amount of steps describing responses of toluene and

reaction products was chosen. It-includes following steps:

Kinetic steps

1)

2)

3}

4)

5)

Toluene interacts with nucleophilic oxygen sites (YO) of the catalyst with the BA

formation in the step. BA interacts with the same oxygen sites forming benzoate (step 2).

Toluene can be adsorbed with the ring parallel to surface on group of ZO sites.

Electrophilic oxygen these sites provides fast formation of CO2 of the aromatic

ring in adsorbed toluene (step 3). Toluene may also adsorb on a single ZO site (step 4). that

case it interacts with electrophilic oxygen of other ZO sites forming the total oxidation

products (step 5). continuous stirred tank reactor approach was used for mathematical

modelling.

The main products of the toluene interaction with the pre-oxidisedvanadia/titania catalyst

in the temperature range 523-633K are BA., CO2, CO and H20. The transient behaviour of CO

is similar to C02, but CO concentration was 5-6 times less. Hence, was not taken into

account.

Figs. la and lb demonstrate the BA and CO2 evolution, obtained during the toluene

interaction with the pre-oxidised vanadia/titania catalyst (0.75 ML V/TiOz) at different

temperatures. The response .curvespresented in figures indicate that the dynamics of the CO2

and BA formation is different. The CO2 formation declines quickly, while BA is formed for a
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longtime, This was explained by participation ofdifferent oxygenspecies in partial and total

oxidation [1 ].Except of gaseous;:pJ;oducts the-coke-like species are formed on the catalyst

'surface. This follows from thebalancecalculationsas well as from the oxygen introduction

experiments after the toluene interaction. CO2, CO II H20 were found in products of the

oxygen interaction, but BA was never observed. It isseen that the calculated responses of BA

and CO2 at different temperatures correspond to the experimental data (Fig. 1).
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Toluene interaction with the pre-oxidised 0.75 ML V/Ti02 catalyst at different temperatures.
Benzaldehyde (light points) and CO2 (dark points). Points - experiments, lines - modelling.
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Fig. 2. Arrhenius plots for the rate constants. Fig. 3. Dependences of the benzaldehyde
formation on time after the switch of the
Ar flow to the 2 vol.% toluene/Ar mixture
over the pre-oxidised VITi-oxide catalysts
at 573 K. Coverage oftitania by vanadia
in monolayers is shown. Points 
experiments, TInes - modelling.

Fig. 2 demonstrates the calculated dependence of the In k, on temperature. The rate

constants fit nicely the Arrhenius plots. The step 5 has the lowest rate constant and higher

activation energy. Hence this step contributes to the CO2 formation more strongly at high

temperature.
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IPfJl1la11()n are.compared the tolu.en~ interacnon

oxidisedcatalysts containiIlg giffert;nt \li:lnadia conct;ntrations •(935, 0.6+ 0.75M!.-). (Fig.

3). Maleic.anhydrige benzoic acid ..have never. been found in •• prpducts. formation

increases, with. the vanadia content. No gaseous products were detected duril1g toluene

interaction .with .pure titania support. These. data. point that thy. vanadia. species in a

monolayer are active intheJ3.t\ formation.

Kinetic modelling was used for estimation of vanadia concentration in YO and ZO

species. The model satisfactorily describes the BA formation (Fig. 3) as well as the CO2

formation (not shown) over the catalysts with different content of vanadia .

Conclusions. A kinetic model of the toluene interaction with the pre-oxidised

vanadia/titania catalyst containing potassium has been developed assuming that thetwo types

of oxygen sites are responsible for total and partial oxidation. The model includes 5 steps. The

kinetic constantsandactivation energies were determined. The model satisfactorily describes

the transient and reaction products over the catalysts with up to 0.75 ML

of vanadia in the temperature range 523-633 K.
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Blends ammes ammes, such as

methyldiethanolamine (MDEA), are frequently used for the removal of CO2 from gas

mixtures [1]. These 'activated' solutions are advantageous, since they combine the high

absorptive capacity of the tertiary with the absorption rates achievable with

primary or secondary amines. However, the of CO2 absorption via the rapid

formation of carbamates primary or secondary amines is usually only locally

column. other of absorption process homogeneous

activating additives give to undesirable side-effects, such increased corrosion or

higher energy demands for regeneration. It would thus seem to be preferable immobilise

the activators on a solid carrier, which would ideally also serve as a packing material, within

the absorption column. In this way one could localise the activators in those parts of the

absorption process where are needed and exclude them elsewhere.

The formation of carbamate would then take place as a of chemical adsorption

process through the reaction of CO2 with theimmobilised primary or secondary ;the

regenerated 'in-situ' continuously the reaction between the flowing

aqueous MDEA phase and the carbamate releasing bicarbonate into the solution

positive effect of immobilised activators on the absorption behaviour

demonstrated by means of preliminary batch experiments in an aerated stirred tank reactor

[2]. For the experiments an adsorber resin functionalised with benzyl amine (BA) groups

(Lewatit VP OC 1065, Bayer AG) was chosen as the immobilised activator material, These

resin particles are spherical with a diameter of 0.5-1 mm and have a density of 1.092 kg/nr'.
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determined by with 1

Lewatit.

H-N·····
I

R1

MDEA
H20

co(aq)
2I

i,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I! Hco;(aq) + MDEAH+(aq)

••............••••••..... .!. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

A ; gas-liquid mass transfer

B : liquid phase reaction

C ; formation of carbamate

o : regeneration of Immobltlsed amine

Fh'lu'e 1. Schematic reaction mechanism for .immobilised activators

As discussed in previous paper [2] immobilised activators similarly enhance the

absorption of into an aqueous MDEA solution as an equivalent quantity of liquid

activators (diethanolamine). Further experiments related to the regeneration process have

demonstrated that CO2 loaded immobilised activator can be regenerated with MDEA (0.5 M)

solution and afterwards shows the same absorption behaviour like fresh material.

Kinetic Measurements

To quantify the different mass transfer and reaction processes occurring in the three

phase system (see figure 1) and to locate possible rate-limiting steps additional experiments

were carried out in a gas-liquid twin CSTR contactor and a liquid/solid fixed-bed column,

a) Gas-liquid twin CSTR

The experiments in a gas-liquid twin CSTR contactor were carried out to determine the

reaction kinetic of dissolved C02 and amines immobilised on suspended resin. Furthermore it

should be investigated whether the immobilised amines enhance the absorption of CO2 into an

aqueous MDEA solution for this kind of gas-liquid contactor or not. The used gas-liquid twin

CSTR contactor (total volume 1.091 1, liquid volume 0.5 1) offers the advantage that no

analysis-of the liquid phase is required because the pressure decrease is the determining factor

for the .evaluation of the unknown parameters. In each experiment a certain amount of CO2
•

was rapidly injected into the reactor and the pressure decrease caused by absorption and

reaction was recorded. From this record, the reaction kinetic of the dissolved CO 2 and the
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suspended immobilised amines was estimated by using a matnemanca! model based on the

film theory, which wasthen implementedintoAspenCust9mModeler.

The absorptio~ experiments with an aqueous MDEA solution and suspended immobilised

amines showed that for this kind gas-liquid no enhancement the absorption

rate by the immobilised occurs. Based on mathematical model it can be

demonstrated, that the gas-liquid mass transfer is the rate-limiting step in this system.

According to the filnltheory; it can be reasoned, that in contrast their liquid counterparts

the suspended immobilised activators don't enhance the reaction rate of CO2 within the film

and therefore don't favourably influence the absorption.

b) Liquid-solid fixed bed

In order to measure the kinetic parameter of the adsorption of CO2 dissolved in water

with the immobilised activator and the kinetic parameter of the regeneration of loaded

immobilised activators with-an aqueous solution a fix-bed reactor was set up. The

diameter of the reactor was 20 mm

Lewatit.

the height was 100 mm. was packed with 34.5 ml

first preparatory step of the experiment for the determination of the adsorption

parameter CO2 was bubbled in distilled water in order to saturate the liquid. Then the

water with dissolved CO2 was fed to the bed column at different flow rates. An electric

conductivity detector was used to record the change of CO2 concentration at the exit of the

reactor. Due to the difficulty to calculate CO2 concentration in liquid phase from the

conductivity signal a new analytical method has been developed for the determination of CO2

solved in water. Samples with 8 ml COrwater and 1ml NaOH (to freeze CO2 in water) were

taken at the exit of the reactor along the time. Then the probe was injected in the bottle of

sulphuric acid.·C02 injected by the probe was driven out and carried away by constant helium

gas flow to TCD(thermal conductivity detector). This method was calibrated by NaC03

solution at different concentration.

For the determination of the regeneration parameters aqueous MDEA solutions with

different concentrations were fed into the loaded fixed bed column. Samples were also taken

at the exit and analysed as described above.
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and

4)Oads + *v~ [*Oss];

5) COads + [*Oss] ~ CO2(gas) + 2* + *v;

The complex dynamic behavior in oxidation reaction over platinum metals (bistability,

oscillations, surface autowaves, etc.) can be directed by the .structure of the reaction

mechanism, specifically by the laws of physicochemical processes in the «reaction medium 

catalyst» system. The most .popular factors used to interpret the critical effects are the

following [1]; i)phase transformations on catalyst surface, including the formation and

decomposition ofsurface and. subsurface oxides during reaction (e.g., Pd(110)), ii)

structural phase transitions of the surface and its reconstruction due to the

reaction media (e.g., Pt(IOO)).

our opinion; the .imitation (or statistical) simulation based on the Monte-Carlo

technique is the most efficient tool for describing the spatio-temporal dynamics of the

behaviour of adsorbates .on the real catalytic surface, whose structure can change during the

reaction. Recently the: statistical lattice models for imitating the oscillatory. and autowave

dynamics in the adsorbed layer during CO oxidation overPd(110) [2] and Pt(100) [3] single

crystals, differing by the structural properties ofcatalytic surfaces, has been studied.

The aim of this contribution study the influence surface .diffusion intensity on the

shapes of surface concentration waves obtained in simulations. Let us restrict our
...< ....-·1

consideration by CO oxidation reaction over 'Pd(110) (similar results has been obtained by

simulation ofCO+02/Pt(lOO)).

Detailed mechanism of this reaction has been established by means of

XPS studies [4]:

1) 02(gas)+ 2* ~ 20ads;

2) COgas + * B COads;
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3) co., + Oads CO2(gas)+2*; co., + (*Os,J [COads*Oss];

7) [COads*Oss] -» CO2(gas) + * + *v - «cork-screw» reaction

Let us.briefly describe the algorithms used in simulations. catalyst surface was

represented by NxN (N = 400 - 1600) with periodic boundary conditions.

States of the lattice cells are determined according rules prescribed by the detailed

reaction mechanisms used the cases under study. So-called Monte Carlo step (MCS)

consisting from NxN elementary actions was used as a time unit. During the MCS each cell is

tested on the average once. By elementary action it is meant a trial to change a state of the

randomly chosen centre in such a manner, as it will with the substances taking. part in the

elementary processes (steps) constitute the detailed reaction mechanism. The probability of

the particular process Wi is determined by a ratio the. rate coefficients, therewith the

rate coefficients for the adsorption processes are.multiplied by the relevant partial pressures.

The values of the rate coefficients of the elementary used in simulations could be

found in [2,3]. During the MCS after each of NxN trial to out one of elementary

action the inner cycle of.COads been arranged (usually

diffusion). The diffusion is necessary for spatio-temporal processes synchronization

occumng different regions of the model surface. The reaction rate and surface

coverages were calculated after each MCS as a number of CO2 molecules. formed (or the

number of cells in the corresponding state)divided by the total number ofthe lattice cells N2
.

In both cases [2,3] the synchronous oscillations of reaction rate and surface coverages

are exhibited within the range of the suggested model parameters under the' conditions very

close to the experimental observations - e.g., Fig 1 [2]. These oscillations are accompanied'by

the autowave behaviour surface phases and adsorbate coverages, Fig. 2 [2]. Theitltensity

of CO2 formation in the COads layer is low, inside oxygen island it is intermediate and the

highest intensity of CO2 formation is related to a narrow zone between the moving Oads island

and surrounding COads layer (<<reaction zone», characterised by the elevated concentration of

the free active centres). The presence of the narrow reaction zone was found experimentally

by means of the field ion probe-hole microscopy technique wit~ 5 resolution [5]. The

important role of the diffusion rate' and of the lattice size -on the .synchronisation and

stabilisation of surface oscillations has been demonstrated. Particularly, in the case ofPt(lOO),

the decrease of the diffusion intensity (parameter M) from 100 to 30 leads to the irregular

oscillations and to the turbulent patterns on the model surface -'-in this case the mobile islands
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of Oads shaped spiral fragments, etc., are formed [3]. Similar spatiotemporal

behavior was experimentally observed in CO+02/Pt(l00) using EMSI technique [6].

tl~M, "', ",',LfIJ0~
i:;~"::

::~~m::

I "'k~J.D1JWWiCuill{::
20GO 3000 4000 5000 6000 700e 8·000

Monte Carlo atsps

Dynamics of changes in the
surface coverages COads(sohdline)

[COads*Oss] (dash-dotted line) (a),

[*OS5] (b), Oads (c), R (d) - for CO
oxidation over P~(1lO). N = 768,
M = 50. The values of the rate
constants of steps (~-I) (see scheme):
kJ=l, k2=1, k 2=0.2, k3=inf~ ~=0.03,

ks==O.Ol, , k 6=0.5, k7=O.02. The
partial pressures of reagents (CO and
O2) are included in therate constants
of adsorption (k., k(,).

The distribution of
different adsorbates (see
designations) over the surface
(A-D) and the intensity of CO2

formation (a-d) at the moment
coverages change the

110) surface. The grey scale
reflects the reaction rate intensity
(a-d). lattice = 768,
diffusion intensity parameter
M=50.

Let usstudy theinfluence of diffusionintensity.M on .the shape of the surface waves in

the case shown in the Fig. 2.. Increase of M up to valueM 100 doesn't change the

oscillatory. and wave.. dynamics, but decreasing M to value M = 20 drastically changes. both

the shape of oscillationsaad the spatiotemporal behavior of simulated surface waves. Period

and (implitude ofoscillations decrease considerably, the dynamic behavior of reaction rate and

surface coverages demonstrate the intermittence.During these. oscillations oxygen is always

presenton the surface in the form of turbulent spatiotemporalstructures (Fig. 3a). Step-by

step decrease of oxygen partial pressure (remember, that the values for O2 and CO adsorption

coefficients, k j , kl , and k6, can be treated as product of the.impingement rate (kixPJ and of the

sticking coefficient (Si) leads to the gradual thinning of oxygen travelling waves (Fig. 3b-e).

At low values of k, (Fig. 3d-£) the long and thin oxygen stripe (or worm-like) patterns are

formed on the simulated surface, and the clear tendency of turbulent patterns to combine into,
spirals disappeared at k, < 0.8. The amplitude of oscillations diminished with decreasing of
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k, .. AtJ~st, at k j = 0.7~1, the oxygen stripe wave vanish slowly from the surface andxhe system

transform to the low reactive state.

Fig. 3. Typical snapshots ofthe
adsorbate distribution over the
surface (N = 1000) at step-by step
reducing of k, in the case of
restricted diffusion intensity of
co., (M=20). The designations
of adsorbate are the same as for
Fig. 2(A-D). The values of partial
pressure of oxygen (i.e., kj ) are
the following: 1 (a), 0.9 (b), 0.85
(c), 0.8 (d), 0.73 (e), 0.71 (t).

The reverse increasing of k, leads to hysteresis in oscillatory behaviour. The oscillation

appears only at k, = 0.85 via very fast "surface explosion" (Fig. 4a-h).

Fig. The snapshots illustrating
the rise of oscillations at inverse
step-by-step increasing ofk..
The designations of adsorbate
are the same as for 2(A-D).
The difference between the
frames is 5 MC steps.

Thus, the possibility for the appearance of the target and turbulent patterns, spiral and

stripe waves on the surface in the cases under study has been shown. The results obtained

make possible to interpret the surface processes on the atomic scale.
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Introduction

The kinetic study of catalytic isomerization of xylenes has been investigated by several

workers [1-4]. However, in of these studies, fixed bed reactors are often utilized for the

reaction. Many difficulties are encountered in using the fixed bed reactor for this reaction

owing to its complex nature. Temperature and/or concentration gradients usually occur within

the flowing the catalyst with irregular coking of the catalyst, which

often affect the values ofkinetic from such studies. Differential reactors

and pulsed micro.reactors have been applied to reduce the gradient difficulties, analytical

problems due to low conversion levels have identified and as such minimization of the

bulk phase gradient may not be assured [1].

PACKING
GLAND ASSEMBLY

UPPER SHELL
INCONEL GASKET

BonOM SHELL

Fig. 1. Schematic diagramofthe Riser Simulator

In this work, the Riser Simulator (Fig. 1): a novel bench scale equipment which is

operated as a batch, wen mixed fluidized bed reactor was employed as a tool ininvestigating

xylene isomerization over USY zeolite catalyst under different reaction times and
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temperatures. This reactor was invented by de Lasa[5] toovercome the technical problems of

the standard micro-activity test (MAT), and to our knowledge the xylene isomerization

reaction has not been reported in the open literature to have been carried out in such a reactor.

USY zeolite was chosen for the study since only a few kinetic studies reporting the kinetic

parameters for the various reaction paths during xylenes isomerization .reaetionover USY

zeolite is available [2].

mooer Development

According to the distribution of products observed in the present study, we proposed a

sequence reaction scheme, in which an irreversible reaction path is assumed for both the

isomerization and disproportionation reaction. This is due to the low experimental

conversions «15%) obtained, with the implication that the rate of reverse reactions are

negligible in comparison with forward reactions. In addition, we also suggested that the

disproportionation products: toluene and trimethylbenzenes are mainly from the meta-xylene

feed considering that the yield of both para and ortho-xylenes has a maximum value of 4wt

%. These assumptions are reasonable given that the ratio of lv/IP and MIO is very high

( 90/4). A further assumption is that the reactor operates under an isothermal condition [5].

Therefore, the proposed reaction scheme is as follows:

WhereM = m-xylene, 0 = o-xylene, = p-xylene, T +TMBs = disproportionation

products

In order to estimate the kinetics parameters, the differential equations describing the

reaction for a first order isomerization [3,4] and disproportionation [3] reactions were derived

as follows:

_~dYm =[k exprEj [~-~])+k expC
E

2 [~-~D+k expC
E

3 [~-~])]exP(-atO.5)y (1)
W dt OJ I.: R T T 02 R T T 03 R T 1: m
coo 0

-E 1exp(-_2[-
R T

1
(2)

~ dyo =k ex .(. ...... E1 ··[1- _ 1
W dt OJ P R T T

c 0

V dyd. - E 3 1 1 0 5--=k exp(-[---])exp(-at·)y
W dt 03 . R T T m

c 0
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In the above equations, the mass fraction of any species i, is related to its concentration as

follows: C ;= y;Whc
, where ~iC is the mass ofthe reactant feed (0.16xl0-3kg), V is the

. lA1~ V
I

volume of the reactor (50xl06m\ MWi is the molecular-weight of species i (Kg/Kmole),l is

the reaction time (sec), We is weight of catalyst (Kgcat);' «; is the pre-exponential factors in

m3 I(kg cat. sec), E, apparent activation energies (Kl/mole). qJ;=exp(-a ) represents

catalyst deactivation function with a constant, a used by previous researchers [6], To is the

average reaction temperature introduced for re-parameterization ofkinetic constants [7J.

computer program in a MATLAB package was developed using the classical forth

order Runge-Kutta method of fixed interval size in order to determine the model parameters

in eqs (I )-(4). The values of the kinetic constants and activation energies obtained with their

corresponding 95% confidence limits (nonlinear hypothesis), are presented in Table l.

values were found to compare favorably with those reported by Gendy [2] over a similar

catalyst.

Fig. 2-5 shows the comparison between the model predictions and the experimental data

at various temperatures. As observed in these plots the model predictions compare favourably

with the obtained experimental data for the various conditions, indicating that the model can

be used to accurately represent the experimental data following the assumptions made.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between experimental results and
model prediction for conversion

350°C (II) 400°C 450°C ) 475°C
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model prediction for p-xylene
(8) 350°C 400°C C+) 450°C C") 475°C



1. The gas phase meta-xylene isomerization and disproportionation reactions are initiated

over USY zeolite catalyst using Riser Simulator under different reaction conditions.

2. The apparent activation energies for the isomerization of m-xylene to o-xylene and m

xylene to p-xylene are closely value of 10.7 Kcal/mol. This can

be explained due to the similarity of both reactions, as both involve the 1,2 methyl shift

of adjacent methyl group along benzene ring [3].

3. While, the apparent activation energy for disproportionation is higher (13.1 Kcal/mol)

than that of isomerization. This is in agreement with the well established fact that the

energy required to move out a methyl group during disproportionation reaction should be

higher that intramolecular methyl transfer during isomerization by magnitudes of 3 to

4 kcal/mol [8].

4. The quantitative agreement of the obtained kinetic parameters with those earlier reported

in the literature, and the close comparison between the model predictions and the

obtained experimental data indicate that the Riser ~lInU.LaH)I and associated modeling

techniques can

xylene isomenzatron.

as an effective tool in kinetics meta-

III

6 8 10 12 14 16
Reaction time (sec)
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0.16

"0
~ 0.12

sn 0.1 •fIl
III

:::0 0.08
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Reaction time (sec)

42

c

0.01

0.1l6

0.07

5 0.05
~

'".:: 0.04

'"'":lil 0.03

Fig. 4. Comparison between experimental results and
model prediction for o-xylene
(e) 350°C (II) 400°C (+) 450°C (I\») 475°C

Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental results and
model prediction for T+ TMBs
(e) 350°C (II) 400°C 450°C (I\») 475°C
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ABOUT MECHANISM AND MODEL OF

AD Hemijska Industrija -

Fax: 25 E-mail: ostrovski@hipol.com

Polymerization processes nature, because of the reaction rate

changes with time. has to part of product, since the polymer the

catalyst surface. Figuratively, growing polymer particle can be imaged as a pomegranate fruit,

the fruit include (microparticles), with seeds (catalyst

crystallites):

Microparticle
Macroparticle

Mass
transfer

I
I-'
r
1..
I
I'"
L-
I_

•
\:--

\......
\-

Rp \.;'"..:--
,- -
",~,::~:::-;-==,,:--;:--,./

Diffusion

Catalyst crystallite

Diffusion

developed by

p~j-~I'Thl' processes, it

otenns polymerization on Ziegler-Natra catatvstsSuch a

is-rather difficult (if chemical and physical components

dynamics. It determines by particle growing, as wen as by changing of active sites number.

The latter of active sites under the and

their transformation These processes proceed approximately the

same rates, and therefore also cannot be separated.

That is why there are not many investigations m literature on deactivation of

polymerization catalysts [4]. In most cases, the matter concerns "resultant dynamics" of

process within the limits of residence time in reactor. Suchan approach is justified because of

"one-use" operation of catalyst in polymerization processes.
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l'<lT·<lH,'QY development and process technology points of view, it is

the reasons of dynamic, behavior, mechanisms and

authors agree opinion, that the main reason for observed

its poisoning by ethylaluminum dichloride (AlEtClz), which is

interaction withcocatalyst (AlEt2Cl, AlEt3).

very important

comparative

decrease of catalyst <l.~t;'T;hl

the product ofcatalyst

TiCh + AlEtlCl +=t TiCh -Et + AlEtCh (1)

As a result, the gradual elimination of chlorine catalyst takes place. Ambroz et

a1. [5] have drawn attention to this phenomenon as far back as 60-th. Authors of [6] come to a

similar conclusion on technique of "surface

science". It was established in [5], that chlorine loss reach 50% of total chlorine in TiCh, and

therefore could not be removed from the surface layers of the catalyst crystal only, but have to

"touch" the matters can concerns mobility of in the TiCh or

TiCI4, similarly to oxygen mobility in oxides or carbon in carbides. These processes in solid

phase are quite slow, (formally similar and determine the distinctive

process dynamics.

In this work, we try to estimate parameters of such "diffusion" and their effect on

reaction rate dynamics in propylene polymerization.

of polymerization usually expressed as

Rp = kp Cz C; (2)

Since in reaction (1) AlEtClz is a product of cocatalyst action and is in adsorption

equilibrium [4], the rate of deactivation will be proportional to concentration of AlEt1Cl. The

compensation of dechlorinated centers one can consider as a diffusion flux in the catalyst

crystallite from bulk to surface:

(4)

After substituting these formulas in (3) and its integration, we are able to describe the

experimental data of[5], fig. l-a.
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Fig.L Variation ofpolymerization rate (kp Cz) with time.
(a): Points experiments of [5]; lines - model prediction, eq. (3).

(b):CoiT\;:lation ofDeand de at kd=O.Ol.

Since P proportional to D; I d/, where de = 2 rs, then a lot ofcombination ofDe and de

are probable, presented in.fig. l-b. The de of industrial catalysts is usually within the values

. O.Ol+O.l/-Lm (after shattering with the onset ofpolymerization).

Then diffusivity De = 10-17
-i- 10,-15 cm2/s, that is typical for diffusion in solids [7].

Bulk diffusion

In presented experiments the reaction rate does not measured during initial 10 min, thus

the initial period of rate increasing is not detected and is leaved out of.account in (3). For

complete simulation of dynamics it is necessary to write the equation for potential centers in

crystallite bulk (equation of chlorine mobility):

acv -D a
2c

v r=O: dCv =0,
at - c ar2 '

r=rc : (5)

(6)

The solution of (5) at r = rc have to be in form:

cs(t)=cv(rc,t)=~A" exp [ - p;t t) (7)

Pn are roots of characteristic equation ctg Pn = u; Dr. I kA r/,

An= 2 sinzz, cosu; I (Pn + sinpn cosPn).

Substituting (7) in (6) and integrating we obtain:

CZ(t)=kAI An (exp(-Pnt)-exp(-kdt)), Pn=P~~c
n=1 kd - Pn "c

(8)
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Fig. 2. Dynamics of propylene polymerization rate on catalyst TiCh + AlEt2Cl.

(a): Points expefimentalof [8]; lines '--model prediction, eqs. (2,8).
, and Ed.

System (2,8) provides the qualitative and quantitative simulation of typical dynamics of

polymerization rate (fig. 2). The following estimations were obtained:

Dc = cm2/s, == O~04-;-O.08 ==

Activanon energies (fig. 2-b): Ofreaction - ;:z; K.l/rnol: drttusion -ED :;;j

catalyst activation CA ;:z;16kJ/mol;

catalyst deactivation (k/ CzCA - Ed;:Z; kl/mol.

diameter

concentrations

Czits constant;

centers on surface

alkylaluminum of chlorine in catalyst; , de-

of catalyst crystallite; kA , kd - constants ofcatalyst activation and deactivation.
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1. Introduction

It is very important for the environment protection to improve refining ofthe tail gases.

The sulfide is a - spread pollutant. Nowadays, the industrial oxidation of

concentrated hydrogen sulfide is carried out according to Claus-method. The efficiency of a

two-stage Claus-process is about 90-92%. Therefore, the hydrogen sulfide left in tail gases

requires further utilization. This problem can be solved by means a honeycomb monolithic

catalyst.

1'"1 this paper the mathematical model of catalyst oxidation of hydrogen sulfide is

presented. Honeycomb catalyst behaves according to an idealdisplacement scheme. Modeling

of sulfide conversion with a detailed consideration of wall mass-transfer and flow

structure has been made. corresponding computer code was applied to obtain numerical !

results with their further comparison with the experimental data of laboratory investigations.

2. Based equations

Since the block catalyst consists of channelslocated regularly and separated .bybaffles Of

solid catalyst material and their numberover the block cross section is very large forthe

procedure of space averaging, a multiphase media approach considered forjnodeling

purposes (Nigmatulin, [1]).

In this context the flow of reacting multicomponent gas in porous medium channel

structure is considered. The equations derived on the base of conservation laws of mass,
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1)

molar, .. momentum and energy are given taking into account the .kinetics. of chemical

oxidation.

Mass balance equation of gas mixture:

iho + O'P10Vj =0 .
it &

Mass balance equation of reacting component (e. g. hydrogen sulfide):

it'IPIO + it'lP~Vl =-J.
it &

Momentum of gas mixture:

Energy balance for solid phase (catalyst):

2)

3)

4)

iJp~~ =.JL
it alCl

ILl O'lTl JQ
----+--
«.c, &1 alCl 5)

The system ofequations (1) - (5) must be closed. Assuming the ideal gas equation as the

closing relation, we get to:

P= PIORg~'

The friction force in porous medium of channel structure can be expressed as:

F =8a-/u«.VI'

The expression for the heat transfer rate is assumed to be:

Nusselt number will be determined according to the empirical expression of Chudnovsky

[1] describing heat exchange at Reynolds numbers typical for the process under consideration.

The partial pressures of gas components may be written as

=ciP, (i=l,...,n)

=Po, ' etc., n = quantity ofgas components
i=l

The problem mathematical definition may lead to an equation of convective diffusion for

concentration ctt.x.y) of some reagent at gas laminar flow in the channel with rigid walls.
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concentration near walls:

convective diffusion we esnmanon for

( /2)
Aaxf'JsCcJ d< x,a = Co -.----m X,

213 0 (x- X)

where A =r(4/3)r-I(2/3)r-1(1I3)6113
- combination of gamma-functions, 13 =a2V /2D.

With this estimation we imnroved based 1 equations and defined adequative values of

conversion ofhydrogen sulfide.

3. Kinetic model hydrogen sulfide catalytic oxidation

on let us consider reaction

catalvtic oxi<lati()ll of l1ydrog<m sumoe, occur

interaction between HzS molecule adsorbed on center

adsorbed dissociativelyon

The overall reaction rate can be represented

W=K-----''----....-~:-:-

various xmeuc coetncients W,",L\J.val'-'UJ.<l.M.,U equal

to:

K= 19*10 2*exp(-2L4/RT) mol*KPa-I.5/(m 3*s),

b;= 0.149*exp(5.24I.RT) KPa-1
,

b 2 = 1.67*10-8 *exp(3.56/RT) KPa-1
,

b 3 = 8.35* 10 -3 *exp(22.9/RT) KPa -0.5

Based on elementary geometricconsiderations.a-formula for recalculation was derived:

4. Comparison with experimental

As a result of the experiments, contact timeo.and reaction temperatures have been

determined, which provide for practically complete conversion of hydrogen sulfide into

elemental sulfur (with a 98%). itself did not react. Therefore,tlie

process found .optirnum contact time ranges. from o.'.~ 0.8. s, the
•

corresponding temperature values varying from 490 K to 5 K. The contact time in the

experiments was regulated by a given initial velocity of the flow. Picture compares calculated
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yomparispn.of.calculated and experime!1ta11'esults for
hydrogen sulfide conversion versus gas-catalyst contact time

mathematical model describes adequately the process of hy<irpjgen sulfide catalvtic oxmauon

to elemental sulfur using block catalyst. Thus, based on the presented model one can make

oPt~mization calctil,atiolls take

account the effect of flow accelerationin

lossof<:ldvan~agesOfblpck catalysts. Thi~ ..fact stlggeststhe neces~itypflilTIitingthe.le.ngthof

catalyst blocks. at channel cross section between rows of

blocks located one after another.
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Non-oxide refractory materials such as silicon nitride having high thermal stability and

thermal conductivity can be used as catalytic supports. Silicon nitride with different specific

area and crystallinity: amorphous silicon nitride, amorphous silicon nitride annealed at

l450°C and a-Si]N4 were chosen as the supports forPd catalysts. A strong influence ofthe

phase composition and the crystalline state of supports on the catalytic properties in the total

methane ofthe Pd catalysts was found. The activity ofPd catalysts increases with

(i"'ShN4content ofthe support.

Highly dispersed main group metals oxides such as Ah03, Si02 and silica-alumina are
• . '" ;. 'c.. :.

generally used as catalyst supports. However, the structural stability of such catalysts for the

highly exothermic reactions'wcrking at high temperature is not sufficient. In order to improve
r,/

the stability of catalysts, other materials having high thermal stability and high thermal

conductivity should be employed as supports. Among the non-oxide ceramics, silicon nitride

is a promising candidate for high temperature applications [1] owing to its advantageous

properties, like rather high thermal conductivity, high hardness and strength, excellent creep,

oxidation and corrosion resistance, as well as its low density. Amorphous silicon nitride

powder with much higher specific area (66 m6/g) than crystalline.a or B ShN4 offers,a priori

considerable advantages and can be used as a support for Pd catalysts. Moreover, one can

expect to produce the silicon nitride powder with the 80-90% crystalline phase content by

direct annealing under nitrogen flow at 1420-1500°C [2] of the amorphous powders keeping a
•

reasonable specific area with changes in the chemical composition, the alp ratio and the

microstructure.
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In order to investigate the influence.ofthe phase-structural state ofsilicon nitride. on the.

catalytic properties ofPd, three kindsof silicon nitridewereused as supports in this wprk:

amorphous silicon nitride (SiN~am); amorphous silicon nitride annealed atJ450°C\for .Zh

under nitrogen flow (Sibl-annl) and a-Si3N4. The catalytic properties ofthe.resultjng systems

toward the total oxidation ofmethane were compared.

Experimental

The Pd catalysts were prepared .by impregnation of the. silicon nitride supports with

adequate amounts of Pd(II)bis acetylacetonate [Pd(CsH70 2)2] .dissolvedin toluen~ [3].'fhe

total oxidation .of methane over Pd catalysts

a)SiN-am
S,p~ 66 m'/g
Amorph-90wt%;
ixlj3=2J

a
13'

aa

a

a

a.13

100 -,----------------

2~O -=1===============

,@x, =I====r:o:r:r=:==========

measured for two

.£by mass-spectrometry. Methane conversion ~
.B
..sversus temperature

was carried out between 25°C and 650°C in a

flow tubular quartz reactor with a stationary

layer of catalyst. The products were analyzed

states of the samples: state 1- as prepared

catalysts and state 2 - samples after the

heating for 3h 650°C in the presence of the

reagents mixture. The phase composition, the

chemical state and the morphology of the

silicon nitrides supports and the supported Pd

catalysts were checked by XRD, XPS and

TEM.

'i-Theta - Scale

X-ray diffraction pattern and the .main
properties of the amorphous silicon
nitride (a); annealed silicon nitride (b)
and a-ShN4 (c) supports, The Jines
noted with • were. used for the
calculation of a/f3 ratio

Results and discussion

The XRD analysis was used 111
::i

'"combination with TEM and XPS analyses tO q
"'"determine the composition and the structure of ~

silicon nitride supports. The SiN-am support

had greater specific surface area - 66 m2/gas

compared to the a-Si3N4 (7 dig) and contains

a larger amount of surface oxygen (22% of the Fig,

Shp XPS signal). The SiN-am powder was

mainly amorphous with a crystalline fraction

about 10 wt% containing the a-phase and

a

a'
u

u

o . a'

o:

c) u-Si;N,
S>p=7m'/g
alj3=5.8
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SUP1Port censrsted of

asmeasured after reaction as

unifonne.,30 mn),sphericalpartideswithvery few ofsilicbn'IDtridecrysfuls.

After treatment at 1450° Cunder nitrogen flow, •the crystalline fraction became very high

(90Wt%)'aridthea/~' ratio increased to·6.6 .', (fig.,·lb).' Crystallization isassociated with.gtain

coarsening as it is shown by changes of the specific area and also byTEM measurements. The

specific surface area decreased from 66 to 28 m2/g. The support annealing •.inl1itrogen flow

leads to a significant decrease' of the surface oxygen coritentt06 at%detennined byXPS.

A.n1ongthe ci-ShN4 crystals somewhiskers with P.·phase structure were observed.

The a-ShN4 support was found to be a very wen crystalline material containing mainly

a-Si3N4withthe presence of some ~ phase (ratio a!~=5.8) (fig Ic).

impregnation of Pd on silicon nitride of metal

particles (2.6 - 5.6 (table The increase of the Pd'particles size for asprepared catalysts

simultaneous of the specific was observed

resistance of the palladium metallic particles to sintering reaction

conditions is confirmed by the TEM average particle

oxidation otmethane;

the decrease of the Pd/Si for catalysts

cata.lv'sts show different catalytic activity

1).

showing conversion the PdlSiN-am,

600 T,O(

La) State 1I
500

c

"A"
l:l

400

e

" e..
" e

e. 0
0

300200

100 T;::=====;-""""'" ~'-'hl<""''''''~'~ltlllllf'

.§
~ 40
">
'"o
U 20

activity increases with <x-ShN4 content

support.

fig:

Pd/Sibl-annl and Pdla-ShN4 asa function

increasing temperature at states 1 andzare given

Table 1. Main characteristics of the Pd/silicon

nitride catalysts

BE-Bindingenergy;B.R.-catalyst before reaction;
Af.R.-catalyst after reaction

BEPd3d
eV

Methane conversion over
Pd/SiN-am; PdlSiN-annl;
Pd/a-ShN4 catalysts according to.
their « states» of reaction

Fig.

Af.R.

337.3

337.3

337.0

B.R.

335.3

335.9

335.9

TEM average
paticle size

(nm)

.-
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TheactivityofPdla-Si3N4 is very. stable with state 2 similar to.statel. PdlSiN-annl

catalyst exhibits ac~talyticbehaxiorggitycomp~rableto thePdla-ShN4 in stateI; the light 

off temperature (at half-conversion) is quite the same, near 350-370°C. However, after aging

at 650°C ullcler the gas mixture (state 2), significant decrease of activity is observed (fig 2

(b) the light-off increases from 370° to 470°C. Pd/Sifl-am caialyst is less

active compared with Pd/SiN-annl and Pd/a-ShN4 samples. Moreover the activity decreases

under reaction conditions; the conversion of methane in state 2 does not reach 100%.

The Si 2p and 0 Is XPS peaks changed in shape and intensity after reaction for PdlSiN

am, indicating that oxidation of the silicon nitride support has occurred. The oxygen content

doubled after reaction. It was not observed any strong oxidation for the Pd/Sibl-annl and

Pd/a-Si3N4. However, Pd particles covered by an amorphous thick layer were observed in

some regions ofthe Pd/Sil-l-annl catalyst after reaction (fig. 3).

The catalytic difference of the Pd catalysts canbe

explained with respect to the properties of the Pd

particles. The binding energy of Pd 3d XPS peak of

Pd/Sibl-annl and Pdla-Si3N4 is higher than for Pd/SiN

am (table 1). The line shape of both the Pd 3d XPS

peaks and the corresponding Auger spectrum is quite

comparable to that obtained for a reduced Pd
a

state as

measured for a massive palladium sample [4J. The

higher value of Pd 3ds12 (336.1 eV) instead of 335.3

335.4 eV for Pd metal was also found for

Pd(0.75%)/a-Si3N4 catalyst and it is quite higher than

for Pd deposited on Ah03 [3]. This can be.related to a Fig. 3. TEM pictures of Pd/SiN-annl

modification of the electronic properties of the Pd catalyst after reaction

particle due to specific interaction between Pd metal

and a-ShN4 phase. The decrease of the activity Cal} be explained by the recovering of the Pd

particles (fig. 3) due to the presence of amorphous fraction in the support which can easier

oxidized and mobile at high temperature with .the presence ofoxygen. In conclusion, Pd/o

ShN4 was found to be active and stable reaction conditions, the absence of

amorphous fraction.
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GIBBSITE·IN THE

REHYDRATION PROCESS UNDER MILD CONDITIONS

N.N. Boldyreva, E.A. Paukshtis, E.B. Burgina, A.A. tiUI(JIH~va. A.N. Shmakov,

N.A. V.N. P~lI'mlOIl1l

Rnreskrrv Institute ofCatalysis SB RAS, Novosibirsk

Thermal activation ofhydrargiIlite/gibbsite(HG) is be a method for production

of highly reactive state of Alz03xnH.20. Rehydration of this product basis of a number of

wasteless/low-waste technological lines used for manufacturing the pseudoboehmite-

with skipped reprecipitation stage which requiring a large

CQ]lStl111ll.tlc~n of feedstocks wastewater in a large amount.

prouucts of thermal decomposition their reactivity

particle size)

decomposmon temperature,

hot zone, hardening rate,

formed and, hence, itsdefect structure of an

the hydrargillite (including

thennal decomposition process, viz.

thlICkIles:s, residence time

the implementation of the thermal decomposition process were

flue gas backflow at high temperatures;

flue gas backflow at moderate temperatures and certain

developed. These are:

1. Thermal decomposition in

2. Thermal decomposition in

steam pressure -

3. Thermal decomposition in the fluidized bed of a catalyst or solid heat carrier - TDP;

4. Thermal decomposition a bed in flowing flue gases.
". ".-'

Thermal decomposition of hydrargillite using a installation [1] is a new

way implement the thermal process which allows a combination a fixed

decomposition temperature, thin fast heating, hardening, short contact times and steam

pressure. addition, a more pure product -CTA HG- is obtaining of not contaminated

incomplete burning products or by the carrier.

Specific features of the TSEFLAR™ process of the HG thermal decomposition

necessitated to investigatethe conditions of the formation of the active product (CTA HG), its

nature and physic6,cherriical propertiesincluding its reactivity to the rehydration reactions.
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Experimental

The product from thePikalev Silica Complex was used as initial moisture

content was 9 wt %, impurities: 0.22% of Na-O; the fraction composition: 8% of'the 0"::"38!-im

fraction, 10% of the 38-53 55% of the 63-106!-im fraction, 27% larger than

the 106 urn fraction; The product was subjected the thermal

decomposition at the varied main process parameters: the initial rotation speed

(0.5 to 1.7 s), temperature (350 to 600°C), feeding rate (5 to 40 kg/h), dispersion state (with

and without sifting) and steam pressure (up to 100 torr).

The samples were characterized using such with

the synchrotron radiation-Sk), DTA, BET, IRS, EM, and NMR. Solubility of the samples was

determined in acid and base media.

Results

The eTA HG product composition

The phase composition.of the CTA HG products is considerably affected mainly by the

TSEFLAR™ plate temperature, pre-drying temperature and contact time (or feeding rate) but

practically independent of the plate rotation speed. For example,the XRD>data show that the

rise of the.plate temperature from 330 to 600°C results in the decrease in the In

the eTA product while. the content •. of the •X-ray amorphous component Increases and

boehmite is detected. Almost the whole. product upon the treatment at IS

X-ray amorphous. Table 1 shows the characteristics and preparation COIld11tlOilS

liG products.

The DTA data demonstrate a non-uniformity of even the high-temperature (fully

amorphous) eTA HG product; it seems to comprise both an "oxide" and "hydroxide"

constituents. The effects, a broadened endoeffect below 800°C accompanied by a monotone

weight decrease and an exoeffect at 820°C at no weight change, seen in

liG samples indicate the presence of not only a disordered oxide phase and. chemisorbed

water but also disordered hydroxide phases. (Fig. 1). The IRS. data ar~e favor of this

conclusion; and the same is with the Sk-data on the phase composition due a

higher sensitivity, a phase of alumina and afps and boehmite to be

detected in the high-temperature CTA sample (Fig. 2).

From the IRS data, thec:TA liG productsalso comprise x-like alumina along \¥ith

weakly bonded/molecular water (removed on heating at 100°C) and structurally disordered

hydroxides. That is seen from a poorly resoluted IR absorption data at the of stretching

.vibrations of bound hydroxides. Therefore, the X-ray amorphous eTA liG product seems to

contain a considerable quantity of structurally disordered hydroxides in "hydroxide"

constituent and chemisorbed water in its "oxide" constituent. The IRS data show also the
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presence of carbonate species in the CTA products which may form due to an interaction of

the active 'oxide species produced during the thermaldecempositionwith carbondioxide,

which present in the,ambient.

o 20 40 60

2 theta, degs

Fig. 1. Thermogram of gibbsite treated with Fig. 2. The samples' phase composition according to
TSEFLAR™ at 580 DC the Synhrotron XRD versus the preparation

conditions:l-TCA+MT,2 CTA-580, 3-CTA
580+MT, 4-3+hydration in an ammonia
solution at pH 10 during 2 h. (*-Boehmite, +
- gibbsite, - x-like alumina)

The increase in the content ofthe amorphous oxide component in the products also is favored

at longer contact times (lower rates of the HG consumption by TSEFLARTM), while a pre-drying

ofthe samples at I80°C results naturally in a higher content ofboehmite in the product.

Therefore? low temperatures (below 400°C), high consumption rates (15 - 20 kg/h), pre

heating of HG at the temperature not higher than 100°C will cause an increase in the content

of an "amorphous hydroxide" component, including amorphous HG, in the CTA products,

and vise versa, high temperatures (above 500°C), the small particle size and low consumption

rates (lower than 10 kg/h) will allow a fully X-ray amorphous "hydroxide'I-free products to be

obtained, in which aluminum atoms form a kind of the x-oxide phase in its close proximity

(from the IRS data).

The surface area of the CTA HG products

The treating ofHGwithTSEFLAR,TM results in a considerable increase in the surface area

of the samples, depending'~n the C~l;lditions of thermal decomposition. The surface area

increases upon the elevation of the decomposition temperature but decreases upon the elevation

of the pre-drying temperature. For example, if the eTA HG temperature is in the range of 470

545°g, Sspcsificjncreases up to 180 m2/g in the sample pre-heated to 140°C but up to 250 m2/g in

subjected to pre-heating. It is interesting that the surface area is considerably

lowerwhen b~~n,gdeterminedat room temperature than thatafterthe pretreatment at 300°C.

This.Jsan evidence of the inaccessibility of some art of the adsorbate surface due to the
,. !. c ,. .. . . , ..•, ,

presence ofchemisorbed water and/or specific morphological arrangement ofthe particles.
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Morphology of CTA HGproducts

The •particle aggregates are practically not varied in Size after treating HGwith

TSEFLARTI\1(from the EM data and the data obtained by Coulter). The electron microscopic

studies reveal that the particles fonnedduring treating with TSEFLARTlV1at 470 and

575°C area pseudomorphose to the initial HG(Fig.3). These are almost regularly shaped

(truncated hexagon or distorted rectangular in the projection) coarse (1-1.5 urn) particles with

the slightly broken surface. Sometimes fine acicular particles of ca. 70 to 100 111 Size are

seen at the particle' edges. -Elongated spots - slit-like pores - can be observed in some

individual particles .:There are also shapeless aggregates of Iamellar microporous particles of

0.5-2 urn in size in the samples.

TMPreservation of layered structure 111 the

thermodecomposition indicates feasibility of the dehydration stage without a concomitant

rearrangement of oxygen sublattice because the layered product (as

argued by the presence of the HG pseudomorphose) is not characteristic of the f0D11ed

product with the composition close to Ah03xO.8HzO (the oxide product). However, the

fanned structure differs from the initial one since all the layers are porous and splitted.

Therefore, the product seems to be in a non-equilibrium metastable state of oxide phase

and, for this reason, possesses a higher energy capacity and a higher reactivity. When the

temperature of the HG treatment is elevated to above 600°C, the formation ofan oxide crystal

lattice is not excluded in the CTA product. Hence, some temperature range may be identified

'for the formation of the active CTA product with the transitional non-equilibrium layered

structure of the hydroxide typewhich is dehydrated in more or less extent; this is the range

between 330 and 600°C.

Reactivity of the CTA HG products

Depending on the preparation conditions, different solubilities are characteristic of the

CTA HG samples (Table 1). For example, the solubility in an alkaline ammonia solution at

20°C increases with the elevation of the decomposition temperature and, vise versa, decreases
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if the samples are disintegrated. The solubility in acid solutions varies antibate to. that in the

alkaline solutions. The water solubility is rather low for all the samples; the solution formed

showing an alkali reaction (pH 10-11). It is interesting that the TCA HG sample is the one

most soluble in the ammonia solution and lest soluble in water that indicates its acidic

properties (that may be accounted for by higher temperatures of the sample preparation or by

a lower steam partial pressure), while the CTA HG product is more alkaline.

A longer hydration of the samples in an alkaline medium and water produces

pseudoboehmite first (Fig. 2) and then, at even longer exposure, bayerite. The hydration

during a week results in formation of almost one-phase bayerite from both TCA HG and CTA

HG. However, there is a considerable difference in the maximal quantity of the formed

pseudoboehmite, For example, the bayerite phase is detected as early as 5 hours of hydration

of the CTA HG product in water but in 24 hours (when the pseudoboehmite content reaches

ca. 50%) of hydration of the TCA HG. It is not excluded that rehydration of the CTA HG

products skips the stage of their redissolution but by the reaction Solid+Liquid. This process

may be favored due to the layered structure of the products. One can also notice that no

fonnation of pseudoboehmite is detected during 24 hours an acidic medium (at otherwise

identical conditions) and, again, exposure of HG or pseudoboehmite (reprecipitation) in acid

or alkali aqueous solutions does not cause any changes in the phase composition of the

samples.

Thus, CTA HG products at the temperature range of 330 to 580°C are the ones with a

transitional non-equilibrated layered hydroxide structure with partly lost hydroxide groups.

The structure does not correspond to the produced chemical composition and, therefore,

reveals a higher reactivity. Such a system is already readily hydrated at room temperature in

water and aqueous ammonia to form eventually the stable bayerite-like hydroxide structure. In

an acid solution at room temperature, the product does not undergo any phase transitions even

if exposed for a week; that may happen due to formation of a dense hydroxide film on the

particle surface.
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Table 1. Some CTA Gibbsite products

Solubility

Sample/ Disperga- Phases, lifo
.iAIOOH N~OH,("'11 .. ;,

H2S04*{;.; don (X-Ray) AUOln~ AIOOH pH 10,
~~~. N

-.r. . .
°C,% boemite .a

20°C,
'-A'

60 min min 120 min
qv

Gibbsite iGib-92 38.25 26.6 0.4 no -
AbO} * 3 "1H~h Boe-8

Am-65 22.75 44.3 16.7 1.9 1.2
AhO} *l,;g14"r 15

ri-';h-,)()

'A ...tRO dezi Am82 24,5 36,97 44,7 18,33 0 1 1.5
AhO} * 1 R<14.(") Boe-3

Gib-15

2.2 2
AhO} * Am 12 81.13 5.71 8.33 4.77

'A -" gO Am-95 16,5 83,5 4,84 11,66 O· 1.4 3.9 0.025
AhO} * 0.95H2O Boe-3

Gib-2

TCA (for dezi Am-95 12 76 11 13 0 3 2
comparision) Gib-5

Ah03* O.79H2O

* Samples solubility in sulfur acid (1:1) during heating, up to 80°C (fun solubility)
** water DR rises up to 10-11
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IN-SITU THERl'VIOGRAPHY TO STUDY U''<L)Jn...JLC,."

OF NICKEL CATALYST DURING

OF PROPANE OXIDATION

A.V". Gladkv, Ustugov, Nizovskii, V.N. Parmon,

Boreskov Institute ofCatalysis SB

PI: Akad. Lavrentieva, 5, Novosibirsk V../VV.7V. KU'SSla

A proper design of chemical reactors has to rely on many characteristics of a chemical

process. One of such characteristics is a temperature of a catalyst the use of

thermocouples for detection of a catalyst temperature is the case of

strongly exothermic or strongly endothermic reactions, a correct measurmg the catalyst

temperature is of considerable difficulty. IS even more difficult in case highly

dispersed catalysts.

The method of thermography makes it possible to measure temperature of working

catalysts in a wide temperature range and in the micrometer scale. Although, this metnoc

requires a specific design of the reactor (fig.I), which has have it

permits one to exclude possible side thermal effects due to a material ofa thermocouple.

We tested method thermography in the reaction of propane oxidation over a

catalyst. Fig. 2 shows a series micro-thermographs recorded during the propane oxidation

over a nickel foil at the gas temperature 750°C, pressure 1 torr, and propane/oxygen ratio 9/1.

As it is seen, such technique allows the detection of temperature non-uniformity of working

catalysts.

A possible mathematical treatment of visual experimental data is discussed.

Figure L Thermography reactor.
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sec

68 sec

84 sec

Figure 2. Evolution of surface temperature of a nickel foil during oscillatory oxidation of propane.
Propane/oxygen ratio is 9/1. A frame sizeis500x750 urn.
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THE INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN MO

ON TRANSIENT REGIMES OF C

1 Omsk Department ofBoreskov Institute ofCatalysis, ms 644040, Russia
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The diffusion of ions and atoms in solid catalysts can influence significantly on a

catalytic processes performance, First of all, it concern with diffusion of oxygen in metal

oxides. The most .oxidation reactions are realized with the presence of oxygen in gas phase.

Nevertheless re are som cesses in which the operation is preferable in two separate

zones: 1 - the reaction zone, where the catalyst is reducing by reagent, and 2 - the oxidation

zone, where the catalyst is oxidizing by oxygen. Therefore, the circulating catalyst works in a

transient cycling state. For example, this mode of operation is used in butane oxidation to

maleic anhydride over vanadium-phosphorous catalysts [1]. This way of operation can allow

a formation of catalyst state that cannot be formed steady-state conditions. The most

important for such processes is detail knowledge about the oxidation~Feduction dynamics of

catalyst surface.

The aim of this work is the theoretical investigation of the influence of oxygen mobility

in solid catalyst on transient regimes ofcatalytic reactions.

Let consider the following two reaction runs - ofpartial and deep oxidation:

A+n02=P, A+m02=D

- mecha . ofpartial oxidation:

pI) 02+ 2 Zo B

2) A + ZO -» P + Zo

- mechanism of deep ox on:

dl) O2 + Zo B Z02

d2) A + Z02 -» D + Zo

- mechanism of the active sites (Zo) blocking and reduction:

I Present address: AD Chemical Industry - HIPOL, Odzaci, Yugoslavia
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r) A +Zo~ ZR

0) O2 +ZR~ Zo (from the gas phase)

s) ZR + [015 ~ Zo (from the bulk of catalyst)

This mechanism can be represented by the following schematic diagram:

rAX P

ZO :> Zo
0(

ZR

The rates of steps of this oxidation-reduction mechanism can be define using mass-action

low:

where YA , Yo are molar portions of A and O2; eo, eR are portions of oxidized and reduced

sites; as is the oxidation level of catalyst surface; k, is reaction rate constants; b, is

equilibrium constants of adsorption.

It should be note, that the stage (s) is named «reaction» only formally, since actually, this

is the substitution of surfaces oxygen vacancy by oxygen from the catalyst bulk.

From the normalization condition, one can obtain the equation for concentration of sites

at the beginning ofprocess :

The diffusion in crystalline lattice of metal oxides occurs due to displacement point

defects. This process can proceeds by different mechanisms depending on-type of the defect:

exchange atom crystalline structure with its vacancy, simultaneous cycling replacement

several atoms and others [2].

Let us define the «oxidation level» of crystallite (a) as the relation of oxygen

concentration in crystalline lattice to its maximal concentration, The oxidation level of

catalyst surface (as) depends on diffusion of oxygen ions in catalyst crystallite. For modeling

of diffusion in metal oxides the following differential equation can be used [3]:

(1)
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t=O:O"=l;

with the initial and boundary conditions:

dO" .
~=O: d~=O, ~=1: (2)

Here S; = 11 is specific surface of crystallite, cm2/cm3
; <p 2 ID. is the analogue

of Thiele modulus; D is diffusion coefficient of oxygen, cnlls; L is the half-thickness of

catalyst crystallite, em; t:> k, t is dimensionless time; ~=!lL is dimensionless coordinate.

The boundary condition on the crystallite surface depicts the fact, that surface oxygen on

the one hand, is spend in reaction, and on the other hand, it is filled up owing to diffusion of

oxygen ions from the bulk to the surface.

The continuous stirred tank reactor was used for mathematical modelling.

presented in Figs. 1-4.

results are
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Fig. 1. Profiles of oxidation level of crystallite
along its depth (c,).

Fig. 2. Dependences of oxidation of crystallite
surface on time (1:).
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Fig. 3. Dependences of reagent conversion on
dimensionless time (1:).

Fig.A. Dependences of the average oxidation of
crystallite on Thiele modulus (o).
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Fig. shows dependence of oxidation levelof crystallite alorigthetcrystallite depth at

different time. At the .initial moment, the only oxygen from subsurface catalyst layers takes

part in surface oxidation, and than the oxygen from the bulk is diffused. As we can see from

(1-2), the rate of diffusion and consequently the oxidation lev(;l of the catalyst surface (as) are

defined by T;fii~le modulus. (rp) ..With increasing of rp(the diffusion coefficient is decreased)

the oxidation level of the catalyst surface is decreased (Fig. 2). Therefore, the conversion of

reagent (X) is also decreased (Fig. 3). The conversion in ourcase is calculated by equation:

Da 80 /(l+ Da 80 )

where n, = a 7;. [kdbdYO + kp(bpYo )112+ kr ].

Fig. 4 demonstrates the dependence ofthe average oxidation of crystallite, defined as:

I

<a> = fa(t,;)d;
o

versus Thiele modulus at different time. It is seen that there are two regions of rp which the

diffusion of oxygen in solid catalyst do not effect the transient regime ofcatalytic reaction.

At rp> 8 (1/rp < 0.125) there is not influence owing to low oxygen mobility and at rp < 0.7

(1/ rp > 1 the oxygen mobility is faster in comparison with the rate of reaction.

Taking into account that rp 2 = L2 k, /D, one can obtain the estimation of the diffusion

coefficient. Let suppose, that the size of crystallite is approximately equal to the size of the

catalyst pore L = 5 and the rate of oxygen interaction with active sites equals 4.10-3
S-l.

Then we obtain the of oxygen mobility (D = 10 -17 - 10 -15 cmZ/s) where diffusion

influences the transient regimes of catalytic reaction. This value of D is in a good agreement

with diffusion coefficients ofoxygen in some metal oxides [2].
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Silver is widely used catalyst for the processes of ethylene epoxidation, synthesis of

formaldehyde, For increasing the promoting of different

are added to the Ag catalyst. Phosphorous content compounds are promoters

increasing selectivity of the silver catalyst of the ethylene glycol oxidation process, [1].

Mechanism of the Pvcontent action introduced in silver catalyst is not practically

investigated so far. Recently at the studying of the processes carrying out on the Ag foil

surface under action of P-content promoter we have proposed that addition of the

promoter on the Ag surface leads to the formation of mobile Ag clusters distributed in the

phosphate matrix [2]. It has been shown that this system is very stable under action of

high temperature and reaction mixtures ofthe ethylene glycol oxidation process.

the present work is to study the catalytic activity of P-content Ag catalysts

and also to investigate the formation mechanism of active surface under the

influence of reduced reaction conditions by following methods: XPS, AES, and SEM.

The investigated sample is an electrolytic Ag crystal which is by the

phosphorous acid solution. Catalytic activity.of the has been studied on flow

catalytic device with the fix-bed reactor. P-content silver catalysts .are.more..effective in

contrast to the unpromoted sample (Fig. .Comparison.of-our results with catalytic data

obtained by Deng J. et al [1] showed that the investigated samples of Ag/P catalyst are more

effective in glyoxal synthesis. It is worth while to note that general behaviour of the obtained

dependencies is also similar to Deng's one.
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";1",,.,,r·"1 yield as a function ofthe oxygen-content in the'reaetion mixture has'a non linear

character. Moreover, maximum of the glyoxal yieldforthePccoatemAgcatalyst shifts to the

higher partial oxygen pressure in the reaction mixture (Fig.

Ethylene glycol conversion, Glyoxal and CO2

80

60

40

l1li - - - - - - -111-- - - - 1III - - - - - - -111- - - - -

20 0-------0----- 0------

9 1,0 1,1 1,2

Molar
1, 1,4 1,5

ojEG

Fig. 1. Catalytic activity of the initial andP-doped·Ag catalysts in the ethylene glycol oxidation
process.

Curves are indexed in the following order: (1) Ethylene glycol conversion, (2) glyoxal yield, (3)
C0 2 yie1d.

Composition ofthe reaction mixture is 1 / 1 / 30 / 3.4, T
Dotted lines catalyst,solid lines Ag/P.

CO2 yield for P-promoted catalyst is significantly lower compared to unpromoted Ag

sample. It's clear from XPS investigations (Fig. 2b) that the Pvcontent layer being formed on

the Ag surface prevents the appearance ofAgzsO centres which take in the deep oxidation

of ethylene glycol (Fig. 1, curves 3) [3].

Before the action of the reaction mixture 01 s spectra obtained from the surfaces of both

the initial Ag catalyst and P-contentsample are presented in Fig.2. On the initial Ag sample

we observed a few different oxygen forms (Fig.Za). 01s peaks with BE of532.0 and 533.8 eV

may be associated with oxygen centres of subsurface type locatedin defects of crystalline Ag

lattice [4-7]. Oxygen peak characterized by BE = 529.8 related to the oxide-like oxygen

structure [8, 9]. DIs peak with BE = 536.2 eV presence water and

oxygen molecules included in micropores and defects of the polycrystalline Ag sample.

The treatment of the Ag surface by phosphorous acid leads to the appearance of two new

oxygen states characterized by BE = 531.4 and 533.2 eV (Fig. 2.b). Taking into account the

data presented in Ref [10] those oxygen forms might be associated with both bridging oxygen

ofAg-O-p,P-O-P-groups and terminal.oxygenofP=O group correspondingly. Ol speak with
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BE =535.1eVmight be related to water molecules included in the structure of phosphorous

acid on the Ag surface. The annealing of P-doped Ag sample at 923 K in air leads to the

polymerization of the promoter, because the intensityofOl s peak with BE = 531.4 eV

Increases.

a) 532.0 b)

Binding energy (eV)

533.2

Fig. 2. 01s spectra ofAg samples before the action ofthe reaction mixture
(a) initial Ag catalyst, (6) P-doped Ag catalyst after the drying at 473 K for 60 min.

Silver phosphate salt was used as the basic material for the modelling of the influence of

reaction conditions on the Pvcontent Ag catalyst. It is shown that AgP03 composition (Fig. 3a)

is similar to the chemical composition of the surface layers of the real P-promoted Ag

catalyst.

( . i .1 .1 .' J I. I .• I 1.. 11 .1 i 11.1. Ii. i .l.1 -i

Fig. 3. 01s (a) and Auger Ag-NMM spectra (b) obtained from the surface: clean Ag foil (1),
silver phosphate before (2) and after (3) the treatment by reduced reaction mixture.

,
According to the Auger spectra of Ag-MNN the treatment of silver phosphate by

reduction atmosphere (H2) at the temperature region of 473-723 K leads to the formation of
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metali\,g clusters on the. sample surface, The. annealing of the investigated pattern at
~ ~~

723 leads to diffusion of Agclusters from the surfa.ce into the.bulk, As a
1''; , ," "'" ;

result of the high temperature action the metal particles are surrounded by matrix of

phosphate salt.

It is proposed that a similar process occurs on 'the surface of P-promoted Ag catalyst

under the action of the reaction mixture of the ethylene glycol oxidation process. Active

centres participating in the selective ethylene glycol oxidation into glyoxal are formed on the

Ag dusters located along the promoter layer. The high stability of the active surface of P

content Ag catalyst under the temperature action is related to the matrix of phosphate salt

which is an obstacle for the sintering ofthe Ag clusters.

This fact has been established by SEM data obtained at the detailed studying of the

morphology of the surfaces of the investigated samples during all stages of the promoting

process before and after the action of different reaction mixtures.
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Most industrial catalytic processes utilize high surface rrucroporous catalysts.

Therefore, the corresponding reactions. are at least in some extent diffusion limited. The

similar is also true for separation of gaseous mixtures by adsorption on zeolites or other

microporous materials. this connection, investigation of diffusionqLgases .inside micro-

meso- .and macropores adsorbents and catalysts attracts attention of different research

groups around the world [1]. Unfortunately, the majority of such works devoted the

study of diffusion of individual gases whereas for catalysis and separation processes one

needs information on diffusion of ingredients of gaseous mixtures. Indeed, even in

monomolecular catalytic reactions the initial and the final products form the mixtures where

both components are diffusing in the opposite directions either from the surrounding gas

inside .micropores to the active sites of a catalyst or outside from the internal micropores, In

the similar way separation of gaseous mixtures via adsorption by zeolites or other

microporous adsorbents also deals with codiffusion or couterdiffusion of gaseous components

inside and outside micro- and macropores ofthe cOrresponding adsorbents.

Unfortunately, information on diffusion of individual. components in gaseous mixtures

could not be delivered by such wen - known and widely used techniques as gravimetry,

pressure drop measurements or pressure response method, which provide information only on

the average effective diffusivity, Therefore, below we suggest a new spectral approach to the

study of transport individual components of gaseous mixtures in microporous materials that

can be used both for catalytic reactions and gas separationv.Thisapproach is based on

development upon adsorption of symmetrical molecules of the symmetry forbidden IR bands

that are absent in the spectra of gaseous molecules. However, such bands are gradually

developing upon diffusion - controlled adsorption since interaction of the molecules with
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adsorption sites results in their polarization and makes symmetry forbidden bands IR active.

Therefore, the rate of diffusion inside micro- and macropores and catalysts both

of individual gases and of components ofgaseous mixtures easily obtained from the

time evolution of symmetry forbidden IR bands. The of this approach is that

symmetric vibrations of gaseous molecules don't contribute spectra, and therefore

don't a background that hinders the proper measur~ments of rates.

Below we demonstrate the utility of this approach for the study of diffusion inside

micro - and macropores of different zeolites of individual components of the nitrogen 

oxygen or light paraffins - hydrogen mixtures. These examples could be considered as

models of industrialfiitrogen " oxygen separation or hydroisol11erizatiol1 and cracking of light

paraffins. The obtained results .demonstrated that diffusion components of

above - mentioned gaseous mixtures inside micropores ofzeolites abouttwo' orders

magnitude more slow than ofthe corresponding individual gases. also demonstrated

that such transport limitations are connected components inside

macropores whereas even for NaA the diffusion limitations less

important.

Our experiments were carried out room temperature for the mixtures the above -

mentioned gases of different composition. DRIFT spectra of adsorbed gases were measured

with the "Nicolet Impact" spectrophotometer equipped with a home - made diffuse

reflectance attachment. All of the .. spectra were transformed into Kubelka - Munk units

whereas the backgrounds created by zeolites were subtracted. The zeolites under the study

included NaA, NaZSM-5, HZSM-5 and NaLSX. Before spectral measurements they were

either pressed into the very thin pellets or crashed after pressing into grains with dimensions

of 0.5-1 mm. In the latter case DRIFT measurements were carried out at the bottom of the

zeolite layers with the thickness of about 1 em. Before spectral measurements the samples

were evacuated for 4 hours at 673 K.

Development of DRIFT N=N stretching bands resulting from adsorption on NaLSX of

pure nitrogen atatmosphericpresswe is shown. in Fig. 1 (a), whereas the. similar results for

nitrogen adsorption from' Fig, 1 (b). difference behyeen rates .: of .nitrogen

adsorption in bothcases is quite impressive: nitrogen adsorption from air is about two orders

of magnitude more slow than ofpure nitrogen indicatingavery strong retarding influence of

oxygen on diffusion of nitrogen inside micro- and macropores of the zeolite.'
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To discriminate weather such transport limitations occur inside micro-, meso- or

macropores, we. compared diffusion - limited adsorption ofnitrogen from air by the thick

zeolite layers and the thin pellets, The corresponding results for. kinetics ofnitrogen

adsorption by N aLSX in versus square root of time coordinates are presented in Fig,

2. Since dimensions of micropores inside zeolite grains and pellet are certainly the same, the

slower nitrogen adsorption by the thicker layer of the.zeolite grains definitely
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indicates that transport limitations are connected with counterdiffusion of nitrogen and

oxygen inside meso- or macropores rather than inside micropores ofthe zeolite microcrystals.

Despite of the very high diffusivity of hydrogen, it also very strongly retards nitrogen

diffusion the zeolite macropores. This is illustrated by Fig. 3, where kinetic of hydrogen

and nitrogen adsorption by CaA from the same 1:1 H2 - N 2 mixture at room temperature and
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atmospheric pressure is presented in the similar VI versus square root of time coordinates as

in Fig. 2.

We also studied the diffusion -limited adsorption by ZSM-5 of hydrogen mixtures with

light paraffins as the models for their hydrocracking or hydro isomerization. The obtained

results also indicated the similar strong retarding influence of hydrogen on the diffusion 

limited adsorption of light paraffins. Similar to the diffusion limited adsorption of nitrogen

from hydrogen - nitrogen mixtures, adsorption of Hz - RH mixtures also starts with the very

fast diffusion of hydrogen inside HZSM-5 micropores followed by the much slower

subsequent adsorption of paraffins that in mixture with hydrogen is also about hundred times

slower than for the individual substances.

Thus, the results of the present study demonstrated that diffusion of individual

components of gaseous mixtures inside the pores of adsorbents and catalysts is very different

from diffusion of pure gases. Diffusion of gaseous mixtures inside the pores of microporous

materials is also very different from diffusion in gaseous mixtures outside the pores.

Therefore, modeling of diffusion in porous materials requires special measurements, whereas

utilization for this purpose of diffusion coefficients of pure gases or of their mixtures outside

the pores is impossible.
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Propylene oxide (PO) is one of most important intermediates in chemical industry. was

produced 5 million metric tons in 2000. The world wide growth rate of PO-prduction 5 %

per. year [1]. The major amount of this, more jhan 95%, .is synthesised by multiple-stage

nrooucnon AVU.C"'.,. The large quantity of and the inevitable formation of a

product are substantial drawbacks of these industrial Recently,

considerable scientific effort has been invested to avoid these disadvantages and eventually

discover alternative economically more manufacturing processes. Most of these

new processes were conducted the gas involving direct epoxidation of propylene

with different oxidants O2, Hz0 2, Hz/Oz and NzO. Some of these, for example the process

using HzOz (Degussa AG), have been planned to realise on an industrial scale.

The other interesting oxidant is NzO. It is used for the production of phenol for the

oxidation of cumene and for the epoxidation of propene . These examples the

feasibility of the reaction with It is apparent that these oxidation reactions are a of

vinyloxidation and only double bonds were attacked. In the work, a direkt epoxidation

of propene to propylene oxide in the gas phase NzO is presented. The aim has been to

study the network and to understand the course of the reaction. known that apart

from PO several other substances like acetone prop anal, acrolein produced in

parallel by-reactions. As yet; it remains unknown wich conditions of operation and catalyst

preparation (acid-base-properties) do have an influence on the product distribution.

Experimental:

measurements were conducted in an integral isothermal fixed bed reactor (1 mm i. d.).

The reaction products analysed quantitatively a gas chromatograph 3800 .from
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carbon balance used after the total oxidatic,m a COz-binos. IJsuaHy,

p~opene toNzO 5 concentration was kept at 1 o/Q all the

time. The reaction temperature was varied between 350 and 520°C. The total flow (GHSV)

was set to 2, 4, and 10 1/h*gAMCat. (AMCat- =activ mass of catalyst)

As a catalyst for the direct propene epoxidation NzO, a'Na-promoted FeOx/SiOz-type,

was demonstrated in the work of Duma and Honike [3]. The catalyst used in our study were

based on the materials reported by Honike and Duma [3], but we extensively modified the

receipes, A special elaborate methode for the iron impregnation was used. By a pre-teatment

of the catalysts in vacuum it is possible to avoid large amounts physically adsorbend water in

the catalysts. This should lead to a homogeneous dispersion of the active components.

The support used was a silica gel from Merk (average pore diameter 60 A, BET surface of

370 mZ/g). This support was impregnated by incipient wetness method with solution of

Fe(III)-acetylacetonate in toluene. The iron loading (active component) of the prepared

catalysts was 300 ppm. Alkaline ions (Na+ and Cs+ as promoter) were impregnated by the

same methode as the iron-ions. The alkaline loadings were vanied between 300 and 6000

ppm. Thereby, it is possible to change the acid-base-properties. Especially, the influence of

the catalyst properties on the reaction pathway was investigated. Some of catalyst samples

were shaped by extrusion with LUDOX (AS-40) from Pont and later ground and sieved to

obtain 0,315 - 0,500 mm particles. All samples were calcined after every treatment like

impregnation and extrusion at 600°C (in air).

Results:

By different amounts of promoter (Na ion) an influence of the acid-base-properties on the

formation of propylene oxide was observed. Figure 1 shows the selectivity (S) to propylene

oxide versus conversion (X). The measurements were conducted at different values of GHSV

(2, 4 and 10 l/h*gAMCat.). The catalyst deactivated very fast. Therefore, only the values from

the initial point of time (time-on-stream = TOS = 100 min), where the carbon balance is valid

exactly, were taken into account. can be seen, the degree of propylene oxide selectivity

decreases with increasing Na ion content of the catalyst. The catalyst with a small

concentration of Na ions is more active and more selective than the other catalysts, XMax=

20 % und S(PO)Max = 40 %. The maximum value of the selectivity to propanal was 20 %. At

conversions below 10 %, the differentces in PO formation between the catalysts with 300 (1\)

vand:600 ppmNa ions (*) are negligible; SCPO) in both case;; amounts to 40 %. On the catalyst
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with. the 111ax:imumamount of Na ions (6000 ppm) (A), only little propylene oxide was

produced.

o300Na_21!hg
m 600Na_21fhg

III 6000Na_21!hg

0.300.25
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Figure 1: Selectivity to propylene oxide as function of conversion at different gas hourly space
velocities and Na amounts. Reacrion parameters: T = 375°C, C3H6 1%, N20 15 %, He 84 %

The selectivities to acrolein. and CO2 reach values of30 %, both.

increased by around 66 % compared with the catalysts with 300 and 600

Thereby, more coke was produced and the selectivity to propanal (S =

values were

sodium ions.

decreases to

around 50 %. The variation of the properties of the catalyst has no influence on the acetone

formation.

The propylene oxide can form only on the non-acidic catalyst. Surprisingly, we observe a

decrease in PO selectivity when the amount ofNa ions is increased.

As can be abserved, the catalyst with 300 ppm Na ion is more suitable for the PO

formation than the other catalyst with higher concentrations of Na. Futher, the influence of the

type of alkaline was investigated by the impregnation with a cesium salt. The results obtained

with the different promoter ions on the catalyst are presented in figure 2. The amount of alkali

ions was kept unchanged for better comparability (300 ppm). It should be noted that the 3

plots refer to 3 different TOS. A severe catalyst deactivation can be clearly observed. The

catalyst with Cs ion is more active and more selective. With Cs, 'it is possible to achieve a

selectivity to PO of more than 50 % at conversions levels below 5 % and SCPO) of 20 % at

conversions levels of 20 %. The other catalyst has a selectivity to PO of only 25 % at

conversions levels of 2 % und S = 5 % at conversion levels of 12 %.
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Figure 2: Selectivity to propylene oxide as function of conversion at different Cs and Na.
Reaction parameters: T = 375°C, C3H6 1%, NzO 15 %, 84 %, GHSV =2; 4and 10 IlhgAMcat.

The change of the catalytic properties by use of a benificial effect on the

PO formation. The selectivities of the organic by-products didn't change with changing the

promoter but less C02 was formed by using Cs.instead ofNa.
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The conventional description of multiphase reactions on a catalyst particle is based on the

Thiele I Zeldovich model [1], proceeding from the assumptions that mass and heat transfer is

carried out exclusively by the molecular mechanism (Fick's and Fourier's laws).

This model allows one to. obtain the concentration and temperature profiles, the

temperature difference between the centre and the surface of the catalyst particle (Prauter's

equation [2]) as well as the reaction rate and the heat flux from the catalyst surface as a

function of the particle size, the concentratiorus) on the outer particle surface, the effective

diffusion coefficient(s) and the thermal conductivity.

Absolutely a new model, the oscillation theory, was recently developed [3-5]. According

to this theory, under some conditions in liquid I liquid-gas reactions, the oscillatory motion of

liquid should take place in pores due to the formation of gas or gas-vapor bubbles. The

velocity of liquid motion can reach values of 10 mls and even much higher. Due to such

forced alternating motion of liquid, the reaction runs with the considerably higher rate than

predicted by Thiele I Zeldovich model and there is.a very strong influence of the reaction on

the external mass transfer of reacting compounds to the catalyst surface.

Under conditions of intensive oscillations, the equation for the reaction rate on a single

catalyst particle robs can be expressed as robs ~ (rtrue(Cs))ll2 where rtrue(Cs) is the reaction

rate without intrapaticle diffusion limitation.

In this paper, main notions of the oscillation theory are given. The oscillation behaviour

, (oscillatory motion of liquid in catalyst pores and capillaries, catalyst destruction by

. cavitations in pores) will be demonstrated in several experiments during the presentation. The
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following experimental data that .contradict conventional models and theories are

discussed:

1. The heat flux from the catalyst surface in experiments of hydrogenation of l-octene to

n-octane is about 80 times more than the heat flux estimated by the Thiele model.

2. The temperature difference between the centre of the particle and its surface directly

measured at hydrogenation of l-octene to n-octane is four to nine times more than the

maximum possible difference defined by Prauter's equation.

3. The reaction rate observed in hydrogenation reactions of l-octene, acetone, 2,4/2,6

dinitrotoluene, furfurol and hydrogen peroxide decomposition has absolutely different

dependence than the reaction rate predicted by the Thiele model.

4. There is a very strong influence of the chemical reaction on external mass transfer in

hydrogenation reactions (I-octene, acetone and furfurol) as well as in reactions with

gas production (hydrogen peroxide decomposition, leaching process at activation of

Ni-AI catalyst).

5. There isa hysteresis in hydrogenation reaction of2,4-dinitrotoluene [6J.

The directions of the process intensification and catalyst improvement, which follow

from the oscillation theory, are discussed in [3,4J. The first experimental results of the process

enhancement according to the theory are presented.
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Abstract

Visbreaking is a mild thermal cracking process with the principal objective to reduce the

viscosity and pour point ofresidual fuel oil and heavy crude oil. Other main benifits of this

process include an increase in the production of more valuable distillate products and a

corresponding decrease in the production of less valuable residual fuel oil. The aim of this

paper is to study the effect of cracking temperature and residence time on the yield and

stability of visbroken products. For the purpose of realizing the said Objectives, a pilot plant

set-up consisting a coil reactor and a soaker drum was utilized. The experimental work was

performed on atmospheric residue (340 + 0 C) derived from waxy crude oil. Feedstock and

visbroken products were characterized for their physico-chemial properties such as specific

gravity, viscosity, pour point, asphaltene and CCR. Cracking temperature, residence time and

conversion were correlated using simplified kinetic model.
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The problem

Costs of many industrial chemical processes are unfavourably influenced by the

equilibrium limitations of the involved reactions. This influence is expressed in high

additional costs for the separation of non-converted reactants from the reactor outlet product

and their recycling to the reactor inlet. In conventional industrial processes of the methanol

syntheses, the desired product must be separated .from the reactor outlet mixture by

condensation. The heat-transfer coefficients in condensers are reduced by the presence of the

inert non-converted reactants, increasing the required cooling area. The flows through the

reactor are increased because the non-condensed gases are recycled to the reactor. Due to this

recycling, the pressure drop over the reactor and the condensers is increased and so the energy

required for the compression of the recycle stream. Long reactor lengths are required because

in the reactor the equilibrium is approached and consequently reaction rates are reduced,

increasing again the pressure drop and the energy demand. Additional energy is required for

cooling and heating over again the .•.. non-converted gaseous reactants in and after the

condensing section [1-2].

Partial oxidation of methane

The direct partial oxidation of methane to methanol is one of the most promising routes

of natural gas conversion into more easily transportable fuels and valuable chemicals [3-6].

The process may be accomplished with both catalytic and homogeneous conditions. In the last

. case high pressures exceeding 50 atm are necessary for appropriate product yield.

Being an exothermic reaction, the direct conversion of methane to methanol would be

superior to the conventional industrial process for the production of methanol via syngas by

steam reforming of methane in terms of energy efficiency. Technoeconomic evaluation has
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demonstrated that, giving over 70% methanol selectivity at 8-15% methane conversion, the

direct process is ableto compete with the indirect one. Unfortunately, most of the reported

methanol selectivity shaves not broken through 70%, while methane conversions were always

below 5% when high methanol selectivity was obtained. The gas phase partial oxidation of

methane is operated by a free radical mechanism, which is extremely hard to control.

Therefore; it is expected that the participation ofcatalyst would improve methanol selectivity

and yield. But until now, the catalytic reaction has not produced yields of methanol plus

formaldehyde better than those reported gas phase process, except for a few good reports.

Process intensification

Process intensification is the strategy of making significant reductions in the size of a

chemical plant in order to achieve a given production objective. Innovations in catalytic

reactors, which constitute the heart of such process technologies, are often the preferred

starting point. The integration of chemical reaction and physical separation in one single unit

often leads to a significant reduction in investment and operating costs. The economic benefit

may be caused by a reduction of raw material use, diminution of recycle streams by higher

rates of conversion, improvements in selectivity and/or energy integration [7-9].

A very interesting type of application is a multifunctional reactor, in which fine adsorbent

trickles through the fixed bed of catalyst remove selectively in-situ one or more of the

products from the reaction zone. In case of the methanol synthesis from syngas, this led to

conversions significantly exceeding the equilibrium conversions under given conditions [1,

10].

A reactor's model for intensification of partial oxidation of methane

In this work we will formulate a steady-state model for a reactor that intensifies reactions

by adsorption, and discuss the influence ofvarious process parameters on the behaviour of the

reactor. We apply our model to the case of the partial oxidation ofmethane to methanol with a

silica-alumina powder as the methanol adsorbent. The parameter identification of the

adsorbent was developed using the method proposed by the authors in previous works [l l

B].

The purpose of the present computational study was to analyse the effects of various

operating parameters, such as temperature, residence time, adsorbent parameters and reactive

input ratio on the CH30H formation.
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To obtain thereactormodel, we simulated the adsorption processes on the adsorbent, the

. homogeneous or heterogeneous phase reactions.rand also optimized the conversion of the

reaction. Likewise, we worked •• varying the configuration of the equipment, the physical

characteristic and the method of supply of the •adsorbent and .the conditions of pressure,

temperature and feed input.

The characteristics of designed equipment depend in great measure of the kinetic path

'chosen for. the reaction. This can include the choice of.acatalyst for the partial oxidation of

methane, the selection of the partial oxidation of the methane with O2 at high or low

temperature, or any other path.

The computations were made on Pentium IV PC using GAMS with solver CONOP. It

was shown that these reactors could achieve high conversion of methane to methanol, despite

the unfavourable thermodynamics equilibrium. So the particle use of this model opens new

possibility for. process intensification of one of the most important industrial processes, the

methanol syntheses.
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1. Introduction

Membrane reactors are a comparatively new class of chemical processes that, in

comparison with traditional reactor types, may offer advantages with respect to conversion,

yield, and selectivity (Saracco et al. 2000). The two basic operation principles of membrane

reactors are (a) selective product removal across .the membrane.and .(b).side of

reactants. In the first case, the membrane serves as a separating unit that the reaction

equilibrium of an equilibrium limited reaction to the product side and thereby enhances the

conversion. the second case, the distributed feeding ofreactants can mcrease an

intermediate product in a consecutive reaction. The potentials and limitations of membrane

reactors are still subject to current research. This contribution addresses questions the

model based design of membrane reactors and outlines some nonlinear and dynamic

phenomena occurring in membrane reactors. In the first part, a general framework for the

systematic modelling of membrane is presented that underliesa tool for thecomputer assisted

model development. The second part discusses the possibility of incomplete conversion in

membrane reactors with selective product removal. The third part concerns the formation of

spatiotemporal patterns in membrane reactors with side injection.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Basic schemes of membrane reactors; (a) selective removal of products to increase
conversion; (b) side injection of a reactant to increase the yield of an intermediate
product C
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Systematic and computer assisted modeni~g of menlbrane reactors

The behaviour of membrane reactors depends .. pn complex interacting processes like

chemical reaction, mass transport through porous media, adsorption and surface diffusion

effects. A realistic description of such a reactor requires detailed physical models whose

development and implementation is a challenging and time consuming task. A computer tool

is desirable that supports the model development process and relieves the model developer

from algebraic manipulations and coding work. Such a tool has been developed for the

modelling of membrane reactors with porous membranes and gaseous reactants (Mangold et

al. 2003). The user of the tool no longer specifies his model in terms of algebraic and

differential equations, but in terms of physical phenomena like 'mass transport according to

the dusty gas model'. Based on the physical assumptions of the user, the computer tool

generates the underlying balance equations including consistent boundary conditions and

converts them to simulation code. In the future, the tool is going to be extended to

electrochemical reactors and fuel cells.

(a) (b)

."

. Figure 2•. Implementation of a dynamic spatially distributed membrane reactor model in ProMoT;(a)
screenshot showing the structured model; (b) result of a dynamic simulation: response of
concentration profiles to a pressure change.

3. Conversion of equilibrium reactions

The product removal across a permeable selective membrane aims at increasing the

conversion of equilibrium limited reactions. However, in some cases a certain amount of

conversion cannot be exceeded,similar to azeotropic points in distillation (Huang and

Sundmacher, 2003). This phenomenon is investigated here for the simple example reaction

2A!:ill+C under .isotherriial conditions. The mass transport through the membrane is described

by a linear driving force approach. The membrane is assumed to be permeablefor Band C,

but impermeable for A. Concentrations of the products Band C on the sweep gas side are

neglected. Despite those favourable conditions, the conversion of A remains incomplete, if the
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mixture consiststotally of the three reactants, the steady state composition always tending to

an equilibrium point shown in Fig.3. The reason for that behaviour can be seen in the

changing flow rate along the reactor coordinate. Adding an inert that cannot penetrate the

membrane can circumvent the point of incomplete conversion.

1~, , , ,

Figure 3. Steady state profiles for the
equilibrium reaction 2At1B+C in a
phase diagram. Despite the
selective permeability of the
membrane to Band C, total
conversion of A cannot always be
achieved.

00 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
x

A

4. Pattern formation due to side injections

Nekhamkina et al. (2000) pointed out the analogy between the dynamic behaviour of a

classical CSTR and the steady state behaviour of a plug flow membrane reactor with side

injections, constant flow rate, and a non-selective membrane. In this contribution, a detailed

reaction mechanism for the selective oxidation of ethane from (Klose et al., 2003) is used to

demonstrate that the spatiotemporal patterns found by Nekhamkina et al. (2000) for simple

model reactions may occur for partial oxidations of hydrocarbons in membrane reactors.

Furthermore, the analysis is extended to reactor models with variable flow rate and the

limiting case of a chemical reaction in equilibrium due to an infinite reaction rate. It is shown

that the assumption of reaction equilibrium can cause discontinuous patterns (Fig. 4 a). Under

dynamic conditions, those discontinuities can arise as a response to small disturbances around

an unstable stead state (Fig. 4 b). The disturbances lead to gradually sharpening

inhomogeneities in the temperature and concentration profiles that finally end in vertical

temperature and concentration fronts. In this sense, the discontinuities are similar to shock

waves in hyperbolic systems. However, the source of the discontinuities is not a nonlinear

wave propagation velocity, but a singularity on the left-hand side of the balance equations.
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Figure 4. Pattern formation in a membrane reactor with equilibrium reaction ALV3; (a) discontinuous
periodic solution; (b) transient space profile during the evolution of a discontinuous pattern.
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Results of the experimental studies on high pressure ethylene polymerization at industrial

autoclave and tubular reactors are considered using various peroxides and their mixtures with

oxygen as initiators.

A possibility for the process improvement providing the increase of conversion,

productivity and versatility of the obtained polyethylene brands is demonstrated.

According to the experimental data for the processes performed in single-. and two-zone

mixing mode reactors the initiator consumption, temperature profile stability and possibilities

for rapid control over the process are analyzed depending on the type of the used peroxides or

their complex mixtures.

The kinetic features of the applied initiating systems are shown to be capable of

considerably affecting the technical and economic characteristics of the process and versatility

of the.produced polyethylene brands.

Peculiarities of ethylene polymerizations in tubular reactors using the initiators either

individually (stepwise initiation) or in a complex (mixed) initiation modes are revealed and

considered.

The heating agent used in the reactors is shown to retard the polymerization rate growth

under certain initiation conditions.

The limitations to the optimum concentration of primary radicals yielded by the initiator

degradation are defined in accordance with the requirements to the obtained polymer quality

and initiation efficiency.

In the case of complex initiation the polymerization rate profile along the tubular reactor

zones is considered with the comparative analysis of the activation energy of the initiators in

the areas of maximum rates.
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In the present study, the CO+Oz reaction over Pt-group metals including the Langmuir

Hinshelwood mechanism of CO oxidation and metal oxide formation and removal (TSM

reaction scheme) is considered.

Mathematical models of various space scales are constructed and investigated in order to

explain different types of experimentally observed oscillations in the rate of COz production,

spatiotemporal pattern formation and chemical wave propagation. Both stochastic and

deterministic approaches are suggested.

A microscopic stochastic model describes the dynamic behaviour of a small scale lattice

gas CO+02 reaction model on an atomic space scale. A mezoscopic stochastic simulations is

a Markovian process of elementary reaction steps over a spatially homogeneous cell of

surface of mezoscopic size. The corresponding deterministic limits of stochastic models for

large particle numbers represent mean-field rate equations (MF) for one single surface cell or

mean-field reaction-diffusion equations (RDE) for several cells.

By means of a numerical bifurcation analysis of developed deterministic models and

stochastic simulations the fluctuation-induced transitions, kinetic oscillations, reaction rate

propagation are investigated. The effect of internal fluctuations, diffusion length and cell size

is considered.
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The disposal organic wastes containing halogen has become a major environmental

problem, because most of them are toxic and thermally stables accumulate. in surroundings for

the long periods of time. Catalytic hydrodehalogenation, also called hydrogenolysis, with

heterogeneous catalysts is recognized as a facile and efficient procedure. However, the

practical application of catalysts to the hydrodechlorination of organic halides is always

accompanied by the problem of the deactivation of the catalysts due to hydrogen chloride

formed as by-product in the reaction. For practical use, the development of catalysts that

maintain their catalytic activity for a prolonged time is an essential problem.

The aim of this work was designing and investigation the catalytic system with enhanced

resistance to corrosion giving, at the same time to the catalyst both high activity and stability.

this sense this problem was decided

(i) at employment of bimetallic catalysts (the changing physicochemical characteristics of

the metal atom are modified of a second metal)

(ii) change the properties of the supports (doping Na species on the catalyst surface)

using phase- transfer agent

Monometallic and bimetallic supported catalysts, which contain Pd with Pt, Fe, Ni or Co

were prepared by precipitation of metals from their solution of corresponding metal salts with

following low-temperature reduction by NaBH4. We used a carbonaceous material, called

"Sibunit" , as the support. Activity and stability of the catalysts was investigated in reactions

of the liquid phase hydrodechlorination of chlorobenzeneal1cl.hexaclorobenzene.

In our study liquid-phase hydrodechlorination of hexaclorobenzen carried out in the

presence phase __ transfer (PT) agent. Using PT agents leads to considerable increasing the

rate of hydrodechlorination(tablel) and allows carrying out reaction under mild condition at

hydrogen atmospheric pressure and 50°C. As phase --transfer agents·· we. used

alkylammoniurn salts. From results (table 1) follows that the highest activity of catalytic

system we obtained in the presence of tetramethylammonium chloride. The role of phase
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transfer is not clearly.suggestthatstrong alkaline mediaquicklyremoves HClproduced

in reaction adsorbed on the surface of catalysts. Its possible, as result Phase-Transfer agent

transfers OH anion (alkali) from aqueous phase to surface of catalyst, so allowing a faster

regeneration of the catalyst surface [1].

Table 1. Conversion hexachlorobenzene in the presence of alkylammonium salts; catalyst
N~5Pd5/C; S(C-Cl)/:Cat ratio, 10:1; T= 50°C, 50% KOH; PH2 =1 atm; solvent,

isopropanol-toluene, 4:7 (15 ml)

PT agent Conversion hexachlorobenzene to benzene
after 90 min

(CSH17)3N+CH3Cr (Aliquat 336) 74

(CH3)4N+Cr 100

(C2Hs)4N+Cr 35

(C2Hs)3N+OH- 42

- 20

Transition metals supported on vanous materials are used commonly as

hydrodechlorination catalysts. It was determinate the activity of monometallic catalysts in

chlorobenzene hydrodechlorination. Obtained results permitted to build the following order of

transition metalwithregards to the decreasing activity Pd/C > Ni/C > Co/C > Ti/C > Fe/C. It

was shown that Pd is the most efficient metal for hydrodechlorination.

These results according to literature data followed that successful dechlorination of

polychlorinated compounds by using Ni catalysts requires severe reaction condition - high

temperature and high hydrogen pressure Pd catalysts permitting successful dechlorination of

polychlorinated aromatic compounds under mild condition are not feasible for large-scale

application because of its high cost. Designing a cheaper but selective catalyst to convert

organohalogen compounds into useful products with using bimetallic Pd-Ni/C catalysts

appears to be possible.

NiPd/C (theor.)
ANi l Apd • const

20 40 60 80 100

<IT.% Pd (Pcl/(Ni+Pd)*100%)

. Fig. 1. Activity ofnanodispersed PdxNiy/C

catalysts (reducing NaBH4 ) in the
hydrodechlorination of chlorobenzene
depending on Pd concentration (at%)
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Fig. 1. shows the dependence of the bimetallic catalysts activity and mixture of

monometallic catalysts on Pd concentration. From these results following that .activity of

bimetallic catalysts shows nonadditive effect relative to the mixtures of Pd and Ni catalysts at

Pd content as from 1 to 40%.

For understanding of the reason lead to increasing of activity bimetallic .Pd-Ni catalysts

we-preparing several of bimetallic catalysts from metalloorganic precursor and carefully

investigated them. Here we see results ofcharacterization of catalytic samples be chemical

analysis X-ray diffraction and analytical electronic microscopy. Using analytical electronic

microscopy allows to determinate of metal surface concentration. The data follows that

outmost surface of catalysts is enriched in Pd. Thus it was found that In Pd-Ni alloys Pd has a

strong tendency to migrate at the surface. Such surface segregation of bimetallic alloy open

the way to new generation of catalysts with «tuned» surface, highly concentrated in the active

component for given reaction, in our case Pd and in this case we have economic benefit [2].

---- 120----Q)

::2i
E 100
0 g- 80(1j -0-0•0)

c
·E
..J 40"-'--0
E 20
"-'

« 0
0 10 20 30

%Pd

Fig. 2. Dependence of the Activity of
bimetallic NiPdlC catalysts on Pd
concentration
B catalyst by Hz from
metallorganic compounds
D - catalyst reduced by NaBH4 at

20°C from metal chloride

40

The dependence (Fig. 2) demonstrate that catalysts prepared from metal salts and reduce

by NaBH4 higher active than catalysts prepared from metalloorganic compounds and reduce

by hydrogen in the hydrodechlorination of hexachlorobenzene. These data can indicate that

sodium addition increased catalytic activity. From results obtained with X-ray Photoelectron

Spectroscopy and XRD study follows that hydrogen chloride formed during reaction can be

neutralized by sodium supported on catalyst surface (from NaBH4) . Indeed formation NaCl

was detected by XRD and XPS. We suggest it is very impotent at the beginning of reaction

and sodium adsorbed onto the carbon keeps the metals particles clean of chloride ions

allowing the reaction to proceed up to high hexachlorobenzene conversion. These results

according to literature data about increasing catalytic activity with modification supports by

Na [3J.
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Prepared bimetallic catalysts ··.shows activity In hydrodechlorinaton environmentally

problematic compounds such aspolyehlorobiphenyls' Sovtol-lO.isa .: commoncomrrtercial

biphenyl pollutant mixture that contain a fraction of environmentally persistent tetra-, penta

and hexachlorinated biphenyl and therefore is an especially significant mixture for reductive

dechlorination. Figure 3 shows the 'chromatomass spectroscopyof commercial Sovtol-lO

before and after reaction over bimetallic PdNi "catalyst. We can see high conversion

polychlorinated biphenyl to biphenyl can be achieved.

, Blphf!nyl" Solvent

!
,. Solvl'!nt

W,OI)

0.00
Sc~n.' 0
S@J;. 5

Fig. 3. Hydrodechlorination of Commercial Sovtol-lO
a) The initial solution ofdielectric liquid Sovtol-I 0

b) The same solution after 3 hour reaction in the presence ofPd2Ni98/C at 50°C and 10 atm H2.

(It was determinate that mixture of polychlorobiphenyls contained 54 wt.% Cl and
46 wt.%(C+H).

According to these results it could be possible to design active and stable catalysts,

catalytic processes for dechlorination of hydrogen of environmentally problematic

compounds without production of any waste.
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In the present work the influence of variety of factors concerned with the modes of

mixing of biphasic liquid media (organic phase-liquid phase) effecting upon the proceeding

of the reactions of organic substrates oxidation in the phase-transfer conditions was studied.

Realization of these researches was stimulated by the contradiction of the data obtained by us

and other researchers, for example [1-3], when conducting reactions of cycloolefins, alcohols

and unsaturated fatty acids oxidation with the 30 % hydrogen peroxide in the presence of

catalysts based on the peroxopolyoxometallates in combination with quaternary ammonum

cations phase-transfer catalysts.

Mixing of two liquid phases was carried out in two ways: by the blending of liquids in a

vessel by means of magnetic stirrer and by the shaking of the reactor of "catalytic duck" type

fixed on the rocker.

Analysis of obtained results carried out with the assumption that, starting from the some

frequencies of mixing or shaking, reaction proceeds in the kinetic region. The surface area of

the phase separation border was determined by the value of product yield.

It was establishedexperimentally that in the case of execution of the mixing by means of

the magnetic stirrer at sufficiently high swiftness in addition to the target product the number

of products formed as a result of side reactions present in the reaction mixture. The emerging

of these products is accounted for the cavitation processes conditioned by the high speed of

the activator rotation in the reaction mixture. Characteristic dimensions of the emulsified

substrate species was defined at which the drastic decrease of the oxidation reactions

selectivity is observed.

This work was supported by the RFBR grant NQOl-03-32862 and the FASTP Contract

NQ41.0l5.1.2455.
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The ethylene glycol, producing by hydration of the ethylene oxide, is one of the main

products of the basic organic synthesis with more then 15 billion t/a capacity in the world.

Main disadvantages of conventional technology are: 1) Noncatalytic reaction; 2) The large

excess of water (H20:C2H40 = 15+20 mol) that results to significant energy consumption

during Ethylene Glycol separation.

The reason of water excess IS low selectivity of noncatalytic reaction concernmg

Ethylene Glycol (Fig 1):

H20 C2~O"HOCHiCH20HC2~~O.. HO(CH2CH20)2H C2~:O.. etc.

Homogeneous
HC03-, 0.25 molll

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
[C

2H4
0 ]o' % mass. (water is residue)

Heterogeneous catalyst

l'~:::~~_ItI- -":i~n~H~CIO3-/CO32--form100
~

"'Cf 90......
(l).-
~ 80......
0
u
~ 70......

0
(l)

l:l 60(l)......
~

..t:i
50.....

~

40
0

Fig. 1. Influence of catalyst type and Ethylene Oxide/Water ratio on Ethylene Glycol yield.
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Recently it has been revealed that the salt forms of ion-exchanging resins may be used as

selective heterogeneous catalysts [1]. These catalysts allow to sufficiently increasing the

Ethylene Oxide concentration in the initial water solution without reducing selectivity and

thus obtaining the high concentration of Ethylene Glycol in the reaction mixture and saving

energy during separation of the product. That is why the problem to build the model for the

reactor of catalytic hydration is really crucial. This model has been recently reported on

ChemReactor-15 [2] but it allows describing the process in the clise when catalyst properties

are known.

The aim of the present investigation was to build the model for behavior of the catalyst

along time to predict the catalyst lifetime and correcting the process to obtain highest activity

and selectivity. The typical behavior of the catalyst activity along the time is represented on

fig. 2.

0,2+-~--r~-.....--""--"-~-""--,,,,,

o 200 400 600 800 1000
Time, II

A

200 400 600 800 1000
Time.h

B

Fig. 2. Behavior of the catalyst along the time in the tube continuous reactor:
A) Pseudo first order rate constant, min-I;
B) Selectivity concerning Ethylene Glycol, %.
Experimental conditions:

1 - lOsoC; [EOJO = 12%; :2 - lOSoe; [EOJO = 20%; 3 - 950C; [EOJO= 12%.

It was found that during the functioning catalyst decreases its activity due to two

processes: swelling of the catalyst and loss of the active centers of the ion-exchanging resin.

Basing on numerous experiments we have elaborated the mathematical model for continuous

tube fixed-bed catalytic reactor for Ethylene Oxide hydration making following main

assumptions:

1. The loss of the exchange capacity of catalyst IS being explained by Hoffinann

cleavage reaction:

+
'V'J'-N(CH3b + HO- - 'VV'OH + N(CH3h
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A concept of stationary and non-stationary heat conditions for runnmg exothermal

chemical reactions was introduced in chemical macro-kinetics by D.A.Frank-Kamenetsky/l/.

According to Ill, if the rate of heat evolution in a volume is above the rate of heat removal,

such heat conditions for running exothermal reaction is caned non-stationary. Under

conditions ER1T
o-
1»I, E(TmacTo)RlTo-z»1 an exothermal process runs under combustion

regime when wave localization ofthe reaction zone able to self-propagation is observed.

Non-stationary heat conditions are widely used in special engineering and power

technology for fuel combustion. Stationary conditions when all evolving heat is removed

from a reacting system in the reaction zone are conventionally applied inchemical industry.

This is due to that under non-stationary heat conditions the temperature in a reactor at

commercially valuable output may be too high for provision thermal stability of products.

But synthesis of a number of substances which are in demand by industry is possible and

expedient to carry out under non-stationary heat conditions: under conditions of combustion

or heat explosion, because equipment arrangement of these processes is rather easy and a high

reaction rate, realized in a high-temperature process, allows creature of apparatus of high

specific output. It is of great importance for high-exothermal reactions in media of low

effective heat conductivity.

For processes running under conditions of self-propagating heat wave a number of

parameters determining their effective application is typical:

• preliminary mixing components to avoid diffusion regime of combustion and

influencing the composition of products;

method of initiation of a high-temperature self-propagating reaction zone which

provide safe start-up of the reactor;
·,:1

$ rate of flame propagation which influences the industrial reactor output;
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• maximal temperature the wave thatdeterminesthe rateofchemicalreactions and

composition of wave synthesis products;

It concentration limits of flame propagationwhichdetermine process stability;

• rate of cooling the products outside the reaction zone that affects their composition.

In addition a factor of great importance that determines the construction and operating

conditions ofa wave reactor is phase state of initial substances.

There are examples of successful design of wave reactors for. such phase systems as gas

solid body, gas-gas, solid body - solid body and gas-liquid. Application of non-stationary heat

conditions for systems of liquid-liquid is inexpedient because in this case it is rather easy to

provide intense heat, removal from the reaction zone.

The process of industrial production of sulfur hexafluoride. SF6 from elements has been

implemented in a gas-liquid system under combustion conditions:

SJiq + F2gas ~ SF4gas+ SF6gas + S2FlOgas +... c' (1)

On the basis of thermodynamic calculation it has been shown that the maximal SF6output

is observed at a temperature up to lOOO-1200K at fluorine excess. An industrial-scale reactor

for this process was designed as an inclined pipe which most cross section was filled with

liquid sulfur at a temperature of I 50-200°C.

Fluorine was fed into a pipe segment free of sulfur at the pipe end where a stationary

diffusion combustion jet of evaporating sulfur in fluorine was formed without initiation. .Sufur

hexafluoride yield (up to 95%) .was maximized by choosing the temperature of diffusion

flame..For that a height of gas segment in the reactor and the reactor slope towards horizontal

plane as wen as fluorine discharge rate were changing. In Russia there were constructed two

large production of sulfur hexafluoride: 500 ton facility at JSC "Halogen" .. and 450 tons

facility at JSC "Kirovo-Chepetsky KhimicheskyKombinat",

A number of processes of fluorination of hydrocarbons with CoE} was implemented in a

gas-solid body phase system under combustion conditions. In these processes a gaseous

substance is fed on a fixed .bed ofCoE} in which a following wave of filtration combustion is

formed where fluorination of raw material occurs and CoEz is formed, the latter is regenerated

in the same reactor also under conditions of following wave offiltration combustion:

R gas + CoE3sol -:l> RF gas+ CoEzsol, CoEZsol+EZgas~ CoE3sol. (2)

Initiation of filtration combustion was realized by setting CoE3 powder initial temperature

of about 100°C. It made possible to avoid a slip of raw material through the combustion waxe

along the frozen layer of the reactor wall, The maximal wave temperature, (it which
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destructionofcarbon skeleton of substances to be fluorinated is small, was 450-500°C. The

wave velocity was from 0.5 to 5 at a gas velocity offrom 20 to 200 mm-min".

Filtration combustion conditions have been applied for synthesis units of annual output of

10 tons for C3Fs production fromC3F6 at ExperimentalplantofRSC "Applied Chemistry" (EP

RSC AC) and for a production unit of annual capacity of 25 tons at JSC "Halogen'; as well as

for a unit ofperfluorodecalin ClOFlsproduction ofannual output of2tons at EPRSC AC.

One more large-scale development in the field ofapplication of combustion conditions in

a high-exothermal system of gas-solid is a technology to produce CF4 from elements:

C sol + F2gas~ (CF)nsol + CF4gas + C2F6gas + C3FSgas + C4FIOgas +... (3)

For CF4 production there was designed a reactor with a graphite fixed bed in which

graphite fluorination was carried out in inverse wave of filtration combustion. In order to

avoid formation of undesired admixtures according to equation (4) and to provide safe start up

of the reactor, initiation of synthesis wave is realized by burning a propane-butane mixture in

fluorine flow by means of an injector of a special construction. After formation of the high

temperature reaction zone, feeding the propane-butane mixture is stopped and CF4 synthesis

is carrying out. The reaction heat is removed by means of heat radiation of the reaction zone

towards the cooled injector. The fluorine flow rate is chosen in such a way that to avoid

conditions of film boiling of heat carrier in the injector and overheating the reaction zone (not

more than 2000K) which may result in fluoroolefines formation.

A facility of tetrafluoromethane CF4 annual output of 600 tons according to this method

has been made at FSUE "Angarsky Electrolysis chemical combine".

Synthesis in inverse wave of filtration combustion was also used m production of

hexafluorides of tungsten and molybdenum:

W sol + F2gas~ WF6gas, Mo sol + F2gas -4 MoF6gas, (4)

where fluorine was blowing through a fixed powder bed of the mentioned metals. At that,

inverse wave of filtration combustion is formed without any initiation. The sole products at

the wave temperature of 1000-I500K are WF6 and MoF 6. Production of WF6of annual output

of50 tons has been established at JSC"Halogen".

Production facilities for PF5 andIF5 from elements of annual output of 10 tons have been

created at EP RSC AC. There were used shelf reactors in which fluorine was blowing above

the powder bed of the substance to be fluorinated. The yield of by-products was minimized by

choice of a temperature in the reaction zone.

A very interesting example of application of non-stationary heat conditions in a gas-solid

phase system is SF4 production from elements (1) in a falling bed reactor under conditions of
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heat explosion. In this reactor, .. fluorine.and a mixture of sulfur and CaF2powder (the latter

was used as a heat ballast) were fed into theupper.part.of a vertical pipe where sulfur was

evaporating and fluorinating .in the freely fallingpowderbedunder.conditions close to

adiabatic. At a maximal temperature in the reactor zone of 1400-.1800Kthe yield of SF4

reached 80%. An industrial-experimental scale reactor for SF4 production by the proposed

method ofannual output of 10 tons has been made at EP RSC AC.

An example of application ofcombustion process as a.synthesis conditions for a gas-gas

reaction system is production of more high-fluorinated ethanes from less. high-fluorinated

ones using fluorine:

CzFzn-mHm gas + Fzgas -+ CZFZn-m+IHm-l gas +HFgas. (5)

It has been determined that at preliminary mixing reagents and at a fluorine concentration

below 30 vol.% (Tmax~IOOOK) the carbon skeleton of fluoroethanesis stable. For this process

there. was designed .an efficient reactor of a "tunnel burner' type with premixing of

components, flame stabilization and initiation of process by means of a heated reactor wall.

This method has been successfully tested in an experimental-industrial unit at SIA

"Energomash" for CzFsH production from CzF4HZ. The CzFsH selectivity reached 90%.

As an example of industrial implementation of wave synthesis ina solid-solid phase

system one may consider a number. of processes to produce nitriles of carbonic acids by

dehydration of respective amides with phosphorus pentaoxide. A process to produce C4Nz by

the proposed .method under conditions of stationary self-propagating heat wave in a thick

(about hundreds mm) bed and at conditions ofnon-stationary wave in a thin (about some mm)

bed at a sufficient exceed ofP40lO in the mixture has been implemented atEP RSC AC:

C4NzH40zsol + P4010sol C4Nzgas + HP03 liq + P40lO sol' (6)

The C4NzH40z concentration was chosen so that the maximal temperature in heat wave

would not exceed 400°C, the wave velocity in this case was 400mm·h- l
. The wave process

initiation was realized by heating the reactor-wall. The C4NZ yield reached 50% from the

theoretical one. The facility output was about 1 ton .of dicyanoacetylene per year.

Thus, it may asserted that at present non-stationary heat conditions of high-exothermal

synthesis (or combustion conditionsjhave found application in production of-a whole number

ofcommercially valuable products including large-tonnage ones.
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Processes of fluorination with elemental fluorine are characterized by very high heat

evolution. Thus, for example, in carbon fluorination to produce CF4 the heat efficiency is

932 kJ/mol. Therefore one of the most important tasks in development of a reactor for such

processes is removal of evolving heat from the reaction zone in order to provide stability of

compounds to be synthesized.

It is well known that a gas-solid phase system is distinguished by a low (0.01-0.1 W m-2

K-1
) effective heat conductivity. Therefore unsteady-state heat conditions of running an

exothermal reaction are realized in a reactor with a representative size of about hundreds

millimeters with a fixed powder bed, through which fluorine is blowing. Here a filtration

combustion wave with a maximal temperature up to 2000K is formed, That is why application

of unsteady-state heat conditions to produce thermodynamically stable compounds is mostly

effective in creation of large-tonnage facilities.

Steady-state heat conditions make possible to obtain a temperature in the synthesis zone

at which substances produced are stable. But for processes using fluorine it is ineffective to

develop a reactor with a fixed powder bed running under steady-state heat conditions because

the reactor diameter in dependence on the reaction heat effect should make a value from tenth

to some millimeters.

In order to develop a high-efficient reactor it is expedient to apply a moving (agitated)

powder bed. Intensity of heat transfer to the reactor wall in such a system is much more

higher than in afixed bed. Therefore it is possible to provide steady-state heat conditions of

running a reaction in a reactor non-continuos for solid phase.
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Besides, application of. a dynamic powder bed allows development of a reactor

continuous for solid phase. In this casea powder to be fluorinated, .which is in excess

regarding stoichiometry, can playa role of a heat capacityby means of which the necessary

temperature in the reaction zone is obtained without heat exchange with the reactor walls.

Regeneration of reaction heat is realized outside the reactor and the cooled powder is

recycled.

There are known different types of powder dynamic beds used in industrial equipment:

vibro-revolving bed, gas-dust flow, fluidized bed, beds agitated by a spiral-screw auger and

inside a rotating horizontal cylinder.

The authors have carried out a number of experimental and calculation works on

application of different types of continuous and non-continuous regarding solid phase reactors

with unsteady-state powder bed for high-exothermal fluorination processes using elemental

fluorine.

Graphite fluorination in fluidized bed to produce a mixture of CF4, C2F6, C3Fs,C4FIO may

be considered as an example of implementation of high-exothermal synthesis under steady

state heat conditions in a reactor non-continuous regarding solid phase with a dynamic

powder bed.

It is known that in interaction of fluorine and graphite at a temperature above 1000°C the

almost sole reaction product is tetrafluoromethane and at a temperature below 500°C the sole

product is fluorographite,a condensed compound. For synthesis of a mixture of gaseous

perfluorocarbons, among which compounds containing more than one carbon atom are of the

greatest interest, it is necessary to remove reaction heat and. keep the temperature within a

range 550-700°C.

A laboratory reactor in a shape of thick-waned pipe with inside diameter of 12mm and

O.Sm length has been made. Intensive heat removal from the reaction zone was realized by

fluidization of a graphite beds with a mixture of argon and fluorine, the content of the latter

was varied from 20 to 40 vol%. The mass flow of the gaseous mixture was chosen in such a

way thatthe bed of classified graphite with a particle size of below 0.24 mm would expand to

the full reactor length at gas blowing.

By means of temperature measurements in the reaction channel it has been shown that at

heat transfer coefficient a from the fluidized bed to the reaction wall of about 500W m'2 K'I in

the reaction volume it is possible to obtain isotropic temperature distribution that proves the
•

existence of steady-state heat conditions of the synthesis. At a temperature about 600°C in the

reaction mixture there was observed the greatest quantity of perfluoroalkanes with the number
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of carbon atoms more than one. An average composition of products at this temperature is

approximately as follows: CF4-30wt.%, C3F6-2Swt.%, C3F8-15wt.%, C4FIO-30wt.%. Thus,

application of fluidized graphite bed has allowed formation of steady-state heat conditions of

synthesis and achievement of a commercially valuable yield of C2F6, C3F8,C4FIO.

In order to obtain gaseous fluorinated organic compounds there are often used solid

higher fluorides of metals of transient valency, named as fluorine carrier, in particular COF3 as

a fluorinating agent. Processes of COF3 fluorination are high-exothermal, so the heat effect of

hexafluoroethane synthesis from ethylene is 1384kJ/mole. Conventionally for such processes

there was used a column type equipment with a steady-state powder bed operating under

conditions of following wave of filtration combustion. Such reactors were distinguished by

low specific output due to low intensity of heat removal from the reaction zone and due to

difficulty to scale-up the process from a laboratory model to industrial implementation.

COF3 powder has a tendency to caking and bridging, therefore application of fluidized bed

in this case is inexpedient. It was proposed to use a horizontal rotating cylinder as a reactor

for fluorination of gaseous compounds with cobalt trifluoride. The calculation have shown

that at a filling degree with COF3 powder below 3.14 rad the heat transfer coefficient a

reaches a value of 400-430W m" K-1. The experiments carried out on a pilot reactor, a steel

cylinder with inside diameter of 208m and of 0.17m length have shown that at using cobalt

difluoride the experimental values of a differ from the calculated ones and make a value from

100 to 300 W m" K 1at varied rotational speed from 0.1 S-1 to 1.5 S-I. The calculation showed

that at such a value of a the maximal admissible diameter of a reactor ( a rotating cylinder)

operating under steady-state heat conditions would be about O.Sm. The output of such a

reactor at its length of 1 m in case of pentafluoroethane production from ethylene will be

approximately 500 tons per annum that is by some orders of magnitude higher than that of a

reactor of the same volume with a stationary bed of cobalt trifluoride.

A reactor for graphite fluorination with fluorine in a gas-dust flow in order to obtain CF4,

C2F6, C3F8,C4FlO is an example of implementation of a reactor non-continuos on solid phase

with a dynamic powder bed and with reaction heat regeneration in a remote heat exchanger.

In order to conduct the fluorination process investigation there was developed a reactor

system named "circuit". Such a reactor consists of a vertical lifting part, where moving solid

particles upwards is realized at the expense of their carrying along by gas flow, a bunker

separator and a downtake part, where particles are moving downward in dense bed at the

expense of gravity. In the gas-dust flow, where dispersed material plays the role of a heat

carrier, the heat transfer coefficient from the reacting gas to particles, moving together with
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the gas, is about 1OOOW. m-2 K-1 while that from the flow to the reaction walls is about 200 W

m" K-1•

The experiments carried out in a laboratory circuit, which lifting part was a pipe with

inside diameter of 9 mm and 1200mm length, have shown that at a mass flow of.fluorine of

20111glS and 4 gls for graphite respectively at heating the gas-dust flow from 520 to 580°C the

composition of fluorination products is as follows: : CF4-31wt.%, C3F6-25wt.%, C3Fs

13wt.%, C4FlO-31wt.%. These results correspond to the results .obtained under isothermal

conditions in fluidized bed.

A reactor. with a free falling bed is a reactor continuous on solid phase with a dynamic

powder bed. This reactor is a vertical pipe, fluorine and solid material to be fluorinated.are fed

into the top part of the pipe by means of a screw. Solid and gaseous products are removed

from the bottom. .The reaction heat is absorbed by the solid phase which in excess in the

process. Heat exchange with the reactor wall is negligible in comparison with heat evolution.

Application of such a reactor has been implemented in sulfur tetrafluoride production.

The reactor was a vertical pipe with inside diameter of 60mm and 1 m height, a mixture of

sulfur and calcium difluoride ( the latter was used as a heat capacity) was fed into the top part

as well as fluorine-.Worked out CaF2 was removed from receiver, arranged in the bottom, by

means of a screw, then it was cooled and used for preparation of a fresh mixture of CaF2 and

sulfur. At sulfur concentration in fluorite of 7.5wt.% the yield of sulfur tetrafluoride reached

80.% from the theoretical one at a reactor output of 10 tons per annum.

Thus, application of equipment with non-stationary powder bed either continuous or non

continuous on solid phase may allow development of effective industrial reactors for a wide

range ofhigh-exothermal reactions in a gas-solid system.
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Introduction

A set of catalysts for the hydrotreatingof deasphalted vacuum bottoms has been

investigated as fresh catalysts and after aging in an industrial reactor during a typical

commercial run. Several structural parameters have been varied in the catalysts series. In

particular, pore size, surface area, porosity, pellet size and active metals loading were changed

to investigate the role of this parameters in this process [1].

Fresh and aged samples were analyzed by a variety of techniques, which include atomic

adsorption in order to determinate the contents of retained Ni, V and Mo, allowing for a

comparative analysis of the different samples according to the capacity to retain metals

(catalytic activity). The analysis of this data and the influence of textural and chemical

parameters of fresh catalysts on catalytic activity is the purpose of this investigation. The

physicochemical characteristics measured for some catalysts are observed in Table 1.

On the other hand, today it is impossible to design a theory to predict the capacity to

retain metals in quantitative form and based on strict laws of heterogeneous catalysis, because

of the complex hierarchic organization of the heterogeneous catalytic systems. Furthermore, a

lot of information accumulated in the literature is presented in descriptive form or has,a high

uncertainty level. To solve this problem the authors present a new methodology based on the

following investigation stages:

In the first stage we make an evaluation of the uncertainty of the experimental data

collected in the industrial reactor by means of the Hotelling's T distriblition. In the second

stage we propose a methodology on the basis of Brandon's method, which provides a

mathematical model adapted to predict the activity with high precision. The Brandon's
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Method uses a weight factor variable and is proposed to find these weight factors

using Neural/Networks. the third stage we propose the application ofFuzzy Logic and

Artificial Neural Networks to select the differentalternatives, after which it is possible to take

decisions on the optimum composition and the structure of the catalyst.

Table 1. Physicochemical characteristics of some catalysts

No. Activity: Porosity Area Pore Size Equiv. diam, % %
Catalyst % metals % mc/g (A) (rom) Nickel Molybdenum

(y) Xl X2 X3 - X4 X5 x6

1 35 53.3 157 85 1.555 2.12 11

2 45 58 255 69 1.857 3.93 13.33

3 66 66 150 146 1.873 3.14 10.66

4 69 62.6 176 113 1.292 2.67 9.3

5 100 75.9 146 233 2.2 1.96 8

6 116 69.7 187 141 1.381 2 6

7 124 65.5 144 140 0.879 3.14 10.66

8 133 71.9 224 133 2.057 0.6 11.5

9 150 67 187 131 0.801 1.56 5.9

10 165 68.9 200 128 1.292 2.3 10

11 188 70.6 260 116 0.922 0 2.8

Hotelling's T distribution

The comparison of catalysts was accomplished according to the maximum capacity to

retain metals (catalytic activity). Classification and comparison of twenty-four

hydrodemetallation catalysts with sufficient reliability were achieved by means of application

ofHotelling's r test.

Brandon's method and Neural Network

The second stage of the investigation was the selection or design of an optimum catalyst.

With the intention of interrelating simultaneously the principal parameters of catalysts

(porosity, superficial area, pore diameter, size, metals content, etc.) with its activity, it was

proposed to apply the combination of Neural Networks and the Brandon's method, which

provides a mathematical model capable ofpredicting the activity with a small error.
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We obtain the model for the hydrodemetalization process using Brandon's method in

combination with Neural Networks. In this method the regression equation is written in the

form

(1)

here fix) is a function of the variable xi The order of factors xl'x2 , ••• .x, in equality (1) is

not indifferent for the accuracy in the elaboration of the results of observations: the greater the

influence on ''y'' of the parameter "x]' the smaller must be the order of the index ''j''. The

aspect.ofthe functions ''f)'' is chosen by means of empirical regression lines, and the influence

on "y", through the use of a methodology with Neural Networks.

Fuzzy logic

Under the conditions of hydrotreatment process, the models for the prediction ofcatalytic

activity frequently requires applications of those data that can not be expressed in quantitative

form but as descriptive verbal characters; that means that it is necessary to work with ideas,

relationships and diffuse expressions of the natural language. For this reason, the decision

processes on models would have be provided with fuzzy logic" applications and

representations, in order to select the different alternatives and to take decisions about the

optimum composition and the structure of the catalyst.

It is assumed that the activity in the catalyst is determined by some combination of its

physicochemical properties (superficial area, porosity, pore diameter, equivalent diameter,

initial Nickel % and initial Molybdenum %). After a broad bibliographic search, the possible

variation ranges of each parameter were obtained, a properly vocabulary and belonging

functions were defined, a verbal description ofprocess was made, and fuzzy relationships

among the parameters and among parameters and activity were built.

As a result, it was obtained a properly fuzzy model with high representation of activity of

the deasphalted vacuum bottoms hydrotreatment process. The equations of the activity in

function of the specified parameters confirm that the retention metals is associated with an

optimum porosity, high superficial area, pore diameter and a.small equivalent diameter.

Conclusions

It was built a final activity equation III function of porosity, superficial area, pore

diameter, equivalent diameter, Ni % and Mo % using Brandon's method, and assigning

through a Neural Networks methodology the priority or importance of the selected
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parameters. The obtained model presents a real physical sense and activity forecast very near

to the experill1~mal data. Likewise, they ",Vereobtained other models by c1assic.~tatistics, with

Neural Network, and it was developed a precise fuzzy model to predict the catalytic.activity

on the basis of textural and chemical characteristics of hydrotreatment catalysts.

According to the present comparison we may infer that the ideal catalyst should have a

combination of:

1. High initial activity, given by the active metal loading and surface area in the proper pore

range (e.g. > lOOA).

2. Homogeneous distribution of metal deposition to assure a uniform utilization of the

catalyst. Increasing pore size and reducing pellet size, which minimizes the diffusional

limitations, achieve this.

The latter condition will also impact catalyst life, since a catalyst with small pore size will

quickly deactivate.
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Oxidation and decomposition chemical reactions in supercritical water (SeW) .areused to

wastewater processing, conversion of hazardous substances, destruction of toxic wastes,

environmentally benign processes by temperature and pressure close to .the critical point of

water. High conversion degree of the most organic compounds is reached in the oxidation and

decomposition chemical reactions in sew. To understand how supercritical water affects the

rate and selectivity of chemical reactions, one need to know the critical parameters of the

mixture and how they change with reaction time. Though the chemical processes in sew are

very effective for the processing different kind of wastes, there are problems related to this

technology.

FUNDAMENTALS

Thermodynamic and kinetic models of chemical transformations in supercritical fluids

(SeF) have been created. Phase diagrams of complex mixturesare investigated and their

critical parameters have been found. Effect of density on the rate of chemical reaction is

studied by means of experiments and modeling. 2-propanol dehydration and aliphatic

nitrocompounds decomposition and oxidation reactions in sew have been selected for the

experimental investigations of fundamental rules.

The mechanisms of 2-propanol dehydration and propene hydration reactions in sew,
appropriate to the acid-catalyzed mechanism have been proposed [1]. It was shown that the

rate of direct and reverse reactions is directly proportional to the concentration of appropriate

reagents and H 30 +ions playing a role of the homogeneous catalyst. It was shown also, that

the sharp growth of H30+ concentration in sew with the increase of its density/pressure

correlates unequivocally with the experimental dependencies of the pseudo-first order rate

constants of reactions from the above named parameters.
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Kinetic of nitr0methane (NM), nitroethane I -nitropropane (NP) decomposition

and oxidation in sew near the critical point has been studied a flow reactor as a first

step in the development technology for the treatment and processing of wastes from

manufacture of commercial explosive substances containing nitrogenous compounds.

Experimental data on the decomposition of aliphatic nitrocompounds (RNOz) in sew
showed that the apparent rate constants, calculated on the assumption of the first order

reaction, increased exponentially with increasing pressure at constant temperature. It was

shown that the rate of the named aliphatic nitrocompounds decomposition reactions in sew
decreased with increasing number of carbon atoms. And vice versa, the rate of oxidation

reactions increased with increasing number ofcarbon atoms.

Effect of pressure on the decomposition rate of NM, NE and NP In sew was

investigated at constant temperature, Fig.1.
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Fig. 1. (a, b, c) presents the dependencies of lnkobs on (P/RT) at constant temperature for NM, NE and

NP, respectively.

These primary data were processed by means of equation below:

.. (1)

The difference between the partial molar volumes (PMV) of transition state (TS) and

reagent (RNOz) 11y# =YTS - YR.c"102 is an activation volume. Note that 11y# value in (1) does

not depend on pressure. The results are presented in Table.

Reagent l1Y#, cm'zmol k, x 104
, lie

NM -702,6 ± 31,1 2,792 ± 0,305
NE -763,3 ±19,3 1,765 ± 0,196
NP -730,8 ± 23,9 1,407 ± 0,123

The calculated values of activation volumes in the reactions of NM,NE and NP
•

decomposition in sew were similar that allowed suggestion on the same nature of the

activation complexes in an three cases. The apparent rate constants of aliphatic
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nitrocompounds decomposition 111 sew. decreased .almost linearly 111 the order

NM>NE>NP.

The transition state theory has been applied to simulate the data obtained. In the

framework of the transition state theory, the main stage of RNOz decomposition is the

formation ofTS which exists in equilibriumwith initial RN02:

(2)

lRcr+NO~-J . Slowly ) Products

To calculate the partial molar volumes of TS and reagent which is the partial derivation

ofthe mixture volume with respect to number of moles:

the Redlich-Kwong-Soave (RKS) equation of state with binary interaction coefficients k,

and cij has been used.

320300260 280
Pi atm

240220

-2500 +-~--,----,-----r-~-.-~-r-"""'--,

200

The pressure dependence of PMV: curve 1 - NM-SCW, at kij =-0.3, cij = 0.3; curve 2 TS,
"experiment"; curve 3 - calculation at leu =-0.5346, cij = 0.5240; 4 - TS, calculation at variable kij
H cij' T= 665 K

Fig. 2 shows that the pressure dependence of TS PMV calculated using variable with

pressure k ij and cij agrees wen with "experimental" dependence. Meanwhile, when the

pressure dependence of TS PMV was calculated using constant and cij values, respective

mean-square deviation attained 25%.

Thus, the application of transition state theory allows quite correct modeling of the

pressure effect on the rate constant of the studied chemical reactions in sew, It proves

experimental fact on the independence of activation volume on pressure. The natures of initial
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nitro-compounds and TS differ only by the character of solvent-reagent interactions. This

phenomenon can be successfully modeled by the RKS equation of state.

APPLICATION

Supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) technologies are generally used to oxidize the

organics, destruction hazardous and non-hazardous wastes and treat wastewater streams.

The technological scheme for the oxidation of organic impurities in SCW. has been

proposed, Fig.2, in this work. Mathematical models of all apparatuses in the scheme (heat

exchangers, chemical reactor, separator) consider specific properties of chemical processes

realized in supercritical water (change of heat capacity, enthalpy and critical parameters of

mixture with pressure, temperature and composition). Non-ideal thermodynamic methods

have been used to calculate the properties of two phase multi- component mixtures.

Fig. 2. Principal scheme for the oxidation of organics in sew. 1,2- pump; 3,4 - heat exchanger,
5- reactor, 6-cooler; 7- back pressure regulator; 8-separator

Detailed numerical analysis and optimization of the proposed scheme for the oxidation of

acetic acid by oxygen in SCW have carried out. Calculation results formed the basis of the

pilot plant.
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MODELING OF GAS-LIQUID REACTORS TAKING INTO ACCOUNT

THE LIMITATION OF LIQUID REACTANT DIFFUSION TQ THE

INTERPHASE IN PROCESSES OF MASS-TRANSFER WITH

CHEMICAL REACTION

I.~ Knchin, A.V. Kravtsov, E.F. Stefoglo

Coal and Coal Chemistry Institute, Rukavishnikov, 21, Kemerovo, 650610, Russia

Fax: 7-3842- 21-18-38; E-mail: Stefoglo@yandex.ru

As followed from numerous works [1]-[5] and others sources, for describing of chemical

reaction influence on mass-transfer in many cases it is enough to use the simplified models,

the most prevailing of them is a stagnant film model. It should be noted that also in the

network of the film model some aspects of mass-transfer with chemical reaction seem to be

studied insufficiently. Among such cases is the first-order irreversible reaction.

Let us consider two fluid phase system. Initially a phase I (gas phase) contains compound

A I and a phase II (liquid phase) contains compound Az. Gas A I is absorbed by a liquid where it

reacts irreversibly with reactive species Az according to the following chemical reaction:

VIAl + vzAz ~ v3A3 •

Let us write a mass balance for compound Ai in a differential volume of the liquid

boundary layer, where diffusion and the first-order chemical reaction take place:

D, dZci(x)/dx" +vkc, (x) = ° (1)

The boundary conditions are:

x=o,

x=8,

CI (x) =c;,

cI (x) =CIb'

de, (x)/dx = 0,

Cz(x) =CZb,

dc3(x)/dx=0

c3(x) =C3b

(2)

(3)

These equations were written in assumption that concentration of compound Az is over

zero along the all thickness of the film. But the reacting compounds supply into the film due

to molecular diffusion only, so a deficit of liquid reactant in the film in fact can take place. 1.'1

such conditions eqs.(1)-(3) are no longer be used for describing ofprocess going.

interphase

8'
liquid film

~I

liquid
bulk

x

Fig. 1. The scheme of contentrations distribution in the
film of liquid.

1 - diffusion limitation of Az is taken into account;
2 - diffusion limitation of A2 is not taken into account.
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(4)

In 1 the typical of concentrations c](x) and cz(x) whichcari be obtained by

solution of eq(l) .are showed as dashed lines. The curve ci(x) .intersects the axis x and

concentration. becomes negative. That .fact testifies thateqs.(1};-(3) clin not be used in these

conditions. The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the actual profiles c](x) and cz(x) obtained with taking

into account the diffusion limitation of Az .. in . film. Let us write mathematical equations

describing the concentrations behavior in this case.

On the interval 0<x<8' cz(x)=O,chernical reaction does not take place, so the profile

CI(X) is a straight line going through the points c; and c{ (where c; - a certain concentration

value to be found later):

ci (x) =c; + x(c; -c; )/a'
On the interval aI < X < a mass balance for compound A I is:

D] dZcl(x)/dxz +v]kc] (x) = 0 (5)

The boundary conditions: x = a' c i (x) =c{; x =a, ci (x) =Clb (6)

An equation for concentration ofA] in the bulk of phase II can be found from the equality

of diffusion rate of Al from the film to the bulk ofphase II and the rate ofA] consumption on

reaction in the bulk:

C'b = ( 1 ) ci - cr~[)l(o j{)J, where fJ = cl1(ao), )l = ,j-v,k!D, = Ha!o (7)
/L5 jJ - 1 sh /{, a- a'

To obtain unknown values of 8' and c; we write the following equations:

c{ - c; = /L(C lb - c{ch[/{,(a - 5')D (8)

5' sh[/{,(a - a')]

(10)

Eq.(8) is written from the equality of gradients de, (x)/ dx to the right and to the left sides

of the point x =5' . The equality of gradients must be an obligatory condition since a flow of

A] intersecting the boundary x =5' is the same to both sides of boundary. Eq.(9) is based on

the fact that at the point x =5' concentration Cz(x) is equal to zero.

In the table 1 the expressions for the main magnitudes characterizing the process are

presented for two different cases. The profiles of concentrations in the film of liquid can be

calculated by solving a set of equatious (7)-(9) and substituting obtained values of 8', C]b and

c{ to expressions for c](x) and cz(x) (see table 1).

As can be obtained from system (7)..{9) diffusion limitation of Az does not take place in

the film and the dependencies found by means of solution of eq.(l) can be used, if values of

parameter Z exceed values calculated by the following expression:

Z = I-Ha/shHa + Ha -1
chHa[l + Ha(fJ -1~hHa] thHa
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Since parameter fJ =E Il /(a<5) has a weak influence on the form of curve Z(Ha)

calculated by eq(10) it can be used the following simplified equation obtained from (10) at

13-+ 00 :

Z =Ha/thHa-l (11)

Table 1.

A case when diffusion limitation of
A case when diffusion limitation of

liquid reactant Az does not occur in
liquid reactant A2 occurs in the film

the film

, *
* c-c

Concentrat cJbsh(Ax) + c~sh(A(b' - x))
c1(x)=cJ + 1

0
, 1 X at O<x<O'

tionofA j cJ(x) =
sheAb') C (x) = cJbsh[A(x-o')]+c;sh[X(o-x)]

in the film
I sh[A(o - 8')]

at 0' <x < 8

( )_ [1 v,D, c,(x) -clb v2D, [
Concentrat

Cz x - CZb + -- x Cz(x) = CZb + --- ci (x) - C lb +
v.D, CZb v.o,

ion ofAzin
the film ( S - x [de, (x) ] 1)] +(S_x{dC,(x)) ,j

x c j (x) - C
lb

dx x=o + dx x=5

Concentrat 1
ion ofA I

--
Can be found by means of solution of- chHa

in the bulk Clb = equations set (7)-(9)
of phase II

1+ Hath(HaXfJ -1)

Enhancem E= Ha C~clb0hHa) £=1+
Z

ent factor thHa l-c1b
l-C1b

Efficiency
1[th(Ha)+ Ha(,B -1)] 17=

l-c1b +Z

17 = HafJ 1+ Hath(Ha XfJ - 1) HazfJ

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that decreasing of parameter Z value and increasing of Ha

value lead to the process passing in the region of compound Az limitation. This fact has a

simple physical explanation since decreasing of Z value means decreasing the diffusion ability

ofAz as an increasing ofHa implies more intensive consumption ofA2 on reaction.

The dependences of apparent process rate (rate ofgas diffusion into liquid .phase) on

fraction of liquid film (1/ fJ) at different relations of diffusion abilities of gas and liquid

components are shown in Fig. 3. In the case of low values of gas diffusion coefficient the gas

concentration in the film reaches zero, the reaction passes in the film within limits of gas

penetration into liquid phase. In the bulk .of liquid phase reaction does not occur, so to

increase the apparent rate of process it is necessary to raise the film fraction (line 1,2 in

Fig. 3). Therefore such type of processes must be carried out in packed columns, tray
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Fig. 2. Dependence of Z on Ha calculated by
eq.(lO) and indicating at boundary of A2

diffusion limitation region.
Solid line - calculated by eq.(l 0), fJ =2;

Dashed line -.calculated by eq.(11), fJ ---)- 00.4 Ha3

2

o /·····1 2

-1. ../··<Z=Ha-1

columns, high agitated reactors and other units with developed specific interphase area and

high fraction of the film in liquid phase.

Z
3

0,8 1,0
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2

1

Linenumbet-» 1 2 3 4

DI X 109 , m1s-1 0.5 2 10 30

J)l X lOY, m 2s- 1 1.5 1 1 0.5

Z =vID1c1b
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- v1Djc;

Ha=o~-vlkIDI 4.743 2.372 1.061 0.612

o=1.5xI0-3m;
VI ==v1==-I;

k=5xlO-3s-l
; c; =0.3kmolm-3

;

C1b == 0.5 kmol m-3

Fig. 3.
The apparent

processrate as
a function of
liquid film

fraction

0/ fJ)·

If diffusion ability of liquid reactant IS much more than gas component, the liquid

reactant does not reach interphase, while diffusing through the film it becomes depleted due

to consumption on reaction. In this case reaction goes both in the bulk of liquid phase and in

the part of film from the side of bulk see (Fig. 1). A total volume Vr where reaction takes

place, diminishes with increasing of the film fraction 1/ fJ ' since a volume of bulk decreases.

At high values of 1/fJ it can lead to decreasing of apparent rate of process (line 4 in Fig. 3).

The elevation of process rate at low values of 1/fJ is explained by growth of gas component

concentration in the bulk of liquid phase. For such system the reactors with moderate content

of liquid film are the best. Any additional supply of energy into the system in such conditions

is useless.
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FUNDAMENTALS OF THE INFLUENCE DISSOLVED

CONCENTRATION IN REACTION MEDIUM ON PERFORMANCE OF

GAS-LIQUID PROCESSES ON SUSPENl)ED CATALYST

E.F. Stefoglo, I.V. Kuchin, O.P. Zhukova

Institute ojCoal and Coal Chemistry, 'Rukavishnikov, 21, 650610, Russia

Fax: 7-3842- 21-18-38; E-mail: Stefoglo@yandex.ru

Let us consider a gas-liquid reaction on a suspended catalyst in a continuous stirred

vessel. Neglecting the liquid-solid mass-transfer and interparticle resistance the material

balance equations take the form:

eforthegasphase: VGd~;G =QG(ctG -C;;~)-Vd3G_L(C;-CHJ (1)

Assuming that the behavior of a gas phase can be described according to the law. of ideal

gases PH2 VG= nRT,PH2 == CHGRT, and Henry law PH2 = C;H, we obtain

tG = C;oH e IRT Ro' CHG =C;HMIRTRo (2)

Here: - Henry'S constant for a solution mixture (suspension), which can be empirically

expressed as H M =H~-xH;, and H p are Henry's constants determined experimentally

for the initial solution of hydrogenated substance. and for reaction products, respectively. By

substitution (2) in(l) then differentiating on TR . taking into account that C;, Hand TR

function of t the new mathematical model of general continuous or batch type of stirred

reactor can be presented in the dimensionless form:

• for gas phase (pressure change Or corresponding equilibrium value ofC; ):

dC~=_[ H o TR -c~J·.· _VRTRTRO(C~ _CH)+C~dTR_
dtB H1-xH x .. H1-xHx ..~ . . T dt

G e pep R

- C~[t~;'R l1T2TRf) ff2,(1 :t.(?P4J+~ !J)~]
In eq.(3) the sign "plus" is used when =He,po exp(- Qe,p / RT) and in this case the gas

solubility in educt and product solution is lowered with the temperature. When "minus" is

He,p =He,po exp(+Qe,p!RT) the solubility grows with temperature.

o for gas dissolved in suspension: Oll for liquid compound:

dCHL!dt=1/BL(c~L-CHL)-.(c~-CH)-r (4) dCr!dt=1/BL(1-CL)-r (5)

41 for reaction mixture temperature:
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(6)

Here C;=C~/C~o' = I =CL = IC Lo' XL=(CLo-CJ/CLo'

V =VL r=f<TRO/HM M.n,m=.koexp(-EI RTRo~)Ccat(C~otl(CLO)'nlPeL' t = fJG-L'Z" ,

1"- time, r=Mn.]!JltlYt==dxldt,BL Vr!3GLIQL' Be =VGPCL Qc,>Bc =VCfJCL IQc

Initial conditions:

1. = = = = (7)

. -

2. t =0, C~ =1, C HL =1,C L =1,TR =1,Tc =Tc /TRO (8)

This model accounts for temperatures influences on pressure, physic-chemical properties

of reaction mixture and consequently simultaneously on the gas content in liquid during the

reaction pass.

Let us consider the adiabatic process for first order reaction with respect to both gas

and liquid components is considered. the case when the solubility grows with temperature

and substance we some different (Fig.

the nses and educt conversion (dotted line or with the

changing properties do the solubility, but the Henry's law

constant a function of also The

other case when temperature not influence solubility, but only:'conversion

changes and increases the gas content in reaction mixture(c).FinaHy,HM is independent

from conversion and temperature, but due to temperature rising the reactionfate and

CHL value also becomes minimum value through theaccelerationoffhe reaction rate and by

this increasing gas consumption. work also two cases are considered: gas solubility

in product solution is greater educt solution He!H P ,and 2) gas solubility in

product solution is less than educt solution He! H p < 1 and other examples. Thus now it is

possible to develop more precisely gas-liquid-solid reactors with different kind of gas

temperature absorption law with temperature and reaction composition change.

The hydrogen solubility experimentally rises with temperature batch for liquid (X-

methylstyrene (a the comparison of data

of a-MS hydrogenation cumene and those were calculated from the model (3)-(5)

for a Iiquid batch .. reactor (BL -i> (0) at initial pressure value PH2 = bar ·and T=60 "C,

CptFO,005 kg/m3 under nonisobaric isothermal condition utilizing the obtained dependence of,
H a_Ms=4.45x10

6exp (628/T), Hcum=4.06xI06exp(597/T),m3Palkmo1. Kinetic of reaction is

found zero order with respect to liquid components and L-H according to hydrogen .
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The kinetics of hydrogenation of ethyl ether of para-nitrobenzoic acid (EEpNBA) was

investigated earlier by Stefoglo(1981). Reaction of EEpNBA hydrogenation has Langmur

respect to both gas andliquid components, so a rate equationis:

r=kCcatKHCHL/(1 +/(nCHL)·KLCr/(l +KLCL kmol/(m
3s)

(9)

The values of kinetic constants k, KH, KL are:

k=1.544 .10 11 ·exp(-9833.33/T), kmol/(kgpd s); K H =5.38.10-9 ·exp(8000/T),

m3/krnol; K L =8.186.10-4
• exp(3032.S/T), m3/krnol; K; =0.025· exp(2400/T), m 31 kmol.

It has been found the influence on gas content the suspension at

different temperatures, composition (conversion) during the reaction.

In and calculated data according to .uvu",.

Let us consider the continuous for gas and liquid reactor operating under

isobaric conditions the reaction rate equation is r =-kCcaPHL (reaction of the type

mtluence of educt. conversion on hydrogen concentration in. suspension

is neglected (N =H =H ). Then mathematical model of process (eqs, (4)-(5») for steady
e p

state conditions takes the form:

for gas reactant - QL /VLCHL + fJ(C~ - CHL) - vjr =0 (10)

liquid reactant QL/VL(CLa..:-CJ-v2r=0 (11),cC « o > Q* here Q~ - volumetric flow. rate of liquid,

where r = QL~La/(V2VJ ~ Q: <Q~ [nr'zs] such that Q~CL)(V2VJ=kCc(lfCHL
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(12)

(13),for liquid reactant

At QL < Q~ the reaction rate is determined by the rate of liquid reactant supply into the

reactor. Eqs.(10)-(11) can be in dimensionless form:

for gas reactant - CHri0L + (1 - CHL ) - vi' =0

(1- CJ/OL -v1Q r =0

whei~ r~r/PC~ .Therefore r ={~~~L~)0if';> 0; ,here 0; =PVc .

In Fig. 4 the dependencies of liquid reactant conversion - C
L

and relative

productivity of reactor Y=Y/Ymax =QLCp/(v3kC: vI) (where =V3/V1 (CLo -CJ -
.concentration of product in liquid phase, kmol/nr') on dimensionless parameters Mand eL are

presented. In the region abcdethe reaction rate r, kmol/tm'' s) is equal kOeatCHL , in region

cdf the reaction rate is determined by the rate of liquid reactant supply into the reactor, so

r =QL0Lai(V1VJ, kmol/mr' s). The values of dimensionless parameters M and e2 which

belong to the boundary of regions abcde and cdf (i.e. lie on a projection of surfaces

intersection curve cd (Fig. 4)) are described by the equation

e2= ~+V1M +~(l+vIMY +4v1QM )j(2v 2QM). The values .M and 02 correspond to

conditions which ensure both a full liquid reactant conversion and the maximum possible at

given value M productivity of the continuous stirred tank reactor. So these conditions are

optimum for reactor operation.
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Fig. 3. Time dependencies ofcomponents
concentrations at different
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3
.

Fig. 4. Dependence ofliquid reactant conversion (AJ and
relative performance ofthe contin~~us stirred
reactor (BJ on the process parametersM and 0L

in continuous stirred reactor (M=kCcal f3,

oL = jJVL/ QL ) Q=C:/ CLOY'
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SECTION III.

NEW CHEMICAL

PROCESSES AND REACTORS





SYNTHESIS GAS PRODUCTION

M. Gloucheakov, ==:..;:;:.:;:=::...to'

Faculty ofScience Technology, University ofTwente, The Netherlands

Production of synthesis steam reforming or by partial oxidation involves rather

temperatures of 800 - °C. The of the feed recovering of

thermal energy of the product entail high capital operating costs. These costs are

associated with reactors, heat exchangers, furnaces, compressors, recovery boilers and

turbines, which very expansive high-temperature, scale-resistant can

resist corrosion and withstand the effects of temperatures and pressures. a result

available synthesis gas based processes for production fuels are currently

not economically Tijm,

pulsed

compression 1997, a synthesis gas

production in terms of energy efficiency, capital costs, and portability. novel reactor

principle totally opposite current trends improvement the existing technologies.

Instead of developing decreasing the process temperature, new

reactor no IS the reactions occur very temperatures of 1500 -

3000°C. Via integration all process steps a single unit significant improvements the

reactor performance are achieved.

The basic idea of the reactor is schematically Figure . The reactor consists of a

double-ended cylinder and a free piston, which cylinder compression-

reaction chambers. has inlet outlet ports in wall for feeding the reactants

" and exhaust of the reaction products. The piston reciprocates a very high frequency

(up to 400 Hz) compressing in tum the feed gas, until it reacts, in the lower and upper

chamber. The reciprocation is" maintained by the reaction itself in case of exothermic

reactions. An essential feature of the reactor is that the piston-cylinder assembly has no
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sealingrings. Gas leakageJhtotigh the <l:lj,nular piston~cylinderc1earal1ce is prevented by using

contactless labyrinth-seals. Arelatiyely.snpH.g<.l.s leakage is even desired to provide gas

lubrication (gas bearings), i.e to prevent any contact of the piston with the cylinder wall by

means of self-centering andself-alignrnellt of the piston the cylinder.

The use of the free, gas lubricated piston,

makes it possible to achieve very high

compression ratios (the ratios of the volumes

before and after compression) and frequencies

of the piston oscillation. The resulted very

short duration of the extreme conditions

prevents a significant heat exchange between

the hot, compressed gas and the reactor walls.

Therefore unique combinations of pressures Figure 1. Operating principle of the pulsed
compression reactor.

and temperatures from several hundreds to

several thousands of bars and up several thousands of K be obtained. These conditions

are far beyond the feasible operation window' steady state chemical reactors. The achieved

pressures and temperatures almost instantaneous completion of many industrially

high frequency of the piston oscillation results very high

space velocities, i.e, ratio of volume throughput to reactor volume. (millions per hour). Huge

rates of temperature and pressure change (up to 107 K/s, 107 barls) afford excellent way of

"freezing" high temperature products producing a better yield in case of equilibrium

reactions. Gas compression in the reactor be adjusted depending on the desiredconditions

and is not determined by the mechanical restrictions as in conventional piston devices.

The free piston behaves like a pendulum swinging .. betwee.ll two gas springs.

Compensation of the inevitable energy losses due to friction and gas leakage is only required.

These energy losses are very much smaller than the losses in the conventional processes. The

reactor comprises the entire processing train: .gas compression, heating of the reactants,

reaction. itself, cooling of products and utilization of the released reaction energy. The reactor

is ide~ly suited for synthesis gas production by partial oxidation of various hydrocarbon

feedstq~ks. Furthermore, the pulsed compression reactor technology may be very interesting

for conducting of a great variety. of other industrially important chemical reactions, as was

proven experimentally using single-shot ballistic piston machines (Ryabinin, 1961).
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Experiments and results

Experiments without reactions. Firstly, the basic reactor performance was studied without

chemical reactions using two reactors of 105 mm and 70 mm height, both with an inside

diameter of 60 mm and many pistons of different density, dimensions and shape. In these

experiments, compressed air was injected into the lower chambers either continuously

through developed throttles or momentary using developed fast acting valves.

The experiments showed that the reactors can easily be started-up using either of the two

start up systems and operate smoothly without wear of the piston and cylinder walls. The

reactors demonstrated a unique performance in ' terms of the achieved .combinations of

compression, frequency, temperature and pressure: compression ratio 5 45, piston frequency

50 - 200 Hz; piston speed 5 - 30 m/s; piston acceleration (1 - 12)xI03 g. maximum

pressure and temperature observed in these conditions 200 bar and 1360.K respectively.

Such combinations are unique even for the state-of-the-art internal combustion engines and

other known piston-compression machines whereas the values of these can easily

be increased several times the developed reactors «(ilollchenkov et al., 2002).

Experiments with reactions. To demonstrate technical feasibility the new reactor

concept two reactors for carrying out chemical reactions - one with a single working chamber

and a second with two working. chambers shown Fig 1 - have been. designed,

manufactured and tested. The inner diameter of the both reactors was 60 mrn. Six pistons of

different shape and dimension were used for each reactor.

The experiments were conducted with methane/air, propane/air and ethyl ether/air

mixtures. In most of the experiments propane/air mixturysvvere used; concentration-of

proPane in the feed gas varied from 0.8 to 20 vol % (fu~l/air equivalence ratio 4> =0.2 __ 6.0).

At first the conditions required for the reactions were studied in experiments without gas

flow through the reactors. The occurence of the reactions manifested through a significant

increase of the maximum pressures (20 - 200 bar) compared to that at similarconditions but

only with air.

The measurements showed unique pressures and reaction rates. Figure shows the

influence of propane on the pressure change in the single chamber reactor. It demonstrates in

particular the capabilities of the pulsed compression reactors: extremely short reaction times

(of about 10 us) and huge rates of pressure and temperature change. None of the available

chemical reactors can provide these operating conditions.

Figure 3 shows an example of the pressure change during continuous operation of the

reactor with single working chamber.
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reactors integrateenergy efficiency No
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Furthemore, additional experiments have shown that reactor permits reaction of

nanoparticles (nanodiamands, tullerens

methanol, and higheralcohols.

oxygen ill a

This finding may reveal

wide concentration range (beyond the inflammability range).

processes for e.g. manufacturing of carbon black, carbon-based

or direct oxidation of natural gas
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Catalytic oxidation ofhydrocarbohs bedescribed

consecutive reactions via olefins and oxygenates as intermediates

network of parallel and

carbon dioxide and water

as the thermodynamically 'stable final Thus, possibleyieldof the

intermediates limited by the reaction kinetics itself. On the other hand, .olefins and

oxygenates belong to the most important base chemicals. For this reason there is a large

interest in research and industry to develop economically feasible processes their

production. Thereby the strategy in maximizing the yields of the desired intermediates is

twofold: first, the identification of effective catalysts like the new Te-Mo-V-Nb-O

catalysts [i, ii] and second, the improvement of the reactor design. Membrane reactors which

are capable to lower oxygen partial pressure inside the catalyst bed are promising candidates

in this field [iii

The aim of our research is the systematic investigation of potential of packed-bed

membrane reactors in the catalytic oxidation of evaluation of

different types of catalysts and the derivation of the reaction network with the corresponding

kinetic equations. The oxidation was chosen-as a modelreaction because of its

challenges and the current intensive andbroad'research (e.g. [vi]). From the comparatively

low yields normally obtained classical fixed-bed reactors one can expect significant

differences between fixed-bed and membranereactors.

I Corresponding author,
phone: +49-391-6110 321/310, fax: +49-391-6110 532/152,
e-mail: klose@mpi-magdeburg.mpg.de
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From the literature it that supported reducible' transition metal oxide catalyst

are active even at temperatur~slessthan700 °0 [vii,,,iii]. This groupis primarily represented

by the va.nadium Oxid~s,often .mix.edwith other metal oxides. Iron and chromiumcompounds

are also known as active catalysts [ix, x]. For this reason various y-alumina supported

catalysts containing oxides and F~were compared..All catalysts were prepared by

impregnation of the sUPP<)f! parti91~s(d=== 1.8 mm) with solutions.of acetylacetonates of the

metals in acetone followed by calcination at 700°C for 4 h. The BET surface areas of all

samples were comparable (~ 170 m2/g) and theaveragepore size diameters (~ 10 nm), too.

Figure 1 shows a comparison of the different catalyst samples with respect to catalyst

t~mperature and oxygen.supply observed. in a.classical fixed-bed reactor (FBR, d = 15 mm,

1 = 30 mm). With increasing telTIperature and oxygen supply' conversion increases and

selectivity shifts from ethylene formation to deep oxidation. This shift is quite rapid for the Cr

and Fe containing catalysts .but much more moderate for the VOx/y-Ah03 sample, For this

reason the latter was selected as the.preferred catalyst for. the subsequent membrane reactor

studies. Wall and gas phase reactions were not observed during these experiments.
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Fig/I: Comparison of the catalysts in ethane oxidation
(FBR, 3:1 g catalyst, GHSV= 38000 h', balance is Nz)

a) and b) - 0.7 % ethane, 2.5 % Oz, cjand d) - 0.7 % ethane, Teat = 590°C

From the FBR experiments including additional studies on ethylene and CO oxidation a

reaction network was proposed. (Fig. 2) and kinetic parameters. were estimated.. Ethylene

formation from ethane (1) could be described by Mars van Krevelen mechanism. The COx

forming reactions from the hydrocarbons (2-4) were fitted best by Langmuir Hinshelwood

equations assuming non-competitive adsorption of reactants. Finally, CO oxidation to CO2

can be described by a Langmuir Hinshelwood equation with competitive adsorption of CO
•
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oxygen. Kinetic parameters and parity plots are reported in [xi],This kineticmodel fits all

experiments performedwith oxygen to hydrocarbon ratios from 0.2 to 100.

ethane

abstraction of a proton by basicsitesof the catalyst! support

carbon monoxide

catalytic,
non-catalytic

andBoudouard
reactions

I carbon black I
•:

2. The proposed reaction network for ethane oxidation

The results from kinetic measurementswere used to investigate a packed-bed membrane

reactor (PBMR) comparison to the FBR theoretically and experimentally. The ceramic

composite membrane for the PBMR was provided by Inocermic (Hermsdorf, Germany). It

consisted of a mechanically stable a-Ah03 support (average pore diameter: 3 pm) on which

three more a-Ah03 layers (pore diameters: 1 urn, 0.2 urn, 60 nrn; thickness of all: 25 urn)

and finally one y-Ah03 layer (pore diameter: 6 nm; thickness: 2 um) were deposited. The

whole membrane tube had a length of 300 mm, an inner diameter of 7 mm and a wall

thickness of 1.5 rnrn. Both ends of the membrane were. vitrified, leaving in the centre of the

membrane a permeable zone of 60 mm length. The membrane was filled with the YOjy

Ah03 catalyst described above, and was used as an oxidant distributor PBMR. The

PBMR was operated in dead-end configuration, so that all the feed inserted on the shell side

was pressed via the membrane into the catalyst bed. Shell to tube side feed ratio was adjusted

at 9 .: 1. FBR and PBMR were compared on the basis of identical overall For the

simulation of the two reactors ID and 2D models (pseudo-homogeneous, !A9.lkisothermal)
. . I.; ';'~' ...-.

were implemented in FEMLAB™ including modified Navier Stokes equations'fof calculation

of the fluid velocity field.
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shows ID simulation results forbothreactorsat590?C asa function of oxygen

supply and GHSV, ConversionisLfoundtobehigherin the.PBMR(Fig. 3a)ingeneral.

Ethylene selectivity is higher PBMR for hydrocarbon excess conditions, but falls below

FBR results for oxygen excess conditions (Fig, 3b). Under oxygen excess mostly CO is the

favored product in the at times even CO2 (Fig. 3d).

a) b) c) d)

FBR R3MR

Fig. 3. simulation ofPBMR operationfer varyingo)\:ygen supply GHSV,
a) conversion ofC2H6, b) selectivity to C2H4, c) selectivity to CO, d) selectivity to CO2•

Catalyst temperature: 590 "C, Shell/tube side flow rate ratio in the PBMR = 9 : 1.
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These results were confirmed in the experiments performed with the FBR and the PBMR

with varying GHSV and catalyst temperatures (Figures 4 - 6). Based on

analysis of all the data, three attractive operation modes of packed-bed membrane reactors

were identified. These are selective oxidation (hydrocarbon long contact times,

high .temperatures), CO. favoring mode. (oxygel1 eXCeSS, moderate

temperatures) and.. finally, deep oxidation (oxygen long contact high

temperatures). the Figures 4 - represents a typical experimental example ofevery

the blank support it

in the wall and, side reactions can be neglected.

. The different operation modes of the PBMR can be explained by the interaction of

changed concentration and contact time profiles compared to the conventional FBR. xiii],
,

Further, can concluded that the operation of packed-bed membrane reactors can be

optimized for the formation ofd.ifferent products in the reaction network.

Fig. 4. Comparison of

F13R and P13MR ina)
selective oxidation

mode, a) ethane
conversion, b) ethylene
selectivity, c) ethylene

yield. Experimental
conditions:

0.7% C2H6, 02
concentration and

GI::ISV are given in the
legend. Balance is N2•

Shell/tube side flow
rate ratio in the
PBMR =, 9; 1.

.-
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FBRand
in CO favoring
a) ethane conversion,

b) CO selectivity

Experimental
conditions: 0.7 %

CZH6, o. concentration
and GHSV are given in

the legend.
Balance-is Nz.

Shell/tube side flow
rate ratio in the
PBMR =9: 1

Fig. 6. Comparison of
FBRandPBMR
in deep oxidation

mode,
a) ethane conversion,

b) CO2 selectivity

Experimental
conditions: 0.7 %

CZH 6, Ozconcentration
and GHSV are given in

the. legend.
Balance is N z.

Shell/tube side flow
rate ratio in the
PBMR 9: 1
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Today, world economy faces significant growth of productive capacity for the. synthesis

of key substances chemical and petrochemical industries. Oil, gas condensate and natural

gas can be used as raw materials for their production. There are more than 100 commercial

processes involved in oil and gas processing.

In 80-90's of the last century, a steady increase in hydrocarbon fuel price, which resulted

III increase in production cost of many petrochemical products, was observed. Now it

becomes obvious that reconsideration of the development strategy of chemical and

petrochemical industry of industrialized countries is necessary. Natural gas becomes widely

used and it can substitute for oil and gas condensate. The process of natural gas processing on

industrial scale is carried out through the stages of steam and dryrefonning of methane.

These reactions are endothermic and require significant energy consumptions. The price of

syngas production is rather high and comes to 60-70 %" of desired product price. At the

following stages of methanol production, syngas is converted over low temperature promoted

copper-zinc catalysts to desired product according to chemical technological scheme, with

recycle of unreacted syngas. The volumetric .flow rate. of recycled syngas exceeds.by 5-8

times the one of fresh syngas entering catalytic reactor of the methanol 'synthesis. To reduce

the methanol price, leI company suggests to produce methanol without syngas recycle at gas

fields only if the strata pressure of natural gas exceeds 7.0 MPa.However, such a technology

of methanol production is not efficient for gas fields with middle and low pressures'jif natural

gas.
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OP-III-3

New chemical technological scheme of methanol production from natural gas without

any recycle ofsynthesis gas was developed after dedicated experiments at the laboratory and

pilot plants for. three years.

First.wast .laboratory experimental study on the mechanism and kinetics of the reactions

of steam and dry methane reforming to synthesis gas was carried out inflow-circulating

reactor in the range of temperatures of 600-850 °C and volumetric flow rates of 500

lOOOQ.hr- l
. Concentrations of initial reactants such as methane, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide

were varied at the reactor inlet while concentrations of carbon oxide, carbon dioxide, methane

and hydrogen were analyzed at the reactor outlet. Total of 240 kinetic experiments were

performed. Kinetic model comprising 32 kinetic constants based on 12-step mechanism of the

reaction of steam and dry methane reforming was derived. Due to experimental results,

kinetic constants were estimated by least square method and kinetic model was checked for

adequacy by Bartlett criterion.

Then 7-stepmechanism of syngas conversion to methanol was proposed. Kinetic model

of the reaction. comprising 22 kinetic constants was constructed. Kinetic experiments were

carried out in both flow circulating reactor and flow single-row. reactor range of

temperatures of 180-270 °C, pressures of 3.0-7.0MPa and volumetric flow rates of reactants

of 500-5000hr-J. Concentrations ofCO, CO2, methanol, N2 in gas flow were analyzed. Sixty

kinetic experiments were performed. Kinetic model constants were determined by least square

method. The model adequacy to experimental results was proved by Hagao criterion.

To study the reaction of methanol production from syngas, experiments were carried out

at the pilot plant. The reaction heat removal was performed by boiling heat carrier. The

reactor model was developed and its macrokinetic parameters were estimated due to

experimental results. Three and four reactor schemes of methanol production providing 75

90 % of syngas conversion and high quality of methanol produced were calculated."Methanol

content in the reaction products exceeded 95 %, the rest was water and trace amounts of

organic reaction products. The results of simulation of the reaction of methanol synthesis

from syngas were confirmed by pilot plant experiments.

Mathematical models of different units of chemical technological equipment of the

process of natural gas conversion to methanol were developed. For example, the reactor unit

of methane conversion to synthesis gas and the reactor unit of syngas conversion to methanol

with steam loop of the reaction heat utilization should be pointed out. The whole model of

chemical technological scheme of the process developed was suggested. Due to this model,

material and heat flows of the process concerned were determined, the design parameters of
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different. apparatuses and .the regimes oftheir operation' were-calculated. It was shown that

r steam generated in catalytic reactor units of methane conversion tosyngas and of<syngas

conversion to methanol could be used as actuating fluid in steam turbines. Considerable

• quantity ofheat and electrical energy generated in those turbines are quite enough to supply

. industrial installation working in North.regions:

Carbon dioxide being a by-product of catalytic methanol' synthesis is extracted' from

effluent gases with methanol and is then directed to the unitof methane conversion. The given

ratio of hydrogen to carbon monoxide in synthesis .gas can be reached by regulating CO2

volumetric flow rate. The recycle of C02aHows one to increase in productivity ofindustrial

installation ofmethanol production from natural gas up to 30 %.

The technology of natural gas conversion to methanol providing 70 thousand tons of

methanol per year in North regions ofRussian Federation has been developed. Due to the fact

the methanol content in raw methanol produced is 95-98 % mass, it can be used directly for

the needs of gas producing plants. High quality of methanol produced makes possible to

tum down the use ofenergy and metal consuming rectification unit ofmethanol concentration

process. Methanol can be used as an inhibitor ofhydrate blocks formation gas industry, and

as a raw material for DME and motor fuel productions in petrochemical industry. Another

major advantage of the technology developed is the implementation of the methanol synthesis

in the reactor unit with variable pressure that allows one to reduce energy consumption by 20

30 %. Economic estimates show that the payback period for the given installation is less than

4.5 years.
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Development of the computing technique opens the wide possibilities for developing of

the numerical and mathematical models to study even intricate physicochemical. processes

and phenomena. Now the computer-aided simulation a.. powerfulJool, which allows

reducing the expenses of time and efforts as well as.getting.(inew type.ofinformation source

about the investigated processes.

The. fundamentals of the computer simulation are methods ofstudied object description,

which beconditionaHy divided two grQUps. Methods, which consider

simulated object. as continuous fIrstgrpup. this.case,

solution is introduced as a solution ofone (or several}differel1tial equation.

Methods, which consider simulated object system associated discrete

elements, are related to the second this approach the solution is a space-time

distribution of elements' parameters.

One of the most perspective approaches, which allows researching the wide range of

processes and objects, .is cellular automata conception. approach is oriented on. the

computer study of the processes in solid media on the base of such fundamental properties of

substance as evolution and self-organization. Cellular automata .conception allows.both the

numerical computations and analytic study of the common rules of the system behavior with

different type and intensity of dynamic external actions.

For developing of the model of the processes in chemical reactors it is very important to

know the features of the reaction kinetics and physicochemical properties ofagents. On the

base of this information the selection of equations, describing- the simulated media, is

performed (gas-dynamic equations, equation of thermal conductivity, mechanical equations

an so on). Also, it is impossible to select the most significant properties of studied media,

which will become the properties of cellular automaton. Thus, the built model ischaracterized

by the vector of automaton parameters
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(1)

and set equati()ns ligking the (iutom(itofl par(ifl1~jters(ind it,S, space-time coordinates

together.

(fo(Z;x,y,z,t),~ (Z,.x, x,y,z,t» (2)

On the base of equations (I) and (2), the set of automata switching rules is built:

X =,(Xo(Z,F),Al(Z,17»"",Xk (Z,17») (3)

On the base of above-stated, let us, list the fundamental features of cellular automata

models:

discrete coordinates

discrete time

discrete conditions of automata

preseiiceof the set of automata switching rules

At that, the state ofwhole system is fully defined by the values ofparameters of every cell.

As the example, illustrating the cellular automata conception application, the model of

exothermal chemical reaction propagation in heterogeneous media is built. For the first 'time

the description the exethermal process front propagation in chemically active media was

realized by Zeldovitch Frank-Kamenetsku III 1938. In the frame of this approach the

(4)

solution of reactionary-diffusive equation is found:

c p5T =1 5
2T

+qp:ij(u)
p ot &2 &

On the base of cellular automata approach the propagation of such reaction can be

presented as a propagation of wave ofbistable cellular automata states switching.

Usually, the distributed active media, which consists of bistable cellular automata, in

approximation of continuous media, is described by the next equation:

/5u
-= f(u)+D,ot

where D - some coefficient oftransfer.

The generalized solution oHms differential equation for reaction front velocity is

(5)

(6)

where y - porous rate of medium, Ymax "- critical porousrate, U(, U2, U3 - model parameters of

automata 'switching.
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the

velocity and the

of obtained resultsgood

parameters as the reactionconcerning

This approach allows

experimental

temperature rn.reaenon

During the study of complex media with specific intemal structure the necessity of

developing explicit assignment of the start structure of simulated region is arising very often.

The developedrnQde'J hased on .the celtujar ti1:.!to't:rltita metnod

of the simulated region and the field of temperature in simulated region (Fig.I).

2n-structure

(l

L Structure and field of
temperature .(2), obtained by
simulation on the base of the cellular
automata.method.

The velocity of reaction front propagation and the temperature inside

are in good compliance with experimental data.

reacnon front

A wide row of methods of initiation and setting of the of chemical reaction

processing mecnarucai loading

solid

deformation. build the models of such reactions is necessary to explicitly take into

account the mechanical stress in solid medium and the.intermixing.and fragmentation ofagent

of the MCA method allows performing the

particles. In these models it is very perspective

(MCA). This method allows to explicitly take

destruction processes in reacting media.

movablecellular.automata method

I11(~ChaU1CaI loqdings. and. the

chemicalprocesses

shock-wave compact with explicitly taking into account the

The cellular automata conception· allows bothperforrning· the

of velocity of reaction front propagation description and

ce!1Ul:ar automata conception for simulationThus,

reactors is

analytical

simulation of

destruction of

building the numerical schemes on the base ofdiscrete representation of solid medium. The

results, which are obtained with this method, are good compliance with experimental data.

The development of the cellular automata approach movable cellular automata method -

allows to explicitly take into account the mechanical properties of the media and thepresence

ofmechanical loading and destruction.
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Introduction

The interest in the application ofmembrane reactors for the partial oxidation processes has

been grown in the last years [1, 2]. With the help of membranes one can achieve a better

distribution of oxygen along the catalyst bed, reduce the average oxygen concentration and in

such a way increase the selectivity toward the desired partiallY oxidized products.

Recently, the partial oxidation of

hydrocarbons using dense ceramic membrane
...- - __--( E 1-- - --,

Fig. 1. Principle of electrochemical

membrane reactor for butane

oxidation.

has been widely investigated, for example,

partial oxidation of methane to synthesis gas

and selective oxidation of ethane using oxygen

ion conductive membrane [3, 4], oxidative

coupling of methane into ethylene and ethane

using proton-conducting membrane [5] or

mixed ion-electron conductive membrane [6],

To our knowledge, the butane oxidation to

maleic anhydride (MA) using dense membrane

has not been reported.

e

Anode

Product

VPO Au

02 (Air)

Pt-Ag

e
¢:::::J

Cathode
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In. this contribution,the feasibility of the partial oxidation ofa-butane to MA using oxygen

ion conducting membranes in an electrochemical reactor will be demonstrated experimentally.

The working principle of such a reactor is shown in Figure 1. Oxygen is reduced to oxygen

ions at the cathode and transferred through the membrane to the anode, on which the active

oxygen species react with n-butane or discharge to form gaseous oxygen. The advantage of this

reactor is that butane oxidation and oxygen separation can be carried out simultaneously on

each surface of the reactor and butane flammability concentration is not limiting the process.

The oxygen flux transferred across the membrane can be controlled by the electric potential or

current externally applied between the two electrodes.

Experimental

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. 13 mol% yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ)

was chosen as the membrane material due to its relative high oxgen ion conductivity at low

temperature and its stability under reducing atmosphere. The membrane reactor was fixed

inside a quartz glass tube that was installed in an oven. The cathode was a mixture of silver and

platinum paste. On the anode side, a gold

layer was used as the current collector and a

vanadium phosphorous. oxide (VPO) layer

was used as the catalyst. n-Butane with N2

was introduced into the hermetic isolated

anodic chamber between the membrane

reactor and the quartz tube. The total flow

rate ofthe gas mixture was 17.5 ml/min with

n-butane concentration of0.6 mol%. Air was

introduced into the cathode chamber. In

order to decrease the mass transfer limitation

at the cathode, the flow rate of air was fixed

at 40ml/min. The current (0 - 50 rnA)

GC

,----------'------jI> Vent

Fig. 2. Experimental setup of the

electrochemical membrane reactor.

1: oven; 2: quartz glass tube; 3: VPO

catalyst layer; 4: Au layer; 5: 13% YSZ

membrane; 6: Pt-Ag layer; 7: mass flow

controller.

between the anode and the cathode was controlled by a galvanostat. The terminal voltage

between the two electrodes was measured simultaneously. The butane oxidation was carried

out in the temperature range from 730 to 773 K. The reactants and the products were analyzed
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on-Iinegaschrcuiatographwith

'6-wayvalves.

Results

detectors using five columns with two

oxygen amount of transportthrough the menrbraneby applied current was determined

in oxygen pumping experiments. The catalystperfom1ance has been investigated as-a function

of time. The effects of curtentdensityand temperature on the catalyst performance have been

studied well. As example, the-catalyst performance over time and the effect oftheapplied

current are illustrated in this abstract.

Dynamic behaviour ofcatalyst performance

The catalyst performance with respect to time was investigated at

densities. Figure 3 .illustrates dynamic of catalyst the

electrochemicalmembrane reactor at current rlp"",1-\!

with other measured current densities oxidation to

MA. products were

butene was also detected. slight decrease Maselectivityand butane ""Al",\!'~l'ClAn

initial phase was observed, indicated the deactivation of the catalyst. deactivation

was mainly gra.ctuat renucuon of the catalyst and carbon deposition onthe anode side.

At quasi-steady C()11Ve:rsi,ons of butane and pumped oxygen were 15 - 16% and 47 ~

50% respectivelv

was 1.5 - 1.7.

was about 39%, and the selectivity ratio ofCO2 to CO

Time, min Time. min

I;'ig. 3. Dynamic behavior of catalyst performance for butane oxidation

in the electrochemical membrane reactor.
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The eff~ct·0fthe appned current aellsityonbutane partialoxidation electrochemical

membrane reactor is shown in Figure 4. The conversions of butane and the pumped oxygen

increased with the applied current ti""~,,,j·U and MA selectivity and yield were enhanced as

well. The increase in MA yield as a function of current density was mainly due to the higher

conversion of butane.
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Fig. Effect of applied current density on butane oxidation in the electrochemical membrane reactor.
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The capacity of pollution-free motor fuel plants are limited and do not satisfy the

requirements of national economy of the Russian Federation. Therefore, the problem of

raising of the rate of production of oxygenated motor fuels along with the use of new raw

materials for their production except for oil resources is issue of the day. The production of

oxygenated diesel fuels practically lacking despite the fact that their as fuel

transport - diesel-locomotive shunters, riverboats, and trucks would allow one to reduce

exhaust gas emissions, such as CO, COz, NOz in environment and to improve ecological

situation in many cities and industrial regions of the Russian Federation. The of

present research was to develop new processing of natural of low-yield and

low-pressure wells to pollution-free oxygenated motor fuels and high purity DMEused in

cosmetic and fragrance industry. DME being the component of diesel fuels, thatiscontaining

5 - 10 % mass. of water, has its market price of 180$ per ton of product while its prime cost is

of 110 $ per ton of product. with water content of 0.01 %.1llass. purified ofwater' and

organic compounds has its market price over 500$ per ton of product because it can be widely

used in cosmetic and fragrance industries. Due to azeotrope absence in given system, the

additional DME purification is not expensive promise significant profits to the industrial

plants.

Vast experimental research on directed catalyst selection for DME synthesis from syngas

and methanol was carried out. Catalysts for DME production from syngas providing high

conversion of initial reactants and high quality of desired product in the range of temperatures

of 170-210 DC, pressures of 3.0-7.0 MPa were selected. Catalysts for DME production from

methanol in combined reactive rectification apparatuses operating at temperatures of 110-
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1 as DME

production allows one to solve DME synthesis in combined

reactive rectification apparatuses while simultaneous purification of side-product such as

water from oxygen technological

cycle.

Due to experimental data obtained laboratory kinetic models of the

reactions studied, reactor models different reactor units were developed.

Design parameters of chemical technological equipment and the regimes of their operation

were calculated according to the models. The process methanol dehydration was

implemented at low temperatures incombin~d reactive rectification apparatuses reach high

conversion of initial reactants while low energy and raw material consumption.

Novel technology natural gas processing to DME to used one-pass

process of syngas conversion in a reactor unit III senes

been developed. Initial reactant conversion unit exceeded 80 % %

decreases in energy consumption compared to traditional technologies.

Novel technology of natural cosmetic

and fragrance industries III reactive rectification system with

additional water from oxygen containing compounds been developed,

process developed is energy-saving and is characterized significant reductions raw

material consumption compared to traditional technologies.

processes concerned meet all federal Russian standards.

References:

1. Pisarenko V.N., Abaskuliev lA, Chernomirdin A.Y., Kachalov V.V., Brezgin B.E. Method, preparing

methanol. RU patent 2152378,21L04.99.

2. Pisarenko V.N., Abaskuliev lA., Kosunov OA Nethod of preparing methanol. RU Patent Nu188790,

07.08.01
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The processes of utilization of secondary sources of raw materials and energy, in

particular, the process of complex processing of produced waters of gas condensate fields are

of great importance for the development of highly profitable plants of the production and

processing of natural gas.

The content of hydrocarbons of gas condensate, methanol, iodine, bromine and cations of

salts of (Co, Ni, Ag, Zn) in produced waters varies with type of gas condensate field

and methods its development. Now, the extraction of valuable chemical organic and

inorganic products from produced waters that can be used futher for different technological

purposes have a great potential.

Special requirements exist regarding the quality of purified water that has to contain less

than 40 ppm hydrocarbons. This value was standardized by international agreement in 1993.

Discharges of produced water containing more than 100 ppm hydrocarbons into seas or other

reservoirs are determined as oil pollution. Installations for produced water purification in the

US coastal areas have in average 29 ppm hydrocarbons in purified water while the maximum

monthly average value is.42 ppm. It should be mentioned that these values could slightly

differ depending on the region of the US coast. Apparently, methods of produced water

purification near the coast are different from that at sea gas producing platforms where large

scale industrial equipment cannot be used. The platform load is about 1 ton of purified

water/m2.

In 1995, Americal oil Institute recommended some methods for purification of produced

waters of gas and oilfields. Among them, we mention the following:

1. coal adsorption purification from hydrocarbons, acids and bases;
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According experimental was

constructed and the regimes of its operation were determined.

flow of sideproductssl.lchas>thehydrocarbon flow of the second stage and the

bottom aqueous flow of rectification column of the fourth stage could serve as ·initial raw

materials for hydrocarbon motor fuel and iodine productions.

Hydrocarbon flow-of-the second stage feed the stabilization column and is then directed

to the fractionation column where flow separation pentane-hexane fraction,benzene

fractibnandkerosene-gas-oilfraction occurs. Perrtane-hexane fraction is taken to .the adiabatic

catalytic reactor in which it is converted tobenzene-isomerizate bydrccarbons'attemperatures

of' 240-290 .°C.Benzene fraction is: converted to •high-octane. hydrocarbon 'motor fuels by

reforming process. Kerosene-gas-oil rhydrocarbons are used as the components of liquid

membranes.

Aqueous •flows of the forth process stage with iodine content of more than 20 mg/l is

directed to the installation of iodine production by means desorption method. The

installation consists the .unit of concentration of sodium and potassium iodides in raw

materials, adsorpticn-desorption aggregate with recycling sorbent and chlorine and

chloride water production by electrolytic method, the unitsofdriHing

supply and the unit of sulfur combustion.•Desired product contained 99 % of iodine .and 0.8·%

iodine extraction exceeded 92 %.Laboratory experiments of different

process stages of iodine production were carried out. Mathematical models of different units

and models of the whole chemical technological scheme were developed. Design parameters

of apparatuses were determined and operating regimes were calculated. The' adequacy of the

models ofsome apparatuses and the model of the whole chemical technological scheme was

'checkedat.the pilot plant producing 1.0 kg of iodine per

Based on the results <ofthe process study-of produced: waters processing

gas/condensate fieldsrfheprofitability of the technologydeveloped forpnictical use in the

North regions of the Russian Federation have been demonstrated.
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Present is a transfer of science This way is caned

nanochemistry, which and Aerosol catalysis

technology is one of consists catalysis on nanosized

particles without partial organic and compounds oxidation,

oxidehydrochloriiiafiori.toxidafive coupling of and municipal wastes

treatment with aggregate states were carried out by this technology. One of the main

conditions of aerosol catalysis technology with fluidized bed (ACFB) and with vibrating bed

(ACYB) is mechanical and catalyst activation situ. The catalytic processes is

realized on ultradispersedcatalyst particles with 10-8 0-9 meter particle size. by

experiment. Mechanical and chemical activation and catalyst particle size result in change

surface property and it lead to increase catalyst activity in 5-6 times compare with traditional

(catalyst concentration is changed from 10 to 0,0001 g1m3by transfer from ACFB to ACYB).

New -method of" kinetic characteristic .investigation heterogeneous and catalytic

reaction was created. It's simple, laborious less and reproduce ACFB conditionmethod.

consists of reactor with vibrating bed of inert materials, which created mechanical and

chemical activation and catalyst aerosol. If we use this method, than decrease laboratory

reaction volume in 50-250 times, simplify organization and management of experiment, make

possibility manage mechanical and chemical activation intensivity [1].

Experimental data for deep oxidation of methane and also its mixture with hydrogen and

ammonia are shown special influence to reaction rate. Dependence reaction rate from

components concentration can be resulted with empirical equation, such as (1):

(1)

by CCH4=2,4-11,2%voL,CH2=24-26%voL, CNH3=O,3-0,34%vol.
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where W reaction rate, llloJ!s@c; CCH4,Cm,CNH3

concentration respectively, glIp?;

methane, hydrogen and ammonia

m order, by component

hydrogen and ammonia respectively.

It suggest, that the aerosol nanocatalysis process goes in diffusion field. The activation

energy of deep oxidation of methane on Fe203 catalyst at 600-7500C is up to 20 kJ/mol.

Influence particle size of inert materials (quartz sand) to reaction is shown oh Figure for

this processes.

0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5

FrE1quiEmcy, e'

1-1,3

Dependence reaction rate of deep oxidation of methane from particle size of inert material.

order to investigation aerosol nanocatalysis processes you need obtain influence the

main parameters, such as quantity and type of catalyst and inert materials, particle size ofinert

materials, mechanical and. chemical activation intensivity, temperature and. concentration

regime.and also analytic control off-gas.

Reference

1. LM. Glikina, V.S. Novickiy, N.F. Tyupalo, MA Glikin I Aerosol nanocatalysis investigation in vibrating

bed II Chemical industry of Ukraine, N3, 2003, P. 24-29.
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Usage of moving solid particles as a heat carrier in a fixed catalyst bed seems to have

definite advantages for highly endo- and exothermic processes, because moving particles

provides additional heat supply/removal to the reaction zone. Introduce to the reaction gas

mixture of fine solid particles brings controlled increase of the heat capacity of gas-solid flow.

Simultaneously a heat conditions in fixed bed are changed too. The aim of this research is a

development of a mathematical model for the simulation. of unsteady states in plug flow

reactor with granular.catalyst bed with and without the filtration of fine.solid particles.

Let consider the catalytic dehydrogenation of z-butane in lab-scale reactor of 150 cnr'

volume. reaction

i-C4HlO e i-C4Hg + + i1H

is endothermic and reversible. The feed gas mixture is of a complex composition and consists

of z-butane, hydrogen and water vapor. The concentrations distribution over the bed length is

described by the equation:

U 8C =-:-R·w (2)
g 8z

Kinetic data of the reaction over the Pt/Sn-catalyst are taken from [1].

Mathematical model looks as follows:

heat balance for the gas phase:

er or
t/J . & . Cp . p.g Cp' p .U· =

g g at g g g az
=a . S . (T - T ) + a . S . (T - T ),

g gc c c g

heat balance for thefine particle phase:

aT
(1 - ¢) . & . Cp . p .-p + Cp . p . (1- ¢) . & . U =

p p at p p p az
= a . S . (T - T ) + a . S . (T - T ),

pg p g p pc c c p

heat balance for the catalyst phase:
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. __c =

+ a . S . (T - T ) - R . w- Ml + a . S . (T - T ),
gc c g C IV IV IV C

heat balance on the reactor wall:

a .S .(T - T ) =a .S .(T - T ).
ww w caw a w

(5)

(6)

Boundary conditions:

z= 0: C=Co, Tp=TpO,

aT
A .__c =a

OZ gc
-T +a ·(T-

g pc c ,(7)

z= . (8)

Initial conditions:

t=O:

We use the following notation:

T - temperature, K; C - of concentration; .Ug - superficial gas velocity, m-s";

Up - particles m-s"; - specific surface area, rn"; w - of catalyst, kg-m';

z - axial coordinate, m; ex - heat exchange coefficient, kJ.s'l ; & - the fixed

porosity; ¢J - the gas fraction in the velocity; Ac - heat conductivity of fixed bed, kJ·s'l·m'l.K"I;

p-density,

Indexes: p - particles, g gas, c - catalyst, w - wall, a - air.

It is possible to consider a simplified model. For instance, the heat capacity ofthe catalyst

is much higher compared to the other phases, and consequently we can consider the reduced

model with vanished terms

aT
--!L = 0 andat

The next simplification is based on the assumption that the temperatures of gas and fine

solid particles are rather closed to each other. Therefore the equations (3) and (4) can be

rewritten in the form of a single equation.

Thus, an unsteady mathematical model of the process of catalytic dehydrogenation in the

fixed-bed reactor with moving fine particles as a heat carrier is developed and its simplified

cases are considered. The simulation of the process dynamics is performed and the influence

ofdifferent parameter is studied.

References
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Fuel Cell Power Plants (FC PP) are very attractive energy generating •systems,

which keep environment dean and provide saving ofenergy resources. The initial fuel for use

in FC PP is natural gas or methane. Natural gas is subjected to the catalytic reforming in the

Power Plant fuel conditioning system, where it is converted intoa hydrogen-rich gas mixture

used in an FCstack for electrochemical reaction of hydrogen oxieanon,

A functioning FC stack produces a .gas mixture (the anode gas), which contains a certain

amount of'combustible components, such/as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, .and methane

residue. This mixture is also-burned, in order to obtain heat required forthePP internal

consumption, thus increasing.the.Ple.efficiency.

Usually, flame combustion is used in the fuel processing systemto provide heat for

endothermic steam .. reforming reactions of natural. gas ..However, .the. use offlame.burners in

the •. reformers results in. overheating. of-the walls.of heat absorbing elementsof the reformer

reactor, thus reducing considerably the reformer service life. Another serious drawback of

flame combustion is formation of NOx andproductsof.incomplete combustion:CQ,HCOH,

and soot.

The alternative to flame combustion is flameless catalytic combustion. This process has

received increasing attention last decades for numerous applications its potential

• Corresponding author. E-mail: zri@catalysis.nsk.su
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for reducingpollutantemissions;rrtost 'notably nitrogen oxides. Italso/provides possibility to

bum low calorific.fue;ls,'s"llch'~stahqdYJgasys,;under stable regimes and with high efficiency.

A schematic representation of the proposed concept of a catalytic burner installed in the

fuel cellpower plant is shown in. Pig ...•1..

Anode

FuelCeU

Air

Air CH4

Fig. L Schematic representation of a catalytic burner combined with a fuel cell power plant

The main goals ofthe presented work are:

development of highly effective stable catalysts operating at high temperatures 900

1200°C;

characterization and testing of the catalysts;

design and fabrication of the reformer with a prototype catalytic burner;

testing of the reformer with a prototype catalytic burner.

Noble metals initiate combustion' processes at rather low temperatures, however their

application at elevated temperatures is limited due to volatization, sintering and deactivation.

Therefore the research was concentrated mainly on supported oxide systems.

The catalyst supports also must satisfy the requirements of catalytic fuel combustion

processes by specific surface area, mechanical strength and especially by thermal stability for

durable operation. Aluminas modified by Mg, Ce and La oxides were shown as good

candidates.

Thermally stable manganese-containing supported catalysts have been developed. These

catalysts retain the initial activity in methane oxidation up to 1000°C, and further increase of

thermal stability of the catalysts (up tollOO-1300°C) 'can be achieved by catalystdoping with

modifying agents (La,·Ce and Mgoxides), The stability of these catalystscal1.Bee*pl~ined by

the formation of solid solutions at 900°C or hexaaluminates at 1100-1200°C due to interaction

of manganese oxide with the catalyst support.
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A senes ofMn containing oxide catalysts on spherical (L4-L8mm)y-Ah03 or

(Y+X)-Ab03, pure or .doped with La, Mg oxides prepared. The content of Mn

(calculated as Mn02) was varied in the range 4-10 wt.%. The catalysts were characterized by

chemical analysis, XRD, BET surface area and activity measurements in methane oxidation

(Fig.2).
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Ah03 (Commercial);

A batch of Mn-Mg-La-AI-O catalyst was prepared for further testing in a model reformer

with a catalytic burner.

The testing this catalyst a nrrd·"t·.,,...p pilot catalytic burner realistic conditions

nat.ural gas combustion at high temperatur« ca. 1200°C excess oxygen a =

1.15 also proved that this catalyst could be efficiently used in catalytic burners for cell

power reformers (Table

Results of testing Mg-La-AI-0in catalytic combustionofnaturalgas in a

Conditions of testing Composition of combustion products, vol.%

CO CO2

1.00 1204 1002 0.0100 0.0017 0.0090 11.46 0.06

1.06 1199 987 0 0.0069 0 10.12 1.24

1.15 1135 1003 0 0 0 10.34 2.67
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Catalyst loading is 220 em:', natural gas flow rate 50 llh, *a is coefficient of air excess,

TI is temperature at the bottom pf the catalyst bed, T2 is.the temperature in the middle of

the bed

A pilot reformer for methane steam reforming was designed and fabricated for testing in

the composition ofthe pilot Fuel Cell Power Plant (Fig. 3).

Combustion products: CO2 ,H20
t

Reforming
catalyst

Combustion
section

Ignitor

Reforming
section

IR flame
sensor

Combustion
catalyst

Fig. 3. The drawing of the pilot catalytic reformer with a catalytic burner.

The reformer contains a catalytic reforming unit in the heat insulated casing with a

catalytic burner located below. The reformer section consists of 7 tubular modules containing

NilAha} catalyst for methane reforming. Each'module consists of three concentrical tubes of

original design.

The long-term tests of the pilot reformer with a catalytic burner working both with

methane and the mixture of natural gas and anode gases showed that the parameters of the

catalytic burner are stable. The unit is recommended forindustrial application.

Acknowledgements: To the International Science and Technology Center for support of

this work in frame ofISTC project # 1678, to the INTAS-0180 and NWO.
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Within the framework ofa BMBFjunded project, a consortium consisting ofa number of

German companies and research institutes developed a standardized system for the

combination ofmicro devices and laboratory equipment ofvarious suppliers thus leading to

the build up ofchemical plants.

Although a number of micro devices and process equipment like valves, pumps, etc. are

currently on the market, only a limited nlli'11ber of applications have been reported so far

which combine micro reactors from the same or even different suppliers: Aside from

problems with capacity differences, one key limitation of these devices is that they use

different kinds of interfaces which hamper their direct connection. Standardized interfaces

would allow the execution of complex chemical processes. Through the collaboration of the

above-mentioned five project partners in a BMBF-funded strategic project [1, 2] and with the

advice of an industrial board, a so-called backbone interface has been developed based on the

bus concept where the flow is passed through a central spine (Figure 1). Such a "microplant"

is seen as an alternative or a supplement to the miniplant approach in plant engineering.

Similar to this technology a closed loop set-up with a refeeding of side products is realized if

unit operations for product separation can be integrated. At the present state of development

this demands the integration of conventional miniplant glassware, for example, by the

installation of a distillation column into the microplant set-up. Such a combination is feasible

because the flow rates of a microplant are similar to typical flow rates of miniplant separation

units.

Microplant components can also be looked at as a supplement to miniplant components if

one has to deal with highly exothermic reactions or high-pressure environments. Due to their

low internal volume, micro devices withstand large internal pressures. In such a way, a
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miniplant equipment. Similar examples [3, 4] exist for very fast and/or highly exothermic

reactions or reactionsin the explosive regime (unthinkable with standard glassware).

In the presented contribution, a combination of miniplant and rnicroplant equipment is

used as a production .facility for fine chemicals .•. This approach differs from the usual

application of a miniplant-ast amediatQ[b¢tween laboratory-scale and pilot plant-scale

operation.

Figure.1 Exalllpleofa. microplantbaseduponthemodular.fluidic backbone

heat exchal1ger,.<%J mixer,@valve, ®. safety valve, (~ pump,

The modular backbone presented here:'allows both conimercialand demonstration-type

micro devices three rlimensions in a flexible and easy manner.

c611structi0l1 leads to compactsystems with low internalvolume of 35.3 to 9S0.01um3 (per

backboneelement) which can be operated up t~) 300()Cand 100 bar, being only limited by the

physical properties of the gasketsllsed (e.g. steel,graphite, \Titon, Kalrez).By exchanging

borings of various diameters, a large range volume flows accessible.

liquid-phase processes, volume flows of up to 32 1/11 at a pressure loss of 150 mbar (per spine

unit) can be realised and extended to 10001/h (30 mbarj by use of special adapters, thereby

. enabling pilot-plant operation. The backbone interface has the additional advantage of being
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able to incorporate within its body sensors such as those developed within the Match-X

consortium [5, 6] and of.performing as a platform for commercially available valves and mass

flow controllers. Such a backbone consists of single standardised elements each incorporating

a number of pipes and housing parts and will also be equipped with internal trace heating for

the fluidic channels. Figure 2 gives a comparison between a fluidic/mechanical backbone

element and its archetype a human vertebra.

Figure 2 ArchetJpe human vertebra (CD sensor nerves, CD motoric nerves,

Gl spinai cord, @ spinal nerves, (3) bone structure)

and hackbone elemen -mechanic(}l equivaleilt to a spinal cord

us, (?) mechanical support)

The performance of the backbone shall be examined using several case study reactions.

Among them are advanced multi-step reactions in organo~metallic boron chemistry (1), fast

and exothermic sulphonation of alkyl-substituted aromatics (g/l), and catalytic investigations

on ethylene oxide synthesis (g). Starting from the direct connection between a few micro

devices, entire set-ups shall be .built based upon a 'plug and produce' plant assembly

systematic.

-i'" "- ,..• -; •. , • • -""': ,,-"y'-"-"'-'''- ~;"•...~ 9 is II « Ill:

······e···

····•• £H •• ~~.~ •• a~e~~QQw$.mw~~~.s.~$M~~.~••• maem£=~u•• =&.

Figure 3 Flowsheet ofcase study involving organoboranesynthesis split into two

sec/ions .- one to be run in a miniplant, the other in a microplant (hatched line)
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Figure 4 is-demonstrated 'that •the mictopl ant ,setup Figure 3 a

complexity than the rniniplant setup but itnevertheless consun1csamuch smaller package

volumeof the-plant-setup. During the experiments the microplant concept will also be

assessed by measuring abilities ·1ikeseal reliabilityandthennalcross-taJk between 'parallel

fluidic channels.

CONCLUSIONS

use of

human spine

nUlnbl~r of very

not

Figure 4 Realization in the laboratory (microplant = hatched line)
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Introduction. Compressible viscous gas flows characterized by strong density variations

at essentially subsonic medium motion are observed in various industrial applications

including the flows in different chemical reactors. In this article we study the flow

disturbances resulting from the interaction between the main flow' and buoyancy-induced

secondary flows in horizontal chemical reactor for syngas production.

considered reactor is a cylindrical tube with gas flow (Methane/Oxygen/Argon

mixture) in the channel. The inlet gas flow is preheated up to the temperatures 500-800K,

the platinum nets, attached to the walls up to - WOOK - 1200K. The contact times of the gas

flow with the catalytic surface are shod enough - at about several milliseconds. The

dynamical processes are characterised by low Mach numbers (0.01-0.1), large Reynolds

numbers (500-1000), and strong temperature gradients in the boundary layer. The influence of

two primary goveming parameters - the Reynolds number and the Grashof number on the

flow in the channel was numerically investigated.

Mathematical method. The method is based on the two-scale pressure splitting developed in

the frame of Low-Mach Nmber (LMN) approximation introduced in the work (Rehm and

Baaum,1978). Pressure p(t,x) is decomposed into a volume-averaged pad p(t) which has

thermodynamic sense and depends on time only and a dynamic fluctuation Pi!(t, x) varying

both in space and time so that in dimensionless form: p(t,.Y)=p(t)+ylvf 2pd(t,.-:r),

fPd (t.x)dV =0 where n is the problem domain.
12

This two - scale splitting of the pressure allows to avoid any singularities in the

governing equations as Mach number M vanishes. It should be noted that in contrast to LMM

approximation we solve the full Navier-Stocks equations without any reductions or
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That to unified code to numerical CHUAUUAUUH of quite

different types of viscous flows (Churbanov and D"""I",,,

The governing equations in the dimensionless formulation are presented by the following

mass, momentum and energy conservation equations with equation of state for perfect gas and

additional integral restriction closing the system incorrect way:

ap +div(pV)
at

ar/ +div(PViV)+gradiPd== ~e(DIV;(pS') igradicudiVV))+:~ :i,
a~tT +div( pVTJ=R/pr(diV(AgradT)+(Y-1J(~:+M2. a~t J+(y -lJM2((v.gradPd )+J;t)
J dis == 2p(S - -(divv) 2) , == pi T ,

3
== p+yM

2
Pd ' fp,AV==O.,

Q

Here r ==cp cp) , P, cp and T are density, heat capacity and temperature, P and z are

dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity, S is the stress tensor. Re, Pr, Gr, Mare

Reynolds, Prandtl, Grashoff and Mach numbers defined by the following relations:

, Gr== _gp 2 rel!1T I f.12

vertical

Here Prel,Prel,cp,rel,vref,T,elare the referenced values of density, viscosity, specific heat,

velocity and temperature, !1T == Thot - TeoM is difference between maximum and minimum

temperature in the computationaldomain, rr ==!1T IT"old •

The Douglas-Rachford - type operator-splitting technique (very close to SIMPLEC and

the other pressure correction methods) has been adopted along with the finite-difference

approach to construct discrete equations on the MAC-type staggered grid. The continuity and

the energy equations are fully and the momentum equation is splitted into two parts,

that allows to compute the pressure and velocity components independently.

Numerical simulation. Predictions have been performed in the 2D Cartesian formulation.

The computational domain is the rectangular 14H in horizontal x direction and

y direction, H = 0.01m, u and v are velocity components.

Boundary conditions:

inflow: the left boundary IS the inlet with the Poisseilue velocity profile and fixed

temperature, u= Vo6 y(l-y)Vo=O.5m/s, v=:O, T=l'o=500K

outflow: the right boundary is the outlet with the simplest open boundary conditions.
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unit distance from

rigid walls: the upper

segments of a fixed temperature

boundaries are thermally-insulated

unit located at

walls

u = v = 0, aT = O<x<H, 2H<x<14H, T= 1200Kfor H<x<2H.
By

Normalization procedure was performed via the channel width H,meanvelocity Voand

viscosity taken at the reference value of the temperature To = 300K, Thot = 1200X Tcold=.300K.

The fine grid 300x180, uniform for the vertical co-ordinate y and non-uniform for the

horizontal co-ordinate x with minimal spacing 0.01 along the heated segments with stretching

to the inlet and outlet has been employed.

Numerlcal-results. It is well-known that in mixed convection problems. there are the two

primary governing parameters - the Reynolds number Re, defining forced convection, and the

Grashoff number Gr, defining buoyancy force. ratio GrlRe2 standing a factor at the

buoyancy equation governs flow regimes in horizontal channels with

heated parts on the walls (Jensen et al,1991 and Kleijn and Hoogendoornd, 1991). At low

values the parameter the channel flow is undisturbed whereas at high enough values,

recirculation zones appear to strong convection effects. These recirculation zones

essentially disturb the flow structure and to different negative effects.

;

; .
'f:::=

"+......~..,....,..F'T'"..........~"'"'T"~r'r'""T9

b)

Fig. 1. Theflow structure changes as a function of Gr/ReJ
•

,
For the considered reactor with Re=500 there were conducted predictions with different

values of GriRi. It was found that in a small enough range of this governing parameter
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heat and fluid flow in the channel can be changed greatly. Fig. 1 presents the

stream lines and isotherms corresponding of the governing parameter

Gr/Ri. At the Fig. l a, Fig.l d there are depicted streamlines and isotherms, respectively, for

the steady-state regime flow is very closed to

the developed Poisseilue flow and the temperature field is practically symmetric with respect

to midline. Gr/Re2=10 the flow structurebecoI11es more cornphcated

Fig. 1e) - a recirculaton zone annears upper heated

segment. As a consequence, the temperature field (Fig. Ie) lost its symmetry. This regime is

steady-state, too. The further increasing of the governing parameter up to to

stability losses. Fig. 1c .and f demonstrate iiistantaneous temperature

respectivelv for the

2 presents time-history for the maximal 111\"'UU1'-'''

horizontal velocity. is easy to see,

transitional stage there

3.0

2.6

the channel.
2.2

2,0

o 10 15 2() 25 30

Time

1.6

1.4

Fig. 2. Oscillatory behaviour for the
maximal modules .of the horizontal

forthe

additional investigations.

been obtained with the

inlet located very close to the heated segment.

A more correct in the physical
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SOME SAFETY ASPECTS OF A BUBBLY MEDIUM INSIDE
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Introduction

Common processe~ in the chemical industry an organic liquid containing oxidizer

bubbles. Wave phenomena in these systems, connected with shock. bubble

explosions, have close connection with theperformance and safetyofchemicalreactors. The

exact propagation mechanism of self-sustaining waves in chemically active.bupbly liquids

su-caueu bubble detonation waves) is still not adequately investigated. In

the possibility of a pre-compressed bubble due to interaction with shock wave,

emitted by a nearby exploded bubble has theqretically investigated.

Calculations for the explosion limits

Schematic of the
autoclave

Fig.

pressure. measurewents are, mstatled.

following positions are denoted in Fig. I: (l) gas inlet, (2)

Experimental

A schematic of the autoclave, which was the

experiments, is shown in Fig. 1. The autoclave form

of.a vertical cylindrical-tube ofJ00 mm inner diameter and

1 070 mm length. The bubble generator is installed at its

bottom. The autoclave contains four holes of 100 mm

diameter, of for th~ optical

measurements are installed. In the other two holes the

gas

.. positions, (8) liquid outlet and (9) gas inlet for the bubbles.

A shock wave IS generated a gas

.'..detonation of the explosive acetylene-oxygen'gas mixture above it. The liquid phase consisted

of pure cyclohexane. The initial. pressur,e the mixture was 1 bar. All experiments were

performed at room temperature.
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The shockwave that-was generated. in the >liquid by the impactrofcthe.detonation

gas .phase,. was used. to compress and .consequently igni te .the. bubbles...' In •Fig. oxygen

bubbles in cyclohexane under shock. wave impact are presented» Time zero corresponds to-the

momentwhen the shock. wave enters the observation window. The incident ·shockwave· can

be observed on the wave passage, bubble compression

follows. During this. phase also jet penetmtion through the bubble Can occur (e.g. see .bubble

No.3). As a result of thebubblecompressi<m, igqitipn in.some of tllehubbleswas observed

(e.g. see Fig. 2, 33 I-ts).

It was observed that shock waves emitted by exploding bubbles were able

bubble ignition of nearby compressed bubbles. For example, the bubble No.2 was

initiated by the overlapping of two from nearby bubble explosions (Fig. 2,

35 us), Then the shock this ignited the bubble 2,40

Fig. 2. Bubble ignition from the incident wave or from nearby bubble explosion. Initial equivalent
diameter of the bubbles No. 1-4: 3.7 mrn, 4.1 mm, 3.6 mm and 3.6 mm respectively.

A DOS~;Ible explanation

gas phase

the orders of ..... "'nn'h"i'"

ac;oustical impedance of

compressed DUlJOle, creates

In 3 a the temperature behind such a shock

wave inside the bubble, as well as the induction period of the gas explosion (c), is presented.

For the calculation, the following scenario was assumed. An incident shock wave of 40 bar
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impacts two bubbles. The first bubble ignites when it reaches the radius, Rign.The explosion

pressure, Pign, inside the-first bubble was calculated by the model described in [1] to be

5'10~ bar. The bubble explosion emitted in the liquid a secondary shock wave, Pssw, which

has an amplitude initially.equal to Pign. The Pssw as a function of the distance from the center

of the exploded bubble, L; can be described by the known equation for spherical acoustical

waves:Pssw =Pign·(Rign/L). At the time when this shock wave impacts the second bubble, it is

assumed that its internal pressure is equal to the pressure of the incident shock wave, 40 bar.

The calculated temperature inside the bubble at that time is then 585 K.

b

54

Fig. 3. Calculation for the pressure (a)
and the temperature (b) behind
the shock wave which penetrated
tlle bubble, and the induction
period of the gas explosion (c).

2 3
LlR.--

19n

UR
rgn

c

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that, provided the two interacting bubbles are close enough, the

shock wave that penetrates the second "buoble can ignite it. It can also be seen from this

calculation that the pressure at the front of the shock wave and the temperature increase

behind it, can be high enough to result intgj~n induction period for the ignition, less than the

time necessary for the bubble to chang(bits radius (i.e. a few us). This explains the

,Jj'rtstantaneous'; ignition that was obsetJed in the experiments. For example, if the distance

between the center of the first bubble ahd'the surface of the second bubble, Llrign, is less than

2;fhe induction period is less than 0.65; us, i.e, the second bubble is ignited practically

l~si~~t~I1eously.
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Fig. 4.,Calculated explosion limits of a single bubble at different initial temperatures, pressures and
amplitudes of shock waves (40 bar (a) and 20 bar (b)).

In Fig. 4 the calculated explosion limits of a single bubble under one shock wave impact

are presented. The calculation is made at different initial temperatures, pressures and

amplitudes of incident shock waves. It was assumed that if the duration .of the first bubble

compression is less than the induction period of the gas explosion, the bubble does not

explode. From Fig. 4 it can be seen that for a certain amplitude of incident shock wave, a

combinationofinitial temperature and pressure exist,above which no bubble explosion takes

place.

Conclusions

It was shown by experimental observations and by theoretical calculations the

explosion of bubbles can ignite nearby compressing bubbles. This fact indicates that an

automatic process of synchronization of bubble explosions is possible. This behavior could

help .us to understand better. the exact. 'll1\;<:;h<mismofself-sm,taining waves inside bubbly

media.

Calculations show that in order to prevent bubbleexplosions inside a chemical reactor,

the operating conditions (temperature and pressure) should be above a certain limit.
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Abstract

microreactor was demonstrated to match or even to improve many

liquid/liquid reaction's . reactions were conducted under practically

isothermic conditions O°C or higher. Examples given

halide-exchanges, acyiations and Grignard reactions. Improved safety features

cutting effects cooling the microreactor into a powerful synthesis took-for

for inline infrared analysis. This instrument enables a rapid access to reaction optimisation

based on microreaction technology, including their well known benefits (e.g. reduced scale up

problems) without analytical bottleneck.

to today's chemical markets Imposes radically organisational

capabilities on chemistry. product spans and increasingly tight

increasing demands for higher

functionality of chemical entities such as approach to the markets. of the crucial

points in this process lies in the repetitive adaptation of chemistries to increasing batch sizes,

the scale-up pr()cess. SYl1thesisil1111icroreactors provide a variety.of advantages, especially

the opportunity by the. so-called, numbering-up

permits an direct transfer of processes from bench to production.

2. Technology and Results

e General

Standard .. microreaction .systems refer to' research and process

development. .Chemical technology from our company is based on standard

rnicroreactor for multipurpose applications. Aiming at a high added in pharmaceutical

synthesis in the standard microreactor is especially designed for a wide range of reaction

conditions in liquid/liquid phase synthesis. The broad-bend applicability of the rnicroreactor,

• Correspondence author: Dr. Thomas Schwalbe
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was proven in a variety of examples

is given in Tablel ranging from single bond .. formation, double bond formation to

heteroaromaticsynthesis(for more examples see [2J).Continuorts reactions

microreactors were found to proceed •withhighet- or at least similaryields aridconversion

rates than described for their conventional counterpart [3]

the

yield[%]
Conventional 63
microreactor 88

Yield [%]
Conventional 61, [7a]
microreactor 67

CHO

fZfV
F

.r>: BryyCHO

F ~ B(OH)2 + V --.....
F

/'-.. /OH
H N~ "-/

2

+

rriicroreaetor (Figure 1a) is part of an integrated

varymg

the

(RTU) permits fast and easy

ael;lgllea for

maximu1ll..configuration(1ll.icroreactorand three RTIjs)

mvmim vvhereasworking

of 8

microreactor in combination with the residence time

Fig.la. CYTOS
microreactor.

llJ.CYTOSLab
System (CLS).

Flow diagram of the CLS
including the ReactIR cell for
inline analysis (OPTIMOS).
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Comparison of heat absorbing micro reactor vs. flask

With respect to considerable expenses for cooling it seems appropriate to watch out for

reaction systems with enhanced heat absorption. capabilities due to their inner.architecture.

Figure. 2 outlines the temperature characteristic of themicroreactor (inner volume .2ml,

surface to volume ratio 95) compared to.a lOOmlflask (surface to volume ratio 1) in an

cryogenic lithium/bromide exchange experiment. Since the inner temperature of the vessel

rises up close to the boiling point of the solvent (THF), the cooling system of the microreactor

keeps it strictly to ooe after a short period of equilibration.

0 in micoreactor 6 external 0n-Bul.i Hp
J$ ..

T=O °C

2 3

Scheme 1. Lithium/bromide exchange conducted
in the microreactor under isothermic conditions.

45~-·
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o
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F Flask experiment -.II- CYTOS® - Thermostai!]

Figure 2. Temperature growth in the micro
reactor and I 00 InI fl~sk(ice cooling) for the

lithium/bromide exchange.

Yield: quantitative, total flow rate: 5ml/min,
volume microreactor 2 ml, residence time: 24

cone. BuLi 2.5 M.

Efficient temperature control also has a positive effect on chemoselectivity. Basically,

microreactors . provide more •. narrow temperature distribution • than in batch vessels

(Figure2). For a hypothetical reaction B additionally creating the undesired side product

e an improved product profiles is expected upon running the 'synthesisin microreactorFine

tuning of the temperature will keep the energy supply below the activation level for transition

state C'. This consideration was subject of verification in an nitration experiment.

<I

N reaction CQ{)rdirlate

Figure 3. Effect of temperature distribution in microreactor and batch vessel on side reactions.
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an

mixtures

after each

A typical example a temperature sensitive reaction is

pyrazole-5-carboxylic (4, Scheme 2), a key intermediate in

style drug to several safety consroeranons, UHlVIA Ill~rat:ion

increased scale application in the lab

Calorimetric l'rlve:stl~;atIlons the liberation of 249 ....JIIHVI

conditions an eXC)tb,tlnnlc decarboxvlation [4c] of 5 was

avoid these reagent was added in

composition was by

treatment. At an earlier the nitration wasr-epIJrt(;d

overall yield of75% [6].

Me Me Me
I I I

H02C~ 90°C H02C~ 100°C

~~ ;,N~ ;,
)10

~ I.
)10

Pr 02N Pr 02N Pr

4 5 6

Scheme 2. Nitration of substituted pyrazole-c-carboxylic acid (4). Conditions in micro-reactor:
T=90°C, residence time 1:=35 min, yield: 73 %, throughput: 5.5 g/h.

Straight forward transfer of synthesis to the microreaction system resulted in a smooth

formation of the nitro-pyrazole without any side-reactions. a approach without

further optimisation a yield of 73% was isolated. Process energy directly by

system the crucial temperature of 90°C the entire process.

2.3. AU.....'" int-lr~rl>rl SIJectnJiSC(}PY

Reliable and .direct evaluation of conversion rates andproduct.composition is a key

requirement in optimising. organic synthesis. Typically process development is. delayed by

analytical measurements.. 'Ibcgeneral.conceptofcontinuous chemistry in microreactors is

meant. for monito.ring organic synthesis inline .,and .• enaples instantane()lis resppnse .. to

analytical results. Inline infrared tracing .Xulfils majQJ'"demands .in tel111sofyield
determination, acquisition time and structural information density.•In combination with a

Mettler Toledo ReactIR® the microreactor was extended to the OPTIMOS instrument

(Figure 4, for detailed position of the IR detection cell see Figure Ic).

Adjustable residence times units as part of this assembly permit.an easy modification of

reaction parameters without interruption of running syntheses. The BOC-protection of

benzylamine (7, Scheme 3) with Boc-O demonstrates the rapid access to optimised reaction

conditions. Although most of the starting material was consumed using aresidence volume of

17 ml (microreactor with one RTU, flow rate 2x2 ml/min) at 22°C total conversion was

achieved after lowering the flow rate to l xl ml/min in addition to the application of three

RTUs (volume 47 ml). Turning on an additional RTU is clearly indicated in the ReactIR®

diagram by the gaps produced by spare solvent in the RTU before in use.
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Figure 4.0PTIMOS 5. ReactIR@diagram of the formation of 8
(leftovers of BOC20 aU 800-1750 em").

outlines the

of

step of

acetoacetate tert-butylester give mtermediate

and 11, respectively (compound 11 vanous

electrophiles): Thc··foill1ation··of the IithiatedIntermediateswas clearly by

inline •. infrared . (Figure 6). Upon using 'two"equivalents

were<addfessed by adjusting the

producflFdropped down by more than 50% and significant of intermediate10 left

untouched upon 0.4 •min 0 f 'residence'time, maximum"conversion was achieved after} 9

(T ="'--lOoC·forall experiments).

step deprotonationcf acetoacetate tert-butylester (1)
with LDA, T =--1 ooe alkyl.
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Figure 6. Absorbance of starting material (9). at 1721 cm-I and products, (10 and .11) at
1655 em" and 1610 cm', respectively. The res'idence time was modified by changing the

number ofRTUs in useafter 85, 100,110 and 120 min of experimentalrunning time.

3. Conclusion

Chemistry in microreactors today covers a full set-up of tools for advanced orgamc

synthesis, It enables the scientist in R &D to apply high-tech continuous in up-to

date multipurposemicroreactors. Encouraging-results from heatabsorbingexperil11el.1t's make

the technology attractive for hazardous reagents and conditions which appeared unacceptable

for large scale synthesis so far.
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AMMONIA OXIDATION INTO NITROUS OXIDE Mn/Bi/AI

.JLJ.....,.Ji.JILP' ..LL.i.JLJ'JILP' BED REACTOR APPLICATION

A.S. Noskov,

Boreskov Institute ofCatalysis, Novosibirsk, pro Akademika Lavrentieva, 5, Russia

Phone: 007-3832-344491; fax: 007-3832-341878, E-mail:pokrov@(;(ltqlysis.nsk.su

Application of nitrous oxide as a mild oxidant to produce bulk chemicals raises the

nitrous oxideon purpose production

[1]. R&Dperforll1ed by Solutia and Boreskov Institute of Catalysis prove that nitrous

oxide manufacturing via selective ammonia oxidation over Mn/Bi/a-Ah93 IS an

attractive route [2,3].

tubular reactor ammonia oxidation nitrous oxide

deals. with .• a development.of-a-fluidized bed

reactor for the same purpose.

1. Fluidized bed reactor pUC)UIll2

Catalyst batches with different activity levels were applied for fluidized bed tests. The

close

including the

selectivity toto 44-46%,

intrinsic properties of batch samples measured in a bench scale

to ones for a macrospherical cataiyst. Nitrous

conditions with high-inlet concentrations ofammonia,

nitrogen oxide does not exceed 0.4%.

and 2,8", Interphase mass transfer rate was varied

studies

reactors with inner diameter of 1.6",

out m several setllPs equipped by

by installing removing internal screens. CIJ[eClS

and inletfeedcornposition,as

given in Table 1.

~catalyststabilitywere studied with operationconditions

Table 1. Operation conditions

Gas velocity 0.15-0.45 ftlsee

Temperature 330-380°C

Pressure 15-30 psig

Inlet concentrations: ammonia 17 - 51% vol

oxygen 17 - 55% vol

water 0- 33% vol

nitrogen balance
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studies in the 1.6" and ID reactors were carried out in the Solatia Research

Center in cooperation with employees of the company.

Figure 1 shows examples of experimental data. Screens removal results in the/higher

mass transfer resistance followed by an evident decrease of the apparent catalyst activity.

Notordinary rise of N20 selectivity with increasing mass transfer-sesistance-iscaused by

specific features ofprocess kinetics [4].

1,5 T=360 0C

III screens

lID screenswithsteam

!!Ill no screens

17 50 inlet C~H ' %
3

la. Effect ammonia

100

no screensscreens
rf? 90 f--------,------,-----=-~--:-:-::--l

60 +-------r-----.,...-------,
o 20

Fig. lb. Effect of interphase mass transfer rate and steam on N20 selectivity.
°e, .. inlet ammoniaconcentration.33 %.

A number of runs with the same pressure, contact time, inlet gas composition shows

minor temperature effect on N20 selectivity in the range of 330-370°C. The selectivity to

nitrous oxide of 84-88% is reached at the ammonia conversion of90 - 99.5%.
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Catalyst stability was checked by two ways --,uirect stability tests and the comparison of

intrinsic properties of a fresh and used catalyst. Catalyst activity and N20selectivity did not

,.change during whole period of pilot testing.

2. Reactor modeling

Two-phase model taking into account gas axial dispersion in the dense phase is used to

describe hydrodynamics of a fluidized bed reactor (5]. Material balance of the species i in

the expanded bed is expressed as follows:

where ub ' Ue - gas. velocity

=L: dee! = 0,
dx

dense phase, ,eel. - concentration of the

species i in bubble and dense 'phase,' mole/m3
; -mass transfer coefficient, S-l (per unit

volume of expanded bed); r, - expression for the conversion of species i due to chemical

reaction, mole ; L - e){panded
m3

c (l t -s

Effects of technological and design parameters were studied by mathematical modeling.

The kinetic rate expressions are based on bench scale setup studies and are proprietary.

Hydrodynamics parameters applied account for reactor scaling using results of the cold flow

studies (6]. A special attention was paid to technical restrictions on a heat removal system.

Pilot test results are.inan good agreement with the modeling results.

Modeling data revealed the influence of fluidization regime, interphase mass transfer and

gas axial dispersion on reactor size...and perfoITIlance. high ammonia

concentration, up to 45 %, was foundtobe achieved for operation of a large-scale fluidized

bed reactor. Mass transfer limitations and gas axial dispersion influence moderately on the

reactor performance. Calculated N20 selectivity rises with an increase of mass transfer

resistance and gas axial dispersion.
•

As a result, feasible variants of large-scale reactors were chosen for further economical

evaluation.
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3. Sununary

N20cselectivity up to 86-88% is achieved in pilot fluidized bed reactors with 98-99.5%

ammonia conversion. Both activity and selectivity were stable within pilot tests.

Slightly lower conversion with the same level of selectivity is expected in the commercial

reactor according to mathematical modeling results.

Application of a fluidized bed reactor in comparison to a tubular one enables to enhance

catalyst productivity and,..maxjmun; single train capacity due. to mucl; higher concentrated
JS

feed. Inlet ammonia concentration is 7-8% vol. (corresponding adiabatic temperature rise ca

600°C) for the tubular reactor and 30 ~ 45 % vol. (corresponding adiabatic temperature rise

2400-3600 °C)forthe fluidized bed reactor.
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PERFORMANCE SELECTIVE CATALYTIC

REACTIONS IN THE·."REVERSED HEAT·WAVE"

AWAY TOIMPROVE SELECTIVITY
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tsorestcov Institute ofCatalysis, nrJr.,avrehtiet'G Novosibirsk, 630090, nussia

e-mail: zagor@catalysis.nsk.su

appncation of

meaning periodical

case of

Improvement of selectivity and aim product systems,

partial oxidation reactions, is one of the major problems in catalytic reaction engineering and

also one of the main challenges in the unsteady-state catalysis area.

One of the most prospective approaches

forced feed composition ·cydirig

A+ [B] ~C+ LJ
C+{B]·.•~

B +[l~ [B]

(1)

(2)

(3)

where A and B are initial reagents (A reductant, B - oxidant), C partial oxidation product

(aim product), D complete oxidation product (undesired by-product), [B], [] oxidized and

reduced sites at the catalyst surface respectively. Let us also propose that all reactions are

irreversible and exothermic, that activation energy for complete oxidation reaction (2) is
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higher than that for reaction that reaction rates kineticequations corresponds.to mass-

action law.

This, model system was analyzed means of numerical simulation. using the standard

unsteady-state model of the packed bed [2], accounting for OCcurrence of reactions

(1-3), heat/mass transfer between gas and catalyst and heat the catalyst-bed

framework. Both steady-state (with continuous feeding of both components) and FFCC

unsteady-state (with separate feeding of regimes were

simulated. Steady-state simulation was used as a basis for comparance. Kinetic parameters

chosen ~t,.hit,"",lnr to of

~20%.

regime during feeding

preheated catalyst bed was simulated.

reductant stream into preliminary oxidized and

concentration

rnr.,u.""CT m direction co-current with the gas Interaction of emission reaction

temperature) overheating of

product (sometimes practically to zero).

second and much more interesting mode of FFCC process operation is shown in

Fig.I. The reductant stream is fed into preliminary oxidized bed, but in this

small temperature. Reaction heat

emission.in •• this .part of. the bed. tends .to .heat .the. catalyst; while. heat exchange is.directed

conversely. Ifthe gas velocity (and, thus, the intensity of heat exchange) is low enough, then

heat conductivity may direction

counter-current to the direction of gas flow. Such regime ("reversed heat wave") is

characterized by some unusual properties. First of all, there is no catalyst overheating and

catalyst temperature during the whole cycle is kept at moderate level (even in case of highly

concentrated inlet stream), being beneficial for high selectivity achievement. Surface

concentration of adsorbed oxidant in the area of maximum reaction rates is low enough and it

gives additional gain in selectivity. Finally, the formed aim product will not react to complete

oxidation products in the outlet part of the bed, because the catalyst surface here is already

.free of adsorbed oxidant.
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fig. I. Evolution of catalysttemperature (left) and surfacecomposition (right) profiles versus
catalyst bed length in FFCCI"reversed heat wave" regime, (l,2,3 - cycle start, middle and end)

As a result, the "FFCC/reversed heat wave" regime compared to steady-state provide

much higher product C yield and relative catalyst productivity.

Of course, the actual gain and selectivity and aim product yield for the real processes will

depend upon real reaction kinetics and other parameters. Nevertheless, it may be summarized

.that "forced feed composition cycling/reversed heat wave" process operation mode may

become a new way of highly-efficient processes

dehydrogenation, selective oxidation, selective hydrogenation and other selective exothermic

reactions [3].

;
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frequency geller,ltio1n

by

vibrational and photoemission characteristics. The formation of carbon deposits by f'.IP'::lV~lO"P

of the methanolic C-O bond was found to be strongly dependent on temperature and methanol

pressure.

CO

carbonaceous species and suggests

VIa

pressures

mechanism

.1. Introduction

studies under ultrahigh, vacuum ,.' (e.g, [1,2]

may catalys] deactivation

deposits seriously limits this process. Consequently, one the probability of

the methanolic bond cleavage, producing carbonayeous species (CHx; = 0-3).

Previous reports on Pd(111) suggested that C-O bond scission requires monolayer
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surface gefects[2]. Anomer question concernsmethanol coverace

species because

origin of CHx

SCI~)SI0in ul'1th"n methanol or from a

consecutive dissociation ofthe dehydrogenation product CO.

We have studied methanol decomposition and CO dissociation on well-annealed and

defect-rich Pdt l l I), combining frequenc)'generation (SFG) and X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). l110del catalysts were exposed to low (Ix10-6 mbar) as

well as high (0.1 mbar) methanol pressures between 300 and 550 K, monitoring the time- and

temperature-dependent evolution of carbonaceous species. Methanol decomposition on

Pd(ll1) at pressures up to 15 mbar and temperatures up to 550 K was also followed by gas

chromatography.

2. Experimental

The experiments were carried out in two DHV chambers, both equipped with high-
. '..

pressure reaction cells fohn-situ studies (SFG: [3];VG ESCALAB"high-pressure" electron

[4, 5]). and ion-bombarded (defect-rich

Pd(l was purified by freeze-thaw cycles

a

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. SFG XPS Cis spectra acquired after exposing well-annealed ("p")

Pd(l11)to 10-6 methanol for 90 minutes (time-dependent evolution

The SFG spectrum (300 KiFig. 1 the C-O stretching" region revealing a peak

1915 0.5 ML hollow/bridge bonded CO originating from CH30H

dec011lposition. In the com~spon(hng :XPS sp~ctrum (Fig. 1b) two peaks can be identified and

attributed to adsorbed CO and CHxO (285.6 eV; and to carbon or carbonaceous

species (CHx ; 283.8 eV). The amount of carbonaceous species IS ~0.15 ML which is

apparently too low to induce significant changes in the SFG spectrum.

Increasing the temperatureor .CH30Hptesshre increased the amount of carbonaceous

deposits.as shown in. Fig. 1b mbar/400 ca. 0.3 ML; 0.1 mbar/300 K: ca. 1 ML).
.. . - .

.Apparently, under catalytic reaction conditions in the mbar range, even on a well-annealed

Pd(l11 surface a significant a.rrlount of CHx can be observed. A very similar result was
I ,

obtained for CH30H decomposition on defect-rich Pd(111) indicating that C-O bond scission

was not considerably enhanced by surface defects.
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Figure 1. SFG (a) and XPS CIs
(b) spectra ofCI-HOH
decoJ11position;.see text.

Figure 2. SFG (a) and XPS CIs (b) spectra measured during CO
adsorption at 300 K.

In order to identify the

CO. Fig. 2a shows SFG spectra of CO adsorbed on perfect "p" and defect-richt'd" Pd(lll) at

300 K. Comparison of "p" and "d" SFG spectra at 10-6 mbar CO (Fig, IOn

em-I ongmate

sputtering gave rise to bonded to

on

bridge and on-top sites on (111) terraces, respectively. Raising the CO pressure to 1. mbar

mainly increased the on-top CO intensity.

CIs core-level spectra at 10-6 mbar CO are very similar for "p" and "q"purfaces

exhibiting a single peak at (Fig. 2p"traces 2,3). According to our previous

SFG/XPS study (4], the CIs peak corresponds to .bridge and/or three-fold hollow CO at a

coverage of ~0.5 ML. On the sputtered ("d")surface the CIs binding energy is slightly higher

(285.8 eV) due to the cOlltriblltion of C()~dsorbed onsputtering~iriduceddefects such as

steps, kinks or vacancies. However, most importantly, carbon deposits (amorphous, graphitic,

etc.), Which typically appear at ~284.5 evnnarkcd.by an arrow in-Fig. 2), were not detected

on both surfaces. Thus, CO can be excluded as source of carbon deposits during methanol

decomposition.
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4. Conciasions

By combining SFG and XPS spectroscopy with suitable high-pressure cells, methanol

decompositionat 300-550 K Even on a perfect surface

cleavage of methanolic bond was and no enhancement ondefect-rich

surfaces was experiments with CO any carbon

not within carbon monoxide ? We

responsible, as discussed

of the reasons explammg

(methoxv) groups, which are stepwise to CHxO CO.

This route includes adsorption geometries where the C-O axis op,'vmfp,,,

orientation. For instance, a methoxy bonded to the surface via the atom

has to tum over to produce CO atom. Conse:qll1entJy

cleavage during methanol decomposition presumably proceeds via

including a tilted C-O bond. The fast formation of surface CHx species leads to a rapid self-

[1] Z.-C. Zhou, ChakrabOrty, N.Winograd, StIrf. Sci. 328 (1995)248,

[2] M. Mavrikakis, M.Barteau, J.Molec.Cltiill.A131(1998) 135.

[3] G. RtlPprechter,.}>hys. Chem.Chem Pl1ys.3 (2001)4621.

B. 107 (2003) 3522.

[5] 87 (1979) 501.

[6] Kaichev.M: Merkel, H. Unterhalt, LP. Prosvirin, V.I. Bukhtiyarov, G. Rupprechter, H.-J. Freund,

Surface Science, submitted.
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areChlorinated ()ral~nl(' compounds (CaC) are widely spread in the environment

toxicity and persistency the mocegrananon. Removal

less toxic

of the promising methods of a chlorine rel110valis

Such

and Zn·cmC)dllled carbon

and hydrocarbons.

compartments were-separated by the' cation. exchange. membrane. As· a <solvent.mixture<of··a

methanol and water with somum sllJptlat~

dimensions about 30 square. em.

Reactor can be used either in continuous flow or flow circulation modes an electrolytes

rates a dichlorobenzene and range

of starting concentrations 1 mmollL - 1Oumol/Lwere used.. In a potentiostatic mode potentials

-l.8Y, -2.0Y and -2.2Y were applied for the time period 1-6 hrs with a current 100-10 rnA. In a

galvanostatic mode current of 50 rnA has been applied.

In the end of each experiment solutions from the cathodic compartment were analysed

with the chloride-selective electrode, and, after extraction with organic solvent (chloroform,

expenmen! at

least partial reductive dechlorination has been detected which- was confirmed by

increasing of chlorine ions concentration in solution and the detection of a less chlorinated

products by the GC-MS analysis. Conversion as high as 85% was reached in some

experiments with average current efficiencies 5-20%.

Author express his gratitude to the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation for the financial

assistance.
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At the present time overwhelming part ofprocesses realized with the of catalyst,

therefore the of the whole technological scheme is essentially depends on how

effectively the.. catalytic process.passes ..This fact defines. the significance of the .. problem of

creation ofreliable optimally controlled catalytic reactor.

consider the kinetic 'model-of the reaction of oligomerisation of o-methylstyrene

with the' catalyst «Tseokar-Iu». Experimental data were' obtained U.M.Djemilev with

olrgomensation reacnon attracts our attention

insulating material, whiqh is stable to WllJIoHocllTeJIbradiolysis of reactive fuel. The products

4-methyl-2,4-diphenylpenten-11l4-methyl-2,4-diphenylpenten-2 are used as solvents of

varnishes.ldielectric-Iiquid, base of lubricating oiI,plasticizer of rubbers.

The' equations material balance process of reaction of oligomerisation of a-

methylstyrene in the presence catalyst "Tseokar-IO" are by following way:

(1)

with the initial conditionst= 0: N= (2)

Taking into account the matrix ofstoichiometric coefficients the right parts of{l) may be

presented as:
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=W, - -W6 -W9

F; = W 2 - Ws - W7 + W9

W3 + W4 + Ws - Ws

r; Ws

== -WI - W2 - W3 - W6 -- W7 - Ws

(3)

While solving the problems a kind we should distinguish 2 stages

optimization: . theoretical and technological optimization of reactor. Let's consider'tthe

problem of theoretical optimization. On the whole this stagess.purposedtoaheelucidation of

extreme properties (characteristics) of chemical production. The importantparticularity of this

stage is abstracting from the possible hardware realization of obtained answer.

The problem ofoptimization of catalytic process ofoligomerisation ofu-methylstyrene,

which mathematical description is given by the equations (1),(3), withinitial conditions (2) is

set as the problem of finding the optimal temperature conditions .• (settings) in the reactor T(t),

on condition that the concentration .of products of the reaction Ai, i =2..4 on leaving the

apparatus is maximum.

general case when the limitations are imposed on the choice ofoptimal

value of the temperature.

Therefore

solution of the

theany assumptions concermng the

variants with given

There

particularities

problem.

problem is solved with the help of maximum of Pontryagin[T]. According

to the general procedure of using the theoptimaltemperature

section of the found from condition ofmaxillurn for function H.

IunlctI;on§ 'P() ....''Ph satisfy the system of equations, named conjugate:

dqJi

dt

aH
axt '

i=0..6 (4)

with boundary conditions on qJt (T'k), i=L6

Thus, determination of optimal temperature conditions is reduced to the problem of

integration of the systems of differential equations of process (1), (3) and conjugate system
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for auxiliary functions (4) with boundary conditions, given on the both end points of an

interval of integration, i.e. to the solving of the boundary problem. But solving such problems

becomes complicated by the fact that it is difficult to expect analytical results for the systems

of large dimension (more than 3 equations). Moreover, thi$. problem can also occasionally

appear for the systems of smaller dimension if right parts ofequations of the model have got

fractional to of

equations .4c§cribing variable

the numericalmethodsofintegrati()nofsystemsdatahave

numerical solving/of the Set boundary problem can be used seme methods; reduction

the boundary problem to the problem ofminimization of function of finite number variables;

linear .• interpolation: with auxiliary •• step; •• Iinear interpolatio.nwithout •auxiliary step; gradual

approximations in the space ofequations.

base ·.• ofthe •available ·.·expenmental ..data •and .math(';111atical descrrpnon

precess-ofeoligomerisation ofxx-methylstyrene .• theinvers.ekineticproblemwassolye4.and

numerical values of kinetic constants of the process were determined,

techn()loglCal scheme

is accomplished, i.e. selection of the optimal, constructive and operating CQIld11tloilS

isometric sizes, forms, locations of centers, pressures, concentrations etc.

a For

of its activity. Then in mathematical formulation a problem of optimization of a process

number of

variables,

of the system of partial differential e.\~uat1PIIS

The example of such. problem can be a process of hydrogenisation of pinene in tubular

reactor. The practiCal applicatiollof a-pinene is Since ancient times a-pinene

(the turpentine) has been used as a solvent of varnishes and paints. a-pinene serves as the

~~~ ~ ~

synthetic camphor, usmg for the necessities of medicine <and military technology (the

production of gun-powder). Besides, a-pinene is a universalinitial compound for obtaining of

medicinal preparations (terpinhydrate and terpineol), preservatives forphannq.peutical

cosmeticpreparations.aromatic substances.
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On basis of analysis of experimental data the two-stage scheme of conversionsof the process

of hydrogenisation of a-pinene on nickel-silicate catalyst is proposed: irreversible stage of

interaction of a-pinene with hydrogen with a formation of the cis-pinane and reversible stage of

an isomerisation of the a-pinene. As an isomer of the a-pinene averaged analogue between

dipentene and n-terpinene is chosen. Calculation of process is possible by means of mathematical

description for two technological variants: in reactor with a heat removal and in the adiabatic

reactor (in this case heat transmission coefficient ax in the equation of heat balance is equal to

zero, and the equation is struck off the systemofequations).

An variables, describing the technological process, are divided into two groups: phase

variable, which define the condition of the process, but don't yield to the direct (immediate)

influence, controlling parameters (controls) the variables, defining the operating regime

(mode of operation), which we can change, influencing hereby on the course of process. For

chemical processes phase variables are a concentrations of components, temperature,

pressure, number (quantity, amount) of adsorbed on a catalyst materials. In the capacity of

controlling parameter it is possible to choose the quantity of catalyst, geometric sizes of

reactor, the load on reactor, the input temperature and the composition of reactionary mixture.

Permissible values both managements and phase variable are usually restricted by

technological limits. Taking into consideration the safety of catalyst or technological equipment

the rising ofthe temperature in reactor above the certain limit, for example, is undesirable.

Different kind of restrictions, imposed on variables, complicate the solving of problems

of optimization. It may turn out that criterion of optimization not at all has the extreme in

analytical sense, and its maximum or minimum value is reached when one or several

variables are fixed on limit values.

The penalty function method is usually used the for solving the problems with restrictions

on phase variables.

For calculation of optimum mode of operation of tubular flow fixed-bed catalytic reactor

the maximum output of'pinane is chosen as a criterion ofoptimization (G2, kg/h).

Controlling parameters are: 1) pressure in reactor (P, aTM); 2) input temperature (T, °C);

3) consumption ofa fluid stream (pinene) at the inlet of reactor (L,-l/h); 4) consumption ofa

gas flow (the hydrogen) at the inlet (G, M
3/h).
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SECTION IV.

CHEMICAL REACTORS FOR SOLVING FUEL

AND ENERGY PRODUCTION PROBLEMS
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The formation and emissron of nitrogen oxides stationary combustion pl~htsm~ed to

COIltrCIHeG. Stationary combustion sources contribution is expected to grow to the

year20Q5. Recently, it has Peen detel111ined thatadditiQnal. control develgpmentis needec,

maintain NOx

process modification technology is directed at hardware ch2lng(~S

mcludmg method of

energy sav'lm~s ...".."rI,h, applicable to exisnng combustion svstems, structural considerations

for energy savings in designing new system.

Keywords: NOx emission, gas combustion, energy saving.
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Oxidation of propane-butane mixtures in catalytic heat generating elements (CHGE) is

one of the most ~ffeqtive and ecologically silfe.lllethodsof heat generating in the autonomous

residential heat supplying. A element and its environment are .heated due to the catalytic

combustion that is the fuel oxidation with air oxygen on the catalyst surface. optimal heat

capacity of one CHGE in the -domesticcorivector is usually not higher than750W. Based on

the. experimental at the Institute Catalysis, state enterprises

"Kometa" and "Izmeritel", we have developed and manufactured catalytic heat generating

elements of 0.75 kW power which were a gas catalytic

convectors "Uyut" ("Comfort") [1 ..3].

tecl1n()lo~~y for

manufacturing of catalytic heat generating elements of 0.75 kW power with the use of

different tissue and charged catalysts as well as determination their life time provided

that the elements cost will be reduced (1.5 to 2 times) and its ecological parameters preserve

(waste: CO::; 5 ppm, no traces of NOx).

Catalytic Heat Generating Elements of 0.75 kW Power

Fig. 1 schematically shows the pre-production model of CHGE -0.75 supplied with a

separate countercurrent feeding of reagents. The model operates as follows: a hydrocarbon

gas flow is supplied to a gas-distribution tube (GDT) to be distributed along its length and

directed into the catalyst bed through a num?er of perforation holes. Atmospheric oxygen

passes to the reaction zone (catalyst bed), situated outside the gas-distributing tube, due to

free convection and diffusion in the porous medium. The process of catalytic oxidation

proceeds both inside the catalyst bed and on its surface. Water (steam) and carbonic acid are

the reaction products.
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Fig. 1;Schematic of the pre-production CHGE -0.75 .Designations: gas inlet (1), ga$-disttibuting tube
(2), outer cylinder made of a stainless steel grid (3), inner cylinder made ofstainless st~~l grid
(4), catalyst (5), baffle (6), embedding (7), back end wall(8)~ end wall (9), catalyst zone (10)
(stabletemperaturezone);gasoutlet (11), tell1peraturecompensator (12).

as a partcatalysts were

testing

were tested: glass tissue catalysts and bLaH...<"" catarvsts \t~LW"L<H"U

Catalysts

Two catalyst

diameter is 0.25 - 1 mm).

glass tissue supports, we used AI-Na-Si commercial glass plant

"Steklovolokno"), After leaching, the tissue predominantly contains silica (> 98 % SiOz) and

sodium admixtures «0.2%), which provides their high thermal stability. The was

impregnated with a (NH4)2[PtC161) solution, washed. with 11O°C,

calcine<:L in air at JOOop, and. redllCcd in .ahydrogenj1ow. at 30Qo,Cfor 2 h.. The platinum

concentration was varied from 0.03 to 0.2 wt.%.Two charged catalyst were tested at a time:

Pt/Ah03 (Pt 0.1 wt.%) prepared at the Institute of Catalysis and M-0-3 (Ce 2wt.%, PtO.Ol

wt.% supported on prepared at IOCI3,'Alma-Ata, a support we used Ah03 formed

by 0.25-1 mm granules.

When CHGE -0.75 were tested at a design mode, glass tissue catalyst KO (0.06 wt.% Pt)

exhibited long operation (r = 3504 hours). At abnormal conditions (severe conditions), the

time ofdeactivation of glass tissue catalysts reduced to 1592-1968 hours.

Testing of the charged catalysts at the design operation conditions has shown that the

catalyst life is rather long (> 6000 h) and its activity preserves constant. Besides, their thermal

stability is higher than that of the glass tissue catalysts if the catalyst surface temperature

increases by 100-150aC from the design temperature.
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Peculiarities of the CHGE -0.75 design and testing

At the initial design stage, we have manufactured a nrototvne of app. 700 W power as

large as the proposed was 29 mm and

the (l mm in

40 W

kW low cost (2-4

1. VA Kirillov, NA KUZll, VA Kuzmin, Kulikov, Catalytic Heat Generating Element.

Russian Federation Patent No 2062402,
i,:- J .. ,"',',"'" ','," .:,,' ,,"""'" '. . ,.',',', "'.'".,.' ",".

2. B.N.Lukyanov, NAKuzll,VA A.B. Shigarov, M.M. Danilova. Ecologically safe

method of hydrocarbon gases .oxidation on.catalytic 'heat generating elements. Chemistry .for .. Sustainable

Development, No 9,

I.A. OllUfriey, A.I.

Federation Patent No 218 2002.
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scientific, pilot and industrial investigations have been made

the process

fi.rst prop()sed

transtormanon ot sy:nthl;lsIS gas

The effectiveness of

great number of technological parameters such as the feeding gas composition, the

temperature in the reactor, the rate (the molar of the recycle and feeding

gases), the reaction mixture and the catalyst contact time etc. these parameters are

interrelated so that changing causes changing results in a change in

the reactor productivity as wen as in the overall transformation of contained in the

fed synthesis gas to the target products thus the economic of the process as

a whole.

The subject of this to analyse.how the technological parameters of the process

using a bifunctional zeolite-containing the catalyst selectivity and productivity

with regard

ZSM-5 and Beta zeolites were prepared via hydrothermal synthesis. To prepare the

bifunctional both zeolite and metallic components
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homogenised in a mortar desired proportion followed by pressing, crushing and sieving.

The particle fractions

The process of synthesis

investigated experimentally

GHSV = 500 - 20000 h-1
,

hydrocarbons .: (gasolil1e ... range) was

temperature range 320 - 400°C, at pressures 40 - 80 atm,

- 10.

The reaction products were analysed in three gas chromatographs equipped with

integrators. Hz, CO,COz, and CRt! wereanalysed in· a thermal detector (TCD)

with an activated carbon column. Methanol, DME, and water were analysed with a TCD

using a column filled with chromosorb-l Oz. The gaseous hydrocarbons were analysed with a

TCD using a column packed with Ah03. liquid hydrocarbons were analysed in a TCD

using a 3-m-long column with Benton-34/SP-1200 100/1:20 Supelcoport or with a flame

ionisation detector (FID) with a 50-ill-long capillary column. The identification of products

was conducted by GC-MS.

The influence of the catalyst composition on the products distribution and the process

productivitywith regard to the liquid hydrocarbons has examined already we

turn to how the pressure, ratio • .." ,,~'"

Cs+ productivity

productivity depends

the reactor be seen that as syngas space velocity

towards' Cs+hydrocarbons increases, while the intensity of the conversion growth decreases

following the increase OfHz/CO 'molar ratio in the reactor input.

250 ---r------------------..,
H2/CO=2-3..

200

100 ~
50~O=""'0

0-+---,----,-----,-----1

10000 20000
)

Fig. 1. Dependence of C5+ productivity (giL Cat/h) on

It can. be seen from Table 1 that when the pressure and ternperaturegrow the Cs+

productivity increases.
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Table 1. Dependence of C5+productivity (relative units) on pressure al1dtell1perature

Pressure, atm

Temperature, DC 40 60

320 <1 1

340 1 1

360 1.1 2.2

380 1.3 3.3

400 2.2 5.0 5.9

MathematicaLll10delIing has .be~n deveioped.for. the PfQCt;;SS sheet with the

unreacted gas recycling. To simulate the process of hydrocarbons synthesis in a fixed-bed

reactor, the one-dimension plug flow model was taken. To calculate the gas-liquid balance in

the separator, we used a program based on the Gibbs energy technique for the reaction

components. The following overall reactions were taken in consideration:

methanol synthesis:

CO + 2Hz B "-''<'«~'.i.

water-gas-shift reaction:

CO + HzO BCOz + Hz;

methanolconversion to hydrocarbons (gasoline range):

CH30H ~ lin (CHz)n + H20 ;

paraffins synthesis:

mCO + (2m+ l)Hz~ CmHzm+z + HHiL'-J, m=l

warer-zas-snm reaction, we used the

Here the lin (CHz)n is the hydrocarbons of the gasonne

To model the reaction of methanol and

kinetic equations from [6]. The kinetic equation
;.

was developed under the assumption that methanol

according to the Chang scheme modified by Voltz and Wise [3]. The scheme implies the

direct conversion of methanol and dimethyl ether to olefins and their subsequent conversion

to hydrocarbons. The reaction rate .and.activation energy.constantscalculation was based on

experimental data obtainedthrough'usinga laboratory isothermal flow reactor.

The reactor productivity depends on the gas coll1Positionat the-reactpf to

the gas stream recycling scheme, the .light hydrocarbons .art;; accumulated as.well as hydrogen

and the inert gases contained in the feed gas (N2,C~). The concentration ofhydrogen at the

recycle depends on how much theCO/Hz/COz mixture deviates from the stoichiometric

composition for the reaction, the latter being defined by the so-called module:

f = (H2-C02)/(CO+C02) . To prevent accumulation of the inert in the recycle gas, part of the
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apllrg~ gas. purge gas to

the feeding gas, a, is one of the most economically significant parameters defining the carbon

transformation to target products. hand, increasing this parameter causes a more

reactive mixture to be established at the recycle, thus increasing the productivity of each m3 of

the catalyst; on the other hand, anlincrease in the decreases the degree of

carbon transformation to the hydrocarbons.

At Fig. 2, the dependences module value and catalyst productivity versus the

quotient a are shown at various gas GHSV values.Sincehydroge~is deficient in the feed gas

(CO=24 %, Hz =67%, COz :=:8%, CH4=O.5%, N2=O.5%), its concentration gets smaller at the

recycle when the purge

v:g 1.0

o
~

0.0-+----,--,---,----,----1

0.05

Fig. 2. Dependence of the module value and catalyst productivity vs, the molar. ratio ex
gas to the feeding gas at: GHSV = 23000 h-I (curve 1), 18000 h-I (2),9000 h-I (3).

inlet results in decreasing the rate

productivity decrease with decreasing

hydrocarbons formation. The figure demonstrates the

gas The decrease is sharp

gasoline range hydrocarbons
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main issue of the work

synthesize aluminum hydroxide

The size of aluminum powder species has a oramanc rmpact

resulting m oxide/hydroxide

(3)

ACD-6. The

the reactions shown hpj,,,ur'

+ 1.5 Hz+

u'U'V'.u. + 1.5 + Q

Ah03 + +

use of superdrspersed aluminum nowders ACD-4

+

Al +

research

- to both

m as follows:

completeness and rate of the alummum oxidation process at

various AI/HzO ratios in reactors of various uesrgn

determine the and dispersivity of solid oxidation and

- to water for boenmite torntation.

the products formed the process of

. aluminum oxidation with water determined through X-ray phase with

the help of DRON-3 diffractometer (Cuke-emission) and using external standards. The
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a

laboratory set-up equipped with Koulter ~ensor

Two different methods were applied to estimate ofthe released hvdrozen:

- reasoning from the knowledge and pressure, temperature and

amounts of liquid phase, temperature and pressure of the saturated water vapour;

- reasoning from the and temperature irithehydrogen accumulating tank, its

volume being known.

At the 1st stage <of this our study we used a reactor of volume 225 cnr', its internal

diameter being 43 mm. The mass of the aluminum powder under study varied within the

range 5 - 30 g, the "water: AI" from 1:1tb 6:1 (by mass). The rate of the reactor

heating was about ~ 5°C/min, till the temperature reached 520K. The oxidation reaction

was substantuallyincreasing in velocity startingatT = 320...330K.

For ACD-6 the average rate of aluminum oxidation (dm/dr) was about r- 0.018 gls within

the water temperature range 330K-510K. It rose to O.039g/s :2:510K andP=20.0 MPa.

The final degree of aluminum oxidation as high as <p =0.95 .0.

the water 330K-510K the rate aluminum

oxidation (dm/dr) was about ~ 0,008 gis, and dm/dr

aluminum oxidation was <p = ,0.

The analysis of ACD-6 II oxidation products has revealed that their general

oxidation degrees, as well as chemical and phase composition on

"H20 : AI" ratio. When ratio was low (H20 : Al < 2) the oxidation resulted in powder

including solid agglomerates that may vary in size, their composition being: a-Ah03 up to

80...90% by mass, a-Aho3, AIOOH up to 10%, and Al up to 10%. The degree of aluminum

oxidation was steadily growing (up to 1) with the "H20: AI" ratio (up to 5), as this took place

the number of the agglomerates to percentage of boehmite the powder

reached 100%. In the most of our experiments according to X-ray analysis the boehmite

crystal size was 600...900 The average median size the particles was 1 mcm, being

3 times as great as that of initial species.

The second set of experiments was conducted with a cylindrical reactor volume 3.51,

internal diameter 100mm, and 500mm in length. The reactor was charged with suspension

containing 150-200 g of ACD-4 or ACD-6 aluminum powder and 750-1200 cm3 of distilled

water.
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reactor Was being heated.<itrate. 'J.• 4°C/illiIl.till the water temperature .reached 520K,

after that the heating was switched off. When th~t~n1peratureoLthe suspension

exceedeq }40-350K. its further.growth was.dlle to.the heat released in oxidation process,

the temperature gradient being ~ 25° C/min for ACD-4 and .~6QoC/minfor ACD-6. The

average velocity. o[ah.lil1inurnPowdero;;ciqatioIlgrewcpnsiderabIY.i:}s against the. small

reactor: within thy temperature ri:lIlgeT=200--;-260°C it achieyedO.3gfor and.l.lg for

ACD-6. Thytemperature of340K and the.maximal velocity oxidation (3g/s) was

achieved at H20:Al = 5:1. The oxidation prpductwasa superdispyrsed powder.consisting of

10Q% boehmite, itE>crystalsize was 600A and the particle size wasl-.;-20mcm, the

ayerage.size being l4il1cil1. In. this. reactor the.totalperiod.of oxidationafteracl1iyyement of

T=70°Cwas.600s for200g ofA<:l)...4 aluminum, aIld300s

Therefore, .the. obtained. results .have testified that the autoclave method of. boehmite

manufacture does not allowhigh velocity ofAloxidationand,cortsequeIltly, cannotproyide

high rate of hydrogen release.

To accelerate the hydrothermal oxidation of aluminum and boehmite (aluminum oxide)

formation we chose to heat the water suspension to the needed temperature 550-590K.

With this in mind we prepared aluminum powder suspension in water with their ratio (1: 5--;-6)

and sprayed it into a water-charged reactor preliminary heated to the required 570--;-590K.

The experimental flow-through reactor was made of a tube sized 76xlOmm, its total

volume being 31. The reactor was heated with outward nichrome spiral of total capacity 3 kW,

and insulated. Two connecting pipes were provided at its top; the sprayer was inserted into the

central axially located pipe, the second pipe served to withdraw hydrogen. The bottom was

conical and a hole in its center was provided to withdraw boehmite suspension.

Aluminum-water suspension with pre-assigned H20:AI ratio was prepared in a special

mixer under continuous stirring and fed into the reactor with the help of a high-pressure

plunger pump (up to 40.0 MPa). The suspension flow adjustment within the range 5-33 em:'

was provided with the help of the plunger pump.

The experimental development of the aluminum powder (ACD-6) oxidation process in

the flow reactor at continuous operation resulted in determination of the required work

parameters that may provide the maximal velocity of aluminum oxidation:

- nominal temperature of the reactor housing preliminary heating is 600 - 620K;

- "I-hO: AI" ratio is 6.5-8.0;

- the velocity of the Al/water suspension heating up to 300 °C/s was provided through

atomization of the spray;
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constant

reactor 580-600K;

pVLLVU needed for complete the oxidation of rl.."-,L/'--V a.luminum-at

600K is 80-;.-100 s.

regular 11',tPT"\l-::>'!c granting complete oxidation of aluminum and

the boehmite

amounts that atbottom connecting pIpewrtndrawn throughsuspension

least 500cm3 ofwater

The developed design of the flow-through reactor ofvo1ume 31 provided 100% oxidation

controtled through its· drying

rtn·"""" boehmite nowderof

hydrogen (~100% nnr,h,\

practically unchanged (800 900 A), the average median size
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APPRAISAL Pt-CATALYSTS AND PREDICTION

OF DEVELOPMENT WORK DUTY IN INDUSTRIAL

TECHNOLOGY OF REFORMING OF BENiiNE'USING

NON-STATIONARY KINETIC MODEL

A.V. Kravtsov, s,n Ivanchina, S.A. Galashtn, ns, Poluboyartsev

Tomsk Polytechnic University, Chemical technological department,

Lenin ave. 30, Tomsk, 634034, Russia,

Fax: +7(3822)563435, E-mail: ied@Zmail.ru

Processing of hydrocarbon raw materials is characterized by multi component

composition of raw materials, variety of simultaneous reactions with very discriminate rates,

.bifunctional nature of applied catalyst and strong catalytic stimulation by means of activation

and deactivation effects.

The principle physicochemical components aggregating in complicated feed was based

model kinetic construction of gasoline processing (1, 2]. Detailed mechanism registration of

feed components interaction (reagent and admixture) with catalyst is of fundamental

importance in mathematical model creation. It makes mathematical model invariant to feed

stock changes. At the same time, the main reasons of Pt-contacts deactivation (ageing,

chlorine and sulfur poisoning, coking) was marked out and mechanism of each processes was

mathematically described. The reasons and mechanism of deactivation can. be related to

different active catalyst center, catalyst with different chemical composition, unused and

regenerated catalyst. These processes can be called selective deactivation for, bifunctional

catalyst. Investigation of detailed deactivation mechanism give the opportunity to forecast

duration and operating practices of process work cycles, and .what is very essentially,

operating practices change with feed stock changes. In particular, non-stationary kinetics

predetermines catalysts choice for concrete processes on basis of model, which adequately

describes real process. As a whole, the structure of intelligence computing system is showed

in the picture.

Practical propositions of hydrocarbon raw materials processing theory were used for

improvement of industrial processes, operation enhancement of commercial plant of gasoline

and aromatic hydrocarbons making. Computing system on basis of non-stationary kinetics
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model allows to get resglts inpractkallyimportantgirecti()ns: catillystte~ting,ioptimizationof

catalyst gasoline

Forecasting computer allows to determining catalysts activity level usmg

chromatographic stable catalysate. Catalyst activity level is

divided into initial, current and optimal. Quantification of current catalyst activity level is raw

materials aromauzation

E

k o . RT fCc)

E - measure of intermolecular energy content, which is essential for reaction passing

probability. Current catalyst level is calculated through aromatic hydrocarbons going

out. It reflects operating of plant regime on the current and composition of

Processing rate (second factor) composition of stock (third

influence on current catalyst activity level. Characteristics of current level (different

were for models and showed, that regeneration and

regimes after period influence on

IS by measure probability. It is expressed

by a formula:

- measure of molecular collisions frequency. It defined by number and of

active centers. - probability or entropy of molecular collisions.

necessary manufactured condition to required proportion between target

reforming and balance formation and hydrogenising structure, which is determined

proportions of and sites. Selective admixture «poisoning» (water and

surveys give opportunity to choose processing which can provide

reactor maximum performance (maximum performance is in terms of octane-terms), that

is catalysts In case toxic substances become gas promoters.

Activity catalyst forecasting service cycle and overall service life period, which is

accomplished on the model, allow to evaluate catalyst capabilities, deactivation speed

depending on volume and quality of feed stock.

Thus, using pursued researches we can get the following conclusions:
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1. Catalyst selection depends on peculiarity of technology and hydrocarbon composition

of feed stock. Objective appraisal of application effectiveness (different

comm~rcial mark) and 0pt;ratingconditiolls is possible only by direct methods of

of real potential Pt-contract with using kinetic model.

calculating activity leveladrriits to correct

. operating practices and determine source of deleterious influence on catalyst

(admixture in raw materials,changingofr<iW materials of non-

stocjUOllJletrlc components in raw materials).

t metals dispersion during reduction is determined by chlorine

temperature. It has extremal nature. At .. that «Activity»

program quantitative assessment of carbon burning regime, refacing .and is very

important.

4. Carbon deposition the active sites depends on equilibrium-hydrogenation

polymerization reaction. Optimal activity of Pt-contacts canbe.calculated by value of

thermodynamic and kinetic parameters depending on catalyst mark and catalyst

operating regime.

5. Prediction of catalyst data is process

rigidity and composition of feed stock. It is calculated using «Prognoz»prpgram.
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EFFICIENCY OFHEATRECOVERYVERSUS<MAXIMUM
CATALYSTTEMPERATUREINA REVERSE-FLOW COMBUSTION
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PedagogicalUniversity ofCzestochowa,

ul. Armii KrajoweIj3/15, 42-201 Czestochowa, Poland
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Methane.has .. global warming.potential (GWP) several times higher
Furthermore, is~mittedJromahost of sources and thus produces a
contributionto.overallglobal w~nlling(the estimated share ofCH4 is aroullc<i~Q%O).

qUflIltities oflilethanearee:}(haustedtot!J.i3 atmosphere with coal-mine ventilation
very low CH4 content (0.1 - 1 voLl)io).•Th~ global emission of methane from IS

estimated at>ro~ghlY'<15 !\1t/yea~'J\pa~ from the environmental impac!this leads to
considerableenergYJossP~' as.lnethane.is a fuel in its own right. Unfortullately, the
concentr~ti?npf methane inye11tilatio~ilir is too low tosupporthOlnoge11t~()us cQrnbustion.
Thus, thp qnly viable option is catal:ytic.oxidationjniln ilwothefll1alre\Ters~-P8"Yryactor
fitt9d with an ellcyrgy "Yithdrawal~)lstel11 to recover the heat from the hottestpa~s.of the
catal:ytic.bed. Extensive. simulatiqns reveal that, for CH4 concentrations in' the' feed air
belo",,1 vo1.%O:.the efficient heat recove~ from the reactor becomes fairly complex. The
ave~ageH()""rate of ventilation air.emitted [row a single shaft is.about 7°°,000 In

3(STP)/h;
if .""e. assUllle. that the energy .recoycry. rewains •... a. vi~ble alte~atiYt as..long .. asCI:4
concentratiori.exceeds OAvol.%, the.• heat. flux. ~enerated due. to •. theo.)(id~tion .: would be
almost28M'Y (andeven~~out70 !\1W at Ptakmethane concentrations). SuSh ~uantities
of energy cannot be utilized .as low-quality heat,and the sol~ practical solution is. the
prodllction •.. ~f hi~h-pressure .steam, .: which. can .furtherbe....used. to •• gpnerateelectricity.
In order to.find the .efficientheat recovery meth~d.frowa reyerse-~ow 1l1ctha~eco1l1bustor

a llcumber .of si
111ulations

based onwathematic~lwo?elofthepr~cess were perf0rn1ed. The
simulations we~e.c~~ied out for t""o differe~t types ofcatalyst. Initially, thepatalyst used
was that basedon!\1n02 .:but it occwre?, that 111aximumte111perature. approaching 100a PC
in the catalyst bed could be dangerous for safe catalyst work. Then, in order to ensure lower
maximum .: temperatures· within .the .:catalytic.' bed (and thus, •. additionally •. to ..• avoi<i. the
homogeneous combustion in the gas phase)' the. other-catalyst was used with palladium-as
an active component. The simulations are regarded asapreliminary analysis-of the process.
Consequently, the exact values of the parameters characterizing th~ste~m producedare not
specified (these parameters determine, in turn, steam temperatures -in the various parts of
the installation). However, since the boilers usually. produce. superheated steam at a
pressure of aboutA MPa or higher, we can tentatively assume that the system.should
guarantee the generation of steam of at least such quality. In such a system the low
temperature section includes a water heater (economizer), while the high-temperature part
incorporates a steam superheater. The evaporators operate at intermediate temperatures.
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Schematic diagram ofa reverse-flow

reactorwith heatrecovery the hot gas

withdrawal

In general, the heat of reaction can be
withdrawn either of the two ways. In a
method termed "central cooling" the
whole gas stream flows through the heat
exchanger. On the other hand, the
technique of "hot gas withdrawal"
(Fig. 1) is based on feeding the boiler

with a part of the hot gas withdrawn from the central part of the reactor, which is then
discharged to the atmosphere. The simulations revealed that hot gas withdrawal would
enable higher efficiency of the heat recovery than "central cooling", so in present study
only this method is analyzed. A drawback of the hot gas withdrawal is that a part of the gas
stream passes only through a half of the catalyst bed, whereupon it leaves the system
without participating in the reaction occurring in the second half. Effective conversion of
the reactor about 90% can be obtained, however. On the other hand the temperature of the
gas withdrawn from central part is high enough, that some additional fixed catalyst bed
located on this side stream allows obtainment of nearly full methane conversion.
Thus incomplete conversion is not a real problem when this solution is applied.

The mathematical model used for simulations is a one-dimensional in space, two phase
model, both for heat and for mass transfer. It takes into account the effective thermal
conductivity in the solid phase and dispersion i.n the gas phase.

Energy balancefor the gas

The economizer is commonly fed with treated water at a temperature slightly above 373 K
(100 0C), although present-day boilers enable the cooling of the; gas to about 333 K (60°C)
by utilizing a part of the heat in the water trelltment plant. The steam produced usually has
a temperature of about 723 K (450°C). These assilmptio:i1s result in the following
conditions: incorporating the various elements of the boiler into the heat withdrawal system
and, simultaneously, providing sufficiently high temperature difference between the heating

medium (gas from the reactor) and the
medium that consumes heat (water and
steam) requires that the gas temperature
at the inlet to the boiler system should be
at least 823 K .(550 °C), and that the gas
itself should not be cooled below 333 K.
These conditions lead to approximate
temperatures characterizing the heat
withdrawal system. Obviously, the higher
the gas temperature at the boiler inlet the
better. Too high gas temperatures in the
reactor lead to yet another group of
problems (among others, too large a
contribution of the homogeneous
combustion resulting in rapid catalyst
destruction).

Fig. 1

aT ned a2T )o= - n c --g + e g p,g p --g + a S (T - T -!1H r:
g p,g az p a 2 c g homeg Z

(1)
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Molar balance ofCH4 in the gas phase

transport from thebulkgas to theicatalyst surtace

with appropriate oouncarv conditions.

The kinetic equations, used for both examined were obtamed
Institute of Catalysis in Novosibirsk.

The simulations revealed, that there is a visible contradiction between efficiency of heat..
recovery aimed to high-pressure steam production and maximumtemperature in the bed.

The heat recovery in the bed
3, as a function of inlet methane concentration

temperature [ ·Cl

1 -l------------=.;;:=~

• ~~Av.. boilerinlet

.... '" Av. boilerinlet
(MnO)

900 +-----::;;=+-"""1'1

600 t--'lf~'----~,,""-'---I

500 +---.,---.,---.,---..-.-.,-----1 L ---'I
0.20.80.6

Inlet CH4 vet %

0.8 -----:;;or=-

Fig. 2 Heat recovery coefficient as

a function of inlet methane concentration.

temperatures as
a function ofinlet methane concentration
(solid lines). Average inlet temperature to
the boiler shown by the dashed

Input data for simulations were selected as for pilot plantprocess:mg300QO m3 (STP) of
ventilation air. There is a lot of degree of freedom wheniselecting the process parameters,
since one can assume various combinations of inert and. catalystsection length, apparent
gas velocity in the reactor, size and shape of the catalyst and inertfiHing, various reversal
times and many others. In the case presented the parameters: that way to
obtain lowest possible temperatures in the catalyst
destruction mainly due to appearance of homogeneous combustion in the gas phase. One
should be aware, however, that this aim is inconsistent with very high efficiency of the heat
recovery, since the lower temperature the lower heat recovery coefficient.
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On the one hand this conclusion seems to be obvious, while hot gas withdrawn is .always
cooled down to the same target temperature. In our case it was 333 K (60 DC). On the other
hand, however, this effect could have been compensated by higher flowrate of the hot gas
withdrawn in these cases when the gas has lower temperature. Unfortunately such
compensation is not sufficient enough. For Mn02 catalyst and 1 vol% o[C1-4 29% of hot
gas could be withdrawn without danger of the reactor extinction, while for the same
methane concentration this amount could be enlarged only to maximum 34% while Pd
catalyst is used (an optimal value is about 30%). As one can see inFig: in these case
decrease of average inlet temperature to the boiler exceeds 200.K

Conclusion

Design of the reverse-flow combustor from the point of view of the heat recovery
efficiency and maximum temperature in the bed is .a matter-of compromise-.High.hea]
recovery coefficient demands high gas temperature at the boiler inlet. On the other hand
high catalyst temperature promotes homogeneous gas phase combustion what could result
in the catalyst destruction.
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heat-capacity.of'rhe catalyst, J kg'
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mOlar gas flux, mol m" sol
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time, s
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effective thermal conductivity,Wm- I
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1. Introduction

Related to the control of acid rain, new regulations must be taken into account to control

the emission of S02 and NOx. A simple, Gas-Solid technology to be applied to sulfur dioxide

control is based on the injection of a basic reagent, mainly calcium hydroxide, in the duct in

order to capture the pollutants.

The modelling of "in duct" reactors desulphurization processes at low temperatures

was performed using models based on the .: gas-solid kinetics and based "on non-linear

empirical models obtained from the fitting of experimental results using neural network

analysis. A comparison between both procedures is given in the paper.

2. Expertmenta!

The prediction of the S02 removal efficiency was performed from data obtained in an

entrained flow reactor at pilot scale which is described elsewhere [1, 2]. The operational

the that determines contact period between gas and solid phases the flow

reactor (or duct). Pilot plant data covered the intervals of Ca/S 1.5-18 (molar basis) and

residence times 0.3-4 seconds. The influence of other variables in the gas-solid reaction was

also considered in the experimental planning: relative inlet

concentration 1000-2000 ppmv, and temperature 50-70°C.

3. Modelling results

At a microscopic level, the modelling of the gas-solid reaction takes place in the

duct reactor was based on the application of the shrinking core / grain equations to any single

particle at any axial position along the reactor with the corresponding boundaryconditions.

The extent of reaction for a given grain was calculated from the shrinking radius with time.

The overall reaction rate included the terms of surface reaction and >diffusional mass

transfer resistance in the productlayer of the grain. The intergram mass transfer resistance

was considered negligible, checked in previous studies [3]. The estimation of parameters,

product layer diffusivity and kinetic constant, was based em the criteria of •least square

minimization related to the experimental data of SOi concentration in the gas phase along the

reactor. The obtained results indicated that the controlling step is the diffusional resistance in
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the SIl1t1u]latJOD •,-,"",H"., as

representative.

As a non-linear empirical neural network was used for the

prediction of the S02 removal efficiency in the in-duct desulfurization reactor. The process

COIIceitltnltioin values at

any axial positionalongthereadoraretheolltput -,- target values [4]/The predicted profiles of

S02 concentratio.l1aIo.l1g theryactor atdiffert::nt residencetilllcs are~howninFigure 1 (b); that

indicates a better prediction for higher efficiency levels of S02 removal in comparison to the

mechanistical approach (see Figure 1 (a».
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1. Introduction

The conventional method for tluoride removal from

involves cnenncai precioitation process [1],[2],[3].

precipitation IS the most common treatment

adding alkali such as the

the fluoride exhibits

a solid-liquid

employed to remove fluoride,

technology. Fluoride is removed

wast~\Vater pH to the

IS

high

wastewaters. alternative IS

1. Schematic•• representation
of the fluidized bed.

at

Reaction is induced by .the addition calcium

reagent The fluoride covered grains are removed from

suitable seed material (in this case sand) in

pumped in direction through the "'Arc,,...fr,-s-

a the is kept

instead of conventional precipitation.

The aim of this work is to study the recovery of fluoride in a fluidized bed reactor in

viable technically conditions.

2. Process and System description top outlet

The process is based on the crystallization of calcium
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the bottom

Simultaneously to the precipitation upon the grains (heterogeneous nucleation), two

unwanted processes occur: nucleation in the liquid phase (homogeneous and secondary

nucleation) and abrasion of the mineral layer in the bed. Both processes lead to small particles

(referred as "fines"), which leave the bed at the top and fOTII1,together whit the remaining

fluoride in solution, the fractioll of the fluoride that is not recovered in the reactor [5].

Heterogeneous primary nucleation may be occurs so the calcium. fluoride precipitation

takes place upon the sand surface. For this purpose, significantly lower supersaturations may

require [7]. In practice, a small

primary nucleation happens at

fluoride concentration of 100-200

Recycle ratio required to

obtain a fluoride concentration to

rp",{~tor circulation system

Fluidized
Bed

Reactor

Ca(OHh

recycle IS

the

nucleation.

[4].

prevent

addition,

necessary in

appropriate calcium dosage Figure 2 shows the tlurdized

The efficiency of fluoride removal was calculated by measuring the concentration of both

fines arid dissolved stream. dimensionless conversion (X), fines

fraction (XF) and efficiency (precipitated fluoride upon sand) (XR) are defined as:

x = W F,dis in - W F,dis out

WF,infl

X
_ W F,tines

F -
wF,infl

3. Experimental Procedure

Calcium fluoride precipitation was conducted in continuous fluidized bed reactor. The

reactor was filled with sand grains up a height 0[0.20 ± 0.01 m. The sand grains Sizes

within the rangeofl.5· 10-4 to 3· 10-4 m.

Synthetic wastewaters with a fluoride content of 300-2,000 mg- r l are treated.

Chemical grade reactants and demineralized were used. The temperature in the fluidized

bed was 20 ± 2°C. Fluoride in outlet streams was measured by specific fluoride ion electrode.

Experiments and experimentalconditions are listed in Table 1.
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1. Expenmental conditions.

SRI.l

lRl.1

2Rl.l

(:F,in

(mg- r 1
)

300

2,000

2,000

(Ca/F);n
(-)

1.1

1.1

.1

.<:F,in reactor

(mg- r 1
)

150

136

136

34

34

200

200

266 30
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generation inthe flllidi~e(l.1Jed

a function of supersaturation.
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[
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~ J
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I

fines [4],[5],and therefore the generation

4. Results and discussion

Figure 3 presents the effect of the inlet fluoride

concentration (Fin) on the finesgeneratiOll' FrOIll

figure it is possible to prove that a high local

supersaturation. favors the<.homogeneousnucleation

Fluoride concentrations higher than 150 mg/l

imply.about20%of fines. In practice,it has

worked with a fluoride concentration •. smaller that

[6],[7],[8].

150 mg/l.

Figure 4 shows the dimensionless fluoride streams defined by eq. (1) as a function of the

time in the fluidized bed.

30040 60 80 100

(min)

1 Recirculation

8020 40 60

Time (min)

oiE--~--,---...-----I

o

Without Recirculation

0,2

1,2 -,----...---------,

::::: 0,8

'"! 0,6

~ 0,4·

Figure 4. Dimensionless fluoride streams in the fluidized bed as a function
of time. l1'li = conversion (X), !:J. = fines (XF) , '* = efficiency (XR)

The conversion of the process (X) is the same in all the studied case for Ca/F molar ratio

equal to 1.1. However, the fines fraction (XF) and therefore, the efficiency (XR) of the process

is different. In stationary-steady, with 1 and 2 recicurlations, the fluoride removal efficiencies

are 48% and 39% respectively, while without recirculation the efficiency is around 80%.

The local supersaturation ratio is significantly higher in fluoride dilution tank due the

recycled calcium excess. This is proposed to be the cause of the homogeneous nucleation and
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could be the reason an

nucleation in the reactor is lower than without recirculation.

5. Conclusions

High global;supersaturation level.decreased the fluoride removal efficiency due to the

formation of fines.

The main processes concerning the precipitation of ca1ciumfluorideinafluidizedbed in

viable technically conditions were establisbed.Fines produced by nticleationiriliquid

phase (homogeneous and secondary nucleation arid .molecular· growth) at the reactor

dilute tluonde

It is not possible to obtain efficiencies bigger than technically'conditions

where it is necessary to dilute the influent •through recirculation. In this sense

important control supersaturation at the system.
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Abstract

Kinetic study of Nitric Oxide (NO) decomposition over copper ion-exchanged ZSM-5

zeolitewasihvestigated ina packed bed tubular reactor:' The catalyst was prepared from Na-

exchanged

ammoma zeollte latticeiprior beingion-exchangedwithcoppetions.

which.the maxnnam-conversron occurs.

the maximum

into.Ns-occurred at 400-450 were.perform~dat350,

examine the reactionmechanisms closeto the temperaturewith the maximum NO conversion,

and at both sides.ofthat-temperature where conversions intoNz decrease.

The reaction order of NO and the rate constant, °cwere obtained.

The orders of NO concentration in the reaction rate were 1.05, 1.13 and 1.63 at 350,450 and

550°C respectively. The order of NO in the reaction rate was very close to 1 at 350 -c
whereas at 450 and 550°C derivation from the first order was observed.

It was concluded that the reaction mechanisms at the both sides of the most effective

temperatures were different The general form of the reaction rate reported literature

confirmed temperatures greater than the effective temperature new

reaction mechanism . and ·anew ··reaction '/rate /were proposed, which-ishewed that the

dependence of NO decomposition-was first order concentration the absence of

oxygen and the reciprocal of the rate increased linearly with.theoxygen-ecncentratiou when

oxygen was present.
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1.. Introduction

Supported .. noble. metals catalysts are used widely in air pollution control system. A major

limitation imposed on the reliable ioperationanduseful lifetime of such catalysts is their

susceptibility to..poisoning small •.. amount poison .. compounds .. in. the •. feed.

Poisoning of Ptly-Ah03by organo silicones has been reported in total oxidation ofvolatile

organic compounds [1-3] and catalytic sensing elements for detecting flammable gas [4,5].

Present work examines the influence of HexaMethyIDisilOxanei(HMDSO) as a-poison

precursor on the activity catalyst, during total oxidation asa.YQC

model compound. HMDSOwasselectedasapoisonprecursor because it is a monomer of

other-silicon oils ·and EtAc is one of· the .most frequentlyencountered VOC .indifferent

industries while its complete oxidation is difficult. A series of fast deactivation experiments

with high level of poison concentration have been performed and the residual activities have

been measured.

2. Experimental

1. Reactor setup

The experimental setup includes a parallel feedarrangement, a micro-injection pump (from

ALiTEA),a· vaporizer, ·apreheater and a small fixed bed reactor. Two sample points .just

before-the reactor inlet and.after the reactor outlet were provided for online analyzing.

The Fixed bed was- stainless steal tube reactor with 36 mminternal diameter and 180.mrn

height equipped with an electrical mantel. Two total hydrocarbon analyzers (from Brenath

Atomic, model 3006) were used to measure the inlet and outlet hydrocarbon concentrations.
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CO andCQ2 in th~.prqductstreamwere meesuredsitnllltanequ§lYiusiJ:lg

Electronic, wo.ddZRF).

aI1alyzer (Fuji

1.2. Material

High purity v-alumina extrudate from SASOL were used as the catalyst supports. Pure EtAc,

98.8%, and pure HexaMethylDisilOxane (HMDSO), 98+% supplied by Sigma Aldrich.

1.3. Catalyst

The catalysts were prepared by the using the impregnation method. Jhe support is an alumina

extrudate with a surface area in the range of 95-135 m2/g and a diameter of 3 and length

approx. 12 ITllU' After impregnation and careful washing, pellets are dried and then calcined at

500°C and reduction step with hydrogen at 300 - 500 The target Pt loading on the

catalyst was 900 ppm.

1.4. Activity measurements

Activititl~ . of. the ..fresh..S(italysts were measured

temperatures, 250,300,325 and 350 "C. gas hourly space ve16City (GHSY) was set at

11500 n', equal to 11.5 lit/min fresh air containing 420 ppm EtAc.

1.5. Fast deactivation experiments

Fast deactivation experiments were performed using 60 ml catalyst. InIC!t temperature was

350°C and the gas hourly space velocity was set at 11500 h-1
. A solution of 4.8 vol%

HMDSO in EtAc has been injected into the hot air stream in vaporizer. In each experiment

EtAc first was introduced to the reactor until steady-state conversion and temperature were

achieved. The feed was then switched to HMDSO+EtAe. Deactivation continued for 10 h.

The heating and poison injection then stopped and reactor cooled to room temperature for 14

h in a fresh airstream (11,5 lit/min). After this period the temperature of reactor increased to
,., .•. '.. .'. '. . . '.' '. •. .......>;. : i'- ,-;- \ ">',' ~~y .'

350°C to check the residual activity.

3. Result and discussion ..

Activity measurements on fresh catalyst showed more than 99.4% EtAc conversion at 350°C.

Figure 1, shows the/conversion of EtAc to CO2 for 10h deactivation: The catalyst lost its

activity very quickly during first 5 hours of experiments. The change in activity is very rapid

especially at the first minutes of deactivation. After 30 minutes, while theEtAc conversion
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been undergone some kind of partial oxidation reactions. After

remained almost unchanged at 25%. Following to the deactivation period for 10h, catalyst
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Figure 2 Regeneration of fast deactivated Pt/y-A1203 catalyst after 14 h exposing to fresh air (11.5 l/min),
Inlet temperature 350°C, GHSV 11500 h'l, EtAc concentratlon

point after this period,was cooled down for 14 hours .in.a fresh

showed about, 71 % conversion to C02, 350 meanscatalyst recovered about

45% of. its initial activity after removing the poison from feed stream. Figure 2, shows the
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deposited in form of organo material, which during the poison exposure saturated the catalyst

surface. The activity molecules.

FTIR analysis of deactivated samples [8] proves the existence of Si-R on the catalyst surface.

4.

The presence of HMDSO during total oxidation of EtAc represents a serious poisoning of

Ptly-Ab03 catalyst. Removing the poison from feed, and increasing

The

oxidation of organo silicon compounds leads to deposition oforgano-Si residue on the surface

species masks

inaccessible
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USING

& Ni-CaO/AI203 CATALYSTS FORJAMBIGAS FIELD UTILISATION

l)Pertamina Upstream, 14th Fl. Kwarnas, Jl. Merdeka Timur No.6, Jakarta, Indonesia.

2)Wo/fton Catalysis Centre, ICL, University ofOxford, South Parks Road, Ox!ord,UK

Introduction

Thecollsumption fossil fuels is set to increase in the il11mediate future, although

alternatives to crude oil wilLbe necessary,since oil depletion is predicted for around 2020.

Natural gas is one of the best alternatives-being both cleanerto the environment and available

in vasfdeposits "in .many .areas"of the globe. One natural' gas .. reserve found "amorigst

Indonesia's 16,000 islands, at Jambi, Sumatra (Fig. 1). This is interesting because itIs

composed predominantly of C02 (see Table 1). This stranded field still was undeveloped due

to unutilised high CO2 content. An alternative strategy would be to gas

mixture to synthesis

40

59

0.2

0.8

Compositions

C02

CH4+ C2+ hydrocarbons

HzS/ Impurities

N2

dioxide and steam reforming of methane using H20; the synthesis gas can then be used for the

production of a wide variety of chemicals and fuels using gas-to-liquids technology

e.g. Shell's SMDS.

This has three major advantages compared with the LNG .route: i) less stages

will be needed; ii) dry reforming is an effective .way of

1. Dry composition of the incorporating CO2 in the products, which will eventually

Natuna natural gas field. end up, for example, as fuel powering an engine.and iii)

the cost of gas injection to underground reservoir will be
mol. %

lower, since there will be much less remaining after

thereforming process. In this study, it will be shown

that ..•... unpromoted and promoted .nickel catalysts -are

active and stable for methane dry reforming to synthesis

gas with high CO2 content natural gas feedstocks, such

as those found at West Jambi Gas Field.
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Indian Ocean

Pacific Ocean

Experimental

Catalysts were

synthesised using the wet

impregnation method outlined

in detail-before and catalyst

testing. was carried out in a

quartz microreactor with on

line product analysis via a

Hewlett-Packard 5880A G.C.

Fig. 1. The location of Jambi gas field in Indonesia.

Results and Discussion

2% nickel on y-alumina, W03 doped 2% nickel on y -alumina and CaO doped 8% nickel

on magnesia were tested for methane dry reforming, and the results and reaction conditions

are shown Figure 2. It can seen that allthree of the catalysts were stable for the duration

of the reactions (approx. 80 h). In addition the reactant conversions and product distributions

were very high, close to those predicted by thermodynamic equilibrium; when the reactor

temperature was increased, higher conversions and selectivities were. achieved as predicted.

No coke formation was observed on any of the post-reforming catalysts, indicating that under

the conditions used, with excess CO2, coke formation may not be a significant problem (as is

the case for steam reforming with excess H20), although this observation does not exclude

very slow coke formation, causing reactor downtime after a period of weeks or months.

However, previous work has shown that the addition ofW03 or alkaline-earth metal oxides,

e.g. CaO, to nickel leads to more active, more coke resistant and more stable catalyst

materials. Therefore, if term coke formation is occurring these maybe

the solution.

Therefore, the application of methane dry reforming for the utilisation of high CO2

content gas fields is likely to become much more important in the future, the nickel

catalysts tested here appear to be excellent candidates; they are cheaper ~han the noble metals

and more stable than the transition metal carbides, which have also been shown to be active

and coke resistant for methane dry reforming and steam reforming.
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MACROKINETICS

\ZL. Hartmann

301650, Novomoskovsk,

Novomoskovsk: institute ofnitrogen ll1{juslJ'}'

,,,,,,..,,un. Kir()l1 str., 11, !J.jQ~~~~~QffJi~"'.i<d.1!:,

At present fine natural gas purification from H2S and small amounts sulphur

compounds occurs via its irreversible reaction with granules of high surface area zinc oxide

(1)

range of 1 ..;- atm,

space range of 600..;-

amounts now at different from 0

MaXlITLUm permissible sulfur the

nrocess IS "",,':>111'1 carried

purified gas varies within the range

absorbtion from steady ...,aU2' V I.,"" plroc,ess,es

run, m addition realization of objective - sulfur removal from a

irreversiblv reduces protective action an absorbent

2) Multilevel structure

Reaction fronts in gas and solid phases. simultaneously and interdependently move

through the bed, granules and particles of ZnO. Hydrogen sulphide diffuses through granule

pores to a surface of particles aggregates, then through intercrystalline gaps (flat dislocations)

in primary particles sulfur reaches crystallites surfaces, whence its diffusion into a crystallite

begins. Oxygen, first as atoms, and through pores

opposite direction.

It has been shown in [1], that the adjoint problem of modelling the reaction between

minor admixture of H2S in gas and bed of porous granules of ZnO (accepting first order of

reactionrate with H2S independent ones: the

expression for local determined the analysis of

absorbed/sulfur front movement through a quasistationary approximation within
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movement

should be noted, that the second problem in

hyperbolic type

andthe framework of shrinking core model

problem throughgas

the simplest

with nonlinear right members.

Fig. l)istribution of. sVlfur admixture in pores of partially
sulphurated granule. c - HzS content in gas phase
inside a gr(;lnuk;co -HzS content-in gas phase at a
granule surface; R - granule radius; rJ - core radius.

On the one hand, it was found that this problem has the solution in quadratures. On the

other hand, it turns to to a varia-ble.efficiency factor .. ofreaction

inside a granule, related to pore-diffusion resistance in its

dependence on the local value of ZnO ZnS conversion

pattern of this factor

constancy over wide of C011VE~rSlon level values, allows

model 3] to analyse and predict sulfur absorbers operation.

this model the set of equations an bed behaviour

such important process variables as the rate of use

the explicit

overall

sulfur pick-Up of loading and a time tbr of loading run before breakthrough maximum

permissible content hydrogen sulphide at the unit outlet, as well as some others, simple

analytical expressions were obtained:

lnteo--I),
Q (c,

characteristic width ofabsorbed sulfur-front

where Co - the integral average inlet gas sulfur content; Co - the instantaneous inlet sulfur gas

sulfur content; V - space velocity; Q - dynamic characteristic of absorbent; Po - overall sulfur

pick-up per unit bed volume; L - bed length. For the most of known up-to-date sulfur remov;l

catalysts (except I - 2 brands), Q values (at NTP) amount.to 7500 + 800Q,p-1 H800 h-I for
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bed overall sulfur DICK-LtD arerate of

It needs to be emphasized, that thus obtained

estimations sulfur removal run the

NIA.P.,02-05(4]). Then for a.. sulfur 1360t011l:1es per day anl1110Ilia,plant (V

600 h-I
) the absorbed sulfur front width !h (height

Inlet Outlet of the total absorbent bed length. The rate of the

P CB X absorbed sulfur movement for such a unit

under usual up-to-date conditions has the order of

magnitude of millimeters
s

Fig. 2. Sulfur distribution .. profiles .

dunng for

Taking account the reaction rate a pore-

diffusion resistance in a granule, and also characteristic values of such parameters of an

absorbent as the ratio of fresh and sulphurated absorbent diffusivities and ZnS

front width in a granule, allows to receive approximate expression basic integrated

process variable of the apparatus of a sulfur absorbtion, as the rate ii of use of the loading

overall sulfur pick-up, containing, in addition to above mentioned parameters, an effective

size R of absorbent granules, an effective diffusivity D;(I) (at normal pressure) of hydrogen

sulphide in sulfurized granule shell and operating pressure (atm) in the sulfur absorber:

a~l-l~~;:) (1+O:}n(;: -1) (2)
The effective diffusivity in a porous solid essentially depends -on parameters of the pore

structure. When zinc oxide is converted to sulphide then molar volume increases almost 1.7 folds

and it results in appreciable decrease of porosity. Dependence between porosity eo of a fresh

absorbent and ()s - of sulfurized one, can be seen from the following expression
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pores are completely

addition to a

even zreater,

a

data

absorbent bed, especsauv

diffusivity IS

Under such

rpn1()v~1 L,(Hrt' v ....... used in industry, dynamic

essenttalty because of

obtainpermitting

can take

which is ensured with the production techniques

interpretation of H2S sorbtion by ZnO granules,

properties of an certain
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-pp

2. Bohart G.S.,.AdamsE.Q, 1. Am. Chern. Soc., 42,523 (1920).

3. DanbyC.J., Davol.ldJ.G',i Everett D.H., Hinshelwood c'N, Lodge R.M.!!J .Chem. <Soc..... 1946. pp

4. TV 113-03-2002-86.

5. Obysov Golosman

II Khim,Prom. - 2000. - #10. - pp 507-511
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hydrogen

science. Because of its apparent simplicity the imres1tig<lticm

surfaces has regained experimenta] interest

surface

atonnc adE;ofiJtic)fi properties. In environmental catalvsi~. optimize

catalytic converters

taking place simultaneously and interactively is therefore needed. Isotope-labelled reactants

are therefore used to follow reaction pathways and to determine reaction mechanism. Steady-

labelled counterpart in fonn of a step or pulse

deuterium step changes have been utilised to trace the Pd-

alumina, as it eventually can help in developing a fundamental understal1dillg of the of

hydrogen in the reduction of NO.

descnbed catalyst and been

reported .' by 'Rahkamaa-Tolonen et.al i
. isotopic between and

deuterium'was studied using isotopic changesbetwee111% H2/ Arand 1% OllAr. split of the

product flow was taken through a capillaryto a quadrupole mass-spectronieter: Experiments

withD2andH20were alsoperformedto determine the deuterium exchangewith hydrogen in

water.

experifuenthydrogen was initiallypre-adsorbed surface. Dratdms

" reach the catalyst surface," the isotopicexchange takes place with' adsorbed hydrogen atoms,

and formation of HD'was immediately observed. The production ofwaterwas observed iII the

. first and last step of the experiment, which can be attributed to the reaction of chemisorbed

H*-atoms and Ol-l-groups present in the alumina support. Small amounts of HOO and 0 20
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could be observed during ,eXcperiment. Todarify the reaction

mechanism for the isotope exchange between water and deuterium experiments were

performei:L.with HzO.and .D2 .• Once. water ynteredthe refictordissociationt()()~ipla.ce.and the

isotopic products HDO, D20 and HD started to form.

The transien] step-responses were. described. quantitatively vvith.a .dynamic-plug .flow

model. Adsorption, surface reaction and. desorption steps, as well as isotopic exchange steps

were included in the model. The gas phase components and surface intermediates were

described with separate mass balances. The kinetic parameters were detefl11inedvvith non

linear regressionanalysis.Seyeral mechanistic .models vveretested taking. into •. account the

adsorptionalld .dissociation ofhydrpgt;n...An adsorptipn-assistep-d.~sorption .. mechanign. for

thy I:I2/D2-exchallgevvasalsoillclud~d intheisotope exchange .mechanisu).

mechanismhestdescribing the H2/D2 reaction.cn.Pd .was arnechanisrnwhere

reaction takes placebetweell arnolecl1leand a chemisorbed.atom forming HD:

(1)

according

H2(g)

H* + D* -7 HD(g) + 2* (5)

This result is in agreement with previous experiments, which demonstratedthat.hydrogen

is adsorbed dissociatiye1y on palladium iii . The .estimated equilibrium constant for the reaction

Hz + Dz~2.HD is 3.15whichis close to the theoreticalequilibriumconstant,3.54iYat I5S0C.

Modelling and. parameter estimationfor the ..[)z HzO reaction was also.done, Inthis
,

reaction.the adsorption-assisted-desorption between H2*and.D2had to be taken into account

to achieve agood.fit to the experimental data. This. could lead to the conclusion that

adsorption-assisted-desorption only plays a minor role in the HzlDz-exchange but have to be

considered in the reaction between deuterium and water. The .: comparison.between

experimental data and modelled simulations for the HzlDz-exchange is presented in Figure l.

Figure 2 .displays the fit of the Dz+HzO-reaction to the experimental data. As can be seen the

proposed mopel is able to describe the transient behaviour of the system.
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data 8811

Figure 1. F{zlDrexchange on
Pd/alurnina. Comparison
between experimental data
(symbols) and calculations
(curves). The degree of
explanation is 99.3%.

data

0.002

data set 1
0.014 r----,----....,-- -...,....- ---r -----,

150 200 250

Dz+HzOon
Pd/alumina; Comparison
betw~.en e)Cperirpental. data
(symbols) and c~lculations

(curves). Degree of explanation
ca 93%.

'Rahkamaa-Tolonen, K, Salmi, Murzin, D.Yu., Barreto Dillon, Karhu, H., KeiskiR.L& Vayrynen, J.
Cata. 210(1),17-29,2002
ii Miyamoto, S-I.,Sakka, T., Iwasaki, M., Can. J. Cheal. 67, 857-861
iii Miyazaki, E., 1980, 1. Catal. 65,84-94
iVBond, G.C."Catalysis by Metals", Academic Press, London, 1962
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institute ofCOlnputqtional Mathematics and Mathematical Geophysics SB

Novosibirsk, Russia

There is under certain conditions the phenomenon of spontaneous III

chemical reaction zone of travelling waves under reaction

gas mixture filtration in porous media. IS

named reverse-process. It allows specifically to utilize low-calorific fuels, for example,

venting gases ofcoal mines with methane concentration 0.5-1%.

There are possible two principal schemes of reverse-process. The first

catalytic reaction and the other homogeneous gas reaction. It is interesting this

disadvantages of these common

existence of some •common features and,

two

informative

In this connection qualitative theory of hybrid thermal wave is combining two

types of wave processes - travelling thermal waves catalytic bed and combustion waves with

gas reaction in inert porous medium. The is developed as applied to reverse-process with

operating parameters in transition region. In this region surface and volume reactions proceed

simultaneously. The theory allows us to analyze an influence of controlling parameters on main

characteristics of thermal wave, to predict regime transitions, to study unsteady-state effects. It is

shown that theoretical and experimental results are in a good agreement.

Normal mode of reverse-process operating implies regular repetition of characteristics of

temperature, concentration, and velocity fields. In other words, any disturbances, unsteady-

state reverse-process to be compensated in

cycle. Otherwise one can expect failure normal' mode. In this connection the anarvsis

hydrodynamic, thermal-diffusion and-gravitationalflame instability done

filtration combustion with homogeneous gas reaction. There was shown the principal

possibility of such types of instability experiments. The analysis of parameters, determining

flame front instability, has been carried out. It is assumed that in reverse-process some types

of instability are compensated at changing of flow direction. As far as instability of wave

front with catalytic reaction is concerned, there is not enough data on this question.
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Optimal operating regimes of reverse-process depend on many factors, Qneofthe most

important among them is process thermal efficiency.It is det~rrnined by the .value

were L1Tad is adiabatic. heating-up, The. theory of filtration coIl1bustion sh?ws that thermal

efficiency at equality of heat capacity fluxes of solid and gas phases tends to infinity. Of

course this situation is not real, for example due to heat.losses, It is darkly for the time present

what is the reality at parameter values tending to the critical condition. Experiment shows that

the combustion wave structure can change in thesecondjtions.

In frame of conception of comparison of two reverse-process schemes it is interesting to

compare global kinetic parameters for catalytic and homogeneous gas reactions. These

parameters determine which of two schemes takes place in' practice. The comparison of

methane oxidation rates in catalytic andfiomogeneous gas reaction shows that rates are

comparable at temperature close to 1000 K. At the same time appreciable scatter of date on

global kinetic parameters for homogeneous gas reaction was displayed in data of different

authors. Data analysis shows that the. sC,atter of data is due to not only by error of

measurement, but mainly by changing of global kinetic parameters at reaction path changing,

In particular if initial temperature changes proportional to the distance (the model of reverse

process), then ignition' temperature •increases and ignition delay decreases at temperature

gradient rise. The same tendency is observed under increasing of gas mixture flow rate. In

other words, methane oxidation rates, determined for the same methane oxidation mechanism,

with different temperature increasing ways, are different

Taking into account this circumstance, values of global kinetic parameters were selected

from the array of literature data based on the principle of maximum variety of chemical

reaction conditions. Among them are isothermal and nonisothermal (with temperature

gradient) conditions, conditions close to reverse-process (inverse problem of propagation of

filtration combustion wave), laminar and turbulent flame conditions and others. As a result'of

such selection there was obtained the following expression for methane oxidation rate in a

range of methane concentration 0.5-1.5 % and temperature range 800-2000K

The work was partially supported by EC Commission within the Program INca

Copernicus - 2 (contract ICA-2-CT-2000-10035)
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This paper is devoted to development' of carbon catalysts and application of catalytic wet

air oxidation for deep cleaning of polluted waters. According to experimental data graphitized

carbon, Ru-c:e02/carbon and Ru/carbon are the most highly-effective solid catalysts in

catalytic wet air oxidation aniline and phenol at elevated pressures..and temperatures ;;

(T=160 - 200 °C,Ptotal = 1.0 MPa). Use of carbon both an adsorbent and the catalyst

simultaneously let us [1] possibility to offer purification processes by use

carbon catalyst - adsorbent in a non-stationary mode. The method based on the adsorption of

pollutants at a catalytically active porous material (CAPM) and regeneration of CAPM in

medium of cleaned fluid the same reactor in that a layer of CAPM by simultaneous rise of

pressure and temperature. As CAPM we tested various types of commercial graphite-like
j

materials Sibunit with different physico-chemicalproperties [2].

Introduction

The creation of systems for wastewater treatment and a reuse of water resources is one of

technological priorities now. The most expedient way for the treatment of typical wastewater

is the Catalytic Wet Air Oxidation (CWAO) - the oxidation in a liquid phase at the elevated

temperatures and pressures with the use of specially designed solid catalysts. WAO of

dissolved toxic substances is widely investigated in the presence of different catalysts and as a

rule it is used for oxidation ofpollutant's molecules into bio-degradable compounds. Thusthe

similar processes are usually carried out in steady conditions. Accordingly our previous data

[2-5] graphite-like carbon and Ru/graphite-like carbon were shown to be effective as in the

complete oxidation of the carbon chain of variety compounds, both in nitrogen- and,st,t.lfur~

containingmolecules.
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Experimental

The experiments performed ina batch reactor [4] have shown a principal capability

simultaneously to use CAPM as agsorpcnt Mel either as Qa.t?lyst, or .as a catalyst support for

oxidation of aniline and phenol. Thus there capability to realize an adsorption,

regeneration and oxidation,by means of combination of them carried out in solution of

cleaned fluid. So for aniline and phenol adsorption on carbon catalysts at room temperature

there is a decrease of concentrations of these substances on 74 % and 92% accordingly. The

further temperature rise with simultaneous oxygen supply .results.. in oxidation

adsorbed and desorbed species on a surface of CAPM.
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1-2. The oxidation ofphenol (Fig.1) and aniline (Fig. 2) on CAPM Sibunit-t
(1,2,3 - three recycle adsorptive - catalytic operations).
Periodic mode of operation:
Time: 0-60 min - mode of an adsorption,

60 min - increasing of the temperature and pressure, supply of oxygen,
60 - 180 min - the oxidation mode

At periodic realization of process it results in a 96.4% degree of cleaning of water

solutions with initial concentration of aniline of 1.00 gil. The further experiments have shown

the activation of catalyst (the level of purification is achieved 99,99 %) starting from the

second cycle. The special methods of an activation of carbon catalyst allow: a) to decrease the.

reaction temperature from 200°C to 160°C, and b) to increase the activity of carbon up to

values comparable with activity of Ru/carbon catalyst(Tables 1, 3). Full cleaning (more than

99, 99) is possible at continuous realization of process in unsteady conditions. The

experimental results indicate that there is another way for mount to high level of cleaning

solutions by use two-stage process. So, design of more active catalytic systems allowto

oxidize aniline and phenol almost completely at 160°C (Tables 2, 3) in wet air oxidation

process, that is applicable for sharp abatement of pollutants concentration at first stage and

use catalytic - adsorptive technique for further deep cleaning of the solutionsat second stage.
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Table 1

Catalytic activity of Sibunit-s.in Aniline and phenol wet air oxidation
M Pa 100 1 19 catalyst)

Aniline oxidation

Catalyst Temperature, °C •Rea~.tion time, h Conversion,% Selectivity to Nz, %

Sibunit - 4 200 3 40 100

Sibunit-4
(activated) 160 3 56 90

Table 2

Catalytic activity ofcatalysts in phenol oxidation
(160°C, IMPaOz,)OOmlofl gil phenol, l g of catalyst).

Catalysts composition Phenol conversion, %

3 h)

Selectivity to COz, %

4%Ru/(y-Ah03*5%CeOz)

Sibunit - initial

Sibunit after first treatment by HzOz

5 % CeOzl Sibunit

5% Rul Sibunit

4% Pd / Sibunit

4.2% Ptf Sibunit

5.3% Ptf Sibunit

(0.5% Ru+ 5 % CeOz)l Sibunit

(0.4% Ru+ 5 % CeOz)l Sibunit

(0.5% Ru+ 3 % CeOz)/ Sibunit

(0.6% Ru+ 5 % CeOz)l Sibunit

99

100

99

99

97.5

91-95

100

100

100

100

100

100

22

2.3

8

1.0

1.0

1.0

19.6

100

53.3

70.4

60.8

96.3

(0.3 % Ru +0.3 % Pt)1 Sibunit 100 64.3

Table 3.

T,OC Conversion, % Selectivity COz, %

200 71 13

160 78 31

200 75 53

200 100 2

160 98 100

160 98 49

160 99 66

160 99 69
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Catalytic activity of Ru- supported catalysts in Aniline wet air oxidation
(1 M Pa 02, 100 ml of 1 gil aniline, 19 catalyst)

Catalyst

5% RuiSibunit-4

5% RuiSibunit-4 (after n,o,
activation)

4% Ru/y-Ah03 +5%CeOz

4% Pdf Sibunit

(0.4% Ru +5%CeOz)/Sibunit

(0.6% Ru +5%CeOz)l Sibunit

(0.6% Ru +4%CeOz)l Sibunit

(0.6% Ru +8%Ce02)/ Sibunit



The des~ribed ~.~tal,,Y~ts .... and method are solving .... the problem Of development

environmentally reliable method for fluids treatment and allow carrying out the adsorption of

pollutants oncarbon with following regeneration of the CAPM without the loss of

adsorptive qualities. The experiments have shown a principal capability simultaneously to use

carbon CAPMasa.dsorbentand eitherascatalyst.toras-a catalyst support for oxidation of

aniline and phenol in watersolutions.
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF METHANE VENT

GASES UTILIZATION FOR HIGH-TEMPERATURE .........L.o/IC'O..IL

PRODUCTION IN UNSTEADY-STATE OPERATION

A.S. Noskov", N.A. Clmmakovall
), O.P.Klenov 1I), P.G.TsyruJnikovD

),

V:N. Korotkikh'", V.I. Drobyshevich", L.V: Yausheva'"

a)Boreskovlnstitute ofCatalysis, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia,

b)Omsk Department ofBoreskov. Institute.ofCatalysis, 644040 Omsk, Russia,

c)Institute ofComputational Mathematics and Mathematical Geophysics,

630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

First suggestion to use the periodic reversals of gaseous reaction mixture flow in a

catalytic fixed bed with a view of high-temperature heat production was done in [1] (see

Fig. la). subsequent studies on matter have brought to light a number technical

difficulties in the process realization. First of all, that concerns the periodic changes ofthe

flow direction of the hot gaseous the heat-exchange apparatus boiler-utilizer

(position-S, Fig. la).The higher the maximaltemperature in the catalytic fixed bed, the better

is the heat utilization efficiency. Nevertheless, the industrial catalysts have a long service life

only if they are used at temperatures below 800-850°C. That restricts the range of organic

compounds concentrations in the reaction mixture to be processed with the aim of the reaction

heat utilization without catalyst overheating. These problems demanded further development

of the technique mentioned above. Some new results are presented in the report.

1

4, 2
.-

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. Reverse-process flowsheets with the reaction heat utilization: 1 - reactor, 2 - catalyst fixed
, .

bed, 3 - fixed bed of inert particles, 4 and 4 - valves, 5 - heat exchanger, 6 - by-pass with a
flow regulator.
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In the reverse-process corresponding to the scheme 2 (Fig. 1b), a part of the hot gas

stream is directed from the high-temperature central zone of the reactor into a heat exchanger

and after that passed to atmosphere. The rest stream goes throw the reactor and the second

catalyst fixed bed as in a conventional reverse-process. In contrast to the scheme 1 (Fig. la),

in that case the stream route and the hot gas flow rate in the heat exchanger are invariable in

time.

To avoid the catalyst being at rather high temperatures, we consider the scheme 3 shown

in Fig. Ic. According to this scheme, the catalyst in the central part of the fixed beds is

replaced with the inert material, while the smaller catalyst beds serve to activate the

compounds oxidation process and operate at the temperatures up to 700°C. In the central

fixed beds of inert material the homogeneous oxidation of organic compounds occurs and the

temperature is 700-950°C.

In our study the theoretical analysis of the flow sheets 1band 1c has been done by means

of mathematical modeling under the assumptions of the well known two-phase mathematical

model of the heat and mass transfer processes in a fixed bed of catalyst or inert material.

Considering the scheme 1b we used the kinetic parameters of methane oxidation on the Pd

catalyst. In the technological scheme Ic, the data of methane oxidation over the Mn-oxide

catalyst were in service. Modeling of homogeneous methane oxidation in the central fixed

beds of inert material was based on the kinetic data obtained by V.S. Salnikov.

In the report a detailed parametric survey of the influence of different control parameters

on the heat utilization efficiency is presented. Namely, we considered inlet methane

concentration (above 0.3 vol.%), catalyst and inert particles sizes, lengths of catalytic and

inert fixed beds, gas flow velocity. The study of the process operation stability in dependence

of inlet methane concentration and degree of the reaction heat utilization has been done.

The experimental study of catalytic oxidation of low-concentrated methane-air mixture in

a pilot scale unit corresponding to the scheme 2 has shown the feasibility of the method

developed. The experimental and theoretical results are in a good agreement.

The study was performed under financial support of European Commission In the

framework of the programme INCO-2 (contract No. ICA2-CT-2~00-10035) and aimed at

utilizing the methane content of vent air from coal mines for high temperature energy

production and simultaneously to convert the greenhouse methane to less harmful

compounds.

Reference:

1. RU Patent No. 1160201,1985.
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METHANOL DECOMPOSITION IN THE MICROREACTOR WITH

DIRECT RESISTANCE HEATING AND A MASSIVE COPPER

CATALYST

n.v. Andreev, L.L. Makarshin arid "Y..N.Parmon

Boreskov Institute ofCatalysis, Prosp. Ak. Lavrentieva, 5, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

fax: + 7-3832-34~30-56,' e-mail: makarshin@catalysis.nsk.su

Introduction

Microreactors are promismg facilities for production of hydrogen to be used, for

example, in fuel cells [1]. In conventional reactors for endothermic catalytic processes, heat is

supplied to the catalyst bed from the heated reactor walls due to the heat radiation from the

walls, convection and heat conductivity of the bed . There are obvious fundamental limitations

on the maximal heat flux density under these conditions that cause insufficient energy release

on the catalyst surface to complete the endothermic reaction [2].

Comparison between direct resistance and external heating

Experimental studies of the endothermic reaction of methanol dehydrogenation were

aimed at comparison of the efficiency of direct resistance heating of the catalyst' bed against

the external heat supply. A thin quartz tube (1.4 mm internal diameter, 28 em lengthjwith a
" "

copper wire coil (1 mm diameter, 4.5 em length, made from copper wire of 0.1 mm in

diameter) as a catalyst in the inside was used as the reactor. Current leads were made of

stainless steel. A cylindrical furnace was used for external heating of the quartz tube . The

direct resistance heating was achieved by passing electric current through the copper coil. The

temperature was controlled using a thermocouple mounted on the outer surface of the tube

and, additionally, by measuring resistance of the heat-evolving copper coil. Reactants (a

mixture of argon and methanol vapor, volume ratio 4:1) were fed at the flow rate of 5 ml/min.

Concentration of hydrogen was measuredby gas chromatograph.

The yield of hydrogen as a function of temperature during methanol dehydrogenation on

the copper coil is shown in Fig. 1. The reaction is seen to start at a 50°C lower temperature in

the case 'of direct heating by electric current passed through the ""coil than in the case of

external heating, hysteresis being observed in the former case with hydrogen evolved in a
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inner heating
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Fig. 1. The H2 yield vs. temperature during
methanol decomposition on the copper coil

a

Fig. SEM photos of extemal'heated (a) and
intyI11al heated (b) copper wire.

It looks like the copper coil surface is modified on direct heating that favors the effective

catalytic reaction. Microscopic studies (Fig.2) reveal that surface microcracks appear on the

coil subjected to direct heating (b) but not on the coil heated by external furnace (a).

Additional experimental data allow us to suppose that the defects are generated on the copper

surface under the simultaneous action of the sharp temperature drop (coil - reaction mixture),

electric current and the reaction products. The data obtained at alternating external and direct

heating also indicate the higher efficiency of the direct heating due to modification of the

copper surface in the course of the catalytic reaction. Notice that the copper coil modified this

way behaves further as a more effective catalyst irrespectively of the method used for heating.

Methanol decomposition in steel tubular microreactor with monolithic

catalyst

We studied thermal decomposition of methanol (CH30H=2H2+CO) in tubular steel

micro reactor (100 mm long, i.d.=l mm) with direct ohmic heating and monolithic copper as a

catalyst. Four microreactor profiles with different relative surface/volume (S/V) ratio were

used. I. Empty steel tube, S/V=l. H. Steel tube with copper wire (0.65 mm in diameter)

inside, S/V=1.9L Steel tube with copper wire (0.95 mm in diameter) inside, S/V=10.5.

IV. Steel tube with two nickel wire (each 0.5 mm in diameter) inside, S/V=3.57. Test runs of

the microreactors were carried out with CH30H vapor-Ar mixture (1:4 molar ratio) in the

temperature range of 170-450 "C and at the values of residence time 0.05-1 sec. The reaction
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temperature dependencies

yi~ld·. (Fig3) indicate that

increasing of SN ratio provides

more-effective H2 output at the same

temperatures. Besides, the material

of inner element of the microreactor

plays an important role - profile II

(Cu-wire) with less S/V ratio turns

out to be more effective that profile

In

despite the fact that specific surface

of the monolithic copper is very low, its catalytic activity in .the methanol conversion takes

place. We also tested our microreactor with a conventi6naFPd/Ccatalyst without Inner

elements. One can see (Fig.3), that microreactor with massive copper catalyst S/V

ratio, and consequently with high rates of heat

microreactor withdispersedPd/C catalyst.

transfer, approaches effectiveness of

Conclusions

1) The endothermic methanol dehydrogenation catalyzed by copper metal is more

efficient at the direct resistance heating of the catalyst than at the external convective heating.

2) The direct heating modifies the copper catalyst surface .• during methanol

dehydrogenation that results in lowering of the reaction temperature and an increase in the

hydrogen yield.

3) Described microreactor with massive copper catalyst with high SN ratio and with

direct ohmic heating provides high rates of heat and mass transfer. Such low cost sectional

microreactors with the exchangeable inner elements are very promising in hydrogen

production for various applications.

References

(1] W. Wiese, B. Emonts, R. Peters. J. Power Sources 84 (1999) 187

[2] Yu.L. Aristov, V.N. Pannon,V.r. Anikeev et al., Thermochemical conversion of solar en~rgy in solar

catalytic reactors. New Horizons in Catalysis. Collected works of Institute of Catalysis, Novosibirsk 1985,

p.16.
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CATALYSTS FOR PURIFICATION OF INDUSTRIAL GAS EXHAUSTS
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(THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE OFI~DUSTRIALEXPLOITATION)

Barelko v:.v:.***,Prudnikov A.A.*, Bykov L.A.*, Khromov V.A.**, Bubnov K.I.**,

Manukovsky Yu.D**

*JSC "Chemphyst" (Chernogolovka), **JSC "Refrigeratonplani STINOL" (Lipetsk),

***Institute ofProblem ofChemical PhysicsRAS{Chernogolovka)

The process is organized with the catalysts on the baseofsilicate fiber glass woven

materials (Si02 96 - 98 % mass) activated by noble metals (contents 0.05 - 0.2 % mass).

The catalytic cartridge has a cassette design, so the cartridge may be easily installed in

neutralizer or extracted from it.

The catalytic materialsare produced in a form of rolls. Width of the catalytic band is 80 -

100 em, mass of 1 m2
- 500-1000 Woven structure.of tIle catalysts may be produced. with

demands ofcustomers: cloth, satin, grid etc.

We have an exploitation the gas purification systems.

Almost three years the catalytic installation is continuously acting without changing catalytic

cartridge on the Lipetsk refrigerator plant "STINOL" for neutralization of air exhausts from

painting sets of the plant. Some characteristics of the process are as following:

.. Air flow for purification ,10,000 lTI3/h

.. Inlet temperature - 350-400 C

Impurities content (organic solvent) - 0.5-1 g/rrr'

.. Catalyst amount ·100-200 m2

Pt-content - 0.2% mass

.. Catalytic cartridge -7-10 layers, total width of the catalytic filter about Lcm

.. Level ofpurification - more than 90%

The catalytic material and the purification set are protected by the Russian patent:

Patent No 2171430, 27.07.2001 "Installation for catalytic purification of exhausts

from painting systems"

We propose the new systems for catalytic purification of industrial gas exhausts

from organic impurities. These systems may be used, in particular, in machine-building, car

building, cable, furniture industries for neutralization of air flows from painting and covering

by varnish installations.

Price of the catalytic cartridge is lower than all of traditional materials by 2-3 times

The proposed catalytic materials be delivered to customers in any amounts

during 1-2 months after singing of a contract.
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METALS AND' ALLOYS GAS NITRIDING

(8 years of development and exploitation of "C'!:lt~lvti(' riit....iidill'1!t1r"\

Syropiatov and V.V. Bareiko*

NIITAvtoprom (Moscow), "Institute ofProblem of-Chemical Ph1"<""1:'

JSC "Chemphyst" (Chernogolovka)

Introduction. A lot of machinery components during being

exposed by increased load and intensive deterioration. For example, it refers to such very

important machine elements as cylinder sleeve, crank- shafts ofengines, transmission gears

and other machinery systems and mechanisms. Nitriding is a well-known (a century historyl)

process of thermal chemical treatment of different metallic parts and elements for hardening

of their surfaces by means of saturation by nitrogen of surface layer and forming nitride

phases in it.

Eight years ago we created and are actively developing a new technology for metals and

alloys nitriding following result of gaining maximum effective characteristics to metal

components:

- Hardness and endurance

- High thermal and chemical resistance

-- Adequate resistance to fatigue

A numerous scientific investigations and industrial implementation of the process (up to

now seven Russian plants successfully use the technology) allow to elaborate "know-how"

and regime parameters for nitriding treatment of different alloys and machine articles.

Main goal of the technology is a catalytic preparing of ammonia furnace atmosphere

- "catalytic uitridlng" method. The method uses catalytic action not for classic aim, i.e. for

production of any final stable substance. A function of catalyst in "catalytic nitriding" process
, ,

is to activate ammonia-oxygen atmosphere, to produce active, metastable particles (for

example, radicals, ions, ions-radicals) in the medium. Mechanisms of the "catalyticnitriding"

phenomenon demand special scientific investigations and discover a new possible direction

in catalysis - chemical transformations in catalytically generated nonequilibrium gas media.
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developed teGMQIogy.proved in actual practice

the widening thFl nitriding

process possibilities and the receiving of unique

>parameters in treating metal articles by introduction into

the traditional muffle-nitriding furnace a catalytic

element being able to regulate the transformations of the

nitriding ammonia-air furnace atmosphere at the "in situ"

regime. JSC "Chemphyst" created special glass fiber

woven catalysts doped by Pt, Pd, Rhand Cr for the

"catalytic nitriding'tprocesss, -

The. process of. "catalytic nitriding" uses a specially selected regime (a regime of

"abortive catalysis"). The regime provides a furnace atmosphere with unusual characteristics

allowing to realize a .radical change both in regime itself and consuming parameters of end

articles.

"Catalytic nitriding" technology doesn't require a major modification of technological

equipment. It includesonly.catalytic devise and an oxygen sensor controlling O2 contents in

the muffle furnace. The catalytic material is placed in a special-small which

installed on line of ammonia flow inside of nitriding furnace. With the help of these

modifications it become possible to manage nitriding process efficiently and increase

hardness and endurance of metal articles.

Newnitriding process parameters and technological comparison. The new nitriding

process have changed its character very strongly both in the regime parameters and qualities

of the article treated:

.. Alpha-solid solution range was very widened

Control of the final nitrogen content in steel articles was realized in the range which

is inaccessible under the traditional non-catalytic nitriding

.. Corrosion resistance of structural steel was increased

.. Hardness of-the treated articles was increased to the depth more than 1 mm

.. Decarbonizing process during the nitriding was strongly depressed

.. Nitriding process was sufficiently accelerated simultaneously with the multiply

decrease of the ammonia consumption
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Some technological parameters of traditional, IOn and catalytic nitriding have been

compared and performed in below table:

Traditional
Ion nitriding Catalytic

nltriding nitriding

Nitriding coating thickness, micron 100 - 150 100 -150 no 250

Layer micro hardness, llVOI 1200 1050 1050

Phase contents Of surface zone 1> y' y'

Weakening temperature, "C 500 550 700

Additional technological operations Degreasing Ultrasonic. cleaning None

Fields of industrial application. The developed "catalytic nitriding"technology

discover new possibilities of nitriding operations which cannot be realized in the traditional

nitriding regimes:

.. High-speed cutting steel nitriding

Nitralloys nitriding

Forming-tools nitriding

.. Stainless steels nitriding

.. Powder metallurgy articles nitriding

.. Ti-alloys nitriding

Patent

Russian patent No 2109080, Bull. 11,20.04.98

"Installation for gaseous low-temperature chemical-thermal treatment of steels and alloys

V.Siropiatov, V.Barelko, V.Zinchenko, L.Bikov

Publications

1. Zintchenko V.M., Syropiatov V.Y., Safonova O.N., Barelko V.V. New way in low-temperature chemical

heat treatment of metals. Abstracts of the lO-th Congress of the International Federation for Heat Treatment

and Surface Engineering. Brighton, UK, Sep, 1996, 12-13.

2. Zintchenko V.M., Syropiatov V.Y., Barelko V.V., Bykov L.A. Gas nitriding in catalytically prepared

ammonia media. MiTOM, 1997, No.7, 7-11. (in Russian).

3. Barelko V.V. New cellular catalyst systems on glass and metal body. In "Catalyst body and cellular catalyst

structures". S Petersburg, 1995, VoL 1, 118. (In Russian).
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conference "Tribology of gears and bearings", CNUTMASH, Moscow, Oct. 1997. (in Russian).
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HIGH SELECTIVE FIBER GLASS WOVEN CATALYSTS DOPED

BY NOBLE METALS IN THE REACTIONS OF AROMATIC

NITRO-COMPOUNDS REDUCTION

ChuntianWu", Victor Dorokhov*, Alexey Suknevr",

Bair Balzhinimaevt" and Viktor Barelko"

"Institute'ofProblems ofChemical Physics RAS, Chernogolovka, 142432 Russia

**Boreskov Institute ofCatalysis, Siberian Branch RAS, Novosibirsk, 630090 Russia

The features of liquid-phase hydrogenation of trinitrotoluene and trinitrobenzene over

woven silica fiberglass (SFG) catalysts doped by Pt (Pt content 0,1 wt.%) were investigated.

Specific surface area (SSA) of the catalysts was ranged from 1 to 15 m2/g. The traditional

Pd/C powdered catalyst (Pd content 5 wt.%, SSA of 500 m2/g) was used as reference sample.

The SFG catalysts showed a higher specific activity than conventional Pd/C one. An

unexpected finding for SFG catalysts that hydrogenation rates of second nitro

groups in trinitrotoluene and trinitroberizene were;' respectively, by one and two orders of

magnitude less than that of the first one. The selectivity effect was found decrease with

increasing ofSSA for SFG catalysts and wasn't revealed at all for Pd/C sample.

Introduction. Recently the woven silica fiberglass (SFG) materials doped by platinum

group metals were used as a catalyst in liquid-phase hydrogenation of nitro-aromatic

hydrocarbons [1,2,4}. The nitrobenzene as a mono-functional aromatic nitro-compound was

chosen in those studies. It was found that SFG catalysts show essentially higher specific

activity compared with that of conventional powdered Pd/C catalyst. Physical-chemical

studies of both silica fiberglass structure and the active sites location allowed to explain

extremely high activity of SFG catalysts by specific origin and structure of the support as well

as by ionic (clustered) state of metal in the bulk of glass fiber matrix [5-8}. The advantages of

SFG materials in the processes of catalytic hydrogenation of aromatic nitro-compounds were

protected by patent [3].

In this paper the study of features of nitro-aromatic hydrocarbons hydrogenation with

SFG catalysts was extended on the reactions with multifunctional aromatic nitro-compounds,

namely, trinitrotoluene and trinitrobenzene.
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Experimental. Glass fiber woven. material with an elementary fiber diameter of 7-9

microns was used as a carrier JorSFGcatalysts preparation. Thyse wovt;l1matel"ials are made

from ordinary silicate glasses .containing 55-98 \\'1.% silica as well as alumina, magnesia,

calcium oxide and boron oxide as residual components. In order to form specific structure of

glass fiber matrix the leaching procedure of glass fiber supports in the acidic medium was

performed as described elsewhere [5,6].

Platinum species was introduced into fiberglass matrix via ion exchange with aqueous

solution of Pt-containing precursors followed by drying and calcination, which provides

platinum content in the catalysts about 0,1 wt.%. SSA of the catalysts was.varied from 1 m2Jg

(for silica fiberglass samples) to 15 m2Jg (for aluminoborosilicate fiberglass samples). The

Pd/C sample preparation procedure was close to that for commercial catalyst: carbon powder

(AG-3, ARD) with the particle size of 100-200 urn, SSA of 500 m2Jgand Pd content of

5 wt.%.

The experiments were carried out in the batch reactors (50-200 rnl in volume) at 325 K

and atmospheric pressure of hydrogen. The 1.5 g of the SFG catalyst (0.05 g of PdJC) was

loaded into solution of 1-3% trinitrotoluene (trinitrobenzene) in isopropanol. The reactor was

continuously shaked with amplitudearOtlUd8-10 em and frequency equal to 500 min-1 that

provided kinetic regime of reaction run. The reaction kinetics. was measured via the hydrogen

consumption rate in time. In parallel with hydrogen consumption measurements the reaction

kinetics was monitored by periodic sampling of the reaction mixture followed by its chemical

analysis to determine the concentration of the reagents and the products (nitroamines and

amines), Volumetric measurements of H2 consumed in combination with the chemical

analysis of the reaction mixture provided correct description of the reaction kinetics.

Results and Discussion. Fig. 1 presents time dependencies of trinitrotoluene (TNT)

conversion in the hydrogenation reaction over different catalysts (similar dependencies were

also obtained for the reaction of trinitrobenzene reduction). The integral values of consumed

hydrogen corresponding to complete stoichiometric reduction of one, two and all three nitro

groups, respectively, are denoted by the dotted lines.

The curve 1 describes the kinetics of TNT hydrogenation over SFG catalyst with SSA

equal to 1 m2Jg. One can see that rate of hydrogen consumption is strongly decreased after

consumption of hydrogen volume corresponding to TNT conversion into dinitroaniline (i.e. at.

TNT conversion equal to 0.33). It can be proposed that after reduction of the first nitro-grour

(characteristic time is about 0.5 h) the hydrogenation process is retarded, so that the second
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nitro-group. is hydrogenated for more than J hrs; the hydrogenation of the third nitro-group

proceeds considerably slower or doesn't happen at.all,
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The proposed "stepwise" kinetic behavior becomes more pronounced if we express the

data of Fig.I as the dependence of hydrogen consumption rate vstrinitrotoluene conversion

(Fig.2), i.e. reaction rate dependence vs hydrogen consumption. Again, the dotted lines mean

the amount of hydrogen required for stoichiometric reduction of nitro-groups. It's seen that

for SFG catalyst with SSA of 1 m2/g (curve 1) the reduction of the first nitro-group proceeds
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with rates 6-10 times higher than that of the second nitro-groupandmore than two-orders of

magnitude higher than that of the third nitro-group.

The kinetic dependencies of TNT hydrogenation over SFG catalysts with SSA of 5 and

15 m2/g are presented by the curves 2 and 3. It's seen.that ratio between hydrogenation rate of

first and second nitro-groups decreased from 6-10 (curve 1) to 2...3 (curve 3). Note, in case of

samples with more developed surface area the formation of small amounts of completely

hydrogenated products are observed. This means that with increasing of SSA the selectivity

towards formation of mono-amines falls down, but remaining still high. At the same time, the

PdlC sample catalyzes non-selectively reduction (curve 4), so that all nitro-groups are

hydrogenated predominantly synchronously towards the complete their conversion to amines.

Thus, unlike conventional PdlC catalyst, the SFG one revealed unusual performance in

selective hydrogenation of one or two nitro-groups in multifunctional nitro-aromatics. At

present we have no clear explanation of this phenomenon. Nevertheless, basing on our

knowledge in SFG structure Pt state and its location, following reason of high selectivity can

be proposed. In the case of TNT adsorption as a plane-ring complex on the surface of metal

particles all nitro-groups seems to be equal and can be hydrogenated with comparable rates.

As a result, there is no any specific selectivity effect. At the same time, there are two types of

active sites coexisting in catalyst: metal particles located on the external surface of fibers

and pt2 introduced into the fiber bulk (up to hundreds angstroms on depth). It was shown

earlier [8] that i) the cationic platinum is substantially less active in hydrogenation reaction

than metallic one; ii) the dipole or easily polarizable molecules diffuse fast into the bulk of

glass fiber to reach cationic sites. Then, TNT anchoring by one nitro-group to pt2

neighboring with metal particles (i.e. adsorption near metal-glass interface) results in

interaction of second nitro-group with metal surface followed by its hydrogenation with active

lf-species.

So, unlike TNT ring (planar) adsorption, the anchoring via. nitro-group (perpendicular)

can lead to, mostly, mono- or di-amines. With increase in specific surface area of the support

the contribution of "planar" reaction mechanism is also raised due to increasing of specific

surface area of metal particles (Pt content in all SFG samples is the same). Therefore, the

selectivity towards mono-amine formation should also decrease. Regarding PdlC catalyst the

first mechanism takes place only. As a result all nitro-groups are hydrogenated with

comparable rates. Of course, this explanation is very preliminary and requires more detailed

studies.
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Conclusion. .i The result is 'phenomenon high selectivity , hydrogenation of

multifunctional nitro-aromatics towards formation of'dinitroanilines.Besides the fundamental

issues, the obtained results open a technological possibility to produce aromatic nitro-amines

using SFO materials one-step catalytic; process. Morepyer, the SFO-assi.?tedtransformation

of trinitrotoluene and trinitrobenzene may be applied as a new way for utilization of the

explosives towards useful products.
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The automation of chemical experiment and instrumentations is the basic direction in

creation of the modem equipment for the analysis and control of chemical-technological

processes.

We developed automated universal chemical-technological pilot plant for ' research

homogeneous and heterogeneous-catalytic processes, and also approbation of catalysts at high

pressure. The plant contains two same reactors from corrosion-proof steel with two-section

heating system, measuring-dozing devices executed on elements ofjet engineering, and also

device for cooling and separation of final products, devices of the control temperature,

pressure etc.

The system automation of plant, is executed is based on personal computer IBM Pc.

Thus the modules ADAM of firm Advantech are applied for its interface to gauges and

. regulators.

Physical attachment of chromatography with the computer was carried out directly,

through input-output circuit-board A-8Ill, or through the submodul ADC ACL-8113. Last

has that advantage, that. at high frequency of the manipulation toa target signal of at

chromatography long enough time of the analysis does not result in high redundancy of the

measuring information, entered into the computer.

For control of the magnetic valve of dump of liquid products, the signal system of an

emergency and other operations applied the module of a 5-charinel relay conclusion DC and

isolated input 1-7065B.

The information acting with gauges of chromatography, temperature, pressure of the

charge of gas, liquid in separator of each of two reactors was entered into the computer.

For connection of these gauges to the computer was used of 12-bit analog and digital

input-output circuit-board A-8111, and for jet gauges recording submission of gas and a liquid

in system we used the module of input-output frequency of signals 1-70-80/70-80D. At a
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rejection of the measured charge from the given size through a circuit-board of

input-output gives putan adjustingsignaJoll the module 1-70,SQ/70-8QD; by means of which

the work of the step-by-step engine, thus stabilizing the given size of the charge of gas and

liquid is adjusted. The creationof the similar automated system has allowed to get rid of a

manual way of realization of experiment and essentially has facilitated a task of the operator

who is carrying out its control.

Concems to advantages of the described automated control .system of pilot plant that

being constructed with use of the means of dozing of a liquid and gas, and also technical and

softwareoffirmsOctagon and Advantech it has the following advantag~:

.. Complete automation of measurements on a flow;

Complete ecological safety of plant;

High reliability of system determined by application of means with a time between

failures of 100 000 hours and more;

.. Simplicity of debugging of the working programs functioning in environment. of

Windows;

.. Opportunity reconfiguration of system depending on technological task.
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THEPARAMETRICAL ANALYSIS

OF TURING'S TWO-DIMENSIONA.LMODEL

V.I.Bykov, S.B. Tsybennva

Institute ofComputing modeling, Krasnoyarsk,660036, Russia, bykov@fzvt.krasn.ru,

Krasnoyarsk State Technical University, Krasniyarsk, 660074, Russia, tsybenova@mail.ru

The distributed systemssuch as "reactionFdiffusion" suppose multiplicity of steady states

and self-oscillations. Interaction of the nonlinearity, nonsteady-stateand to spatial

heterogeneity leads to the big variety of possible dynamic behaviour of the distributed

systems [1-4]. The parametrical analysis of such systems it is based on procedure linearization

in a neighborhood of a homogeneous steady state. The mathematical model of Turing is

represented by a system oftwo partial differential equations (PDE's),

aXj n{ ~~~j +~~} /J(Xl,X,),

8X2 (82

X2 82

X2 J81:- =D2 a~r+ 8~-~ + !2(XI,X2),

where XI, X2 are the concentrations of substances, Di, D2 are the diffusion coefficients, ~I, ~2

are the spatial variables,ji,j2 are nonlinear kinetic functions, t is the time.

* *The homogeneous spatial steady states Xl , X2 are defined from system of two nonlinear

equations,

* *After the procedure of linearization (UI = Xl -Xj, U2 = X2 -X2) the system ofPDE's

(1) are represented

(2)
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* *
where aij =oj; (Xl, X2 ) / aX j .

* *The solutions of system (2) in the local neighborhood of steady state..Xl , X2 are founded,

(
l:. l:) _ (0 l:. l: ..) AI illJ~l i1l2~2

U t,,,::>1,"::>2 -U ,,,::>1,,,::>2 e e e (3)

where nJ, n2 are the frequencies of indignationsofthe solutions on the spatial variables ~l, ~2'

The characteristic equation for system (2) looks as follows,

2
A -(JA+~ == 0,

where

The coefficients of the characteristic equation (cr= 0) and (,1. =0) define exchange of

stability of steady states and their multiplicity. At present paper the parametrical analysis of a

homogeneous steady states are constructed the curves of 19ca1bifurcations in various planes

of parameters. Influence the diffusion coefficients (D1,D2) ona kind of bifurcation curves (a

= 0) and (,1. = 0) is determined.

The main calculations were carried out for kinetic dependence,

h (Xl ,X2) == k1z - k_IXI -k2x1z
2

,

12 (Xl' X2) == k3z - k_3X2 ,

which are corresponded to the reactions on the catalyst surface. The scheme of reactions is,

1)2 ¢:::) Xl'

2) Xl +22 -)32,

3) 2 ¢:::) X 2"

(4)

Nonlinear character of kinetics (4) leads to that the homogeneous steady state in the

lumped system at presence of diffusion in the distributed system can lose stability. That is

characterized by presence in the system (1) stable non-homogeneous solutions

(,lJ,HCCHnaTMBHbIX structures). These structures can be stable in time or periodically vary. That

corresponds to autowaves on the catalyst surface. In this case adsorbed substances are self

organizated in patterns, which periodically arise, grow, decrease and disappear. Such

"blinking" intermediats on the catalyst surface leads to the complex dynamics of total rate of

catalytic reaction. This macro characteristic essentially depends on parameters of nonlinear

interaction intermediats and their diffusions on a microlevel.
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The results of calculates of the system (1) with kinetic (4) are shown in Fig. 1(a) t] =

2000, b) - ti = 2050, c) - t3 = 2100, d) - 14 = 2150, e) - ts = 2200, f) - t6 = 2250, g) - 17 =

2300, h) - te = 2350). The values ofparameters are k, = 0.12, k.1 = 0.01, k2 = 1, k3 = 0.0032, k:

3 = 0.002, DI = D2 = 10.7• In this case the system (1) have got oscillations. Dark color shows

degrees of a covering of substance Xl. (black tone corresponds XI = ,white - Xl = 0). The

catalyst surface is characterized by essential heterogeneity, despite of presence of diffusion.

Visually Fig. Ia-h are reminded the distributions intermediats on an active surface at

modelling similar processes by Monte Carlo method.
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MODELING OF RELAXATION OSCILLATIONS IN CO OXIDATION

OVER METALLIC CATALYSTS WITH CONSIDERATION OF

RECONSTRUCTIVE HETEROGENEITY OF THE SURFACE

E.A. Ivanova, N.A. Chumakova, G.A. Chumakov', A.I. Boronin

Boreskov Institute ofCatalysis SB RAS, Pr. Akad. LavrentievaS, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

·Sobolev Institute ofMathematics SB RAS, pr. Akad. Koptyuga 4, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

CO oxidation on the surface of the platinum group metals is a model reaction whereby

the main fundamental notions of heterogeneous catalysis are verified . The existence of critical

phenomena in heterogeneous catalytic reactions, such as steady states multiplicity or self

oscillations, helps indetermination of a more reliable reaction mechanism and permits better

understanding the essence of physical-chemical processes in the system "reaction medium 

catalyst".

Nowadays, it becomes obviously the trend has been towards the construction of a

heterogeneous catalytic reaction mechanism on the atomic-mo lecular level by taking into

account the dynamic nature of the surface behavior. Due to inherent dynamic variations of the

catalyst surface under the reaction conditions, the critical phenomena and relaxation

oscillations of catalytic reaction rate are observed.

Earlier the analysis of the CO oxidation mechanism on the Ir surface under conditions of

ultrahigh vacuum was parried out taking into account the reconstructive properties of open

planes on the platinum metals [1,2]. Due to these surface properties some oxygen atoms can

reconstruct the surface and/or penetrate into the subsurface layers, and cause both structural

and chemical .modification of the adsorption places, so these processes are in charge of

discrete changing the rate constants ofthe elementary stages.

Kinetic scheme and model suggested in [1,2] consist of 12 elementary stages and 5

differential equations, respectively. This model was found to be effective enough, permitted

to describe experimental data and predict multiplicity of steady states, existence of critical

phenomena and.self-oscillations ofthe reaction rate.

However, th~ model obtained was found to be too complex for qualitative analysis of the

reaction dynamics by means of methods of dynamical systems theory. Now we suggest

another approach to theoretica l study of the nonlinear kinetic models dynamics based on the

distinction of slow and fast variables in the model [3,4]. So we can describe dynamics of the
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original model on the basis-of results, received for sub-models (some models of lower

dimension).

This paper is devoted to the development of low-dimension kinetic models of CO

oxidation on metallic catalyst surface and theoretical investigation of arising nonlinear

phenomena in terms of the method proposed above.

We consider the conventional adsorption mechanism ofcatalytic CO oxidation:

CO+Z~ZCO, (1)

02+2Z ~2Z0, (2)

ZO+ZCO ~C02+2Z, (3)

where ZO and ZCO are intermediate compounds of oxygen and CO on the Irsurface, Z is an

active center of Ir surface layer. Constants of the reaction stages rates depend on both the

temperature and partial pressures of CO and 02 as follows:

kj=klOPCO, k2=k20P02, k!=klOexp(-Ej/(RT», k3=k30exp(-E3/(RT».

We can write a kinetic model after the mechanism (1)-(3), which describes changing of non

dimensional concentrations of :CO (x) and oxygen (y) adsorbed on the surface under

assumption that properties of the surface do not-depend on x and y:

x'= k, (1-x-y) - k.ix - k-xy,

y'=2kz(l-x-y)2 - k-xy. (4)

This model permits qualitative interpretation of the steady states multiplicity. The

analysis of algebraic equations determining the steady states shows that there exist no more

than three steady states with 0 < x.y < 1 and x+y < 1. Moreover, the steady state xs=O, ys=l is

present for all values of model parameters, and it is unstable. From the Bendixen criterion we

can conclude that in the model (4) there are no self-oscillations ofreaction rate;

For description of self-oscillations observed in the experiment we suggest to change the

model (4) taking into account possibility of the metallic surface modification in the course of

reaction due to oxygen penetration.

At first, we suggest that under exceeding of adsorbed oxygen concentration over a critical

value yc-5, there occurs the surface modification and the reaction capability .of oxygen is

changing, so as the activation energy of stage (3) - the interact~on between the adsorbed

oxygen and CO - is sharply increasing. Thus, we introduce the dependence E3(y) and two

additional parameters Yc and 8, which determine the location and width of the interval of

adsorbed oxygen concentration y, where an increase of activation energy £3 takes place (see

Fig.l). The difference between the maximal and minimal E3 values is determined from the

experimental data.
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Construction ofbifurcation curves on the parametric plane (Peo, Poz) permits us to

separate areas of CO and 02 partial pressures, for which there are self-oscillations and/or

multiplicity of steady states in the model.

For instance, we obtained, that under decreasing temperature the maximal values of Pco

and Pm, for which self-oscillations exist, decrease too.

Under investigation of the model for different intervals changing the activation energy of

CO2 formation we received, that for big values of (5 the increasing of E3(y) occurs rather slow,

and there are no self-oscillations in the system for small Peo and P02 values. Under

decreasing 5 for fixed Peo and Tvalues (for example, Peo=1.1·lO-7 Torr,T=500 K) the width

ofPOl interval.where.self-oscillations exist, firstly increase and than decrease. The amplitude

andperiod of self-oscillations under decreasing 5 increase (see Figs.2-3). Besides, the middle

rate of CO2 formation on the periodic solution is by an order greater than the reaction rate in

the middle unstable steady state.

We study the influence of the parameter Yc value in the neighbourhood of which the

change of-the surface properties occurs,on the reaction dynamics. Numerical analysis of the

model (4) for different Yc values has shown that for small Yc and fixed and T values, there

are two intervals of oxygen partial pressure Poi where self-oscillations of the reaction rate can

be observed. Note that under approach to one of the boundary of each interval the period of

oscillations becomes unlimitedly great.

Thus, in this work we present method of analysis nonlinear dynamics in kinetic models of

catalytic reactions with hierarchy of characteristic times. The conducted analysis of two

dimensional kinetic models of CO oxidation over IT catalyst in framework of this method

gives us foundation for the description of the complex dynamics in models of greater

dimension.
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Fig. 1. Activation energy £3 of the reaction stage (3) versus the oxygen concentration y
for 0=0.1, yc=O.5.
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Fig. 2. Self-oscillation in the model (4) under
T=500 K, Pco=1.l·1O-

7 Torr,
Po 2=8·10-

7 Torr, 0=0.1, yc=O.5.

Fig. 3. Self-oscillation in the model (4) under
T=500,K, Pco=1.1·1O-

7Torr,

P02=8·io-
7 Torr, 0=0.01, yc=O.5.
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SIMULATION OF GAS FLOWS AT LOW MACH NUMBER
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InstituteJor Mathematical Modelling, Russian Academy ojScience

Miusskaya sq. 4A, 125047, Moscow, Russia

Fax: ++7-(095)-973-07-23, e-mail: nata@imamod.ru

Introduction. Slow gas motions are the basis of technological processes in many

industrial facilities, in particular, in the combustion chamber of a reciprocating engine , in

chemical reactors ets. That is why numerical simulation of viscous compressible gas flows at

low Mach number is of great practical interest.

However this simulation faces considerable difficulties. One of them is the Courant 

Friedrichs-Levi time-step restriction when using explicit difference schemes. Unfortunately in

this case even implicit methods do not lead to a success automatically. It is known that

slightly compressible flows have some specific features that are typical for incompressible

flows and reflect in decreasing the pressure-density coupling when Mach number M tends to

0[1]. The mathematical model as well as the computational algorithm to be developed should

take into account this uncoupling.

There are some approaches to this problem overcommg based on the pressure

decomposition into a volume-average part and a dynamic part. While getting the

dimensionless form of the governing equations employment of two different reference values

for these two components allows to avoid singularities at M tending to 0 and to consider the

limit case where M equals O. Some authors include the decomposed pressure in so-called low

Mach-number approximation [2]-[4]. Development of the analogous pressure-based algorithm
' .... .

for solving the full Navier-Stokes equations is also known [5].

The present paper is devoted to implementation of this pressure splitting procedure for

the quasi gas dynamical system of equations [6], [7] instead of the full Navier-Stokes

equations. In order to avoid any loss of accuracy the authors employ not only the above model

and pressure decomposition but they also develop a new implicit computational algorithm.

One of important advantages of this algorithm is rather high efficiency of parallelization when

adapting to parallel computers with distributed memory.
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Mathematical model. It is known that in the case ofslightly compressible gases the total

pressure in every point of the domain oscillates at.some average value which is constant for

the whole domain. Its reference value is much grater than the average value of these

oscillations. Generally while getting the dimensionless form of the governing equations the

described average value ofthe pressure is used as the reference value of the total pressure. In

consequence in the momentum equation the coefficient 1/ M 2 appeares at the term grad(P) .

When M ~ 0 this coefficient leads to significant computational errors.

In order to get correctly the dimensionless form of the quasi gas dynamical equations in

this paper by analogy with [5J it is suggested to decompose the original pressure into a sum of

two components - the volume-average part p' depending on time only and the dynamic part

u: which depends on time and on spatial variables. These terms have different reference

values, what influences on their nondimensionalizing, As a reference value of p* some

average value Po is taken, but rr is. normalized by PoV/ where Po and Vo are reference

values of the density and the velocity correspondentely.Such normalization do not result in

appearing coefficients of the type 1/ M 1.,

P(t,X) =p(t) + yM 2 n(t,x) (1

Since the additional variable introduced the next integral relation is included in order to

get the complete system of equations and to determine p:

or the equivalent relation:

p =_1_ fpdx.dx;
VQ

(2)

As a result the dimensionless system of quasi gas dynamical equations with the decomposed

pressure can be written like this (for brevity the ID case is presented):

ap + a(pu) = r
M2i.: ~(pU2+[n

at ox Re ox 2 ox
a(pu) a:> rM 2 a t 3
--+-(pu-+fl)=----(pu +3flu)+

at ax Re ax 2 .
lOT a _

+----(3pu)
Re ox 2 ax
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a ? apu
2 a [? pu

2

-(p&)+yM-(y-l)---+-u yM-(y-l)-
at ... ·at 2 ax .. . ..... . 2

_YM.
2

(. y. -'-1) a T a·[·2 ( M 2 pu' P& 2PJ.]- -- u Y -+--+ +
Re ax 2 ax 2 r __1

1a T a[p(... 2 • pu' ·-2 nJ]+---- - yM (y-l)--+ P&+ p(y-l)+ yM (y-l)
Re dx 2 ax p 2

(5)

p =- (6)
T

T
e =rtr -1)M 2 (7)

P=p(t)+yM 2 n (x , t ) (8)

fn(x,t)dX =0 (9)
n

where p is the density, P is the total pressure, ·p and IT are the average and the dynamic

components of the pressure, T is the temperature, e is the inner energy, y is the ratio of heat

capacities, T = f1 / P , where f1 is the viscosity coefficient.

Increment of the pressure. It should be noted that the equation of state (\ref{8}) is

solved in terms of the density which is evaluated the pressure but not conversely. That is

why one have to solve some special problem at every time level in order to obtain the

pressure. For this purpose by analogy with \cite{3} it is convenient to introduce so-called

increments of the average and the dynamic components of the pressure:

sn=nn+l_ nn (10)

Using these increments we get the equation for the total pressure:

(11)

If to find some intermediate values of increments (Spr and (Snr so that they comply with

the relation:

(12)

then applying balance relations over the whole space one can obtain the final values of

increments that appear to be equal to the next:

Vn = fdxldx2 (13)
n
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The intermediate values of the pressure increments are found via the momentum and

continuity equations ofthe initial system (3)-(9).

Test predictions. As a test for validation of the presented new approach the classical 2D

problem of the isothermal lid-driven cavity flow was used, This problem is well studied and

values of flow parameters for it were obtained in the paper \cite{6} on the basis of high

accurate solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. In our paper slightly compressible gases,

that parameters are similar to parameters of incompressible fluid flows, are investigated.

Therefore it was natural to compare results found in this work with benchmarks from [8].

The work is supported by the projects 02-01~00700, 03-01-00544 andMK-2423.2003.01 of
Russian Foundation for Basic Researches
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Acetonitrile is widely used inorganic synthesis as an intermediate reagent, solvent,

azeotropizer when separating the substances [1,2]. Acetonitrile is commercially produced as a

by-product of acrylonitrile synthesis. Therefore the investigation and development of

inexpensive and commercially convenient methods for Acetonitrile production represent an

urgent problem. Developed are the methods for acetonitrile synthesis from ammonia and

acetic acid [3,4], alcohols [5], paraffins and olefins [1,6]. Nevertheless, the syntheses from

alcohols [5], paraffins and olefins [1,6] are characterized by an insufficient selectivity and low

process efficiency. Acetonitrile synthesis from acetic acid is more promising due to low

expenses for isolation and purification of the desired product

The reaction of acetonitrile formation from acetic acid and ammonia occurs at several

stages [3,4]:

I
CH3COOH + NH3 +-- ) CH3CONH2 + H20 CH3CN + 2H20 (1)

The calculation of thermodynamic functions and constant of equilibrium for stages I and

II (scheme 1) has showed, that the reaction of acetamide formation from an acetic acid and

ammonia (at temperatures 250 - 450°C) is weakly exothermal: LiHav = -2.18 xl/mol, LiG =

(3.56 -- 4.22) KllMOJIb and a constant of equilibrium Kp=2.76 - 2.26. The .stage II

dehydration of acetamide is limited endothermal stage: LiHav =84.37 xJzmol, LiG <0 at

temperature above 320°C. Thus, the rise of reactor temperature (the limitation is the thermal

decomposition of acetic acid and products of reaction) or the change of loading on acetic acid

(at the identical temperature) leads to the completeness of reaction ammonolysis of acetic

acid. The increase in temperature of reactor is higher 400°C at ratio NH 3:CH3COOH .5

results to a high yield of acetonitrile at the big loading on acetic acid, the productivity on

acetonitrile = 0.89 kg/dm" h. But in this case ware observed: the decarboxylation of acetic

acid to acetone and CO2; formation of pitches and of the compaction products (CP) on a
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surface of the catalyst with decrease in his activity. The decrease in temperature of reaction to

350 - 380°C leads to the decrease the amount of the compaction products (%CP) formed

(from 0.19 at 400-450°C to 0.04% at 350-380°C).In table"l shows, that the decrease of

reactor temperature to 380°C leads to high productivity .on acetonitrile at the decrease in

activity of the catalyst because ofto formation of the compaction products. The production of

high productivity on acetonitrile with the minimal formation of by-products .at lower

temperatures is more optimum.

Table 1.The influence of the reactant ration and temperature on process catalytic parameters

The note: Q - loading on acetic acid, kg / dm 'h; K - conversion of acetic acid (%), SCH3CN, B CH3CN -r- selectivity
and yield of acetonitrile (%); P - productivity on acetonitrile; other -basically acetone.

Mass amount of products / 1 kg of

Q, Ration SCH3CN, BCH3CN, P, acetonitrile
T,oC

kg/dm3
. h NH3:CH3COOH

K,%
% % kg/dm': h CH3COON CH3CON

H3 Hz
other

350 1.02 1.5 88.5 62.2 55.1 0.384 0.39 0.99 -

350 1.02 2.0 92.1 74.6 68.7 0.479 0.22 0.53 -

350 1.02 3.0 92.0 86.1 79.2 0.552 0.19 0.25 -

350 1.02 4.0 92.2 89.2 82.2 0.573 0.18 0.19 -

360 0.49 2.0 100 99.3 99.4 0.333 - - 0.010

360 0.58 2.0 99.2 99.4 98.7 0.391 0.Q2 - 0.009
--

360 0.67 2.0 99.2 99.5 98.5 0.451 0.02 - 0.007

360 1.02 1.5 88.6 86.6 76.7 0.535 0.28 0.25 -

360 1.02 2.0 89.6 88.8 79.5 0.554 0.25 0.20 -

360 1.02 3.0 92.9 93.4 86.8 0.605 0.15 0.11 -

360 1.02 4.0 100 96.1 96.1 0.670 - 0.06 -

380 1.02 1.5 99.5 95.5 95.0 0.662 O.oI 0.07 -

380 1.02 2.0 99.5 97.0 97.0 0.676 0.01 0.04 -
.5

One of the parameters influencing the process of acetic acid ammonolysis may be varying

the partial pressures of the reactants. The study of the influence of NH3:CH3COOH ratio on

the process parameters demonstrated that at equal acid loads the increase in ratio leads to the

increase in acetonitrile selectivity and yield despite of the reduction in contact time (table 1).

This is connected with the reversibility of the reaction I (scheme 1), the increase in the partial

pressure of ammonia shifts the equilibrium towards acetamide formation followed by

acetonitrile formation (reaction II).
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The study ..of y-Ah03 promoted by base - Ca(OH)2 and acid - H3P04 shows that the

increase in basicity .of catalysts. surface leads. to the inhibition of stage II (scheme 1) in

reaction of acetic acid ammonolysis. In this case the basic product of reaction is acetamide.

The. promotion ofy-Ah03by phosphoric acid results to the increase of selectivity and

acetonitrile yield. Thus, the promotion of y-Ah03 by phosphoric acid leads to the acceleration

of reaction of acetamide dehydration to acetonitrile.

The acetamide dehydration on y-Ah03 is accompanied by the reaction of acetamide

hydrolysis to acetate of ammonium (table 2). The decrease in loading of acetamide or the rise

in reactor temperature leads to the increase of productivity on acetonitrile and the reduce

amount of acetate of ammonium formed.

Table 2. Influence of ammonia promotion on the catalyst of parameters of synthesis

of acetonitrile reaction from acetamide

Loading on
BCH3CN,

Productivity on Mass amount of
Catalyst Reagents T,oC acetamide, K,% acetonitrile, acetate of anunonium

kg/dm': h % kg/drn': h /1 kg of acetonitrile

1.05 79.7 68.1 0.489 0.157

360 0.82 82.4 71.1 0.398 0.133

0.58 90.7 80.7 0.319 0.104

yAh0 3 acetamide 1.05 93.1 74.7 0.536 0.214

380 0.82 97.2 87.9 0.492 0.081

0.58 98.8 93.2 0.369 0.017

415 1.05 97.7 90.0 0.646 0.103

acetamide/a 360 92.0 89.6 0.643 0.033
y.Al z0 3 mmoma l.05

=1:1.5 380 98.3 97.7 0.701 0.007

6 mass
acetamide

%
H3P04/

/ammonia 360 l.05 100 99.5 0.714 -

y-Ah0 3
=1:1.5

The conversion of acetamide collaterally with ammoma leads to the increase of

productivity on acetonitrile with the repressing of hydrolysis reaction. The effect of

introduction of ammonia in a reactionary mix consists in competitive adsorption of ammonia

and products of reaction on catalyst surface. The maximal productivity on acetonitrile at low

temperatures is observed on y-Ah03 promoted by phosphoric acid catalyst (table 2), the

acetate of ammonium in this case is not formed. The formation of percent of the compaction
,

products (%CP) at the acetamide dehydration on y.Ah03 is equal 0.02, on y.Ah03 promoted

by phosphoric acid catalyst the formation of the compaction products was not observed.
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For reacnon

acetamide hu,irl\lu",,,

acetamide d,ehyrd.r;2ltlon 9Qt<l111E:d the kinetic ''''''''''''-'', which is taking

reaction of

(2)

The energy of activation for y_Ah03 and 6 % H3P04/y-Ab03 IS equal 63.2 and 58.3

xl/mol, a~fordingly.

Thus, for synthesis ofacetonitrile from acetic acid and ammonia use two-reactor circuit

with intermediate extraction of acetamide. can be perspective. In the first reactor can be use

the catalyst-y-Al203 prom.ot(;d by or production ofacetamide with high selectivity

at temperature 290-340 "C. second reactor on y-AlzQ3 promoted by acid to carry out of

the acetamide dehydration to acetonitrile. It has leaded to: 1) the decrease of expenses on

rectification of acetonitrile; consideraply to reduce formation of the compaction products,

and to extend the catalyst life between regeneration; 3) to reduce of amount.of circulating

ammonia; 4) the acetonitrile from unit volume of the catalyst.
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Fuel cell technology holds the promise to produce electricity at local site from a wide

range .of fuels with high efficiency. Polymer electrolyte fuel cells are the most attractive type

of fuel cell for stationary and mobile applications. This type fuel cell operates on hydrogen,

which has to be produced from different sources. Chemical storage of hydrogen in liquid fuels

is considered to be one of the most advantageous way for supplying hydrogen to polymer

electrolyte fuel cell. variety of liquid fuels, such as methanol, ethanol and hydrocarbons are

suitable for this purpose.

Among liquid fuels" ethanol (EtOH) is a promising source of hydrogen while it is an

easily accessible and non-polluting raw material which can be readily produced from

renewable sources (biomass; bioethanol = aqueous solution containing ca. 12 wt.% ethanol).

The overall reaction of hydrogen production from ethanol corresponds to the formation of

6 mol of H2 per mol of ethanol:

C2HsOH + 3H20 = 2C02 + 6H2 (1)

This reaction has to be carried out in more than three steps: (i) a high-temperature

endothermic step (steam reforming), in which ethanol is converted to a gaseous mixture ofHj,

CO, CO2, CH4 and unreacted H20 (T>700°C)~ (ii) a subsequent, high and low temperature

water gas shift reaction, in which CO is reacted with H20 towards H2 and CO2

(T~200-;-.300°C). Because the shift reaction is equilibrium-limited, CO conversion is not

. complete and an additional step of CO removal (hydrogen-rich gas may contain only trace
•

amounts of CO «10 ppm) to avoid poisoning of the electrocatalyst of the fuel cell), (iii)

selective CO oxidation (T~1OO-;-.200°C). In this case the fuel processor must consist of steam
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reforming, WGS and selective CO oxidation reactors. This is the general concept of ethanol

processing for fuel cell applications [1];

cell extremely environmentally friendly energy generation .with high efficiencies.

Therefore they are particularly suitable for decentralized 'stationary energy supply close to the

end user. The end user market is characterized by a demand for electricity and heat.so that is

suitable for energy provided by the combined generation of heat and power.

Fig. 1 illustrates the novel concepts of ethanol processing for combined heat and power

stations on the basis of polymer electrolyte fuel cells.

The BtOH/H20 feed is initially directed to the first reactor for decomposition of ethanol.

This reactor contains bimetallic Cu-Pd supported Ce02 catalyst and operates at temperatures

300-350°C. It produces a gaseous stream containing H2, CO, CO2, CH4 and H20. There, CH
4

,

CO and H2 are the primary products of the ethanol decomposition:

CO2 is a secondary product and forms by the water-gas shift reaction [2,3]:

CO + H20 = CO 2 + H2 ARHO(25°C) = -41.2 kJ/mol

(2),

(3).

The use of bimetallic Cu-Pd catalyst supported on Ce02 essentially promotes the water

gas shift reaction (outlet concentration of CO is less then 1 vol. %) [4]. Moreover, the

bimetallic catalyst showed higher activity and selectivity in ethanol decomposition reaction

, than the catalyst containing Pd only [4].

After cooling, the reactor outlet stream enters the selective CO. oxidation reactors were

the remaining CO is totally oxidized with the addition of small amounts of oxygen to CO2. In

this reactor we used CuO-Ce02 catalyst which worked within temperature range of 180

200°C (residual CO -TOppm) [5].

The CO-free, hydrogen-rich stream is then fed to, the fuel cell, where hydrogen IS

electrochemically oxidized to H20 with simultaneous production of electrical energy.

Methane and non-converted hydrogen after catalytic combustion are used for heating

endothermic processes such as ethanol vaporization and decomposition, and heat supply to

the end user.

In this work we present new approach to use ethanol for combined heat and power

stations on the basis of polymer electrolyte fuel cells. Concept of ethanol processing is

suggested.
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The ce-methylstyrene dimers are known to be practically important and useful

compounds. linear dimers - 4-methyl-2,4-diphenylpenten-l (u-dimer) and 4-methyl-2,4-

(p-dimer) are used as regulators of polymer .chains in the

production of a lubricants.. A cyclic

of as a reactive fuel, glass

plastificator and a scintillator component.

nrp"pnt" the a study of the

presence of zeolite of reaction proceed

range of 40...120°C. Zeolite ofY type in NaH-form was used as a catalyst, of the

consists of 5...20% from that of a reagent. quantitative analysis was carried out by

gas-liquid chromatography method.

An effect of reaction conditions (temperature, catalyst amount, time ) yield and

product composition of u-methylstyrene oligomerization was studied. In catalyst

concentration of 5-15% mas. and at temperature of 70-100°C the reaction proceeds to give

dimers.A generation the .latter's consists of 90-92% mas. in. a-

methvlstvrene conversion of 96-100% mas. With a rise temperature and catalyst amount an

"h~lrnllv increases and gradually the is the main product

A change in the dimer composition time proceeds a-isomer is the first to be

experiment temperature its fast attains maximum

value gradu.allyde~reases. concentration. of ~-isomer increases rather ~lr",,,pr

proceeds. via.maximum, Acyclic dimer concentration increases with temperature

A following scheme of chemical transformations and the corresponding kinetic equations

of step rates was made up on the .basis of experiment analysis:
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1

)(2 <=>)(3

)(2----»~

)(3----»~

)(1 +)(2 ----» X5

)(1 +)(3 ----» X5

Xl +)(4 ----» X 5

An idexation in (1): 1

W3=K3X~

W4=~)(2-KI2)(3

W5=K5)(2 (1)

W6=K6)(3

W7=K7)(1)(2

WS=KS)(I)(3

W9=K9)(1)(4

a-methylstyrene, 2 - u-dimer, 3 - j3-dimer, 4 - cyclic dimer,

5 - trimer.

All experimental data were generated under isothermal conditions in periodic reactor with

a mixer. The heterogeneous catalitic processes in reactor may be correctly described in an

approximation ideal mixing. A mathematic description was developed with regard for the

reactions proceeded with a marked decreasing of mole number of reaction gas mixture (or

reaction volume).

Then, a mathematic description of the u-methylstyrene oligomerization process in

isothermal reactor of ideal mixing is presented by equation system (2),(3).

OJ =IVij'
i

...9 (2)

dx,
dt

F...., xE
N_ I 11

N
i=1. ..5 (3)

bound conditions -- 1=0:

where Xi-component concentration.tW, - chemical reaction rates, N=CICo relative change

in mole number of reaction mixture, Vij - stoichiometric coefficients determined by

transformation scheme (1), C and Co - mole density of reaction mixture its initial value,

Ok - catalyst weight, Vp - reactor volume, T - time.

The mathematic description (2), (3) with kinetic equations of system of usual

differential equations (2), (3) was carried out by the Kutt-Merson rnodificated method.

choice of kinetic parameters was carried out with the use of program .complex

developed in ICC AS BR and USC RAS. The calculations were carried out by an accidental

choice with parabolic launching according to the chosendirection of constant choice.

Numerical values of kinetic parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1.

Numerical values of Kinetic .Parameters of a-Methyl~ty.reneOligomerization
.P . th P f 0 46 N HY C t Irocess In e resence 0 , a a alyst

N2 K j(90oq, s, N2 K j(90°C), Ej ,

constant m
3/(kg

cat'hr) kcal/mol constant hr' kcal/mol

1 3,04 22,5 4 0,377 23,6

2 0,487 26,4 5 2,1.10-2 27,9

3 0,339 28,7 6 0,101 8,8

7 1 1.10-3 13,9 10 2,0.10-2 23,1,

8 2,574 9,1 11 5,1.10-2 18,4

9 3,1.10-3 11,5 12 2,8.10-2 13,8

A comparison of calculated and experimental data is listed in Table 2 and Table 3.

Table 2.

Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Values of Component
Concentration at Boac and Catalyst Content 5% mas.

Time, hr
I

Component 0,5 1,0 2,0 3,0

exper. calcul. exper. calcul. exper. calcul. exper. calcul.

I
«-methyl-

58,6 68,7 51,1 52,2 41,0 35,0 31,1 26,2
styrene

I u-dimer 33,1 25,9 39,5 39,3 48,0 52,6 56,1 59,1

l3-dimer 2,4 2,4 2,7 3,1 3,1 3,4 3,5 3,5

cyclic dimer 2,0 2,0 2,4 3,0 3,1 4,1 3,3 5,1

trimers 3,9 1,0 4,3 2,4 4,8 4,8 6,1 6,6

Table 3.

Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Values of Component
C t ti t 90°C d C tal t C t t 5°;;oncen ra IOn a an a arvs on en o mas.

Time, hr
Component 0,5 1,0 2,0 3,0

exper. calcul. exper. calcul, exper. calcul. exper. calcul.

cc-methyl-
38,7 43,3 27,5 55,7 14,4 63,4 5,6 8,3

styrene

a"dimer 44,0 44,0 54,1 55,7 63,8 I 63,4 67,5 66,5

l3-dimer 5,8 6,5 6,0 8,0 9,4 '9,2 11,7 10,6

cyclic dimer 6,5 5,0 6,6 6,3 7,1 7,4 8,8 8,2

trimers 5,0 1,2 5,8 2,5 5,3 4,2 6,4 6,4

An accuracy of a description of experimental data on a change

concentration is error limits of an quantitative analysis.

component
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To study regulations of a process proceeding in the liquid-solid catalyst reaction system a

mathematic model was developed, the latter takes into acc,ount a sufficient decreasing in mole

number in a reaction phase during reaction proceeding.

A scheme of chemical transformations and corresponding kinetic equations of step is as

follows:

Wj=K1X~ -KlOX2

X~ -K1jX3

W3=K3X~

(1)

W4=~X2-Kj2X3

Ws=KSX2

W6=KuX3

W7=K7XjX Z

W8=K8XjX3

W9=K9XjX4

1 - o-methylstyrene, 2 - o-dimer, 3 - ~-dimer, 4 - cyclic dimer,

X 2 <=> X3

X2~X4

X3~X4

x, + X2 x,
x, +X3 -s x,
Xj+X4~Xs

Indexation in (1)

5 - trimer.

A mathematic description of non-isothermal process of a-methylstyrene oligomerization

in a reactor with immovable catalyst layer is represented by an equation system of material

and thermal balance (2)...(5) :

CNdT
_P_-=y "'QW +a S (T -S dl k L. j j x x x

(2).
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)

If = YkLVij~' i=1. .. 5
j

bound conditions - 1=0: X, =X 0, N=No, T=To,
I I

(3)

(4)

(5)

where Xii- component concentrations; Wj - chemical reaction rates; Vij - ~toi(Zl1iometric

coefficients; N- mole consumption of a reaction mixture; T and Tx - temperatures of

reaction medium and refrigerant; Yk - bulk weight of a catalyst; C, - mole heat capacity of a

reaction mixture; Qj - reaction heat effects; ax - heat transfer coefficient via tube wall; Sx

specific surface of reaction tubes; S - tube cross-section; 1- axial coordinate.

A calculation of a process for two technologic variants is possible with the use of a

mathematic description (2)...(5) : in a reactor with heat removal and in adiabatic reactor (in

this case in heat balance equation a heat transfer coefficient ax corresponds to zero). A

solution of a system of ordinary differential equation (2)...(5) was carried out by Cutt-Merson

modificated method.

The values of component enthalpies and of dependence of specific heat capacities on

temperature were evaluated according to methods in 11/. The thermal physical parameters are

listed in Table 1.

A semiempirical criterion equation (6) res~lted from an analysis of processes in tubular

heat exchangers /21 was used for a calculation of heat transfer coefficient via a tube wall:

( )

0,11

Nu= 0.037 *Re'''* Pr" :.

Where (Nu), (Re) and (Pr) criteria correspond to:

(6)

Nu _ -.-U_xd'..:....fP

Aw

Gdw Tp

S'J.lw

Where Gw and Cw - mixture consumption and heat capacity of refrigerant; lew andu; -heat

transfer and viscosity of refregerent.

When water is used as refregerent , 1-.t=llw and the last cofactor in equation (6) correspond

to 1.
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Table 1
Values of Component Thermal Dynamic Parameters ofReaction Mixture

of o-Methylsryrene Oligomerization Process

Material Name

Parameter Names a-methyl- Cyclic
o-dimer 13-dimer trimer

styrene dimer

(Jross-formulae C9HlO C1sH20 C1sH20 C1sH20 Cn H30

Molecular weight,
M (g/mole) 118,1 236,2 236,2 236,2 354,3

Standart heat
of formation at 298 K,

,1Ho (kcal/mole) 27,0 31,4 34,0 15,0 41,1

Constants in a series of heat
capacity, C, (cal/mole/K):

A -5,811 -21,98 -22,82 -26,72 -35,49
B 165,6 369,4 364,5 392,5 567,6

I
C -108,2 -243,6 -236,0 -264,3 -378,5
D 28,2 60,03 57,27 66,1 93,97

Heat effects (kcal/mole) of chemical reactions (1) correspond to:

Q] = 22.6, Qz= 20.0, Q3 = 39.0, Q4 = -2.63, Q5 = 16.4, Q6 = 19.0, Q7 = 17.3, Q8 = 19.9, Q9 = 0.92.

Component heat capacities and mole heat capacity of the reaction mixture according to

Table 1 data are calculated by equation (7) :

Cpi=Ai+Bi(T/l OOO)+C(T11 000)2+Dj(T/1000)3, Cp=2:CpiXj (7)

At input temperature of 30°C the component heat capacities change in a range of 35...70

cal/mole K). Under adiabatic conditions a heating in the reactor is higher than 300°C due to

high exothermicity of a-methylstyrene oligomerization reactions. The above .temperature

is sufficiently higher than a limit value (~100°C) recommended an experiment.

The main target of the process is to produce linear dimers and such a heating in a reactor

is inadmissible either due to the loss of process control or to the preliminar formation of

cyclic dimer.

Thus the modeling of a-methylstyrene oligomerization process in a tubular reactor was

carried out. Results are given in Graf.1 and 2.

A calculating experiment for tubular reactor of 2,5 m3 with a water as a refrigerant was

carried out with the use of mathematic description (2)...(5). A choice of the catalyst amount

was caused by the given output oflinear dimers of 500 ton for 2-3 months.

The dependence of linear dimers output and maximum temperature on regime parameters

were found : input temperature, a-methylstyrene, heat removal surface and diameter of

.reaction tubes.

The sensibility of regime parameters of a-methylstyrene oligomerization process to input

temperature was calculated to be weak. Thus in the further calculations to choose optimal

regimes the input temperature will be considered to be 30°C.
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METHODOLOGY OF KINETIC MODEL

I.Yu. Ibadzadeh, K.A.Guseynov, RM.,Kasimov, E.M. Mamedov

Institute ofChemical Problems National Academy ofSciences, Azerbaijan

Husseyn Javid Ave. 29, 370143, Baku, Azerbaijan

Tel.: (+99412) 394159, e-mail: ecclesia@ggbaku.org

Establishment of issues of chemical/technological process' modeling and intensification

comes to be most effectively solved with direct application of personal computer in

experimental developments and dialogue-mode processing of the obtained data using modem

techniques of experiment planning and kinetic model identification. This allows raising

efficiency, clarity and accuracy of the results gained, which is especially vital throughout

researches of complex and industrially significant heterogeneous-catalytic processes taking

place in non-stationary conditions. The given research presents developed algorithmic and

software tools, enabling intensification of researches held on chemical-technological

installations combined with Pc. For full-scale operation of the given installations there has

been developed driver software providing direct parameter data transfer to the computer and

output task codes onto the installation controls. Dialogue system, including software

implementing various methods optimal planning has been specifically developed for

intensification of the kinetic experiments conducted. The system provides foundation of

default matrix plan and its expert assessment of the experiment course, reception and

processing of the quantitative and qualitative indicators of the research procedure, regressive

model detection and checking of its compliance to experimental data, as wen as identification

of the process course optimal area. Task of pinpointing heterogeneous-catalytic process

models, in which not only obtaining ofparameter-assessment numeric values is important, but

research of reliability and accuracy of the values perceived, has also been considered. This

could be presented by the means of individual confidence intervals and joint confidence areas,

difficulties of which creation are related to obtaining elements of quasi-covariational

matrixes. New methodology and algorithms of research process kinetic model identification

are based upon statistical analysis of the kinetic models obtained integrating their assessment

nonlinearity and adequacy degree, pinpointing confidenceintervals for kinetic parameters,

values of mid-relative aberrations .and other statistic. parameters employed during the best

model consecutive selection from the The given methodology has been used in studies of

lower olefine acetoxylation reactions in particular, and several other chemical processes.
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NEW PROCESS OF CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION

INORGANIC·PEROXIDATES

E.G.lppoUtov, O.A. Kruglikova*,G.N. K:lblutshaja*

Kurnakov Institute ofGeneral & Inorganic Chemistry, Moscow, Russia

"Moscow Pedagogical State University> Russia

At study of catalytic decomposition ofwater solutions of perborates in at pH 8-13 the

new catalyst is found. The reaction of decomposition nepoxcofiopara of sodium under certain

conditions goes with this catalyst in an oscillatory mode.

It was revealed, that the accumulation of a peroxide product is possible at 2951(. At 333K

the reaction proceeds only with isolation of oxygen, similarly to decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide solutions ofthe same concentration.

The carrying out of similar research for potassiumhexahydroperoxQstannate with this

catalyst has shown, that the oscillatory process does not occur and does not depend on

concentration of the catalyst.

Thus, the action of the detected catalyst is specific for peroxoborates.We can hope, that

the determination of the mechanism of new oscillatory process will allow developing the new

approach to catalytic oxidation by oxygen.jnreactors of a flowing. type. With this purpose the

opportunity of formation hydroxo- and hy~roperoxoradicals by a method of inhibition [1, 2]

was investigated. It was found, that the process is radical in interval pH that was investigated.

[1] V.A.Lunenok-Burmakina etc. Ukr.ChemJoumal, 1981, T,47, N£lO,with 1097

[2] N.I.Kusnetsova, L.G.Detusheva, Kinetics and catalysis, 1992, T.33,.N£.3, with 516.



PROCESSING WASTES

CONTAINING ORGANOPHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS

YJ~4ID~~C.,O.A. Ozhereliev', A.N. Pe~tryakQV2

1Seversk State Technological Institute, Seversk 636036, Russia,

fax: 3822-77-95-29, e-mail: karpenko_vita@mail.ru

2Fritz-Haber-Institut der MPG, Berlin 14195, Germany,

fax: 49-30-8413...4405, e...mail: alex@jhi-berlin.mpg.de

Neutralization of liquid radioactive Pvcontaining wastes of nuclear power usingCaO

powder as absorbent and catalyst has been studied in uniflow system. During the process all

organophosphorus compounds were absorbed and converted to corrosion-inactive calcium

phosphates. Radioactive elements were remained in the solid phase. Diluent hydrocarbons

and organic fragments of Pvcontaining molecules were oxidized by air to CO2+H20. In the

case of applying the additional catalytic reactor containing honecomb supported Pt catalyst

the degree ofneutralization of gas emissions reached 95-98 %. On the base of thermodynamic

calculations and laboratory tests a technological scheme of neutralization of the radioactive

liquid P-containing wastes was suggested.

Introduction

Neutralization of radioactive wastes is one of the main problems of nuclear power [1].

Liquid .wastes are the most dangerous because of their potential threat at long-term

preservation (leakage of storage tanks, chemical reaction forming gaseous preducts..etc.).

Conventional methods of the liquid wastes processing include hardening .procedures

bitumization, cement, glazing, etc.

However, some of these problems are not solved till now. One of them is processing of

the used liquid extraction compositions containing organophosphorus compounds and

radioactive nuclides. Now this kind of the wastes is stored in tanks in liquid form and poses a

threat for environment. Traditional methods of the neutralization of liquid wastes

(incineration, plasma destruction, catalytic conversion [2-3]) can not be used because of the

presence of phosphorus compounds. Phosphorus oxides are strong corroding agents for any

kinds of steel; moreover, they fast deactivate all the catalysts [4-5].
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The aim of the present study is development of the. technologyof liquid radioactive

containing waste processing.

Experimental

The experiments were carried out in flow catalytic system underthe following operating

conditions: temperature 400-6QO°C; air flowrate 10 mlls; consumption oftributylphosphate

(TBP) was 1 g/s; composition of liquid organic waste - 45 % TBP? 40 % diluent (Cg-C12

hydrocarbon mixture), 15 % H20. Reactor contained 5 g of CaD powder for neutralization of

phosphorus oxides. The exhaust products were analyzed by chromatographic method.

Results and Discussion

Thermodynamic calculations revealed that for complete of the studied

liquid waste the concentration of about 1500 molelkg air-vapor mixture is

necessary. For totalicollversion of oxides to corrosion-inactive phosphates

consumption of CaD should be 450 mole/kg (Fig. 1)

Phosphorus oxides

Ca phosphates

o
CaO consumption, mole/kg

Figure 1. Pvcontaining compounds yield versus CaO consumption

-
During the process TBP was oxidized in the reactor by oxygen in vapor-air mixture.

Phosphorus oxides (products of oxidation) reacted with CaD powder forming grey friable

powder of calcium phosphates. CaD partly catalyzed oxidation of hydrocarbons to CO2, CO

and other O-containing molecules. For total oxidation of HC to CO2 and H20 in the exhaust
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gases the additional reactor contained honeycomb supported Pt catalyst was appliedafter P-

absorbing system.

Usage of the calculated amounts of the reactants gave 100 % conversion of TBP to

corrosion-inactive phosphates and 95-98 % conversion of hydrocarbons to CO2 + H20 . In the

case of neutralization of radioactive TBP mixture the' phosphate powder contains radioactive

elements and may be utilized by standard methods .

.. 8.12

8.1,3

Figure 2. Technological scheme of the process.
1 - settling chamber; 2 - containerwjth CaO; 3 - buffer containers; 4 -; air pumps;
5 - neutralizer; 6 - CaO dosing screw; 7 - cyclone collector; 8 - catalytic reactor;
9 - foam scrubber; 10 - absorber; 11 - fine-fiber filter; 12 - rotary pumps;
1.2 - solutiol1s;5.,4 - products of oxidation; 8.1.1 organic wastes;
8.1.2 - heated organic wastes; 8.1.3 - mechanical impurities

On the base of results of thermodynamic calculations and laboratory experiments we

suggest a technological scheme of neutralization of the radioactive liquid P-containing wastes

(Fig. 2). The scheme consists in three main stages:
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PP-i5

- pretreatment ofthe liquidwaste.~;

- neutralization of Pscontaining compounds with CaO powder;

- total oxidation ofthe ex4au.stgases.

Organic solution is extracted from the. shipping container the through the

coarse filter. Then it goes to the settling chamber 1 to remove mechanical impurities. Tank 3.1

has hot-water heater to decrease the waste viscidity-.Than the solution is injected into the hot

air. flow and the gas mixture goes to. the uniflow reactor 5 .containing CaO powder. The

process of P-compounds neutralization. occurs at 600-700°C autothermal mode forming

calcium phosphates. .The radioactive elements (mainlyin the form of ur~l1,i~l1J.nitrates) are

decomposed to oxides and adsorbed on the powder surface. Hydrocarbons and organic

fragments of the waste molecules are oxidized mainly to CO2 + H20, as.well as CO and other

O-containing compounds. At accurate operating conditions the concentration of the products

of partial oxidation does not exceed 100 mg/nr', Concentration of the nitrogen oxides is about

10-20 mg/nr', Sulfur contained in the wastes is converted to calcium sulfates and remains in

the powder. Then the exhaust gases come into the cyclone collector 7 to separate mechanical

impurities and dust. After mechanical purification the exhaust gases are pumped into the

catalytic reactor 8 for reburning CO and organic molecules. The neutralizer contains

honeycomb supported Pt catalyst. To avoid emissions of the fine-dispersive particles to

atmosphere the exhaust gases are washed with soda solution in the jet device 9 and film

apparatus 10 and filtered on fine-fiber filter 11.

Solid products of the process consist in calcium phosphates, sulfates and contaminations

of radioactive elements. They are transferred to standard treatment for extraction of uranium

or to burial in the container for solid radioactive wastes.
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Vanadium phosphorous oxides (YPO) are well-known as industrial catalysts for the

selective oxidation of n-butaneto maleic anhydride the reaction

Numerous studies of the catalyst were performed in order to reveal structural peculiarities

responsible for maleic anhydride formation ("active sites"). Vanadyl pyrophosphate

((YOhPZ07, phase) is generally accepted as a major phase of the active catalyst, but the

presence of y 5
+ phases has also been found [1, 2]. A reaction mechanism with the

participation of y 5
+ and y 4

+ was proposed [3], too. Thus, the nature of the active site is still

under discussion.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a well established technique for the

determination of the surface oxidation state. Due to the short mean free path of electrons in a

gas phase this technique generally must operate in high vacuum and can not be applied for

catalyst characterisation during reaction. Our novel system overcomes this limitation. The

experimental setup was developed for XPS investigations in gas atmosphere with pressure up

to 5 mbar. General principles of the in-situ XPS system design can be found in The

overall spectral resolution of the experimental system measured by the Ar 2p3!2 gas phase

peak was set to better than 0.2 eY.

The VPO sample was prepared as described in [5] by heating the precursor

(Y204+H3P04)at l45°C for 72 hours with a subsequent activation for 56 hours in 1.7% n

butane in air mixtureat 400°C. Catalytic and structural characterization were done at standard

conditions prior to the XPS measurements. The sample was investigated in a constant gas

flow, regulated by mass-flow controllers. The temperature has been varied between 20°C and

400°C. Spectra were taken with two photon energies 730 eY and 1254 eV. This corresponds
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to approximately 'lnm and 3 nm information depth ("surface" and "subsurface") for 01s-V2p

spectral region [6]. The catalytic activity of the sample was registered by Proton Transfer

Reaction -Mass Spectrometer simultaneously to the spectroscopic measurements.

The vanadium oxidation state of the catalyst was determined by two methods. Firstly, a

deconvolution of Y2p31Z peak was performed. Two gauss components corresponding to

V5
+and y 4

+ were used. Ols peak was used for binding energy calibration. Secondly, a formula

derived by Coulston et al [7] was applied: Vox=13.82-0.68*[0(1s)-Y(2P3n)], whereO(ls),

V(2p312) are the first momenta of 01 sand Y2p3/2 peaks after Shirley background subtraction.

The mean oxidation state was calculated as an arithmetic average ofthe two results and half

difference between the results represents the error.

Table 1. Oxidation state of vanadium depending on conditions.

Oxidation state
Gas mixture T,oC

Surface Error Subsurface Error

n-butane/He+Oz 150 4.24 0.12 4.33 0.12

»-butane/HerO, 400 15 0.07 4.30 0.04

n-butane/He 400 4.03 0.13 4.35 0.01

n-butane/He after 11 hours 400 3.95 0.12 4.28 0.03

x-butane/He 150 3.96 0.10 4.13 0.10

O2 400 4.42 0.10 4.47 0.01

XP spectra were taken reaction mixture (n-butane/He+02) at IS0°C and 400°C, in

anaerobic conditions (n-butane/He) at 400°C and 150°C and in O2 at 400°C. Oxidation states

at different conditions are shown in Table 1. The spectrum at 150°C in the reaction mixture

reveals the presence of high amount ofV5
+. After heating to the usual reaction temperature of

400°C the V5
+ amount was decreased both for surface and subsurface. The bulk oxidation

state was higher and the surface oxidation state was lower than (4.22± 0.08) measured ex situ

with X-ray tube (MgKa, 1254 eV photon energy).

After switching from aerobic to anaerobic conditions at 400°C,the surface oxidation state

increased and the subsurface oxidation state decreased. After cooling from 400°C to I50 aC in

x-butane/He the oxidation state developed the other way around. A decrease for the

subsurface and increase for the surface was observed. This phenomenon can be explained by

an oxygen redistribution and the formation of an oxygen-rich subsurface region at anaerobic
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reaction conditions. The oxygen-rich region can be causedbyoxygendiffusion, towards the

surface from deeper bulk layers or it,indicates the, presenceof a structural phasewhic~ plays

the role ofa support for the active surface layer.

A decrease of the surface and subsurface oxidation state was observed after 11 hours in n

butane/He at 400°C. This decrease can be explained by a depletion ofsubsurface and surface

oxygen because of the Mars-van-Krevelen mechanism which is generally accepted for this

reaction. [8].

OUf data represent the first XPS study ofYPO under different reaction gas mixtures. The

catalyst surface oxidation showed dynamic respopsq on catalytic conditions in agreement.with

[9], [10]. The involvement erv" centres is supported by in situ X-ray absorption studies,[2].

For the very first time our measurement give a hint to the depth location of this v" centres. A

subsurface region with high oxidation state at anaerobic reaction conditions can be a sign for
- 5+

the subsurface location of'V centres present in the active YPO catalyst.
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The aim of the study is to reveal the mutual influence of the shape and of the surface

morphology of the supported nanoparticles on the reaction kinetics. The analysis has been

provided by the lattice physicochemical

processes that proceed Over the supported catalytic particles. To the active metal

particle Kessel crystal located on the inert support has surface

morphology of the particle is defined by distribution of heights of the metal atom columns.

The metal atoms attract the nearest neighbor metal atom and atoms of support. The

attraction is characterized by interaction energies between the metal atoms

Jmm and between the metal atom and the support underneath Jrns. The change of morphology is

caused by the thermal diffusion of the surface atoms. To' simulate the diffusion of the metal

atoms over the metal and support surfaces standard the Metropolis algorithm, [1] has been

used. As a result the equilibrium shapes of the particle has been observed to depend on the

temperature and the relative ratio "metal-metal" and "metal-support"energies. At

temperatures ~ 700-900 K the initial cubic shape of the metal crystal move to hemisphere.

Increasing the temperature up to 1100 K result in dispersed shape of the particle, if such

particles are located close enough, the coalescence ofparticles is possible.

The model reaction A+B2 has been studied [2] (rnonomolecular.-adsorption of A,

dissociative adsorption of and reaction between Aadsand taking into account the

roughening of the particle surface and the spillover phenomena of the adsorbed Aads species

over the support. The influence .of the adsorption and the reaction processes on the

equilibrium: shape of the nm-sized particles was also investigated. The following propositions

had been made to model the reaction proceeding on the supported catalyst particle: 1) the

reaction starts on the equilibrium shape of the particle at a particular temperature; 2) B2
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molecule can adsorb subsequent dissociation only the two neighboring active sites of

the catalyst particle situated at the same level;3) A molecuIs can adsorb and diffuse both on

the metal and support surface (spillover); 4) desorption of Aatfs and Bads is neglected; 5) the

reaction between A atfs proceeds immediately when they .are'brought into contact due

to adsorption, or A ads diffusion into the two neighboring active sites situated at the same level;

6) the probabilities of adsorbed species diffusion are governedby the above-mentioned

Metropolis algorithm; 7) the simulation procedure makes provision for taking account of the

lateral interactions both of Aads and Bads with each other and with near neighboring metal

atoms with corresponding energies. After each attempt to adsorb A or B2 molecule several

attempts of diffusion of metal atoms and A ads species were performed to equilibrate both the

surface of the catalyst particle and the adsorbed layer.
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Fig. 1. The dependencies ofA ads and Bads coverages (upper graph) and reaction rate (absolute value of
formed AB molecules of product per one MCS - lower graph) versus molar ratio YA in the
case of the flat surface of the particle. (a) The absence ofAads diffusion; (b) Aads diffusion over
the support and the particle surfaces.

The kinetic dependencies of A ads and Bads coverages normalized on the number of the

active sites of the. catalyst particle versus molar ratio YA = PA/(PA+PB2) (Pi are the partial

pressures of the reagents in the gas phase) obtained at different variants of the model reaction

performance (with or without Aads species and/or metal atoms diffusion, various ratios of

interaction energies, etc.) has been compared with ones of the well-known Ziff-Gulari

Barshad model [3]. In our case ZGB-model corresponds to the performance of the reaction

only on the initial flat uniform surface of the catalyst particle without any diffusion of

adsorbates and metal atoms (Fig la), Introducing into the model the Aads molecules diffusion

over the metal and support surface leads to the considerable decrease of the unit Bads coverage

region observed in ZGR-model andto aminor shift (from 0.51 to 0.48) of the reaction rate

maximum to the smaller values of YA [4,5] (Fig lb) (in contrast to the behavior of ZGB-
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.' model with Aads diffusion). This effect is connected with additional source ofAads molecules

due to the spillover from the support to the activeparticle, Inthat way, the spillover effect

leads to the effective increasing of the A reagent partial.pressure,

When the reaction proceeds on the non-regular roughened surfaces all the regions with

sharp stepwise changing of adsorbates coverage disappear (in this case the number of active

sites convenient for B2 adsorption is restricted) (Fig2 a-c). Introduction of the diffusion

channel leads, as earlier, to the shift of the reaction window to the smaller values of YA . In

this case (Fig. 2b) we can observe, again as earlier, the preferred occurrence of the reaction at

the boundaries ofthe dense core of adsorbed Bads island at low values ofYA . Introduction into

the model the diffusion of surface metal atoms results .in the further change of the kinetic

dependencies (Fig. 2c) which is connected with the dynamic change of the surface

morpnotogy determining the geometric impediments
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Fig. 2. The dependencies of Aads and Bads coverages (upper graph) and reaction rate (absolute value of
formed AB molecules of product per one MCS - lower graph) versus molar ratio YA in the
case of the roughened surface ofthe particle, T = 500 K. (a) - rigid surface, the absence of
metal atoms and Aads diffusion;' (b) - rigid surface, Aads diffusion over the support and the
particle surfaces;(c)- dynamic· surface, metal atoms and A"ds diffusion. over the support and
the particle surfaces.
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it has been shown (in the frames ofthe proposed model) thatthe shape of the active

particle can change under the influence of the adsorbed layer, even in the absence of the

"adsorbate-metal" interactions and 'that the kinetics on the nanometer-size particle can be

remarkably different from those-corresponding to the infinite surface. Introduction into the

model the attractive interactions "adsorbate-metal" leads to the reversible adsorbate induced

reshaping [6]. In this case the particles size determines the degree of reshaping, as in

'experiment [7].

Recently the software has been elaborated permitting the study of the 3D shapes of the

equilibratednanoparticles in the cases of the simple cubic lattice and of the body-centered

metal crystal structures. Few examples of the simulated particles are shown in the Fig.

Fig. 3. a) simple cubic lattice, lmm = lms; b) simple cubic lattice, Jmm= 0.5 . c) body-centered lattice,
Jrrnn
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Experimental studies on industrial reactors with stationary catalyst layer and on stands

showed the presence of the areas with essentially different velocities of row-gas flows causing

hydro-dynamic non-uniformity.

Non-uniformity of coke deposits results in increasing non-homogeneity of concentration

and temperature fields along with the width of reactor layer with radial input of row material.

Linear velocity of the flow while moving from peripheral to central area has to be

significantly increased due to decrease of cross-section square alone the cone of movement of

row-gas mixture. It leads to different intensity of mass-exchange processes peripheral and

central areas. While moving the row-gas mixture from the center to periphery the picture is

reverse.

One of the possible methods to eliminate partially non-homogeneity of the concentration

and temperature fields is to change the direction of row-gases flow from the center to

periphery. In this case non-uniformity of temperature field (and hence the conversion of

hydrocarbons) will be essentially lower while moving from the center to periphery because

the decrease of volume velocity of the row-gases input will be compensated to some extend

by the temperature decrease due to domination of endothermic reactions on the surface of

catalyst.

Mathematical model of reactor with stationary grain layer and radial movement of row

gas flow is a system of equation of material and heat balance for multi-zone system with

radial flow within each zone. The change of the components' concentration at the motion of

gas flow in catalyst stationary layer within each zone is described as:

G _aCi + G aCi I
c c W. az av }
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at Z == 0, C, == 0,

v == 0,C, == Cia (at the entrance of the reactor),

j - is the number of reaction, according the scheme of transformation of the row-material into

the product; Z is a reduced time or the whole amount of the processed row-material (nr');

Gc - is the gas expenditure; V - is the volume of catalyst; -- is the concentration of the

substances.

In this model all zones maybe formed by cross-section of co-axial cylinders to count

radial change of volume and Linear velocity of row-gases flow. When the gas flows through a

stationary grain catalyst layer, the input values of concentrations and temperatures of each

next zone are the output values of those of the previous zone. Fig. 1 and 2 shows the coke

concentration at catalyst, while the flows in two possible directions.

Note that in the case of gas flow from the center to periphery non-uniformity of coke

deposition is essentially lower than that in the case of opposite direction of the flow.

model calculation also showed that in the case of gas the center to periphery the

total output aromatic hydrocarbons is higher that can explained by more nn,t;"'>"'~

decreasing of catalyst activity.

7
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U,!1's·1

Fig. 1. Fig. 2

Non-uniformity of coke deposits in catalyst layer is an important but not single factor to

decrease the degree of transformation hydrocarbons at movement from periphery to the

center.

Thermal effect of catalytic reforming is defined by the contents of cyclopentanes in row

materials as well as by depth of hydrocarbons transformation. This effect is high at the contact

with peripheral layers of the catalyst and goes down while moving to the center in the

direction shown in Fig. 3. To level the thermal loading and drops in reaction zone the volume
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of the catalyst has to be increased along with the row-gas mixture. Moreover, the increase of

the catalyst volume creates optimal conditions for ongoing the reaction of de-hydrolyzation of

paraffin. For example, the change of the catalyst layout from increasing (l :2:4) to uniform

one (1:1:1) decreases selectivity paraffin's transformation.

Table 1 presents the results of model calculation of n,nn,,, of aromatic hydrocarbons in

catalyst volume was conventionally divided intothe case of changing the row-gases flow.

7 zones with equal radial interval,

The volume of each zone is increased at increasing the square of cross-section and the

temperature decreased as a result of endothermic process.

1. Influence of the direction ofrow-gas flow on output of aromatic hydrocarbons.

Average integral output

15.06 j
14.95 I
14.60[

430

450

Temperature,
T,

0.814,90

481

445

465

440

450

Temperature,
1.°('

1.6

7

6

flll1l-

3. Movement of the flow from the center to periphery.
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The output of the aromatic hydrocarbons is the same while the row-gas mixture is

moving from one conventional zone to another. Therefore the high values of volume

velocities in initial zones and low output of aromatics are compensated by the higher

temperatures. Table 1 shows that the output of aromatic hydrocarbons is increased due to the

increasing of degree of transformation ofparaffin and cyclopentanes.

Thus, non-uniformity of coke deposits on the catalyst's surface leads to hydro-dynamic

non-uniformity of the row-gases flow from periphery to the center and non-uniformity of the

temperature and concentration of hydrocarbons. Activity of the catalyst is changed lower

while moving from the center to periphery. The output of the product is increased by 1-2% at

the change of the flow direction from the center to periphery. The decrease of coke formation

by 1-2% will allow to increase the inter-regeneration cycle by 1.2-1.3 times.
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The surfaces undergoes continuous changing during heterogeneous process by a such

phenomena: formation and decomposition of intermediate surface compounds which have

been caused by gas molecule adsorption; size and form changing ofsolid connected with

transformation to gas products; formation the solid, reaction products near the surface and so

other. There are now an increasingly large number of quantum-chemical, approaches in the

area surface science because of its technological relevance in applied areas such as catalysis.

They are convenient methods employed to solve the electronic structure problem at a surface.

Adsorption - more or less close cohesion of molecules on the solid surface, are appearing

always as stage of chemical reaction. Although all atoms and molecules experience a

van derWaals force on being brought near to a surface, those with open shells display far

greater chemical interactions close distances [1]. Theoretical treatments of this interaction

assume that there is no overlap between the electrons on the atom and in the surface. The

force arises from the interaction of the polarizable solid with dipolar quantum mechanical

fluctuations of the atomic charge distribution. Chemisorption as against van der Waals,

demands the sufficient activation energy. The formation heat can be comprised with chemical

reaction formation heat. It goes through the activation complex formation between gas

molecule and surface active center, and process velocity have been determined as velocity of

the barrier overcoming of the potential energy curve at the molecules rapprochement.

The structure of surface's chemical compounds are defined not only the chemisorption

peculiarities, but the modifying surface transformation too. It's refer not to many layer surface

structure formation, but to the chemical and thermal transformations of the new functional

groups immobilizing on the surface.

To investigate the chemical way to destruct of organic molecules immobilizing on the

silica surface the quantum-chemical calculations have been provided by the MNDO method.
, .

, The subject of reseach was threemethylphosphate ((CH30)3P=O) as one of the representatives

of phosphororganic compounds. Besides this substance demonstrates inhibiting properties on
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inhibitor possibility to connect the active centers offlame , OR, 0' and so oth.).

Calculations have been provided both for the isolated molecule and for the immobilized

one on the silica surface. It was noted.that.the most energetic advantage destruction's way is

radical decay in the both cases. This conclusion play clue role because the propagation of

flame has chain nature. The calculation results you can see in the table.

The quantum-chemical calculation by the MNDO method of destruction ways of

threemethylphosphate immobilized on the silica surface

NQ
The destruction's products of the three- The fonnationheatAH~98'

r.' methylphosphate on the silica surface kcal/mol

1 Si[(OH)3SiOhO Ill + OP(OCH3)2-

2 Si[(OH)3SiOhO- + OP(OCH3)/ 193,6

3 Si[(OHhSiOhO++ OP(OCH3)2- 226,19

It is worth noting that the enthalpy of isolated molecule (CH30)3P=O( AH~98=

143,45 kcal/molralmost in 7,5 timesmore than such values for the immobilizing one.

Consequently high-organized system (immobilization on the silica) is more predormnant

for the inhibiting properties of the threemethylphosphate,

For the stage the collision complexes between destruction products and active

centers of flame CR, OfI', 0) have been calculated to research scavenging effectiveness of

these substances. The interaction probability has been estimated, by the depth of minimum on

the potential curves (dependence potential energy from distance between. particles). The

relative stability the short living complexes have been determined by thecoll1parative

analysis of bind .lengths and energies. The POz" have been find the most effective to connect

active centers of flame among the all investigated destruction products. This result is in the

good agreement with experimental works [2 ,3).
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Catalytic reforming remains principal technology of motor fuels. production. Due to

environmental requirements, mainstream of the modem oil reforming is production of

unleaded gasoline with low benzene content.

Benzene percentage in marketable gasoline mainly depends on its content in reforming

catalysate that is determined by raw materials quality and conditions of technological process.

As a result, development of efficient technology of high-octane blending fuel production by

reforming catalysate fractioning is an issue of the day.

Reforming catalysate is characterized by nonuniform distribution of octane units over

fractions. High-boiling aromatized fractions have high values of octane unit, whereas light

fractions of reformate are characterized by low octane units and considerable benzene content.

Light and heavy fractions of reforming catalysate are used as high-octaneblending fuel in

production of unleaded gasoline, middle low-octane fraction is utilized as raw material for

low-octane gasoline and aromatic hydrocarbons production. According to known

technological schemes, reformate fractioning demands two three fracking fractionators that

implies complicated equipment and high power inputs.

Usually, reforming plant includes the only column-of reformate stabilization therefore

development of technology of reformate dividing directly stabilization column into two

parts - middle-octane and high-octane with lower benzene content - is of interest. It will

permit to produce high-quality unleaded gasoline using catalysate of soft-regime reforming

without expensive components, additional power inputs and capital investments.

The above problem is solved by dividing reformate into high- and middle-octane parts

directly in column of" reformate stabilization. It saves capital investments for additional

column mounting and power inputs for fractioning.

There are three schemes of direct reformate dividing (fig. 1) developed. Unlike scheme 2,

scheme3 provides introduction of side-cut distillate from the zs" (from the bottom) plate of

the first column into the top of the second column and return of distillate from the second
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column in the plate of distillate outputof the first column as wen middle-octane

fraction withdrawal from the 2nd (from the topj.plate ofthe second column.
~. '..\

It is necessary to note tha.t!schemes 1 (variant 1), 2 and.3 figured out for the same

temperature of raw material input (110 "C). However, in scheme 1 (variant 1) temperature of

remainder (high-octane fraction) that is principal heatsource for raw material amounts 255°C
,- . ?- -'." . •

whereas in schemes 2 and 3 -: only 180°C. Therefore in scheme 1 (variant 2), increase of

remainder temperature up to 263 °C leads to raising of raw material input temperature up to

162°C (table 1).

3 3 4

5

1- __~K-l1

CXEMAI CXEMA2

1 K-2r------II>/

5

CXEMA3

Fig. 1. Schemes of reformate dividing: 1 - raw materials; 2 - gas; 3 ~ top fraction of stabilization; •
4 - middle-octane fraction; 5 - high-octane fraction
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Optimization ofrefonnate dividing schemes (octane 80 m.m.) with middle-octane

fractions withdrawal by distillates is fulfilled. It is shown that scheme with middle

octane fractions withdrawal by side-cut distillate simultaneously both-from corroborative and

stripping sections is the most effective. Scheme with middle-octane fractions withdrawal by

side-cut distillate' from corroborative section is.less effective than withdrawal from.stripping

section.

TABLE. Main characteristics ofcolumns operation

Scheme 1
Characteristics Scheme 2 Scheme 3

Var .. l Var.2

Consumption, side-cut distillate of the 1st column into
.

the 2nd one
13.0

% ofraw

material distillate of the 211
<1 column into the 1st one - - - 4.4

hot stream of the 15t column 247.8 260.9 200.0 204.4

hot stream of the 2nd column - 87.0 173.9

total consumption of hot stream 247.8 260.9 287.0 378.3

irrigation of the 15t column 56.9 90.4 5.4 13.0

irrigation of the 211<1 column - 62.8 93.9

total consumption of irrigation 56.9 90.4 68.2 106.9.
Temperature, raw material input 110 162 110 110,

°C top of the I" column 71 70 68 68

top of the znd column - - 109 63

bottom of the 1st column 255 263 206 229

bottom of the 2nd column - - 180 180

Heat demand, condenser of the 1st column 269.6 415.4 45.5 78.0

Mlon 1 ton of condenser of the 2M column 433.6 371.6- -
raw material

furnace for hot stream of the 1st column 463.5 475.47 259.42 331.56

hot stream of the 1st column 263 269 225 244

hot stream of the 2M column - - 200 185

furnace for hot stream of the 211a column - - 277.63 205.85

boiler 69.23 69.23 - -
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·'
Scheme 1

Characteristics Scheme 2 Scheme 3
Var. 1 Var. 2

total heat sink 269,62 415.36 479.11 449.61

total heat supply 532.6 544.70 537.05 537.41

Fractions iso-C, - e.b. in top of stabilization" 4.69 2,76 11 4,97

content,
b.b. - C4 • in middle-octane fraction** 2.06 1.57 3.54 2.32

% weight
toluene - e.b. in middle-octane fraction 13.75 1.75 1.78 3.52

b.b. - 1,1,3-trimethylcyclopentane in high-
6.87 1.74 1.75 2.43

octane fraction

benzene in high-octane fraction 0.90 0.00 0.01 0.04

Pressure of the first 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

column top,
second - - 0.3 0.3

MPa

Octane unit, middle-octane fraction 80.2 75.4 75.8 76.6

(m.m.) i high-octane fraction 95.6 97.8 97.7 94.4

*e.b. - end of boiling;
**b.b. - beginning of boiling.

By the example of reformate dividing (octane unit c. 90), it is shown that scheme with

middle-octane fractions withdrawal from corroborative section by side-cut distillate is more

'efficient than scheme of separation in two columns with successive withdrawal of

stabilization top as the first column distillate whereas the last scheme is more effective than

. scheme with partially related streams. It is found that increase of number of plates in
f' '0:- :

separation system from 40 to 100 (from 20 to 50 theoretical plates, correspondingly) does not

proportionally raise quality of separation products. Thus, scheme 3 with simultaneous

withdrawal of side-cut distillate from corroborative and stripping sections is the most flexible.

It permits to withdraw side-cut distillate from either corroborative or stripping sections

separately as well as simultaneous withdrawal. from both sections. The last method is the most

efficient, it greatly increases quality of motor fuels.
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THE NEW METHOD OF SYNTHESIS OF TRANS-l,4-POLYISOPRENE

(SYNTHETIC GUTTAPERCHA)

M.S. Chinova, O.V. Smetannikov, E.A. Mushlna, Yn.Ya. Podolskiy,

E.M. Antipov,V.M. Frolov

The synthetic Gutta Percha (crystalline trans-i ,4-polyisoprene) is used for obtaining

.thermoplastic materials for medicalassigning, and for boot wear and tire industry.

A new catalytic system based on the titanium-magnesium catalysts has been elaborated

for manufacturing of Gutta Percha. Polymerization of isoprene is performed in aliphatic

solvents in the presence of titanium tetrachloride, deposited on finely dispersed magnesium

dichloride, or in the presence of the same system immobilized on silica gel. Trialkylaluminum

is used as co-catalyst. Polymerization proceed at 30 - 60°C at a molar ratio co-catalyst/catalyst

20 - 100 mol/mol; the concentration of isoprene in a reaction zone can be in the range from 1

to 4,8 mollI.

According to the data of IR-spectroscopy polyisoprene obtained is characterized by a

following microstructure: trans-lA-units 97-98%, 3,4-units 2-3%. It was established, that the

process of the isoprene polymerization proceeds via the "living chain" mechanism.

As contrasted with the natural Gutta Percha, whose crystalline phase contains both a- and

~-modifications, the synthetic polymer crystallizes only in a-monocline form with melting

point closeto 7SoC. Such unusually perfect constitution of polymer is characteristic only for a

sample with nascent structure extracted directly from the chemical reactor. The melting and

the subsequent crystallization results in formation of an usual ~-crystalline phase.

The synthesized polyisoprene is easily processed by the melt technique and has good

mechanical properties (relative elongation and the tensile strength are equal to 250-300% and

20 MPa respectively).
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In the last several decades dangerous waste of methane in atmosphere became a great

problem in connection rapid growth of industry. Methane is inert hydrocarbon and

therefore it is difficult to oxidize it relatively low temperatures « 600°C). Catalysts on the

base of noble metals are used to decrease methane oxidation temperature. But the application

of these catalysts is limited because they are too expensive. Therefore attempts are undertaken

to substitute mixed oxide catalysts for them. From this of view transitional metal oxides

and 21'02 modified by 3d-metal oxides are very interesting [1]. There are many articles

system [2), but most of authors carefully investigated only samples with relatively

low copper content (up to 20 mol. %). Our work deals with samples with copper content from

0.5 to 100 mol. %.

There are many methods of oxides synthesis. One of them is decomposition ofmetal salts

in the molten alkali metals nitrates media [3]. The disadvantage of this method is the need of

washing out the alkali metal salts order to obtain pure mixed metal oxides. This stage can

be avoided when NH4N03 is used instead of alkali metal nitrates since an excess of

ammonium nitrate can be simply eliminated from the system by sublimation/decomposition at

moderate temperature. Small amounts of reaction mixture, low rate and high of

vessel volume to volume of sample are the conditions in which decomposition of ammonium

nitrate melt occur without explosion.

Oxide samples 2r02 with CuO were synthesised by thermaldecomposition (170-300 °C)

of mixtures of zirconium and copper nitrates with five molar excessofNH4N03. One sample

(12 mol. % CuO) was also synthesised in molten potassium nitrate ati450 °C (3 h). Then

. samples were calcinated at 500°C (l h). Synthesised samples were green (copper content <

25 mol. %) or black (copper content> 25 mol. %).
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All .samples.were.investigated byXRD. Only lines of c-zrO+ were observed forsamples with

copper content from 5 to 20 mol. % lines c-zrOz and CuO samples with> 20 mol. %

CuO. On the base of received results it can be assume that solid solution of CuO in zrOz forms

under this conditions with maximum copper content 20-25 mol. %. Samples 12 mol. %

CuO/zrOz synthesised in molten :NI-4N03 and in molten KN03 same XRD - patterns.

Series of samples CUO/Zr02 (5-40 mol. % Cu) was investigated by electron microscopy

and X-ray spectra element microanalysis. According obtained results samples consisted of

high-porous particles with diameter 10-100 um, These particles are metastable solid solution

of CuO in c-ZrOz. The crystal phase of CuO appeared in samples containing more than

20 mol. % CuO. Content ofCuO on the surface of particles was about 17-33 % higher than its

average volume content (Table 1). This fact indicates the formation of thin copper oxide film

on the surface. Sample with 40 mol. % Cu was treated with concentrated RN03 for

elimination bulk CuO from the surface. Content of copper in sample was about 25 mol. %

after this process. Apparently this is maximum copper concentration in this solid solution.

Calcination at 700°C led to decomposition of metastable solid solution, as a result crystal

phases m-ZrOz and CuO were formed. At the same time copper content on the surface

increased and specific surface area (SA) strongly decreased.

1.

copper content in surface copper
b/a XRD SA,m2/g

sample, % (a) content, % (b)

10 11,7 1,17 C-Zr02 1,5

15 17,7 1,18 C-Zr02 56,6

15* 22,95 1,53 m-ZrOi, C-Zr02' CuO 0,9

25 33,25 1,33 C-Zr02, CuO 74

40 52,0 1,30 C-Zr02, CuO 70,4

<40*- 25,3 c-zr02 91

.>1< - sample 15 mol. % CuO calcinated at 700 °Cfor 1 h;
**- sample 40 mol. % CuO treated withconcentrated (60 %) HNO} (3 h,with stirring) and thencalcinated at

500 DC (2 h).

Measurements of pores were carried out for samples with 60 and 80 mol. % CuO. It was

found that these samples have narrow distribution function of pore size (average pore

diameter was 7 and 10 nm correspondingly).

Obtained samples were studiedbyEl'R and ESDR methods, was found that they differ

from samples with analogous compositions synthesised by another method (coprecipitation),

Results are presented in report.
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Catalytic activity of the samples was investigated in the total methane oxidation reaction.

Samples (430-775 mg) were preheated for 1 h at 400°C in a nitrogen gas flow. After cooling

down to 200-250 °C the samples were exposed to the reaction gas mixture of 2,4, ml CH4 +

9,6 ml Q2(VCH4:V02 .= 1:4) at atmospheric pressure and exposure time of 2 s (gas velocity

12 ml/min). The conversion of methanewas calculated in terms ofCOz formed.

Temperatures of 50% (T so%) and 95% (T9S%) conversion are presented in table 2. Plot

showing the conversion of methane as a function of temperature are presented in Fig. 1.

Catalytic activities of samples are shown in table 2 as relative speeds referred to sample

weight (R). They were calculated by following equation: R = v*lJ , where v= 2.4 ml/min
2 Vwm

is speed of methane current, 11 - is conversion degree at 300 °C (11 < 6 %), V - is molar

volume of methane, m -- is catalyst weight (g). Graph of dependencies Tso%, T95% and R on

copper content is presented in Fig. J. It is interesting to mention that all these dependencies

correlate with each other.

Table 2.

Sample Tso%,oC T9S%,oC R, mmol- s': min"

12Cu (KN03) 400 470 0,0023

12Cu (NH4N0 3) 440 510 0,0014

20Cu 363 425 0,0073 I
30Cu 360 I 415 0,0112

60Cu 360 395 0,0114

70Cu , 360 415 0,0114

80Cu 380 420 0,0104

90Cu 360 395 0,0093

95Cu 385 430 0,0069

CuO 415 490 0,0034

All catalysts are active for complete CH4 oxidation to CO2 (without CO) and H 20 in the

temperature range 250 -- 500°C. Sample with 12 mol. % CuOproduced in molten KN03

possesses better catalytic activity than sample with the same CuO content synthesised in

moltenNH4N0 3 . Catalytic activity increases with increasing of copper content to 30 mol. %,

then it almost does not change up to 90 mol. % and then it decreases. So it was shown than

pure CuO performs less specific catalytic activity than samples CuO+ZrOz with more than

20 mol. % Cu. Optimum composition is 30 mol. % CuO.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of
temperatures 0[50.% and
95 % and catalytic activity
methane conversion on
copper content in samples
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DEVELOPMENT OF IMPROVED NUMERICAL MODEL OF

EXTRACTIVEDEAROMATIZATION OF A'STRAIGHT-RUNDIESEL

FRACTION 270-360 °C

D.E. Khalikov, S.A. Obukhova, E.G. Telyashev

The Institute ofPetroleum Refining and Petrochemistry

ofBashkortostan Republic Academy ofSciences

Ufa 450065, Iniciativnaya Str., 12, phone/fax: (3472) 42-24-71, vezirov@anrb.ru

Increasing severity of ecological requirements to diesel fuels quality that is to polycyclic

hydrocarbons and in future to total aromatic hydrocarbons (AR) evokes necessity of

development and introduction in industry of technologies of 'diesel fractions

dearomatization. One of the technologies permitting decrease of AH content diesel fuels is

extractive dearomatization [1J.

Traditional extragents of industrial extraction processes such as glycols, sulfolane,

N-methylpyrrolidon, phenol and others can't be used m this quality for extractive

dearomatization of diesel fractions due to several reasons.

The heavy diesel fraction 270-360°C was chosen as an object of this study which is

characterized [2] by increased content of the most undesirable bi- and polycyclic as

compared to the broad diesel fraction.

Laboratory study [3] of the influence of such parameters of extraction as ratio

extragent/feed, water content in extragent and temperature on properties of raffinates and

extracts produced as a result of extractive dearomatization has been conducted. Extraction

was conducted in one stage in a thermostatic extractor. The extragent was separatedfrom the

raffinate and extract phase by distillation. The experiments have shown that in the, range

studied the best results were obtained at the temperature of 20°C and when ratio

extragent/feed was equal to 3. Under these conditions study of the relation between water

content in extragent {4-10% vol)and yield and quality parameters of raffinate and extract was

, conducted.

The research work performed has shown that when water content increases yield of

raffinate (a dearomatizated .diesel fraction), which is the target product, also growsjmd

reaches 87.5 %.
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uunng this

content by chemical groups

del:~nnirlati9n of refractive index. Decrease of

proc.esswpich is iconfirmed by the results

content analysis as well as by

water content leads to decrease of AH content in raffinate and amounts to 20.2 %.

straight-run diesel fractionThe basic features the one-stazeextracuon

270-360 °C using the extragent studied have been determinated.

The results of laboratory study were used for correction of model of the initial feed

[4] and the coefficients of binary interactions in the equation of liquid/liquid phase

equilibrium.

The model of diesel fraction was presented as a mixture of basic chemical groups of

hydrocarbons and sulfur compounds. The was improved by the method selecnon of

structure and content components in order to guarantee maximum correspond-ence the

physical-experiments according to chemical. compositionreal diesel fraction used in

chemical properties.

Real experiments were reproduced In numerical experiments (fig. 1 using this

improved model and its has

So on the basis of the laboratory and numerical experiments the model of one-

stage extractive dearomatization of diesel fraction has been developed which can be used

optimization of multi-stage extraction parameters in numerical experiments and technological

calculation of extractive equipment.
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BENZENE HYDROGENATION IN LIGHT FRACTIONS OF

REFORMING PRODUCT

A.A. Kasianov, K.G. Abdulminev, A.F. Ahmetov, A.S. Soloviev

Ufa State Petroleum Technical University

Now in structure of automobile gasoline in Russia involve up to 50 % gasoline of

reforming, that causes the high contents of aromatic hydrocarbons and, in particular, of most

toxic reluctant - benzene. In connection with the anticipated introduction of Russia into the

European community the requirements to made engine fuels raise, the contents of benzene is

confined up to 1 %.

Some alternatives of know-hows of drop of the, contents of benzene at present are

designed: extraction, alkylation, drop of stress and increase of bubble point of feed reforming.

However specified methods have essential lacks precluding widespread occurrence - high

capital and operational expenses, complementary quantity of scarce not limiting gases, drop

ofoctane number or output of gasoline.

One of most effective and economically justified is the technology of reduction of

concentration of benzene in reforming's gasoline by a method hydrogenation. The essence of

process is encompass byed distillation of a gasoline with emanating head IBP ~. 85°C and

residual 85°C -,FBPof fractions. The fraction IBP - 85°C, containing up to 25 % of benzene,

is exposed hydrogenation on platinum contents catalyst.

As features of process it is necessary to note, that on thermodynamic indexs the benzene

IS better hydrogenated at low temperature and heightened stress [1]. However at low

temperature the speed of process is poor for industrial production, .and the increase of

temperature and stress augments a fraction of reactions hydroeracking paraffin and

naphthenes hydrocarbons and, as the consequent, causes drop of yields of liquid products.

As a result of the held studies the optimur:n technological arguments of process allowing

toreceive a product of hydrogenation containing less the 0.1 % benzene and to minimize of

loss from reactions hydrocracking at observance of conditions of industrial production were

picked up.

The mixture hydrogenation of a head fraction with the rest 85°C - FBP allows to receive

a component of high-octane gasoline containing less 1 % ofbenzene (tab. 1).
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The table 1 - Pcerfonnariceoffeedstockand products of process hydrogenatIon

Gasolirie's fraction
,

Gasoline
Properties of

Hydrogenated Blend of (2)

reforming
IBP - 85°C 85°C-FBP product (3) and (3)

Yields, % wt. 100.0 33.0 67.0 33.1 100.1
.

RON 96.6 78.9 More 100 78.3 98.0

MON 87.0 76.5 92.3 75.9 88.2

ASTM distillation,
°C

IBP 40 39 86 38 42

10 % vol. 63 50 95 49 65

50 % vol. 108 60 116 58 112

90 % vol. 160 74 168 73 162

FBP 193 I 86 205 82 200

Aromatics 67.2 19.6 90.5 - 60.1
hydrocarbons,
%wt.

Benzene 5.5 16.0 0.3 Less 0.1 Less 1.0
-

Toluene 17.2 3.6 23.8 Less 0.1 15.9
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For today of an opportunity of increase of performance catalytic reforming with a

stationary catalyst bed in traditional technological execution practically are exhausted. Further

increase of temperature and the drop of stress conducts to an intensive poisoning of the

catalyst and drop of its activity. Applying of the advanced catalyst and optimization of a

technological mode do not result in significant meliorating of index of process, since it has

reached thermodynamics of a possible limit. The consideration of processes proceeding at

each stage reforming demonstrates, that in the first and second reactors to the greatest degree

proceed. dehydrogenation of naphthenes and isomerization of paraffines, the fraction of

readings dehydrocyclization and hydrocracking is low owing to small of contact of feed

with thecatalyst and significant temperature drop on a catalyst bed [1]. On the given indexs

the third reactor considerably differs from head. Here there is more half of all catalyst of

process, hence, time of contact - greatest; temperature of a stream on a catalyst bed, though

and it is unsignificant, but grows. All this promotes ascending of a fraction of reactings

dehydrocyc1ization and hydrocracking.

involvement in reactings hydrocracking of paraffines with number of carbon atoms 7

also is more desirable, since allows essentially to increase octane number of a product. On the

other hand, hydrocracking of hydrocarbons with quantity of atoms of carbon less than seven

results in formation of extremely gases and attracts drop of an yield ofgasoline and hydrogen.

Therefore for optimization of process last reactor was chosen.

The held analysis of a reactionary mixture of process reforming testifies that the

reactionary mixture on a going into last reactor has up to 28 % of fractions boiling away at

temperature up to 85 C . Hydrocarbons introduced this fraction are not exposed reforming,

moreover, at hydrocracking of these reductants: the unvaluable gas is formed. Hence, it is

desirable to remove easy hydrocarbons from a reactionary mix before third reactor.

For skilled endorsement of performance of the tendered schema of realization of process

reforming the experiments on laboratory installation of a flowing type working under pressure

of hydrogen were held. The installation modeled work of last reactor of installation catalytic.

reforming. The contents of aromatic hydrocarbons in source feed was 48 % wt.
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As variable of optimization bubble

point fraction routed to areactor. By yardstick ofoptimization the.yield liquidproduct

(balance sum of a head prpductof reforming)

Source feed have distillated with production of fractions of feed (tab. 1).

The table 1 - Yields of residual fractions from source feed

Fraction Yields, % wt.

85°C-FBP 72,0

95°C-FBP 65,6

105°C - FBP 60,2

The results of experiments (fig. 1) demonstrate, that the yields of products from source

feed is lower than for alternatives with the deduction of a head fraction and with increase of

temperature the difference is augmented.
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Figure 1. Dependence of an yields of gasoline on temperature and beginning ofboiling of feed.

With increase ofbubble point of a feed fraction the yield of liquid products raises, and the

influence of temperature is reduced.

Thus, carried out researches is shown, that the removal from feed of last reactor of a head

fraction allows to gain complementary quantity of a target reforming's product -.high..octane

reductant of gasoline or to augment temperature of process in the given reactqr for increase of

octane number of this product.
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EFFECT OF THERMOLYSIS CONDITIONS AND TYPE

VISBREAKINGREACTORON STRUCTURE AND POLYDISPERSE

STATE OF CRACKING RESIDUES

S.A. Obukhova, RR Vezirov, A.R. Davletshin, E.G. Telyashev

The Institute ofPetroleum Refining andPetrochemistry

ofBashkortostan Republic Academy ofSciences

Vfa 450065, Initsiativnaya Sir; 12, phone/fax: (3472) 42-24-71, vezirov@anrb.ru

At present the most widely used alternatives of visbreaking process realization are a

furnace - type variant and a variant with a feed upflow reaction chamber (FURC). In the first

case reaction process proceeds in a coil - type reactor in which hydrodynamic flow regime at

the reaction section of the coil can be characterized as a disperse - ring one while in the

second case - in a hollow column - type apparatus, in which stable chum - type flow regime

is realized [1) during feed upflow process.

According to traditional viewpoints the visbreaking process with FURC is considered to

be a type of thermal cracking process milder temperature conditions with larger

residence time. However, analysis of the information about yield distribution and product

properties [1,2) has made it possible to suppose that in a feed upflow visbreaking reactor the

chemistry of product formation differs from the chemistry of visbreaking process realized

according to furnace - type.

To compare chemistry of the above processes industrial samples.of visbreaking products

realized according to furnace - type (485°C) and with FURC (448°C) using comparable feed

- a tar dfWe~t - Siberian crude oil have been selected and analyzed.

In the given below X-ray diagrams of the samples (fig.) the small maximum (A)

characterizes a packing of straight and brached paraffin chains, the maximum (B)~ degree of

structure order, the maximum (C) - distance in aliphatic chains packing [2J and saturated

polyrnethylene chains [3J.

Analysis of the result of X-ray investigations (table) has shown that during petroleum

residues visbreaking process interplane distance doo2 and degree of condensability fk increase

while these changes are less avident for the sample produced with FURC. Number of layers in •

a crystallite (m) increases for the sample of furnace - type cracking residue which-is
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explained by appearance of condensed structure of secondary origiuFor the sample produced

with.Fl.Ikf: this parameter doesn'tchange indicative ofinsignificant proceeding of packing

reactions.

D 3 '

1

3

Fig. X-ray diagrams offeed and product of
visbreaking process realized in different types.
L Visbreaking feed
2. Cracking residue (furnace type)
3. Cracking residue (with FURC)
1' Asphaltenes extracted from the visbreaking
feed
2' Asphaltenes extracted from the cracking
residue 2.
3' Asphaltenes extracted from the cracking
residue 3

Intensity of the peak C for the sample produced with FURC almost disappears as

compared to the initial feed indicative of active proceeding of dealkylation processes and

breakage of methylene chains connecting base planes of undermolecular structures [4].

Table. X-ray crystal characteristics of visbreaking feed and products.

X-ray crystal characteristics

Sample ,

fk doo2, A dYl,A Lc,A m f"'"H<P

Thermolysis feed and products

1 0,13 3,678 4,599 13,1 3,6 0,23
,

2 0,18 3,634 4,576 15,2 4,2 0,23

3 0,16 3,648 5,515 13,1 3,6 0,13
~

Asphaltenes extracted from thermolysis feed and product

1' 0,3 3,534 4,647 16,5 4,7 0,08

2' 0,5 3,480 4,576 24,7 7,0 '0,08

3' 0,4 3,493 4,576 18,9 5,4 0,07
-
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Accordingly the asphaltenes extracted from the samples l , 2, 3 were analyzed. The

results of X-ray crystal analysis have shown that interplane distance doo2 decreases for both

samples of cracking residues hut for the sample produced with FURC it is closer to initial

feed. Number of layers in crystallite (m) significantly increases for the sample 2' and to a less

extent - for the sample, produced with FURC, indicative of less intense proceeding of

polycondensation and packing reactions in the variant studied.

Intensity reflection of asphaltene signal (peak D) is strongly pronounced the high--

temperature sample 2' and characterizes it as a high - condensated close to coke Intensity

of asphaltene signal of the sample 3', produced with FURC, characterizes its structure as a

more amorphous close to asphaltenes initial feed one (l' - native origin).

Study of the samples by the method oflow-angle X-ray diffusion [5] has shown that for

tars and cracking residues four basic types of undermolecular compounds with a number of

particles with inertia radius ( R ) within 13 - 449 A are determined. Besides, the number of

particles of minimum sizes is much larger than the number of particles of large sizes making

it possible to consider particles of small sizes to be the basic element of heavy petroleum

residues [6].

It has been shown that during high - temperature regime of tar cracking the largest

particles cracking residue increase with simultaneous increase of total content (V) by

1.3%.

When the process is realized with FURC decrease of content of the largest particles by

1.9% is observed with simultaneous decrease of inertia radius of these particles and their

mean diameter D indicative of proceeding of cracking reactions of undermolecular structures

with formation ofparticles of smallersizes.

Analysis of the residues by gel chromatography [7,8] and balance characteristics of

visbreaking process have made it possible to determine molecular - mass distribution of the

feed and the products. It has been shown that the furnace - type products are represented

mainly by low - molecular compounds corresponding according to boiling points to gas and

gasoline, while the FURC - type products - by mean molecular mass corresponding to light

gasoil fractions.

So, the performed study has shown that when the process is realized in coil tube furnace

under high temperature and low residence time reactions of liquid phase condensation

proceed to a.great extent accompanied by increased coke formation especially at the surface

of reaction coil at the expense of local overheating of liquid-phase.
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When the;process is realized with FURe ar the expense of-decrease of temperature,

increase of residence time and uniformity vapour - phase flow rate cracking of high

molecular compounds takes place with formation of mean molecular mass hydrocarbons

providing high selectiveconvertion of the pmcess [1 ,91 with .insignificant proceeding of

packing reactions.
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FEATURES OFHYDROUPGRADING OF HIGH-AROMATIC

PETROLEUM DISTILLATES

S.A. Obukhova; RR Vezirov, A.A. Kulik, E.G. Telyashev

The Institute ofPetroleum Refining and Petrochemistry

ofBashkortostan Republic Academy ofSciences

Ufa 450065, 'Initsiativnaya Str., 12, phone/fax: (3472) 42-24-71, vezirov@anrb.ru

Modem: worldwide and European ecological reguirements strictly specify content of

aromatichydrocarbons (especially polycyclic ones) in diesel fuels. Introduction of similar

requirements is expected in Russia. In this respect the problem of use of high-aromatic

secondary distillates such as light catalytic cracking gasoil (LCCGO) as components of

marketable diesel fuels is becoming more urgent. One of the methods of petroleum distillates

dearomatization is their hydroupgrading. The scientific bases of the technology of

hydroupgrading of LCCGO in mixture with a straight-run vacuum gasoil (SRVGO) have been

developed.

The research works performed on laboratory and pilot scales with variation of pressure

and catalytic systems have shown efficiency of the given technology. The laws of

hydrogenation of sulfur compounds and different classes of aromatic hydrocarbons in the

process of simultaneous hydroupgrading of SRVGO and LCCGO have been found out [1].

Study of the catalysts rn-497T (a catalyst of vacuum gasoil hydrotreatment), PK-442 (mild

hydrocracking) and their layered loading has shown that the catalyst PK-442 is superior to the

catalyst rn-497T and to the variant of their layered loading in practically all parameters

including hydrogenation of aromatic hydrocarbons [2]. It has been shown that selective

hydrogenation (above 70%) of carbon atoms in polycyclic aromatic structures of LCCGO can

be efficiently conducted under the conditions of existing industrial vacuum gasoil

hydrotreatment units on the catalyst PK-442 and during layed loading of the catalysts I'Il

497Tand PK-442.

It is known that the reactions of hydrogenation of unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons,

sulfur compounds contained in LCCGO and SRVGO, proceed with heat release, as a result

the temperature of the product gas flow at the exit of the reactor increases. Temperature ,
gradient can vary within broad limits (5 - 140°C) and depends on many factors [3]. To design
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new hydrotreatment.unitsand to convert existing ones to processing of the feed with high

unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons content it is necessary to know the quantity of excess

heat released in the reactor.

To calculate heat effect of a reaction the Gess law is usually used based on determination

of the heat of feed and product formation. Calculation of heat effects and temperature

gradients was conducted using typical techniques of petroleum and gas. processing processes

[4].

The heat effect of hydrogenation on one carbon atom included in aromatic structures was

determined from the literature data [5]. Determination of the content of carbon atoms in

aromatic structures with different ring numbers was conducted according the IR and UV 

specrophotometry data (see the table). The ..experimental data obtained on the catalyst PK-442

guaranteeing maximum degree of hydrogenation of sulfur compounds and aromatic and

unsaturated hydrocarbons were used in calculation.

Distribution of sulfur compounds according to the groups in LCCGO was taken from the

literature data [6].

Table - Basic data for calculation of the heat effect during simultaneous hydroupgrading

of SRVGO and LCCGO

Pressure, MPa

4,0 6,0 8,0 10,0

Light catalytic cracking gas oil (fr. 200-350 "C)

Degree of hydrogenation of the atoms of
carbon:

benzol - 9,6 20,4 30,4
naphthalene 91,3 91,3 88,7 84,1
polycyclic 67,5 73,3 80,4 83,8

Degree of desulfurization, % 90,7 92,1 93,6 94,3

Degree of unsaturated removal, % 86,0 90,5 93,8 96,3

Straight-run vacuum gasoil (fr. 350 °C-KK)

Degree of hydrogenation of the atoms of
carbon:

~

benzol - - 6,58 21,87
naphthalene - 7,7 24,79 45,73
polycyclic 39,23 46,2 54,5. 65,25

Degree of.desulfurization, % 86,9 88,7 90,6 91,8
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Calculation of the heat effect and the temperature gradient the reactor. for the degrees

of hydrogenation obtained on the catalyst PK-442 in .the pressure. interval studied has shown

that for the ratio SRVGO:LCCGO (85:15) during increase of pressure from 4.0 to 10.0 MPa

temperature gradient in the reactor increases from 17 to 30°C and doesn't exceed the arbitrary

permissible gradient SO°C.
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Fig.I Effect of pressure on temperature gradient in the reactor during simultaneous

hydroupgrading ofSRVGO and LCCGO (relation 85:15) on the catalyst PK-442

1 - limitation on temperature gradient, 2 - temperature gradient in reactor.

Calculation of the effect of LCCGO quantity in mixture with SRVGO (fig. 2) on

temperature gradient in the reactor has shown that excess temperature gradient in the

reactor is above 50°C during inclusion ofmore than 50% of LCCGO.

Calculation of the consumption of hydrogen and fresh hydrogen-bearing gas (RG) for

maintaining partial pressure has shown that during simultaneous hydroupgrading for every

additional 10% mass of LCCGO it is necessary to increase consumption of fresh RBGby 0.4

0.45% mass on feed, and during increase of pressure from 4.0 to 10.0 MPa consumption of

freshHBG is 1.5-2.0 times more.

On the basis of our experimental, literature and industrial data calculation of heat effects

and temperature gradients during simultaneous hydroupgrading of SRVGO in mixture with

LCCGO has been performed, the relation between temperature gradient and content of

SRVGO in mixture has been found out, the general technological solutions for processing of

the mixtures with different content of LCCGO have been proposed. The principle two-reactor

technological scheme of hydroupgrading of SRVGO in mixture with LCCGO offered

permitting to use different variants of catalytic loading and realize intermediate heat 'removal

and supply of fresh RBG allowing to increase hydrogen partial pressure in the second reactor.
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CATALYTIC PARTIAL OXIDATION OF METHANE TO SYNTHESIS

GAS: DETERMINATION OF AN INTRINSIC ACTIVITY

S.N. Pavlova, N.N. Sazonova, J.A. Ivanov3, V.A. Sadyko«, 0.1. Snegurenko,

V.A. Rogov, I.A. Zolotarskti, E.M. Moroz
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The development of gas-to-liquid technology and the use of hydrogen fuel cells require

safe and economic conversion of natural gas to synthesis gas. Catalytic partial oxidation of

methane (CPO) at short contact times .is now considered as a low capital expenditure

alterH~tive to steam reforming of methane, in particular, for production of synthesis gas in

compact reactors [1-3]. To determine the intrinsic activity of the catalysts in CPO at relevant

experimental conditions, some difficulties have to be overcome. CPO is mildly exothermic,

and severe heat transport limitations offer a major challenge. Furthermore, mass transport

limitations as well as homogeneous gas-phase reactions may be also important [2-4].

In this work, to study the intrinsic activity of corundum supported mixed oxides in CPO

at high temperatures and short contact times, highly diluted gas mixture, diluted catalyst bed

and small catalyst grains have been used. The effect of the reactor diameter, the catalyst

dilution and the catalyst bed length on the methane conversion and syngas selectivity have

been studied-The intrinsic activity of lanthanumnickelate promoted by Pt and supported onto

alumina of two types precovered by ceria-zirconia solid solution has been compared.

Experimental

As supports, microspheric a-Ah03 (designed as AtJ, 16 m2/g; 100 11m mean diameter)

containing an admixtures of a-Aho3 and pure a::..AhO.3 (designed as A, 4 m2/g, a fraction of0.2

0.25 mm) were used. The oxide layer of ZrOO.8CeO.202 (ZC) and the active components

LaNio.9Pto.lOx (LNP) or LaNi03+O.2 wt. % Pt (LNPO.2) were successively supported as

described in [5). The ZC content in the catalysts was 5-10 wt.%, LNP content was 3-7 wt.%.

The phase composition and reducibility of catalysts were characterized with XRD and TPR [5].

The catalysts were tested in the paM at atmospheric pressure in a plug-flow quartz

reactor with 5-10 mm inner diameter. The catalyst weight of 0.01 g was diluted with a quartz,

powder of particle sizes varied in the range of 0.. 5-0.074 mm. The catalyst bed length was 3-20
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Before a catalyst, the reactor space was filled with quartz sand. The positionof.the catalyst

bed was aligned with the constant axial. temperature profile of the furnace.. Before testing, the

catalysts were. oxidized or reduced in situ. The flovv rate of the reaction f~~d (1 vol.%~ CH4,

0.5% Oz, He -balance) was 300 cm3/min. The reaction products were analyzed by: the..GC.

The conversion.of methane and product selectivities were. calculated on the basis of carbon

numbers ofthe reacted methane. Carbon balances were closed to within±5%.

Results and discussion

Catalyst phase composition and reducibility. According to XRD, the CeOz-ZrOz oxide

loaded onto both type of supports is a solid solution of the cubic structure. Supported

lanthanum nickelate phase containing Pt corresponds to a perovskite structure which

predominates in all catalysts. Some amounts of small NiO particles are also presented. The

diffraction lines of Pt were not usually observed probably as a result of its incorporation into the

perovskite structure.

The redox properties of the catalysts depend on the support nature, the perovskite

stoichiometry and the presence of Ce-Zr solid solution. The catalysts based on the support A

are easier reduced by Hz as compared to samples based on Ae. In the latter case, more difficult

reduction of perovskites as well as Ce-Zr solid solution assumes their stronger interaction with

the 8-Ah03 admixture. Another factor strongly influencing the perovskite reduction behavior is a

stoichiometric ratio of'La/Ni and the presence ofPt. [5].

Table 1. The effect of the catalyst bed arrangement on methane conversion

and CO selectivity over.reduced LW-Ae

Quartz fraction,
Catalyst bed

Pressure drop,
Conversion,

CO selectivity,
length, % Hz/CO

mm atm %
mm CH4 Oz

0.5-0.25* 3 0 23 78 60 0.5

0.5-0.25 3 0 40 99 60 3

0.5-0.25 10 0 67 99 89 2.1

0.15-0.25 10 0.005 63 99 83 2

0.08-0.07 10 0.0075 77 99 90 2.2

* - the reactor diameter 10 mm

The. effect of the catalyst dilution, reactor diameter and the catalyst bed length

on the activity. To minimize the temperature gradient along the catalyst bed, the catalyst was

diluted with quartz. The quartz fraction 0.2-0.25 mm was chosen here to prevent a significant
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pressure drop along the catalyst bed •(Table I).' The methane conversion in the reactor filled

with quartz and alumina is low and not for brevity. For LNP-Ae, the methane

conversions and syngas selectivities obtained for different arrangement of the catalyst are

presented in Table . The low values of methane conversions and selectivities are observed

for the 3 mm catalyst bed length and 10 mmreactor diameter. To prevent the longitudinal

interfusion, the catalyst bed length must be 10-20 mm. The catalyst bed arrangement also

affects the CPO reaction dynamics as shown in Fig. 1.
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o 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000

Time, sec
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Fig. 1. The effect of the catalysts bed arrangement on the CPO reaction dynamics. LNP-ZC-Ae
catalyst. A - 5. mm reactor diameter, 20 .mm catalyst bed length; -- 10 reactor
diameter, 3·mm catalyst bed

The effect of the catalyst composition on an i .. t ..i"""ii"" !:lI<>tivilrv

The activity of catalysts depends both on their composition and pretreatment. general,

methane conversion and selectivity to syngas on oxidized catalysts are lower as compared to

reduced ones. In most cases, conversions are rather low and the products of deep oxidation

mainly form. This appears to be determined by difficult reduction of lanthanum nickelate to

metal Ni in highly diluted reactant mixture.

Reduced catalysts except LNPCO.2)-ZCAe sample (Fig.lA), are characterized by a high

methane conversion and syngas selectivity. due to Nio formation. An highly active catalysts

contain LaNio.9Pto.103 perovskite as a precursor, and the catalysts based on the support A are

more effective. Fig. lA and 2 show methane conversion and syngas selectivity for reduced

LNP(0.2)-ZCAe and LNP-ZC-A catalysts as a function of the reaction time. Though for these

samples the mode of activity variation in the course of induction period is quite different, in

both cases is followed by a sharp increase in the methane conversion and syngas selectivity.
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The initial methane conversion and syngas selectivity are higher for LNP-ZC-A, while for

LNP(O.2)-ZCAe sample deep oxidation products are mainly formed during the induction

period.

The induction period was observed only for catalysts containing Ce-Zr solid solution. It is

well known that prolonged relaxations of catalyst activity could not be caused by simple

variation of the surface coverage by oxygen. They are usually observed when such side

processes as phase transition, diffusion, and structural transformations caused by a change of

a sample stoichiometry occur. prolonged relaxations observed on reduced samples can be

assigned to slowly proceeding oxidation of a reduced Ce-Zr solid solution followed by its

structure rearrangement [6] and carbonization of its surface. Different dynamics in the course

of the induction period as wen as a different steady-state activity of the LNP-ZC-A and

LNP(O.2)-ZCAe appear to be caused by a specificity of the components distribution on the

surface ofthose reduced catalysts arising from their distinct perovskite stoichiometry.
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Structural, mechanical, gas-dynamic and catalytic properties of copper catalysts

supported on foam ceramics have been studied. Due to the three-dimensional open-porous

cellular structure the foam catalysts have high gas permeability, mechanical strength, and low

density. Catalytic activity and selectivity of the foam catalysts in the process of oxidation of

methanol to formaldehyde exceed the characteristics of the conventional crystalline and

granulated catalysts of the same composition. Different electronic states (ions, charged

cluster, crystals) of copper on the catalyst surface have been studied by the method of UV

visible spectroscopy.

Introduction

.. Silver and copper catalysts are widely used in the processes of selective oxidation of

alcohols to aldehydes and ketones (1-5]. Our previous studies revealed that catalysts based on

the foam materials are very promising for usage in the processes of partial oxidation of

alcohols to aldehydes (6-11]. Thus, bulk foam silver and foam copper catalysts have

physicochemical and catalytic properties exceeding the characteristics of the traditional

crystalline and granulated catalysts in alcohol partial oxidation. Foam materials have uniform

cellular structure with anisotropy of mechanical and gas-dynamic properties: Geometric

parameters of the elementary cell are set by the preparationconditions andcanbe varied

within 0.5-5.0 mm diameter. Physical properties of the whole block change depending on the

cell average diameter: porosity - 80-98 %, volume density - 0.1-0.5 g/cnr'.

However, using the bulk metal catalysts leads to high consumption of the metals. This

one can be reduced by applying the supported samples based on foam ceramics. The aim of

the present study is investigation Of the mechanical, gas-dynamic and catalytic properties of,

copper catalysts supported on foam ceramics in the methanol partial oxidation.
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Experimental

The catalyst samples were prepared by supporting copper (10-20 %-wt.) on foam

ceramics from aqueous solution of the metal nitrates by chemical reduction with hydrazine

sulphate. The catalysts were tested in the catalytic methanol oxidation system under operating

conditions close to the industrial ones:

.. "soft".> T = 500-600°C, methanol concentration 100 %, ratio 02/CH30H = 0.25,

methanol load on the reactor 180 g/(cm2.h), air flow rate 2.8 ml/s, composition of

vapor-air reaction mixture 45 % CH30H, 11 % O2, 44 % N2;

.. "hard" - T = 600-700°C, methanol concentration 70 %, ratio 02/CH30H = 0.35,

methanol load 100 g/(cm2.h), air flow rate 2.8 .ml/s, composition of air-vapor mixture

37.5 % CH30H, 135% O2, 49 % N2•

For comparison, traditional catalysts were also tested: crystalline copper under "soft"

conditions and samples 40 % Cu/pumice under "hard" conditions. Gaseous products and

formaldehyde were analyzed using chromatographic and titrimetric methods, respectively.

The specific surface area of the foam ceramics was 0.5 m2/g, (catalyst volume 4 cm'); of

the Cu/pumice - 0.8 m2/g,(12 cnr'); of the crystalline copper - 0.07 m2/g, (4 em:'). The

difference in the. specific surface of the samples does not influence significantly their catalytic

properties, because the process occurs in an outward diffusion mode.

Diffuse reflectance U'V-Visible spectra were taken on a Varian Cary 300 spectrometer

equipped with a standard sphere using BaS04 as a reference.

Results and Discussion

Gas-dynamic measurements showed that the specific pressure losses in gas filtration

through foam catalysts are much lower as compared to characteristics of granulated and

crystalline ~a,alysts (Fig. 1). However, at the same cell diameter the gas permeability of the

ceramic supported sample is lower than compared to bulk.foam copper. It is caused by thicker

bridges (and, accordingly, higher density) in the cellular frames .of the foam .ceramics. The

similar correlation we observed when studying supported foam-silver catalysts [6-7].

The strength towards compression of the foam materials depends strongly on the sample

density and porosity and is determined by the strength of the cell bridges. Failure of brittle

foam materials (such as ceramics) under compression takes place in steps, through layers of

the frame cells/.Supporting a metal increases the strength of the sample due. to hardening of

the frame bridges.
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The catalytic experiments showed E

that the selectivity of foam Cu catalysts in .§ro
o,

the "hard" mode is much higher than that

explained

of Cu/pumice sample (Table 1). This is

properties of the foam catalysts. The

characteristics of bulk foam copper and

Cu/ceramics samples do not significantly

differ. Catalyst with 20 % Cu on the

ceramics and bulk foam copper showed

stable activity during the prolonged

performance. Less percentage of copper

on the support leads to acceleration of the catalyst carbonization and .deactivation of

Cu/ceramics sample.

1. Catalytic properties ofthe copper samples in methanol oxidation

Catalyst T, yield, % Selectivity, %"

Foam 20 % Cu/ceramics 51.8 72.3
650 58.6 69.6

Bulk foam Cu 550 52.1 72.9
650 58.0 70.5

40 % Cu/pumice 650 56.4 68.5

Crystalline Cu 550 48.9 71.1

UV-visible diffuse reflectance spectra of fresh Cu/pumice and foam Cu/ceramics samples

display only unstructured absorption corresponding to large metal particles. After long-term

work in catalytic reactor in the spectrum of Cu/ceramics catalyst noticeable signals at 390,

470, 580 nm and wide absorption in 600-650 range are observed (Fig. 2). Used Cu/pumice

sample has similar pattern in UV-vis. range, but its signals are less pronounced and shifted to

high-energy region. The same results we observed for CuJpumice in the previous studies [7,

12]. According to literature data [13-17] the signals at 350-400 and 450-480 nm belong to 0

Cu-O and' Cu-O-Cu complexes (charge transfer bands). Absorption at 600-650 rim is

attributed to electron d-d transitions in Cu2
+ in octahedral surrounding by oxygen inCut)

particles. Absorption bands in the range of 520--550 nm some authors attribute to CuAh03
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[13-16]. However, formatiorrof aluminate structures is

not typical for. corundum .and pumice, so this signal

can belong to plasmon resonance In CUn particles.

spectra of exhaust bulk foam-copper catalyst only two

pronounced signals are observed: 365 nm (O-Cu-O)

and 550 nm {Cu, plasmon resonance). Thus, the

prolonged run of the sample in catalytic reactor favors

the formation of some amount of Cu2+ states and small

metal particles, analogously to silver ones. It is one of

the reasons of lower selectivity copper in alcohol

oxidation as compared with silver, as CuO is well-

eu/ceramics, fresh

~1'l''''''~",
··~II .....

/ \" .....
Cu/pumice, used .-.......

I
Cu/ceramics, used

300 400 500 600 700
Wavelength, nm

the12],preVIOUSAccording to

known catalyst for

compounds.

oxidation of organic 2. Uv-visible .spectra of
copper catalysts
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Rapid heating of powders followed by their quenching is important in many fields of

chemical engineering. For instance, the first stage of preparation of alumina based supports

and catalysts is often performed through the so called "thermochemical activation (TCA)",

i.e, a short-time thermal treatment, of aluminum hydroxide at dehydration temperature, about

580 K, resulting in the formation of a substance with a high reactivity. Phase changes of solid

oxygen containing compounds (hydroxides, salts, .basic salts, days, etc.) under heating are

mainly determined by the dynamics of two physico-chemical processes. The first one is the

removal of functional groups (OH- , N03', C03 and others), the second is the transformation

of an initial crystal structure to that of oxide. Under slow heating these processes are

conjugated, therefore an inactive raw material transforms into an other substance, crystal

oxide mainly, which possesses, as a rule, a low reactivity. Otherwise, when heating is non

equilibrium, with the rate of hundreds degrees per second, the formation of a novel quasi

stable amorphous phase can occur [1]. This intermediate is characterized by stored energy and

high reactivity.

The commercialized method of TCA is based on a dynamic contact of powder particles

with hot exhaust gases [1] or hot granules of support or catalyst[2].However, there are some

disadvantages of this way of rapid thermal treatment, namely: bad ecology, pollution of the

powder by products of the fuel combustion, instability in heating conditions, loy.' efficiency of

heat power application resulting in high energy consumption.

As an alternative, we have developed the concept of thermal impact a so called

Centrifugal Flash Reactor (the Russian abbreviation is "TSEFLAR"). This set-up is simple,
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compactenvironmental friendly and provides the more effective heat transfer to particles of

reagent with a high rate ofheating and quenching. The operation of the reactor is based on the

regulated supply of a powder into the central part of the hot rotating plate which is profiled

with a broadening .. to upwards. The centrifugal force ensures the reagent movement on the

plate surface with the steady contact and following feed of the activated product into the

cooling zone.

J

Fig. 1. The scheme of the TSEFLAR set-up. 1 - tank for raw material, 2 - metering unit,
3 - receiving cone of plate, 4 plate, 5 - heaters, 6 - body, 7 - conduit for water, 8 - cover,
9 - cooling unit, 10 - turning cavity, 11 - tank for product, 12 electric drive, 13 - belt
drive, 14 - bearings body, 15 - frame.

A prototype of TSEFLAR has been designed and tested. Fig. 1 illustrates the scheme of

the set-up. A raw material is falling down from tank: 1 through metering unit 2 to hot

receiving cone 3 of plate 4. While moving along plate on spiral-like trajectory, the heating of

a powder is in progress. The electrical heating units 5 are disposed in insulated body 6 under

the plate. The temperature over plate is controlled by set of thermocouples. The cylindrical

lateral surface of body 6 is cooled by water through conduits 7. powder under heating is

moving in narrow cavity between the plate and insulated cover 8.

The time of the reagent residence on the plate, i.e, "contact time:', is regulated by the

speed of the plate rotation. Centrifugal forces press the powder to the plate surface thus

providing the heat transfer under direct contact ofthe particles with hot.metal. In our opinion,

this way of thermal treatment is more efficient than the common TCA-process under the
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contact with hot gas. We have estimated the rate of heating ofAL(OH)3particle from To =

293 K to = 583 after the contact with the hot medium. If the temperature of a solid

surface is 773 K and the size of the particle is 100 ,u,thetime for the temperature in the

particle center to be rose up to Tdis no more than 0.1-0.2 s. On the contrary, the rate of

heating by a hot gas is almost an order of magnitude lower.

Coming off the plate, the powder continues a spiral movement down the inner cylindrical

surface of the cooling unit 9 that is filled with circulated water. Its contact with the cold wall

ensures an effective quenching of thermally activated products. Falling down, the powder

passes through turning cavities 10 to tanks 11.

This set-up has been used for the thermal treatment of commercial gibbsite produced in

Russia. Before the treatment, the initial powder was dried and dispersed by a set of sieves.

First of all, the movement of the Al(OH)3 powder over the plate surface has been studied

using a video technique. The varied parameters were: the size d of the particles; the speed N

of the plate rotation; the type of a plate; the temperature of the plate. Different versions of the

plate were manufactured, with a plane, conic, spherical and special curvilinear ("constant

acceleration") surface. The "contact time", t; has been measured. The increase T from 0.25

to 1.50 s while Nand d values are decreasing has been observed. Fig. 2 demonstrates the

features of the particles movement along different plates.

50

r,
em

40

30

20

0,0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

5

0,5 t, S

Fig. 2. Movement of gibbsite particles along different plates. r - distance between the particles and the
center of the plate, t ~ time. N = 220 turns per minute, d = 45 J.1. (average). 1 -~ conic plate (with
diameter D = 1 m),2 spherical plate (D = 1 m), 3 plane plate (D = 0.5 m), 4 - conic plate
(D =0.5 m), 5 - plate of"constant acceleration" (D = 0.5 m).
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The thermal treatment of gibbsite been performed under T = 600 - 900 K

and T = 0.5 - 1.4 s. The products obtained are investigated by BET, X-ray and thermal

analysis, electron microscopy, IR and spectroscopy. It has been found that the initial

substance transforms into a quasi-stable state, so called "centrifugally thermally activated"

(CTA) product. The phase composition of the product under > 700 K and T ~ 1.4 s includes

gibbsite AI(OH)3 (0-20%), boehmite AIOOH (0-10%), pseudoboehmite AIOOH (0-20%)

and X-ray amorphous phase Ah03xnH20, where n = 0,4-1,0 (up to 100%). The thermal

treatment results in the decrease of the water content from 34.6% to 5-15%, the decrease of

dehydration temperature from 300-310 to 150-18()OC and the increase of the surface area from

2-5 to 100-300 m2/g because of the formation of microporous system. These parameters

depend on the conditions of the activation such as the temperature of the plate, the contact

time, the size of the particles, the rate of the powder feed, the initial temperature of .rhe

powder, the pressure of the mixture "steam + air")n the unit for the steam removal. The

energy consumption underT= 800 K is about 7 kJ/gofAl(OH)J.

The main parameters of the CTAprocess can be easilycontrolled and the physico

chemical properties of the products are well reproduced. The CTA product has a high

reactivity and is shown to be a promising starting material for the preparation of various

alumina-based compounds including catalysts and catalyst carriers.
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The total degree of hydrogen sulphide into sulfur conversion according to Claus method

usually amounts to 93 -96% and depends on operation efficiency of the heating device of high

- temperature stage as wellas of the catalysts of low temperature stage (1,2].

The Claus catalysts used at present are made on the basis of active alumina ("{-Aha}) [3].

Composition ofthe catalyst depends on feed quality, composition, presence of impurities and

length and conditions of treatment (2]. Such qualities of "{-Aha} as high specific surface (up

to 350 m2/g), large pores (200~5000 nm) which size can be regulated at shaping stage by

crystallite size of the initial aluminium hydroxide. High mechanical strength and

refractoriness (Tr>2000°C) make "{-Aha}one the best carrier for Claus catalysts [4].

Another parameter influencing choice of catalysts is their operation period. As a rule this
~f ,

parameter the catalysts on the basis of alumina amounts to 3 - 5 years depending on

operation conditions, composition of sour gases and many other factors.

Further role in catalysts deactivation play such factors as decrease of specific surface,

crystal changes (due to hydrothermal and thermal destruction), sulfation ofalumina and

chemisorption of S02. The process of decrease of activity of alumina catalysts at the expence

of sulfation strongly is pronounced in low - temperature processes used for conducting

reaction at the temperatures below sulfur dew point (Sulfren, SBA, Maxisulf) [2, 5]

Experimental study of the kinetics of alumina samples sulfation used as Claus reaction

catalysts has been performed and quantitative correlation between sulfation and specific

surface and catalyst iron content has been determined (6].

So, in spite of all its merits as a carrier for Claus process catalyst "{-Aha} has one

essential drawback sharp decrease of activity in the process of operation in unstable

conditions.

Lately the prospectof development of the technology of production of the catalyst on the

basis of anatase form of titanium dioxide (Ti02) is viewed. The catalysts on the basis of

titanium dioxide have very high stability to sulfation and high activity in COS and CSz•

hydrolysis reactor even in the presence of oxygen (7].
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But usage of titanium dioxide as a catalyst becomes complicated by the fact that the

catalysts on the basis ofTi02are very expensive and their mechanical strength is which

decreases their operatioh'parariieters.
'. . .

The problem of synthesis of a high - active and mechanically strong catalyst for the

process of elemental sulfur production, can be solved by the method of molecular layering,

that is application of a layer of Ti02 on the surface of al~mina.

One of the basic features of the methodof molecular layering developed by Aleskovskiy

V.B. et. al. [8-10] is possibility of successive build up of monolayers of structural units with

known and given chemical composition and representing hard substances surface layer. Usage

of molecular layering of reagents of different chemical composition in successive stage of the

reaction makes it possible to synthesize hard substances with multizone surface structure with

the given arrangement in the forming matter of the layers of different atoms connected with

each other by covalent bonds. Structural - chemical changes connected with variation of

chemical composition of surroundings of the central atom of th~: forming structural unit as

wen as change of its coordination number proceed during this process, This in its tum

influence the character of the forming interatomic bonds. Coordination numbers of the matrix

unit and of the matter of the synthesized layer can also vary. As a result in the process of

molecular layering during build up of chemically bound into a common system monolayers of

the structural units transformation of their parameters and, formation of a number of transition

structures with regulary varying characteristics will take place.

Synthesis of titanium dioxide on alumina surface is based on two successive reactions:

interaction of titanium tetrachloride with preliminary hydroxisized aluminium surface and

subsequent hydrolysis of chlorine-groups by steam which leads to renewal of hydroxide

groups.

== AI-OH

==AI-OH

== AI-OH

== AI-OH

== AI-O \ ICI
Ti

== AI-OI \Cl
)

== AI-O \ ICI
Ti

== AI-OI \Cl

(4)

== AI-O \ ICI
Ti

== AI-OI \ Cl

= AI-O \ ICI
Ti

== AI-OI \ Cl

+4H 20

== AI-O\ IOH
Ti

== AI-OI ,\OH
)

== AI-O \ lOB
Ti

== AI-OI \OH

(5)

As a result of this reaction the titanium atoms which were formly included in composition

of low-molecular chloride join to the surface of alumina. These atoms are supplied by water
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molecules hydrolysis, result of each cycle of reaction in final build of

aluminium Iattice by.a monolayer of titanium . oxygen structural units.

The final stage of systhesis is calcinating of the catalyst with split

formed titanium dioxide monolayer:

AI-O\ lOR
Ti

=AI-O/

Al- \ lOR
Ti

=AI-01 \OR

=AI---O\

+t =AI-OI
)

=0

(6)

Synthesis of such structures has shown a and anatase

structures is formed at the surface of y-AhO}. Presence of only one silicon monolayer leads to

a sharp decrease of y-Ah03 surface influence on phase formation .. During subsequent cycles

of the reaction of molecular layering only the anatase form of titanium dioxide is formed.

So it is possible to obtain the catalyst with strength properties and geometry

r-Alz03 and with chemical stability and catalytic activity of Ti02. The cost this catalyst

will be little higher than the cost of alumina carrier and lower that the cost of massive

titanium oxide catalyst.
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Non-thermal plasma processing techniques optimized for atmospheric pressure

applications are the subject of a recent growing interest due to their significant industrial

advantages. At atmospheric pressure thin deposition with very high rates are possible

and cost-intensive vacuum technology is avoided. There are many approaches published

recently to overcome problems to generate and sustain a stable uniform non-thermal

atmospheric plasma[I,2J•

Recently, micro-structured electrode (MSE) arrays were introduced as alternative

atmospheric pressure p1<:i.sma sources[3, 4J. They consist of a system of planar and parallel

electrodes (comb structure) arranged on an insulating substrate and manufactured by means

of modem micro machining and galvanic techniques. The electrode dimensions in the um

range are small enough to generate sufficiently high electric field strengths to ignite gas

discharges applying only moderate radio frequency voltages (13.56 less than 400 V in

Ne, He, Ar and N2).

Companies dealing with medical-, food-packaging-, air-conditioning- and military

scopes constantly search for new technologies to improve sterilisation and functional coating

techniques. The upcoming threat of terroristic usage of bioweapons also shift the focus of

scientific work on new sterilisation techniques into an area of national interest. To absolutely

decontaminate any material it is needed to deactivate thermo- and UV-resistant spores.
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Conventional 'sterilisation technjquesachieve this aim through damp heat .' (autoklave),' dry

heat, filtration, radiation antibacterialagents, The disadvantages of damp-rand dry- .heat
{.~. :. },. .. "... .. . -'

methods, filtration and also antibacterial agents long process duration and the missing

applicability on thermosensitive materials and "solution-free" conditions. The destruction of

cellular macromolecules (DNA) radiation as a further. sterilisation technique is only

II

Sterilisation and deposition setup
;:

i1112VIII

2mm

Substrate acceleration potential (BIAS

~Iifier
linein fineout

Figure
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efficient at wavelengths down to 200 nrn because of the atmospheric absorption.

The plasma source as a new sterilisation tool produces hot elctrons with kinetic energies

around 5 eV. This energy correlates with electron temperatures up to 10.000 K. Gas

molecules, ions and radicals approximately retain room temperature (300 K - 400 K). These

facts lead us to the idea to utilize the non-thermal plasma as a source for adequate reactive

particles applicable with substrate conserving requirements.

Observed microorganisms

In our sterilisation experiments the thermo resistant spores of the vegetative bacteria

Bacillus cereus pertaining to the sporulating genus Bacillus, Clostridium and

Desulfotomaculum were chosen because of their easy recognizability in growth and their less

harmful properties compared to the other well-known example Bacillus anthracis (Anthrax).

The UV-resistant spores of the fungus Aspergillus niger endure radiation with wavelenghts

< 200nm and therefore, they are used as a reference for the total deactivation under the

influence ofUV-radiation.

Experimental setup

The sterilisation and deposition setup

consists of a RF generator using 13.56 MHz

(ENI .ACG~3B) equipped with a matching

netwbtk'(ENI MW-5D). Between the matching

net'wot'kand the MSE a special probe (ENI VI

Probe") is!inserted in order to measure voltage,

current and phase angle of the system. All
additional electrode plate is coplanary installed

to the MSE array at a distance of 2 mm. A'

substhite (Si, Cu or different plastic films) is

mounted on this electrode, which is biased with

diffdrehf;A'C frequencies; (8.0 kHz - 10.5 k1I~)

leading tovoltagesfrom 500 Vpp to 1300 Vpp.
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microorganisms on the substrate surface

but also lowers the plasma. sustaining

voltage applied to the MSE array

supporting the ignition.

The ions also are accelerated towards the substrate, but ion bombardement is not the

exclusive sterilising agent. UV-radiation has to be considered as wen. With the bias potential

switched off we did not obtain a total deactivation of the spores. A mixture of UV-radiation,

charged particle bombardement and the presence of radicals and meta-stables originating

The applied sine potential is monitored with anoscilloscope. If it is needed a high voltage

diode can rectify the AC bias to a pulsed positive or negative DC(+/-) bias. The difference

between the sterilisation and coating setup canbe found in -the maintenance of precursor

molecules or atoms for the desired application. In order to supply sterilising agents helium,

argon and oxygen were used.' The applied precursor: to functionalise surfaces is

tetraethcsysilane-saturated helium. A conventional ice cooled bubbler transfers TEOS (vapor

pressure: 2 mbar) into the buffer gas[5,6J•

Results

Using the sterilisation and deposition setup we successfully- deposited Si02-'layerson

various substrates (Si, Cu, polymer films) with a deposition rate of 30 nnVmin (9.5 kHz AC

bias up to 1000 Vpp). A gas stream of 1 % oxygen in helium (100 working pressure up

to 100 mbar) was bubbled through TEOS at oae. We also successfully sterilised polymer

films in helium (PET, PS and' PP) inoculated with 106 thermo-resistant spores of the

vegetative bacteria Bacillus cereus suspended in 50 !J.L probe suspension. Furthermore, we

totally deactivated the same quantitiy of spores of the fungus Aspergillus niger in argon.

The MSE plasma source provides

the reative species at atmospheric

pressure In or Ar. The AC bias

potential accelerates the charged

particles, ions and electrons to the

substrate. Figure 2 shows that the AC

bias rectified to a pulsed DC-( +) bias not

only accelerates the electrons resulting in

an electron bombardement of the
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from the residual gases oxygen ot water always present in the.vacuum chamber is responsible

for the total deactivation of the spores..

Recently completed measurements show that we can associate accelerated reactive

species with obtained sterilisation results. In the case of an applied DC-(-) bias (10.4 kHz, 

700 V) in helium (300 seem) we predicted He+-Ions as sterilising agents and received good

sterilisation results. The experiment with helium (300 seem) and oxygen (3 seem) linked with

a DC (-) bias (10.4 kHz, -700 V) showed similar results like the experiment before. Thus,

oxygen as a dominating source for reactive species in form of O2+ or metastables can be

excluded. in this special bias variation. The best sterilisation performance showed the gas

discharge in a mixture of 300 seem helium with 3 seem oxygen with a DC-(+) acceleration

potential (10.4 kHz, +700 V). In this case electrons and negatively charged oxygen ions were

responsible for the total deactivation of the spores. The measurement with a DC-(+) bias

(l0.4 kHz, +700 V) in helium (300 seem) showed an insufficient sterilisation performance.

This fact could be interpreted that only electrons as sterilising agents cannot fulfill the

demand of a total deactivation.
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HYPERBOLIC DISPERSION AND

THE MODELING OF STRUCTURED CATALYST UNITS
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Chemistry Department, Moscow State University, Leninskie gory, 110992 Moscow

Various physicochemical processes in apparatuses with a fixed bed of an active material

(a sorbent or a catalyst) are most often calculated using one-dimensional continuous

mathematical models. Wide use is made of the so-called standard dispersion model (SDM). In

this model, convection-dispersion models for concentrations averaged over an apparatus

cross section are described using an analog of well-known Fick's law, which leads to a

parabolic differential equation. However, the "diffusion" mass transfer in this form cannot

have anyrthing in.common with molecular diffusion. In this case, the diffusion term models

the deviation ofthe longitudinal convective transfer from the average-velocity plug flow.

In the further development of one-dimensional models, attempts were made to take into

account the nonuniform flow pattern. Its description in terms of a single parameter

(longitudinal dispersion coefficient) involves uncertainty in boundary conditions [1,2]. A

composite (combined) model was proposed [1,3], in which the flow was into parts

with different average velocities. In this case, the differential equation of mass transfer in the

flow is hyperbolic and has one or several parameters more than SDM.

The mass transfer in a flow was also proposed to be described using a wave model [4-6],

in which the dispersion transfer is characterized by an equation containing a second time

derivative. In this case, the equation is also hyperbolic and has three parameters.

In this communication, comparison was made between the wave and composite models

of mass dispersion in a flow consisting of two parts with different flow patterns, in which

there is a first-order reaction. It was shown that there is a unique correspondence between the

parameters of the wave and composite models. The substantiation of these equations in terms

of extended irreversible thermodynamics was considered.
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There are at least two points, which electrochemistry intersects with waste water

treatment. Firstly, a number of electrochemical devices for waste watermonitoring exist and

are under development. Secondly, some electrochemical. techniques .for waste water

detoxication treatment have certain advantages in comparison with chemical ones.

There is large diversity ofelectrochemical instruments for waste water analysis. First of

all various polarograph's must be mentioned. Secondly, many various ion-selective electrodes

were developed in the last decades, so potentiometric method of analysis became very

widespread together traditional pH-metric analysis. there many ammetric

methods are in waste.water analysis, for example.iammetric determination of dissolved

oxygen. Further, conductometric measurements are used for estimation of total

most interesting example the devices for water purity checking is

"Electrochemical water quality analyzer". It is automatic device for quantitative determination

of organic impurities as well as traces of heavy metals in various types of water including

natural, drinking, industrial, waste waters, and sewage. The analyzer functioning is based .on
'>'j ..". . . -,', , " , ' " ' '"

electrochemical measurements of hydrogen adsorption on a platinum electrode.. AU organic
i'-_!-·' , >

substances and ions of heavy metals are capable to adsorb on a platinum surface lowering the

hydrogen adsorption. Relative decrease of amount of adsorbed hydrogen is the measure of

adsorbed impurities and can be recalculated to concentration the impurity. The hydrogen

adsorption at platinum is known to be very sensitive to presence of organic impurities and

heavy metal ions, so the minimum detectable concentration of total organic carbon is about

0.01 ppm. Sensitivity to heavy metals is yet higher and is amounted to as low. values as

0.0005 ppm.

The Electrochemical water analyzer is not able to determine the nature of organic

impurity (i.e. it is110t instrument for qualitative analyses of organics) , it can discriminate only

such classes of organic substances as easily oxidizable substances (e.g., aliphatic alc0~~ls,
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aldehydes, low-molecular acids acid, etc.), moderately

oxidizable substances (eig., Momatic;alcohols and acids, phenols,surface-active

substances, etc.), and hardly oxidizable substances (e.g. aromatic hydrocarbons and other

cyclic compounqs).In the overwl1~lming majority ofcases it is goals.

In any case the analyzer can be used for monitoring of effectiveness ofwaste water treatment.

There are diverse.eelectroohemical methods .of waste water treatment. The simplest

technique is usual plating of metals from waste water ofsurface finishing plants. This method

can be effective only for rather high concentration of metal ions in the waste water. More

widespread methods are various membrane technologies. Such technologies are sooner

electrodialysis ones than truly electrochemical, Very .effective are. various sorption methods of

waste water .purification. are some electrochemical.methodsofsorbents production

directly' course. of water treatment. In these cases steel or aluminium anodes are used

with yield of solid iron hydroxide or alumina with very high surface area.

Electrochemical oxidation of organic impurities interest for waste water

detoxication. Indeed, majority of organic substances .can be anodic oxidized. However some

problems can arise the course of waste water anodic treatment. Firstly, the wastewater

must be. electroconductive, i.e. contain sufficient amount of ionic species..Secondly,

anodes must be.made from materials because they are subjected to strong corrosive

action. the products of anodic oxidation must be harmless.

The second requirement can met by such stable metals asTi, Ta, Nb etc.

Unfortunately all these metals have very poor electrocatalytic activity. Their activity can be

sufficiently enhanced with deposition of small amounts of platinum or composition. from

ruthenium and titanium oxides ("dimension stable anodes", DSA). Of late, the electrodes

from boron-doped diamonds are considered as very promising waste water treatment.

They are very stable at the rangeofhigh anodic potentials.

The third requirement is very serious.. Only low-molecular simple aliphatic compounds

are .oxidized directly to carbon dioxide and water. The primary products of oxidation of

aromatic compounds arc quinones, which can more harmful than initial impurities.

Such problems must be solved by more deep oxidation. The interesting example of such a

process is purification of hospitals and farms waste from acetylsalicylic acid (Aspirin).
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Oxidation of alcohols and aldehydes with oxygen in aqueous alkali solutions on

supported noble metals has attracted attention as a method of preparation of valuable products

and intermediates for fine chemistry [1, 2, 3] and surface-active amide and ether carboxylates

[4, 5]. These reactions are environmentally friendly and can be performed with high

selectivity under mild operatin~conditions. One of the main bottleneck for commercialization

consists in reversible and/or irreversible catalyst deactivation.

Reversible is the result of 'noble metal over-oxidation and poisoning due to strongly

adsorbed species. Irreversible deactivation is caused by noble metal crystallite agglomeration

on carrier surface and growth due to Ostwald ripening as well asmetal transfer deep into

catalyst pores and leaching from catalyst into solution. The other problem is high-velocity

heat-evolution during the oxidation of compounds with high reactivity.

Minimization of irreversible palladium catalyst over-oxidation and temperature

conditions keeping can be easy achieved by using of circulation semi-periodical apparatus

with remote trickle-bed reactor. We investigated the oxidation of some primary alcohols

differed in chemical structure and physicochemical properties in circulation reactor and

proposed concept of mathematical modelling of these processes. Ethylene glycol, isoamyl

alcohol and isononylphenoladduct withethoxylation degree of 12 '(Neonol AF9-12) as

starting alcohols and palladium-on-carbon catalysts were used. Influence of liquid and gas

flow rates, liquid-phase reagents and ioxidation products concentrations, oxygen partial

pressure, and temperature was invest~gat~d:.

It was established for all alcoholsthe mathematical model may be based on kinetic

description including equations of rates of catalyst over-oxidation and reactivation under

reaction mixture reducing power influence besides oxidation rate equation. The common
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feature ofall. studied processes' is proportionality of oxidation rate with balanced catalyst

activity resulted from equalityofover-oxidation and reactivation rates.

The model features for different starting alcohols are caused by their reactivity and

physicochemical properties. For example; in case high reactive .ethylene glycol it is

necessary to take into account the limiting influence of oxygen transfer 'gas-catalyst' on

oxidation rate. In case of micellar Neonol AF9-12 the model is adequate at temperature below

cloud point.

Irreversible deactivation ofPd/C-catalyst fixed bed during long run of Neonol AF9-12

oxidation was investigated. The assumption has been made that during one oxidation cycle

catalyst activity varies weakly and can be considered as a constant and in each newoxidation

cycle the activity decreases owing to irreversible deactivation. Observedireaction rate

coefficient calculated by means of above mentioned mathematical model was used as the

current catalyst activity index. The catalyst activity decreasing in consecutive oxidation cycles

was determined. Effects of carbon carrier properties, palladium percentage, and oxidation

temperature on irreversible deactivation rate and time life ofPd/C-catalyst was studied -.

This work was financially supported by Ministry for Education of Russian.Federation in

terms of Research Program "New Investigations of the Higher School in the Field, of

Chemistry and Chemical Products". The authors wish to express their gratitude to

V. Semikolenov (Boreskov Institute of Catalysis) for preparation of catalystsamples.
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As a result of analysis of Cs-Cllhydrocafbons processing schemes development for

obtaining gasoline blends the trend for increasing of feed hydrocarbons p'rocessing selectivity

was ascertained. Based on the trend ascertained the perspective scheme of selective

converston of CS-CI I naphthenic, aromatic and paraffinic hydrocarbons was developed

permitting production of high-octane low-aromatics containing gasoline component

corresponding perspective environment protection requirements [1,2J.

The processing IS on adsorptional separation of normal

paratfins from the cut (containing I hydrocarbons impurities) and their

conversion the catalytic isomerization process. Conversion n-paraffins to components

having branched structure allows obtaining from them high-octane non-aromatic gasoline

components, due to what aromatic hydrocarbons content in the gasoline pool obtained from

straight-run naphtha is lowered to 24-28 % [2]. Dependently from the correlation at blending

with other high-octane compounds aromatics content in commercial grade fuels can be

lowered to 10-15 %.

The main task of this .scheme realization is development of the industrial technology of

CrCw (C I I ) paraffins isomerization.

On the base of the octane numbers data we can make the decision that among theCrCs

paraffins the most desirable gasoline components are di-and three-alkyl-substituted, having in

average octane numbers of 75 to 100. From among the C9-ClO (C ll ) paraffins the most

desirable components are three-and more alkyl-substituted isoparaffins. From the point of

view of thermodynamic equilibrium displacement towards high-branched isomers formation

it is more profitable to carry out the process at lower temperatures [3,4].

Conversion of C7+ paraffins at platinum-containing alumina-based isomerization

catalysts, or metal-aluminosilicate catalysts, being effective only at high temperatures (about
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350-400 °C), is in sufficient degree accompanied by hydrocracking reactions, while among

the obtained isocomponents a lowered outlet of di-branched isomers in comparison with those

being thermodynamically probable [5J takes place-- not more than 10-15 % to isomerizate

(see fig. 1). Actually during C7+ paraffins isomerization in the high-temperature process the

most desirable components are notformed, or formed in very little quantities, while at low

temperatures the kinetic parameters of the process are very inferior. Consequently given type

of catalysts is not very effective for using in the isomerization process of light naphtha

paraffins. In recentyears the announcements arose about development of the catalysts on the

oxide base having high isomerizating activity at rather low temperatures [6J.

Isomers content in products isomerization
octane at metaf-alumineslhcate catalyst

o methyl-hcxanes output at n-heptane conversion. 0 2,4-di-methyl-hexanes output at n-heptane conversion

methyl-heptanes output at n-octane conversion \lil di-methyl-heptanes output at n-octane conversion

Data of isoparaffins yield in isomerization reactions of n-paraffinic hydrocarbons at

metal-zeolite catalysts (fig.2) show, that from the point of of' increase of conversion

degree and selectivity while hydrocarbon chain increasing low temperatures (at the level of

200 °C) of the process are more optimal too [7,8].

Among the metal-zeolite isomerization catalysts selective in formation of high-

branched isomers are those obtained from relatively wide-porous high-silica and super-high

silica zeolites (for example zeolites type Pt-H,B, dealuminated Pt-mazzit, ZSM-5 and others)

[7].
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Modified catalysts of amorphous type having high isomerizating activity at the

temperatures of 90 to 200°C, has the operation demerits, main of them being severe

requirements to hetero-organic impurities content in the feed, regeneration difficulty and

necessity ofcontinuous promoter supply during the process [9].

Thus, development of the C7 - C lO paraffins low-temperature isomerization catalysts

(based on either oxide or zeolite carrier) having high selectivity of di- and three-branched

isomers formation.

One 0 the tasks to be solved at industrial realization of naphtha cut selective procession

technology, is realization of combined conversion of C7-C IO (C1d paraffins. So, during the

isomerization of the mixture of paraffins having different molecular weight the prior

adsorption of hydrocarbons having higher chain length takes place that results in decreasing

of isomerization degree of lower-molecular-weight hydrocarbons in comparison with their

'clear' conversion [7]. In order to increase selectivity and.conversion degree of the paraffins is

desired to carry out their separate isomerization, but from the economical point of view

development of the catalytic systems providing for selective isomerization of paraffins having

different chain length without their fractionation is m~~e cost effective and feasible.

Isomerization is a multi-stage process, where equilibrium reactions of di-substituted ,

isomers formation go through equilibrium reactions of mono-substituted isomers formation
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from normal paraffins, which rate being in average some higher., That is why isomerization of

'clear' mono-methyl..substituted.paraffins not fea,sible; because.although it is accompanied

by increase of high-branched components yield to the feed by 1,5-2,0 times than from n

paraffins, but <luring .. this Proces9 in a large degre~ formation of nonn(ilparaffins .takes place.

Consequently, increase of n-paraffins concentration in the feed must promote for the

equilibrium displacement towards formation of the desired. components - high-branched

hydrocarbons. That is the precondition for feasibility ofn-paraffins recycle from catalysate to

the second stage of the isomerization reaction.

Thus, the principal approaches to industrial realization CrClO (C ll ) paraffinic fraction

isomerization technology are developed and perspective ,directions of working out in this field

are determined.
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The manufacture of acetic acid by the rhodium-catalyzed carbonylation of methanol is

one the most important industrial processes. Main disadvantages of this process are:

homogeneous catalyst and halide promoter. Halides are highly corrosive and are poisons for

many types of catalysts, so their use may limit the further chemistry which can be performed

after carbonylation step. There are also difficulties in separation of the products from the

catalyst. These problems can be overcome by design heterogeneous catalyst that can operate

effectively without halide promoter.

first step in methanol carbonylation is activation of C-I bond 240 kJ mol") in

methyl iodide. CH31 necessary to activate bond (E=350

in methanol or dimethyl ether DME is more favorable forcarbonylation

methanol because it can be produced from syn-gas more effectively [1-2].

Solid acid catalysts are widely used in a number of industrially important reactions

including isomerisation, alkylations, catalytic reforming of alkanes and cracking. The pnpro""

of C-C bond in alkanes mol") closely matches with the energy ofjhe C-O bond

(350 kJ mol") in DME that is why we examine solid acids S04/Zr02, WOx/Zr02 and

CsxH3-xPW1204o in the iodide-free carbonylation of the DME to methyl acetate:

Rhodium was added to catalysts in some specific state that can produce rhodium carbonyl

complexes in situ on the surface ofcatalyst at high pressure of CO.

The RhCsPW12 catalysts were synthesized as described In [3]. RhlS04/Zr02,

RhIWOjZr02 samples were prepared from sulfated zirconium hydroxide XZOl077/01(1),

XZ0999/01(2) and tungstate doped zirconium hydroxide XZ0861/02(3) from MEL by

calcination at 650-800°C and impregnation with 1%Rh using solution of rhodium chloride.

Activity and selectivity of the Rh/CsxH3-xPW12040 catalysts in iodide-free carbonylation

of DME to methyl acetate arc much higher than those of the RhlSOJZr02 and RhIWOjZr0 2 •

catalysts (Table l) [3,4],
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Table 1. Surface area and performance ofcatalysts halide-free DME

carbonylation at 473Kand 10bar after 120min on stream

SBET Rate ofmethyl acetate formation Selectivity
Samples 2 ·1

g rlh-1 10.8 mol g-ls-I %mg

1%RhlCs1H2PWJ20 40 37 60 15 91

1%RhlCs1.sH1.SPW120 40 57 180 45 94

1%RhlCs2HPW120 40 103 170 43 95

1%RhlCs2.sHo.sPW120 40 216 35 9 96

1%RhlS04/Zr02 (1) 115 8 3 10

10/0RhlS04/Zr02 (2) 127 12 5 15

1%RhlWOx/zr02 75 15 6 50
'.;,.

FTIR spectroscopy was applied to determine the acidity of the samples by monitoring the

adsorption of pyridine, adsorbance band at 1540 cm-1 for Bronsted and 1450 cm-l for Lewis

acid sites.

2. Acidity of the catalysts from spectra of pyridine adsorption
-,x.

Bronsted acid sites Lewis acid sites
Samples

N, umol g-l PA, kl mol' N, umol g-l

Rh/CSIH2PW12040 139 1120 25

RhlCS1.sHl.SPW12040 128 1120 32

RhlCs2HPW120 40 118 1150 57

Rh/Cs2.sHo.sPW120 40 48 1150 63

RhlSOJZr0 2 (1) 38 1160 105

RhIS0Jzr02 (2) 70 1160 110

RhlWOx/Zr02 38 11 SO 37

A threefold variation in Bronsted and Lewis sites was apparent across the range of

samples (Table 2). The maximum of Bronsted acid sites (139-11 8!J.mol g-l) was detected on

CSj-2PWl2 samples, maximum of Lewis acid sites (105-110 umol g-l) on sulfated zirconia.

Proton affinities provide relative scale for Bronsted acid strength. CSI-2PWI2 catalysts are

more acidic than S04/Zr02,WOx/Zr02.
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c)

Figure 1. SEM photographs of the catalysts: a)RhlCs2HPWI2040, b) RhlSOiZr02(1), c) RhlWO"jZr02

Direct comparison of the rates of DME carbonylation and alkanes isomerization over

CsxPW12 catalysts (Figure 2) has shown that DME carbonylation in the absence. of iodide

promoter requires the presence of very strong Bronsted acid sites similar to. those for skeletal

isomerisation ofn-paraffins on acidic cesium salts of 12-tangstophosphOlic acid.

50

40
'7(1)
~ 30'0

"0
E 20

co
b
.,-

10--.a;
Ci5
rx: 0

Cs1 Cs1.5 Cs2 Cs2.5

Figure 2. Comparison of the rates (1) of methyl acetate formation, (2) isopentane formation [5],

(3) isobutane formation [6] over CSxPW 12 catalysts versus cesium content.
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Low activity of sulfated and tungstated zirconia' in DME carbonylafioncomparmg with

alkanes isomerization [7-8] may be connected with 1) lower concentration and strength ofthe

Bronsted acid sites which are responsible for DME activation, and 2) the difference of CO

and Hz chemisorption its surface. .Irreversible jchemisorption uptake oLCO on

Pt/WOx/ZrOz was near two times lower than Hz uptakes [9].

Destruction of DME molecules on the surface of RhIS04/ZrOz is caused by Lewis acidity

so high concentration of Lewis acid sites is the reason for poor selectivity of the sulfated

zirconia catalysts in the halide-free carbonylation ofDME.

Conclusion

It was shown that RhICsxH3-xPW1Z0 40 (1.5 :s; x :s; 2) are the best catalysts for halide-free

DME carbonylation. Their behavior can be. rationalized qualitatively by assuming that 1)

activation of C-O bond in DME molecule and formation of metal-alkyl bond occurs in the

presence of the strong Bronsted acid sites, and 2) these acid sites act in conjunction with Rh

carbonyl complexes, which are responsible for CO insertion and acetates formation.
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Naphtha isomerization is a simple and cost effective technology for increasing octane

number of gasoline. Isomerization of naphtha is composed mainly of conversion'of'n-pentane

and n-hexane into iso-pentane; mono-methyl and di-methyl hexane." Di-methyl hexane has

higher octane number than mono-methyl hexane, and is preferentiaHyproducedat low

temperature subject to chemical equilibrium. Recently new acid catalyst based on sulfated

zirconia have been developed and successfully commercialized by UOP LLC [1-2]. This

catalyst revealed higher activity for light naphtha isomerization at temperature and is

less sensitive to amount ofwater in feed oil than conventional catalysts.

By large demand of desired isomerization products development of new more active

catalysts been are several ideas about IS

characteristic of active surface for isomerization: Bronsted or Lewis acidity or both them

[4-6]. Maximum densities of Lewis acid sites on sulfated zirconia catalysts determined by

FTIR spectroscopy of pyridine or CO adsorption are 90 -121 umol s" [4-6].

Studies at the Boreskov Institute of Catalysis have shown that the number of catalyst

Pt/S04/Zr02 with the Lewis acid sites in the range from 50 to 250 umol g"l can be obtained

depending on the preparation conditions (Table 1) [7]. The density pf Lewis acid sites up to

250 umol g-l is more than twice that earlier known one for sulfated zirconia [4-6].

1. FTIR spectroscopy data of CO adsorption

Catalysts vCO (em") Lewis acid sites Bronsted acid sites
N umol s' N umol g-l

2190-2185 50
N21 2175 85

2150
.

140

2200-2190 150
N22 2175-2165 140

2200-2190 250
N23 2175-2165 170
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k
2MP + 3MP + 2,3DMB ----?-. 2,2DMB

k_2

Catalysts 2 and 3 were evaluated in-isomerization of n-hexane in flow reactor. The study

of the kinetics of isomerization of the n-hexane on solid superacids [8] has shown that it is the

possible to divide process into three stages. The first, most fast.stage, is formation .of 3

methyl pentane. (3MP) from 2-methyl pentane (2MP), and then, 2,3..methyl butane

(2,3DMB) formation up to thermodynamic equilibrium. The reactions of the isomerization of

n-hexane and the formation of 2,2- methyl butane (2,2DMB) has the comparable rates. Third

stage is the side products formation.

For the kinetic analysis the following reaction network was used:

k J
n-C 6 -

k.,

The calculation of the rate constants, characterizing the catalyst activity and selectivity

was performed on the base of mathematical model of plug flow reactor. It is assumed that the

reactions are pseudo-first order in reagents.

The kinetic constants and activation energies were determined. The of

mathematical modeling are in good a agreement with experimental data(Table 2).

2. Experimental and calculated kinetic data for catalysts 2 and 3 n-hexane skeletal

isomerization at the pressure 3 atm and temperature 200°C

Parameters Catalyst 2 Catalyst 3
Lewis acid sites Lewis acid sites

150 umol g'l 250 umol g']

Experiment Calculation Experiment Calculation

2,2DMB. % wt. 1.5 1.5 4.6 4.5

2MP+3MP+2.3DMB 35.1 34.8 59.86 60.0

n-C 6 conversion 40.3 40.2 69.2 69.3

Rate constants:

kl 0.224 0.909
«, 0.048 0.20
k2 0.033 0.073

k., 0.053 0.12

n-hexane, h,l 2.79 4.68
,

H2 : n-C6 2.09 1.87

The data presented in Table 2 show that rate constant of n-hexane isomerization (kJ) for

Catalyst 3 is fourfold as those for Catalyst 2, and k2 which characterized the rate of desired
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product (2,2DMB) formation for Catalyst 3 (Lewis acidity 250~tmol g-l) is also twice as high

as that for Catalyst 2 (Lewis acid sites 150 umcl g-l).

From these data it maybe concluded that the rate of hexane isomerization is mainly

determinedby the density ofLewis acid sites on the surface ofPt/S04/ZrOZ catalysts.
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High-silica zeolites of'pentasil type are promising catalysts of a whole range of important

chemical processes. Fixed structure of the crystal lattice and the presence of acidic sites of

different types on its surface allows applying the zeolites indifferent chemical reactions,

including the conversion of light alkanes into aromatic hydrocarbons. Nevertheless, at the

application of an unmodified zeolite of ZSM-5 type the selectivity of aromatic hydrocarbons

formation does not exceed 30% (Table 1). That is why, to improve the formation of aromatic

hydrocarbons, promoting additives, preferentiallyPt, or Ga, are introduced into the zeolite

composition. At the same time, catalysts produced, despite of their high activity and

selectivity, may not be used under commercial conditions because the sample properties do

not meet the requirements of interlaminar and wear strengths. Mechanical strength of the

catalysts may be improved by introducing a binder into the composition of a zeolite.

Moreover, the existing zeolite catalysts are characterised by a short life between

regenerations, which requires the simultaneous application of several reactors in the process

scheme and the modification of the design and the regeneration system. this connection the

development and creation of a high-stability catalyst to be used in the conversion of light

alkanes, which preserves a high activity and stability for aromatic hydrocarbons is an urgent

task:' This work presents the results of investigations" of catalytic properties of

galloaluminosilicates (GAS) in the process of conversion of C3-C41ight alkanes mixture into

aromatic hydrocarbons.

Aluminosilicate (AS) modification by gallium was carried out VIa isomorphic

replacement of Si4+ ions by Ga3+ ions in the zeolite crystal lattice at the stage of hydrothermal

synthesis by a partial replacement of aluminium by gallium in the initialaluminosilicagel

SiOzl(Ah03+Ga203)' Gallium oxide content in the reaction mixture -2.2 wt%. GAS

. produced in the synthesis process was converted into an active H-form via double

.' decationization by 25% NH4CI solution at 90°C for 2 h followed by drying at 100°C and air

calcination at 550°C for 6 h. To prepare a catalyst with a binder,a catalytic mass was obtained
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by mixing gal1oaluminolsilicat~,pseudobeumity(PB) and water, nitric acid (0.1-0.15 mol/mol

Ah03) was added for obtained subjected to extrusion.

Catalyst grains (d=2 mm) were dried for 24 h on air, then in an air drier at 110°C for 24 hand

calcined at 600°C for 6 h. The amount of a binder in a galloaluminolsilicate was changed

from 10 to 30 wt%. carry out the te~t, catalystfr~cti()n of0.25-0.50mmwastaken.

Aromatization of a mixture of light alkanes (propane - 73.7; i-and n-butane - 24.1 wt%)

was performed on a flight type installation with the reactor volume of S cnr' at atmospheric

pressure, reaction temperature was 400-600°C, the feedstock space velocity was 100 h-1
•

Before the tests galloaluminolsilicates were treated by air at 300°C for 2 h and at S20°C for 3

h, then they were reduced in hydrogen flight at 520°C for 2 h, the space velocity of air and

hydrogen was 1 .dm3/h. The reaction products were analyzed by gas chromatography. When

determining the period of a stable catalyst operation, the tests were run continuously for

several days, the reaction products wereanalyzed at certain intervals that were equal for all

the samples. The stability of catalyst operation was assessed by the changes both in the degree

offeedstock conversion and in the selectivity of aromatic hydrocarbons formation.

DTA-DTG patterns of coked catalysts were recorded on "C" DTA-DTG instrument

(MOM, Hungary) within 20-1000°C. The sample (400-500 mg) was heated in a platinum

crucible on air at the rate of 10 deg/min.

Table 1 shows the results the study of the influence of the process temperature and

period ofoperation of GAS containing different amounts of the binder on the composition of

the products of .thepropane-butane fraction conversion. Galloaluminolsilicates perform the

aromatization of light alkanes more effectively than aluminosilicates. In this case a high yield

of aromatic hydrocarbons overGAS is observed at 450°C already, and at 500°C the selectivity

of .arenes formation reaches more than 55% at the conversion degree of 98%. The main

direction of the process over the initial GAS for more than 200 hours is C3-C4 alkanes

aromatization, the selectivity of.the aromatic hydrocarbons formation at 500°C and 100 h-I for

216 hours surpassing 45%. With the increase in GAS operation the initial feedstock

conversion gradually decreases and the selectivity of C1-Cz alkanes and CZ:"C4 alkenes

increases. The rise of the process temperature to 550°C results in the increase in the feedstock

conversion degree and yield ofaromatic hydrocarbons.

An insignificant decreasein the feedstock conversion degree and selectivity of aromatic

hydrocarbons conversion is .observed at the binder introduction into GAS. At the same time,

as seen from the data of the Table 1, the yield of aromatic hydrocarbons over GAS containing

10 and 20% PB decreases.rrespectively, by 1.7 and 3.8% after 216 hours of operation, while

over the initial GAS- by 16.3%. Over GAS containing 30% of PB the selectivity of aromatic •

hydrocarbons conversion remains high, nevertheless, the degree of the feedstock conversion
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decreases time more abruptly than over another samples. Thus, within of

operation the conversion is only 84% sooDe, whereas over GASI20%-PB it Was 85% after

216 h operation. Over GAS/30%-PB the selectivity of aromatic· hydrocarbons conversion

decreases rapidly, and the selectivity of alkenes formation increases with operation period at

550°C.

Table 1. The influence of the temperature and eperatiou.perlodjt) catalysts ~u.~u~

conversion and composition C3-C4 low alkanes conversion products (W=100 h-1
/

Catalyst t (h) Treaction (OC) X(%) A(%) s, (%) S2 (%) S3 (%)
1 400 35 - - 90.7 8.1
1 450 60 8.8 14.7 76.6 7.4

AS 1 500 86 16.7 19.4 75.5 3.3
1 550 96 27.4 28.5 67.4 2.1
1 600 99 28.0 28.3 68.1 1.4
1 400 45 - - 91.0 2.5

GAS 1 450 77 22.9 29.7 63.7 0.8
1 500 98 54.8 55.9 39.6 0.3
1 500 98 54.8 55.9 39.6 0.3

96 500 98 51.7 52.8 42.2 0.6

GAS
192 500 90 40.2 44.7 47.7 2.2
216 500 84 38.5 45.8 43.5 3.9
217 550 98 53.3 54.4 37.0 1.7
240 550 91 49.8 54.8 33.9 4.9

1 500

I

93 45.5 48,9 44.8 0.8
500 93 44.1 47.4 45.9 1.6

GAS/10%-PB
192 500 87 44.1 50.7 41.2 2.4
216 500 84 43.8 52.1 38.6 3.1
217 550 98 57.4 58.6 33.2 1.5
240 550 95 50.8 53.5 36.3 3.0

1 500 93 44.3 47.6 46.1 0.8
96 500 90 43.7 48.5 42.8 2.2
192 500 86 42.3 49.2 41.8 2.9
216 500 85 40.5 47.6 43.4 2.9

GAS/20%-PB
240 500 81 38.8 47.9 42.1 3.7
241 550 98 53.5 54.6 37.2 1.0.
288 550 92 45.0 48.9 39.2 4.2
312 550 82 42.6 52.0 33.4 8.0
316 600 98 54.0 55.1 34.2 3.7
340 600 74 29.1 39.3 34.9 20.6

1 500 94 42.4 45.1 48.5 1.0
96 500 89 41.5 46.6 46.2 2.1

GAS/30%-PB 144 500 84 41.2 49.0 42.7 3.1
146 550 99 55.0 55.6 36.7 1.4
192 550 79 37.1 47.0 38.0 8.5

Note. X is conversion degree; A is yield of aromatic hydrocarbons; Sl, S2 and S3 are selectivities of the

formation aromatic hydrocarbons, C1-Cz alkanes and CrC3 alkenes, respectively.
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Thus, on the basis of the research performed it has been established.that theprocess of

C3-C4 low alkanes conversion into aromatic hydrocarbons occurs over,ct ,gallium-~opJaining

catalyst at a high selectivity. When a binder is introduced into GAS, nQronly its mechanical

strength improves, but the period of its staple operation during one service life also increases,

which is very important for a commercial process.

Among the catalysts mixed with a binder, GAS/20%-PB contains the highest coke

amount, which is explained by a longer operation time (Table 2).

Table 2. Characteristics of coked catalysts*

Catalyst Tmax, forms of the coke bum-out CC) Tb Coke amount
(operation period, h) I n III eC) (%)
GAS (240) 600 690 760 800 11.9
GASIlO%-PB (240) 550 610 - a shoulder to 770 12.0
GAS/20%-PB (340) 580 700 - a shoulder to 1020 19.6
GAS/30%-PB (200) 540 640 - a shoulder to 925 16.4

Note. Tb is the temperature of the coke burnout.

On DTA curve for GAS/20%-PB one may allocate two exothermal peaks in the region

400-640 and 640-740°C with respective maximums at 580 H 700°C and a wide shoulder to

1020°C. The temperature of the coke burnout (1020°C) evidences a high polycondensation

degree. The nature of the coke deposits formed on GASI20%-PB and GAS/30%-PB is very

close. The initial GAS and GAS/IO%-PB contain significantly lower amounts of coke, and

the condensed products formed are less condensed which is confirmed by a lower temperature

of the coke burnout. Thus, the data of differential thermal analysis demonstrate that the

increase in the period of a continuous catalyst operation above 240 h leads to a slight

(onnatiol1 of highly condensed products, as a result, its regeneration will be very problematic.

A pfpJonged .life between regenerations of a galloaluminolsilicate catalyst followed by a slight
J .;

decrease in activity, leads to its irreversible deactivation, an excess accumulation of highly

condensed coke deposits leads to catalyst overheating during the regeneration process. That is
i

why the service life of GAS/20%-PB should not exceed 240-250 h, then it is necessary to

perform an oxidative regeneration.,
Thus, the most efficient catalyst among all the studied catalysts of C3-C4 light alkanes

aromatization is a zeolite containing 2.2% of gallium oxide introduced at the stage of the

hydnithetmal synthesis and mixed with 20% of pseudobeumite used as a binder. The

application of this catalyst allows one to obtain the desired product at a selectivity of about

50% for all the service life of no less than 240 h. At the same time it is worth noticing that the

service life of GAS/20%-PB is more than 350 h.
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GLASS FIBER CATALYSTS F~~ S02 OXIDATIO~:

PILOT TESTS AT REAL GASES OF SULPHURIC ACID PLANT

A.N. Zagoruiko, ~D. Glotov**,~.N. Meniailov*,

Yu.N. Zhukov**, V.M. YankHevich**,B.S.li~lzhinimaev, L.G. Simonova

Boreskov Institute ofCatalysis, ~9vosibirsk, Russia

*Katalyzator Company, Novd~ibirsk, Russia
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**Byisk Oleum Plant, By(,i§k, Russia

Glass-fiber catalysts (GFC) represent itself the ndble metals introduced in very small

amounts (0.01-0.05 % mass) into silica-glass matrix (1). The 'research investigations [2]

showed that such catalysts demonstrate unique catalytic properties and may be used for

performance of a wide range of catalytic reactions. Moreover, original geometry, high

flexibility and high mechanical strength of such catalysts give the way to develop really new

catalytic processes. In particular, the very promising way of Pt-containing GFC application is

oxidation of sulfur dioxide [3] (instead of conventional vanadia catalysts). The most

important question in this case is stability of catalyst operation in the media of real gases of

sulfuric acid plants.

The pilot plant for resource testing of GFC was created at the Byisk Oleum Plant. The

nominal gas loading of the pilot unit was equal to 200 st.mvhour. The unit was installed in

bypass to basic industrial SOroxidation reactor. Hot inlet gas was collected from the real

gaseous stream, fed to the first bed of the basic reactor. Outlet gas from the pilot unit was

discharged into outlet pipeline of the basic plant. The pilot unit was provided with control

system for measurement of gas temperatures in the pilot reactor, catalyst pressure drop and

gas compositions of inlet and outlet gases.

GFC with platinum content of 0.02-0.03% for pilot tests was produced by Katalyzator

Company. The catalyst was placed in layers (10-30 layers) in the bottom part of the

cylindrical pilot reactor (Fig. 1) with inner diameter of 0.5 m. Catalyst glass-fiber support

(Fig. 2) was vowen in form of bunches, each of them consisting of3 threads and, in tum, each

thread was twisted from elementary glass microfibers with typical size of 7-9 microns [2].

The thickness of each thread was equal to ~ 1 mm, thickness of bunch ~ 3 mm, the windows

'between bunches represented the squares with a side size of~ 1 mm.
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Fig. 1. Pilot reactor Fig. View of the catalyst structure

The overall pilot tests duration was equal to 600 hours. The main pilot process parameters

are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Range ofpilot tests parameters

No. Parameter Meas.unit Range

1 Gas flow rate st.m'zhour 20 - 150

2 Gas temperature at the catalyst bed inlet °C 340 - 450

13 Gas temperature at the catalyst bed outlet °C 320 - 536

4 . SOzconcentration in inlet gases % vol. 6,85 - 9,7

5 :S02 conversion % 2 - 50

6 Catalyst bed pressure drop mmWC 6 - 55

It should be noted that an main process operation parameters (gas flow rate and

temperature of inlet gas, initial S02 concentration) were oscillating in time quite significantly.

Therefore, for correct interpretation of experimental data was necessary to perform more

detailed analysis of results.

To estimate kinetic parameters of catalyst operation we used CSTR approximation both

for mass and heat with application of l5t-order kinetic equation (in relation to S02).

Processing of experimental data showed significant influence of diffusion limitations on

observed rate of reaction. Kinetic region of reaction performance was observed only at

relatively high gas flow rates (more than 100 m3/h) with activation energy equal to'

~ 15 Kcal/mol.
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Analysis of observed values of mass transfer.coefficientshewed quite unusual results.

Relation .between' gas velocity and mass transfer coefficient was described by an order of

~0.93 in average. This value is significantly higher than that for conventional packed beds of

granular catalysts (0.5-0.6). Moreover, visible rise of this order (up to values exceeding l)

was observed in the area of high gas velocities. From theoretical point of view it means, that

in definite range of gas velocities the rise of gas flow rate (and, therefore, decrease of

residence time) may lead to the increase of conversion, which looks quite impossible for

conventional packed beds.

The most reasonable explanation of this fact is dynamic changing of gas fluid structure in

the GFC layers with changing of gas velocities. While in the area of low gas velocities the gas

fluids are mostly flowing around the outer surface of bunches, then with the rise of gas flow

rate the fluids start to flow between threads and afterwards - between fibers inside the

threads. The latter leads to increase of catalyst surface availability and intensification of mass

exchange.

Unusual phenomena were also observed in analysis of experimental data in relation to

pressure (ilP) catalyst In particular, the average dependence orderof ilP from

gas velocity was found to be unexpectedly low (0.3-0.5). Probably, it is also connected

dynamic changing of fluid flow structure, as well as changing of the structure of the catalyst

packing itself. Analysis of start-up regimes (after catalyst charging) showed, that in initial

period the observed pressure drop exceeds the value obtained in a long-term run bya factor of

1.7-2. This difference is gradually decreasing and becomes after 15-20 hours from

reactor. start-up. Possibly, in start-up regimes there occurs restructuring of the catalyst

packing, caused by action of the gas flow and resulting in formation of channels for gas

filtration. This hypothesis is confirmed bythe.experimental fact that no unusual pressure drop

values were observed after reactor start-ups, which were not connected withcatalystcharging

and recharging.

The key point question of pilot tests at real. industrial gases was analysis of catalyst

operation stability and deactivation. Unfortunately, direct comparison .of catalyst activity in

the beginning and end of pilot tests was impossible (because of process parameters

oscillations, leading to incomparable external conditions), so we used estimation procedure

based on elaborated correlations related to observed kinetics with account ofmass transfer. As

soon as such correlations were based on time-averaged experimental array, any changing of

catalyst activity would be easily seen in changing of ratio Kexp/Ktheor (experimentally defined

and theoretically calculated for given experimental conditions observed-kineticcontents,
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respectively) in time. The results are; demonstrated at Fig. 3. Though the data deviation is

rather wide, it may be stated that no visible deactivation of the catalyst Wa11. detected during all

pilot tests.
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Fig. 3.Changing of relative catalyst activity during pilot tests.

The performed pilot test provided the ground for the following conclusions:

Pt-containing glass-fiber catalyst (GFC) provides stable operation in the media of real

industrial gases of sulfuric acid plant and shows no visible deactivation within 500 hours

on-stream;

the observed activity of GFCs is at least 4 times higher than that for conventional vanadia

catalysts;

.. GFCs provide stable operationatinlet gas temperature as low as 330-340 °C (compared

with 370-410 °C for vanadia systems), thus giving the way for increase of achievable

equilibrium conversion in adiabatic beds;

.. GFCs packings are chracterised with relatively low pressure drops;

.. flexible mechanical structure of GFCs open the way for development of novel reactor

designs.

In general it may be stated that obtained results confirmed high attractiveness of GFCs

for development of new generation of catalytic.processes for S02 oxidation in sulfuric acid

plants.
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Introduction

The research work described was initially aimed to study steady-state kinetics of catalytic

oxidation of hydrogen sulfide by oxygen into elemental sulfur over vanadia-titania catalyst.

Oxidation ofH2S into elemental sulfur may be represented by reaction

H2S + Yz O2 => lin S, + H20 (1)

where n number of sulfur atoms in allotrope molecule. This reaction of selective oxidation

is practically always accompanied by reaction of deep oxidation:

H2S+ 3/2 O2=> S02 + H20 (2)

The reaction system is accomplished by Claus reaction:

H2S + Yz S02 <=> 1.5/n Sn + H20 (3)

Thermodynamic analysis shows that reaction (1) and (2) are practically irreversible,

while Claus reaction may be significantly equilibrium limited, especially at elevated

temperature and reaction gas moisture.

The steady-state kinetics of reaction system (1-3) was studied experimentally using

direct-flow lab setup. Kinetic experiments included variation of reaction temperature (in range

230-300oC) and reagents concentrations. Special tests with different catalyst pellets size

confirmed the achievement of pure kinetic area (with no diffusion limitations). Additional

experiments proved the ideal mixing regime in the reactor.

Reaction mechanism and kinetic model

Characterization of commercial vanadia-titania IC-27-40 catalyst showed that the main

catalytic activity is provided by vanadia. Though pure titania was also found to be very active

in reactions (1-3) in this case it serves as a support only and is practically absent from the

active surface. Further investigations demonstrated that in presence of hydrogen sulfide V205

* Corresponding author
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becomes themain active compound of the catalyst.

formulate for reaction

is quic,kly reduced to V204 and the

Together with oth~r research results,

mechanisms able to describe the regularities observed in kinetic experiments. The most

successful mechanism in result discrimination may be presented as follows:

H2S+ ZO ¢:::> ZS + H20

ZS ¢:::> + 1/6.S6

ZS +2 ¢:::> S02 + 3 Z

(4)

(5)

(6)

Z + Y2 O2=> ZO (7)

where ZO corresponds to oxidized active site (surface V204) , ZS - sulfided site (surface

V203S) and ....... reduced site (surface V203). Such. mechanism qualitatively describes aim

reactions. and, furthermore, it is thermodynamically consistent, being able to describe

reversibility of Claus reaction, using usual equilibrium constant approach.

The rates of stages (4-7) may be expressed in terms of mass-action law as given below:

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

where eo, es and B- surface concentrations (surface fractions) of ZO, II Z respectively, k,

...... rate constants, kpi - equilibrium constants. The rate equation system is accomplished with

rates for reactionmixture gaseous and surface components:

WH2s = - r t

WS6 = r2

WS02 = r3

WH20 = r i

Woo = 8Bo/ iJr = -r]- 2 r3 + r4

Wes = oBs!or = r]- r2 - rs (13)

We = cO/or = r z +3 r3 - r4

It may be easily seen that general thermodynamic consistence of a model is provided by'

evident relationship
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(14)

where Kp - equilibrium constant for Claus reaction.

Elaboration of steady-state kinetic equations

Conventional procedure of steady-state kinetic equations elaboration assumes that all

rates for intermediate surface compounds aB/aT should be made equal to zero to yliminate

surface concentrations and to express reaction rates via gas concentnltiollSonly. Nevertheless,

taking into account third orders of surface concentrations in equation (l0) such system cannot

be resolved algebraically.

Moreover, the individual rates of reactions (l-3) cannot.be separated because reaction

system contains intersection of participating substances. For example, it is impossible to

distinguish the HzS consumption in reactions (1).and (3) (concentration of sulfur vapors was

impossible to measure). Separate investigation of Claus reaction kinetics (in absence of

oxygen) is possible but it was found that oxygen strongly influences the catalyst surface state

and, .evidently, in presence of oxygen Claus reaction rate will be significantly different. All

this made elaboration usual steady-state kinetic equations impossible.

Earlier authors to propose the kinetic steady-state equations the given reaction

system [1]. Though the description results good, equations were

physically and thermodynamically inconsistent, so the achieved results look as successful

empirical fitting only. The most important problem was inadequate (or "incorrect")

temperature dependence of model parameters it was found impossible to the defined

kinetic parameters into Arrhenius dependence.

Non-steady-state approach

The idea of non-steady-state approach here is to use equations (8-14) as a transient

kinetic model to describe reaction rates. To obtain the steady-state solution it is necessary to

numerically integrate surface rate expressions (13) starting from zero time to infinite time

until the moment when all transient equations (13) become equal to zero. Such procedure

gives the steady-state values of Bi corresponding to given set of gas concentrations and,

therefore, gives the way to calculate reaction rates for individual components (equations (12»).

The optimal values of rate and equilibrium constants may be then be defined by application of

conventional minimization procedure using whole experimental array.

Application of this approach made possible to create kinetic model, providing good description

of experimental data. The examples of such description are given in the figures below.
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Results of experimental steady-state data description by non-steady-state model under variation ofH2S

inlet concentration: (a) - reaction rates (in terms of difference between inlet and outlet concentrations),
(b) - selectivity of oxidation into sulfur. Lines - model, points - experiments.

Notably, the proposed model provides adequate' description both for cases of complete

reaction system and Claus reaction performance only. also has good predictive force for

such sophisticated and important reaction parameters as selectivity in a wide concentration

and temperature range and reflects many observed reaction regularities like slight decrease of

reaction rate and selectivity with rise of water vapors content etc. Itis also important to note

that obtained values of model parameters show "correct" behavior with variation of reaction

temperature: rate constants are increasing and adsorption equilibrium constants are decreasing

under temperature rise with character of changing closed to Arrhenius type. This is a good

proof for physical consistency of a proposed model.

Conclusions

Non-steady-state kinetic models may be used for treatment of steady-state kinetic data in

case when algebraic elaboration of steady-state kinetic equations IS impossible or

complicated. The proposed approach includes numerical integration of time-dependent

differential equations until achievement of steady-state, resulting in possibility to numerically

obtain the rate values for separate reaction stages for given composition of reaction mixture.

The obtained non-steady-state model may be then applied in simulation of catalyst pellets and

catalyst beds in research and engineering purposes.

The case study demonstrates application of such approach for steady-state kinetic

description of complicated reaction system of 'hydrogen sulfide oxidation by oxygen. The

performed study provided good qualitative and quantitative description of experimental data

in wide concentration and temperature range.
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Direct oxidation of hydrogen sulfide is a perspective catalytic process used for treatment

of low-concentrated natural and casing- head gases as well as for after ...treatment.of off- gases

of petroleum refining. When the process proceeds in adiabatic static layers of a grainy catalyst

large quantity of heat is released due to exothermal nature of reaction. During this process

due to ununiformal distribution of the gas flow on the catalytic surface local areas of overheat

appear which temperature is much higher than the mean temperature in the catalyst layer.

Besides, during oxidative annealing aimed at desorption of sulfur from catalyst pores local

areas of sulfur ignition appear also leading to sharp increase of temperatures which are much

higher permissible ones [1]. So study of the effect of temperature on physical chemical

characteristics of the catalyst for direct oxidation and determination of its thermostability

threshold is an important problem.

Pilot- industrial samples of the titanoxide catalyst TOK-3 presented by Bashneftekhim

company which had been calcined in laboratory conditions (muffle furnace, atmosphere of

air) at 200-900 °C were used as objects of our study. The calcined samples were investigated

by X-ray crystal analysis, low- angle X-ray scattering and thermography analysis. Specific

surface was determined by the method of low temperature desorption of gases. Mechanical

strength was determined by the method of granule pressing.

The results of X-ray crystal analysis have shown that initial catalyst consists of TiOz in

the form of anatase (fig.l , peak a) and in the form of rutile in negligible quantity in (fig. 1,

.peak r). A part of the catalyst is in the form of fine-dispersed x-ray amorphous state, a part in

the fine - dispersed crystal form. Sizes of crystallites in the initial catalyst are about 50 A on

the average. During thermal treatment intensity of anatase lines increases which is explained

by increase of the share of crystal phase. Heating up to 400°C does not lead to any change of

phase composition. Further heating up to 600°C leads to' insignificant increase of the rutile

phase. During thermal treatment at 700-800°C the phase composition sharply changes: the
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anatase phase' decreases the rutile phase increases. This change ofphase composition

can evoke. decrease pfcatalyst aetivity ibecause oftetragonic is much below

than activity of face- aligned anatase [2].

Change of phase composition and transition of the catalyst from amorphous into crystal

state is confirmed by the results of thermography analysis. (fig. 2). Endothermal effect is

observed at 120°C, corresponding to removal of adsorbed moisture, at 700-750°C which

is probably explained by polymorphous transformation of active anatase phase in unactive

rutile phase. During this process removal of hydroxyl group OR with formation of water

takes place [3]. The mechanism of dehydrotation of chemically bound water is given below:

OH OH

I +nH.,O
L.

The results of the X-ray crystal analysis were compatable with results of the

analysis by low-angle X-ray scattering method. If volume of structural porosity of initial

catalyst is recognized as a '1' the volume is not changed at 400-600°C and ammounts to 0.14

at 700°C and to 0.04 at 800°C. Sizes of pores determined by the method of Ginye to a

great extent, especially sizes of small large (table 2). Increase of temperature leads to

decrease of the share of small pores and increase of the share of large pores (above 100 A).

Table 2. Relation between of sizes ofpores (R) and relative volume of catalyst pores (u)
and. thermotreatment temperature.

initial catalyst 200°C 400°C 600°C 700°C 900°C

'R u R,A u R,A R,A u R,A u R,A u,

21,7 0,27 20 0,25 - - - - - - - -

-,- - 45 0,2 35 0,2 39 0,17 - - - -

59 0,21 - - 78 0,14 - - 52 0,25 64 0,48

108 •... 0,24 85 0,33 - - 89 0,18 110 0,016 - -

144 0,08 95 0,07 145 0,32 144 0,21 160 0,14 163 0,15

, 196 I 0,2 210 0,15 204 0,15 231 0,29 224 0,18 238 0,14
~~ " :;r

I" -
- - - 268 0,19 306 0,1 345 0,36 0,24

, T

The result-of of the effect ofthermotreatmenton specific ~urfaceJS.sp) of and.

strength of the catalyst(S.) given in fig.3. A little increase of Ssp at temper~tu,res 0~,400-
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600°C is observed, that is possibly connected with removal of the adsorbed sulfur from

catalyst pores, while Ssp being abruptly decreased during increase of temperature above 600°C

due to increase of the degree of crystallinity. Strength of the catalyst increases with raise of

temperature at the expence of densification of crystal lattice packing. Decrease of strength is

observed at 700-750°C which can be explained by decompaction of crystal structure induced

by chemically bound water which is in accordance with the results thermography analysis.

The research works performed made it possible to find out the temperature interval within

which no phase changes in the volume of the titanoxide catalyst, decrease of its specific

surface, changes of its pore characteristics and decrease of catalytic activity are observed.

The limiting temperature determining the threshold of catalyst thermostability is 600°C. At

the basis of the study performed the recommendations for usage of" the catalyst in the

technology ofoff-gases after- treatment at Ufimsky NPZ have been developed.
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Catalytic burning of natural gas (methane) is more environmentally usual

flame combustion. Catalytic oxidation of methane is of great interest went exhausts of

coal mines. Though in this case the methane concentrations are relatively low (not exceeding

2% vol.) its combustion in reverse-process may give the way to concentrate reaction heat in

the reactor up to 800 0 1000°C. This heat may be easily utilized. At such temperatures the

methane homogeneous oxidation becomes possible the free volume between large catalyst

pellets, the inert bed of Raschig rings and at their surface, as well as in the void space of

reactors. The aim of this study was to optain initial experimental data on catalytic (up to

600°C) and homogeneous (700° - 11OO°C) oxidation of lean methane-air mixtures, modeling

the mine exhausts.

Catalytic oxtdation

Table 1. Kinetic data on catalytic methane oxidation.

No. Catalyst Conditions Kinetic equation

1
2% mass. Pdly-Ah03, T = 450° - SOOP; W = 6,03 • 104 ee -84200/(R "T)
incinerated at 600°C,

CCH4 = 5 --- 15 st.ml/l III C, [st.cm3CH
4/(gos)J.4 hours

0.5% mass. Pd/y-Ah03, T = 400° - 500°; =3,07. -940110/(R "T)

2 incinerated at 600°C,
CCH4 = 5 15 st.ml/l .C, (st.cm3CUt/(gllls)].

6 hours
12% rnass.MnOxl AbO]

T = 400° - 500°; W \)104ee -106800/(R ..
3 incinerated at 950°C,

4 hours
CCH4 =S 5 st.ml/l C, CHJ(ges)].

Data in table 1 were detected in kinetic region with catalyst pellets fraction of 0.4 - 0.8 mm, activation energies
are given in J/(mole*oK). ..

Homogeneous oxidation

The special design of flow reactors on the base of small-diameter ceramic tubes was

created for fast high-temperature heating of reaction mixture without methane oxidation. The

gas was fed via two-channel ceramic tube (external diameter of 3 mm and channels diameter

of 0.5 mm), providing efficient gas heating up to 1000°C (with the tube length up to 300 mm)
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in practically complete absence of methane cxidation.twe'usedceramietubes with external

diameters 3.0, 5.2 and 8.1 mm (intern~ldiam-eters were 2, 3 .and 5.2 mm, respectively) as a

reactors. It was possible to densely fit the tubes into each other, thus changing the length of

reaction zone from 20 to 160 mm.i'I'emperature control was .provided by thermocouples,

situated directly.atthe external surfaceof tubes,

Initial methane content in the reaction mixture was fixed at the level 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and

2.0 % vol. (2 - 20 st.ml CH41l). The range of gas flow velocity was 4 - 220 l/hour,

corresponding to variation of residence time in the range of 0.006 -1.5 sec. Temperature in

experiments was varied from 700 to 1100°C. Gas composition after reactor was analyzed

chromatographically.
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Fig. 1. Example temperature dependence of methane conversion (l), formation and consumption of
CO (2), formation of CO2 (3).

Fig.I demonstrate the typical temperature dependence of methane conversion and

formation ofproducts (CO and CO2) , It is seen, that carbon monoxide is formed in significant

quantities with maximum on the CO concentration curve at methaneconversion range 0.7

0.9. CO2 formationcurve is even more complicated: maximum, minimum and then sharp rise.

Minimum CO2 concentration corresponds to methane conversion of 0.40-0.65, where

selectivity of CO formation reaches 80-98%. Such dependencies are typical for all reactors

practically in all regimes of kinetic experiments.

Studies of reactor temperature influence at constant residence time and residence time

influence at constant temperature on cO;t1versisn data CCH4 (CO)- T H X - "C showed that:

- with decrease of residence time-vconcentration-temperature" curvesare shifting to the •

area of higher temperatures;
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- with de.c;reaseoftemperature "conversion-residence time" curves.are shifting to the

region 01111gJI1er residence

As soon as direct conversion of methane into C02is insignificant (region I, curve 3) it is

possible scheme for process description:

CH4 + 02~ CO+ H20 (1); + 02~ CO2 (2)

with corresponding first-order reaction rates: Wj = k jCcH4 (3); W2 = k2CCQ (4),

where k j , k2 - rate constants for reactions (1 rand (2) respectively.

Search of k j and k2 values, providing the most adequate process description, showed that

both pre-exponential factors and activation energies depend. upon reactor diameter (Table 2).

Table 2. Pre-exponential factors and activation energies for constants k, and k2. Values are
given without temperature correction.

Reactor diameter k» EntiR K 20 En/R

8.1 mm 4.27. io'' 2.76· 104 6.92.109 2.32.104

5.2mm 1.43· 1013 3.26· 104 7.80· 109 3.64.104

3mm 5.09. 1014 3.78· 104 1.86.1010 3.95 .104

Correction of systematic error in temperature measurements provided more accurate

description of the process (see fig.2).

1400 1450

Temperature. K
0.00 -I--~-_~-~

1000 1050 1100 1150 1200 1250 1300 1350 14(}O 1450

0.05

020

Fig. 2. Comparison of experimental and simulation data with account of systematic temperature
correction (+ 13 DC) for methane (a) and carbon monoxide (b) concentrations.

Reactor diameter: 8:1 tnm.

Finally, the reaction rates equations may be represented in the following form:

-1985.7d + 43456

TXT (d T) - ·1.3797d + 37.808 T C
YY 1 , - e e CH. (11)

·3266.2d + 50780

~(d,T) = e·0.18594+24038e T Ceo (12)

where W ~ reaction rates (sec"), d - equivalent channel diameter (mm), T- temperature (OK),

C concentrations (molar fractions).
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For the last years the essential meanmg of the processing 'of conversion of cheap

hydrocarbon raw materials is becoming of great interest as in Russia as wen in the.abroad the

conversion of oil and other associated gases, fraction C3-C4 of hydrocarbon into valuable

organic connections such as alkenes and aromatic hydrocarbons, components of car petrol.

New advanced method of processing .of alkenes and arenes is the process of combined

conversion of methanol and low molecular alkanes C3-C4• The actual realization of this

method is connected mainly with the processing of modern thermostabl catalysts: such as

high silica zeolites of type ZSM-5, catalyzing as splitting hydrocarbons as the conversion of

methanol's into the alkenes.

Synthesis of highly silicious zeolites (HSZ) was conducted by hydrothermal method.

Modified zeolite catalysts were prepared by the method of zeolite impregnation in H-forrn by

salt solutions: gallium nitrates GaN03'8H20, three-per-cent chloroplatinic acid solution

H2PtC16. Acid properties of zeolite-containing catalysts were studied by temperature

programmed desorption (TPD) of ammonia. Adsorptive and structural properties of zeolites

were studied on vacuum unit with quartz MacBen scales. Before the adsorption, samples were

fired at the temperature of 723K in vacuum during 4 hours. adsorbates, benzol and

methanol were used. Studies of coupled conversion process ofmethanol and wide fraction of

light hydrocardons into hydrocarbons on zeolite-containing catalysts were carried out on

circulating unit with a stationary catalyst layer.: with the volume of 4cm3
, at weight hour

space raw material conveying velocities of lh- I by methanol and 240h-1 by wide fraction of

.light hydrocardons within the temperature range from 673 to 823 K under atmospheric

pressure. Analysis of gaseous and liquid reaction products was conducted by chromographic

method in the mode of temperature programming from 323 to 493 K. The degree of methanol
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and propane-butane conversion was taken catalyst activity measure, of alkenes

and arenas was estimated basis of their content reaction products.

The researched samples of zeolites are characterized by biporous structure, i.e, which

contain micro- mesopore. The evaluation . ofmicrophrous structure given catalysts

according to the theory of volumetric filling microporous, showed that all researched zeolites

have two types of micropores with different sizes. The implementation of optimal methods of

Hoock-lavis, Rossenbroak, isotherms of an adsorption of methanol to the researched samples

on' an equation Dubinin-Astachov with two exponents proves that the result porous

structure to adsorption of molecules of bensol, as the result of experimental adsorption

method. It is clear that zeolite HSZ - 30 with more volume and size of micropores has more

adsorption volume according to the methanol. The analysisof dates according to adsorption

of molecules of methanol for modified HS-zeolites, showed thatthe narrow pores ofzeolites

read to more active interaction of molecules ofmethanol on the surface of catalyst. For further

evaluation of the adsorptione -power characteristics, we need to deduct isosteric heat of

adsorbtions of methanol for zeolite-bearing catalysts. It is showed that the heat of adsorbtion

for these samples has extreme character, which is important for non-localized adsorption on

the energetically non-surfaces and it is regard by the interaction adsorbate - adsorbate. The

structure and adsorption volume of modified zeolite-bearing catalysts depends on the nature

and quantity of introduced modifying agents. The research of the acid properties HSZ by

method TPD of ammonia, showed, that [or all samples is characterized the presence of two

types of acid centers of (L- and Bvcenters). There is maximum of concentration in the results

of zeolite. The introduction of modificators, which leads to the change of his acid spectrum,

which reflexes on his behaviorincatalysis.On this base of the research of physicochemical

properties of the samples of-catalysts, it is identified, that the main catalytic activity in the

synthesis of alkenes in the process ofcombined conversion of methanol and low alkanes C3

C4,whichis outlined the result of zeoIite(Si02/ Ah03=30) with the greater pores and

maximum of concentration of acid centers on the surface. The introduction of Ga and Pt by

zeolite impregnation leads to changes of physicochemical catalytic properties in the process

of coupled methanol and propane-butane fraction conversion: Jheir activity and arene

formation selectivity increases, number of strong acid centers, pore dimensions are reduced,

hut adsorptive capacity increases. This is probably determined by the fact, that particles

neutralize strong acid centers of zeolite matrix, situated near thecanal entrances or in their

intersection places, creating new centers with a greater interaction energy.
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Novo-Sobornaya, Sq., Tomsk, 634050, Russia, 7(3822)533034, sokolova@phys.tsu.ru

. 2High Current Electronics Institute ofthe Siberian Branch ofRussian Academy ofSciences,

4, Akademichesky Av., Tomsk; 634050, Russia, badik@loi.hcei.tsc.ru

Solvated phenols have attracted many workers because of their. participation in the

proton-transfer and oxidation reactions. On the other side, phenols are the most widespread

BoUutants in the environment [1]. Water chlorination as a means of its disinfection is most

widely used in p~actice, even though it gives rise to the formation of chlorine phenols of

varying composition. Their biological action is more dangerous than phenol itself[2]. The use

of UV radiation varying power is one of modem techniques for water purification from

organic. •molecular contamination. This is ecologically safe technique. Using lasers

significantly extends the possibilities of studying phototransformation mechanisms and

photolysis control (3). The narrow spectral range of laser radiation produced a selective effect

on,individual molecular electron states. The low laser-beam divergence allows laser light to

be transported, with a minimum loss to any point of interest and the energy deposited in the

solution to be determined. An increase in the power density of exciting radiation in a narrow

spectral range may cause nonlinear laser - matter interactions. Along with the above

advantages, laser sources have some defects, such as complex equipment, which requires high

operating costs and highly skilled maintenance personnel. Simple and reliable radiation

sources with a long service life are. necessary for both scientific research and industrial

applications. In particularexciplex lamps [4] belong to such sources. Like exciplex lasers,

these lamps producing a narrow emission spectrum can selectively excite molecules.

The methyl-substituted phenols (cresols) are widely distributed in atmosphere and

hydrosphere and absorb in UVwnge of spectra. Methylphenols, used in woodpreservative

industry, can behaveas a l}lajorpollutants[5]. In this work, we studied t~~i Pl1o£o!,xsi? of

aq1-1eousmethyl-substitutedphKP.ols (0- and p-cresol) solutions under spont~:r:eous irradiation •

with pulsed KrCl* (I"exc= 222 nm) and XeBr* excilamps (Aexc= 283nm) and under irradiation
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with a mercury .lamp. efficiency of phototransformations angphotodegra4?tjon behavior

were determined .by measuring ", the spectral, and irradiated

solutions.

Experimental

An OKN-IIM high-pressure mercury-vapor lamp and pulsed U-barrier-discharge KrCl*

(Aexc = 222 nm) and XeBr* excilamps (Aexc = 283 nm) with the parameters !!.A = 5-10 nm,

Wpeak = 18 MW/cm2
, f= 200 kHz, and a pulse duration of 1 Jls, developed under the

supervision of Prof. V. Tarasenko were used for photochemical investigations as UV

radiation sources [6]. The examined compounds were put in a rectangular quartz cell. To

avoid heating of the solution under irradiation with the, excilamp and to provide stable

operation, the setup air-cooled using a ventilator. The exposure time was 1-40 min.

During this time, the energy from 0.5. to 20 J/cm2 was deposited into the solution. The

radiation sources were chosen due to the fact that 283-nm radiation fans within the long

wavelength absorption band of cresols (formed by the So SI transition), whereas 222-nm

radiation falls within the intermediate absorption band (formed by So -.....j. S2and So -.....j.S3

transitions). Light of the mercury lamp is only weakly absorbed, by neutral forms of the

examined molecules and is absorbed more intensively by anionic forms of molecules present

in the alkaline medium. The pH of the medium was changed by addition of an alkali (KOH)

to the solution. The concentration of the examined molecules in solutions was 5·10-4 mollL.

Conclusions

1. The photolysis of aqueous solutions of p-cresol is more efficient than that of analogous

solutions of a-cresol irrespective of the radiation source and the pH of the medium.

2. The efficiency of cresol phototransformations in the alkaline medium is higRRf"under

spontaneous irradiation with the XeBr* lamp (Aexc = 283 nm). In the neutral medium, it is

higher under irradiation with the KrCl* lamp (Aexc = 222 nm).

This work was supported by the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation (Project

No. E 02-12.2-63).
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REDUCTION METHOD NONLINEAR SYSTEMS OF
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One of approaches to lower dimension of kinetic models of chemical reactions is

reduction of dimension of the system ordinary differential equations describing these

reactions. This approach consists in division of the whole time interval into subintervals, on

each of them only the part of complex mechanism of reaction is realized. The method

described [1,2] achieves reduction of the systems on time subintervals by omitting small

monoms in polynomials of differential model. The drawback of this method is that reduced

differential model may loss chemical consistency (corrupts conservation laws etc.). Our

method differs that we omit stages rates (instead of monoms) when and while they are

small. permits to reduce the models of class of reactions, described by complex

kinetic behaviour, yet preserving chemical sense.

Mathematical model of the chemical reaction proceeding through stages

n

l>;iXi -j> ajiXi' j = 1, ... ,S
i~l i~l

(convertible stages are written separately as two irreversible ones) looks like

Xi =l>j(aj; -a;),
j

where rates of stages Yj are defined according to the acting masses law

(1)

(2)

r, = k .
.I .I

i=l

+a ..
X . .fl

I (3)

through kinetic parameters (constants of stages rates) k j , concentrations Xi of substances Xi

and stoichiometric coefficients of stages a; .We shall consider, that the total number of

atoms of each kind remains constant during reaction. As each of substances participates at

least in one law of conservation of the number of atoms, concentrations of all substances
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during reaction are limited to. some constant: IxJs; R. Thebasic idea of our method of a

reduction is that process of reduction should keep laws of conservation valid. This idea

realized in the following rule of a reduction: change of system occurs only during those

moments of time when the value of some stage rate (3) achieves some level e (level of

significance). If stage rate achieves this value, while increasing, then since this moment of

time this particular stage is included in the mechanism and stage rate decreases to level of

significance then th.is stagy is.excludedfrom the mechanism. By this way of reduction at each

time interval the system of differential equations of a kind (2) remains chemically intelligent

as corresponds to the initial mechanism with exception of some stages. The solutions of

reduced system will be limited since laws of conservation of atoms are determined by the list

of substances and their chemical formulas and do not affected by exception or addition of any

stages.

Let's note, that the method of reduction in [1] contains another rule of reduction at which

monoms of the polynomial system of differential equations.(2) of the model (instead of stages

rates) are compared with the level of significance. However, comparison of monoms,

followed by their exception or addition, leads to loss the. "chemical sensibility" of

system (2). It can lead also to essential change of properties of the reduced system in relation

to initial model.

Let's estimate a general view an error of a suggested method of a reduction, i.e. an

error of replacement of a vector of solutions Xi (t) of initial system by the vector of solutions

Yi(t) of the reduced system according to the levt:l of significance e . Let to,tl' ... be the

moments of change ofthe list of active stages (the moments ofswitching). During.the.initial

moment of time to' generally speaking, the list also can be changed (in a case when one. or

several stages rates is less than level of significance). On each interval of time between the

consecutive moments of switching t = t k- 1 and t = t k the vectors ofsolutions of the initial and

reduced systems satisfy to systems of polynomial differential equations

Xi (x)(a/i -a;J .and y; =:L>i(y)(aji -a;J, where sum on J+ .corresponds to
j ~

"significant" stages (i.e. stages with rate, which is greater than the level of significance on an

interval t k -1 s t < tk ) and to the stages reaching the significance at t =t k- 1 • Behaviour in time

of an error t:. =II(xi - Yi Y of replacement of the exact solution with reduced one is

determined byequition
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(4)

where the sum on J_ corresponds to insignificant stages on an interval tk- l ~ t < tk and to the

stages losing the significance at t =tk-l' If M is maximal molecularity of the mechanism

stages, and
8r.

is a maximal constant of stages rates, then the derivative _J under condition
8x i

IXil ~ R has upper estimation L =KMR M
-

1
• By the theorem of mean value

r j (x) - r j (y) =L:; (~XXi - Yi) . Values r j (y) in the sum on J_do not exceed the level of
I I

significance fj (y) ~ s. In view of it the error 11 is estimated by differential inequality

11'~ nLMSI1 + .r;;MS& . The solution of an inequality results in the following estimation of the

value of 11

(5)

(6)

As l1(to);:= 0, recursive application of (5) allows to find an estimation 11 at any moment

of time t ~ to

l1(t) ~ .&1 (e"LMS(t-to) -1).
L-vn

Thus, the error arising at transition from exact system to reduced one, is estimated by the

function linear on the level of significance e and can be made arbitrary small at a

corresponding choice of the level of significance, although the multiplier may be big real

examples. Obviously, more detailed analysis will allow to receive more exact estimation of

this multiplier.

Let's consider three-stage reaction

(7)

which is characterized by a self-oscillatory behaviour at the values of constants of stages rates

k, ;:= 2.89, k., = 0.01, k2 =0.034, k_2 = 0.1, kJ ;:= 2000c-1 and initial conditions

Xl (0) =0.2, x 2 (0);:= 0.8, xJ (0) =0 (see fig. l a), On fig. 1b the dependence Xl (t) for the

reduced system is represented at leyelof significance e =0.001 is represented, and also

intervals of the significance of stages 1,-1,2,-2,3 are shown, designated accordingly by the

values 0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5. Thus the second stage, characterized in the opposite direction by
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the ratek_lx2,has intervals'ofinsigaificance not only inan initial period,

PP-47

also during all

the time of'reacti onJIt can be explained by thefact,tHaflhelitniting cyclearisin.g in the given

reaction is characterized by small values of Xl , which leads to the existence of an interval of

insignificance of the second stage rate in the' opposite direction during each. period of self

oscillations. The difference of the'exactand reduced solutions xJ (t) on an interval from 0 up

to 40c varies in the range from -0.0078 up to 0.0522. As mentioned above, this error can be

lowered to any value by the choosing the small enough level of significance.

a b

:~:
x·f1,

0.6

0.4

02
3

10 20 30 40

l'

3

5

2

4

Fig.!. Dependences Xi (t) and lj (t), i =1,2,3 for the reaction (7): a - values of Xi (t) calculated by

exact model; b - l ' Xl (t), 1-3 ri (t), 4-5 (t) , calculated by the reduction method,

Thus, we have developed an effective method of reduction of systems of the differential

equations of chemical kinetics. The essence of a method consists in taking into;:ih~ account
';·i)'

during each moment of time only those stages of process which rate is bigger than some

choosen level of significance. The method can be applied for research of dynamics of the

chemical reactions described by complex nonmonotonic kinetic behaviour.
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In deciding on methods of recycling water cleansing and sewage treatment it is necessary

to minimize expenses for materials and reagents, construction and operation of local cleansing

installations. Maximum use of inexpensive local mineral raw materials, specifically, natural

bentonites as materials and reagents for water cleansing may be a factor.

Unique properties of these layered aluminosilicates are caused by high value of specific

surface of particles dispersed in the water along with the existence of trade cations, hydroxyl

groups and adsorbed water molecules in their structure [l]. Modification of bentonites makes

it possible to expand substantially area of their application [2-5]. Modification is performed

through incorporation of metall hydroxypolycations into interlayer space followed by

calcining of samples at 200-500 DC. Thus obtained layer-pillar pore structured samples,

referred. to. as pillar-clays, possess well-developed specific surface and are .in routine

appHsable as sorbents for sewage freeing from flotation agents, pesticides, dyes and others.

There are practically no works on their application as oxidation catalysts for organic

impurities in the sewage.

The purpose of the present work is obtaining of layer-pillar structured materials on the

basis of montmorillonite modified by iron (III) and examination of their catalytic properties in

wet oxidation of toxic organic impurities (phenol and dyes).

To produce layer-pillar structured material the bentonite has been used from Tuldon site

(Buryatia) represented mostlyby montmorillonite (65 %) and kaolinite (5 %). Naturally

occurring mineral (composition, mass fraction, %: 69.0 Si02, 16.7 Ah03, 2.6 Fe203, 1.5 CaO,

1.3 MgO, 2.8 K20, 2.2 Na20, 5.6 H20) was suspended in distilled water, solution was

clarified, and finely dispersed fractions were separated by centrifugation. Fe-pillared clay (Fe

PC) has been obtained through modifying of bentonite by mono- and binuclear iron (III)

hydroxocomplexes as in [6]. Quantitative determination of Fe was performed by sulfosalicylic,

acid photometry according to [7]. Iron content, recalculated to Fe203, corresponded to 5.9 %

~ in Fe-PC, with consideration of iron content in naturally occurring clay. Concentration of
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dyes and phenol solution determined by evaluationusing and

Specord ASAP-2400

Micromeritics setup by nitrogen ads?rption at 77 K: specific surface was 99,3 m2;g; mean

diameter of pores - 8,4 nm; total pore - 0,202 cm3;g; micropores volume 

0,003 cm3;g. The testings of catalytic properties were carried out in the reaction of phenol and

anionic dyes Acid chrom dark-blue{AC),Direptblac]( oxidation by hydrogen peroxide.

The oxidation experiments were carried out in a wen-stirred glass reactor with a reflux

condenser at atmospheric pressure and temperature50 °C (phenol), 40, 25°C (dyes).

Initial concentration of phenol was varied from 94 up to 300 mg/l, molar ratio H202:

phenol from 7,5:1 up to 25:1, concentration of catalyst from 5,0 up to 28,8 gil, of a

reaction mixture from 1,3 up to 5,4.The intermediate products of phenol oxidation 

hydroquinone, p-benzoquinone and .carboxylic acids- Were detected by HPLC (Milichrom

A·02 chromatograph with an UV detector). The kinetics of phenol consumption was studied.

On kinetic curves of phenol consumption the induction period was watched. rate of

phenoloxidation increased at increase of initial concentrations phenol and. of hydrogen

peroxide. The maximum reaction rate was watched at 2,3, the further increase pH resulted

to decreasing of reaction rate. time of phenol complete conversion varied from 20 up to

120 min depending on initial conditions of reaction.

Initial concentration of dye in solutions varied in limits from 100 up to 500 mg/l,

hydrogen peroxide concentration - from 2*10-3 up to 0,05 M; pH - from 2,0 up to 5,0; catalyst

concentration - from 0,5 up to 5,0 g/l. Influencing initial concentrations of reactants,

temperature and pH on the rate of decrease of AC concentration was studied. The catalyst a

Fe-PC was active in range pH 2,0 up to 6,2, thus the noticeable slowing down of

oxidation of dyes was watched at pH above 4,0. The optimum conditions of reactings

permitting to achieve a high conversion of a dye (99 %) were determined. At reuse of catalyst

the decreasing of a rate of AC oxidation was unsignificant, The results onoxidation ofphenol

and organic dyes demonstrate prospects of practical use of catalyst a Fe-PC'during oxidation

of organic pollutants of sewages.

This work was supported by: the Russian Foundation for Basic 'Research

(NQ 01--05-97254).
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A step of reverse problem decision is discrimination of mechanisms of reactions on

number of internal stationary states (ISS) - stationary states, in which intermediate substances

concentrations is nonzero. In the work [1] the criterion of multiplicity of stationary states

(MSS) has been developed. This criterion allows to hold on discrimination of mechanisms on

the basis of a realization two ISS. However this method does not give an opportunity to

determine a realization of three and more ISS. In [2] it is shown, that ISS number can grow

wrilimited all bounds with growth intermediate substances number. In [3] the opportunity of

exponentional increases ISS number is established with growth of quantity of intermediate

substances: for the mechanisms with three intermediate substances probably upto9 ISS, for

the mechanisms with four intermediate substances - ISS's and in general for mechanisms

with.n intermediate substances are possible 3n
-
1 ISS. The estimations resulted in [2,3] have a

theoretical nature and show only potential opportunity of big number ISS occurrence. In

works [4-5] the general methods are given. These metods allow to determine ISS number. In

(4] the consecutive exceptions method is considered. Its basic draw back is a fast growth of

necessary calculations number at increase in number of intermediate substances and lock

basic impossibility over of.all possible values of constants of rates. That is why this can not

establish set ISS number realization (that is necessary for discrimination). Other method [5]

(based on cylindrical splittings constructions) allows to determine a realization of this or that

ISS number, but the necessity for such calculation grow twice exponentionaly on n (to

quantity of intermediate substances). Necessary calculations number growth rate with growth

n is a common draw back of both methods.

We have developed a new method.of definition given ISS number realizability. It is as

following:
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1) researched system stages rates constants (instead of intermediate substances

concentration) are determined;

2) the set of all possible values of concentration is broken on n-dimensional (as a rule

rectangular) "areas";

3) for each of these areas possible values stages rates constants ("constants values area ")

are counted up;

4) then maximum ISS number is determined on the a condition, that it does not surpass

number of "areas" for which the values stages rates constants can be the same identical

The difference of the given method from a method [4] is that of determination of stages

rates constants, instead of intermediate substances concentration. That is why the 'linear

algebraic equations are solved instead of nonlinear ones. Concrete values of constants of-rates

of stages, and ranges of their changes due to that number ISS can be determined not only at

the given values of constants of rates of stages are considered not, but also to determine a

basic opportunity of a realizability of set number ISS. The given method also allows to

establish a realization of certain ISS number and to construct the areas described by set ISS

number. Therefore it is applied both at a discrimination stage and at a stage a conditions

finding at which concrete ISS number for researched reaction is realized.

Let's consider the given method application for the reaction 2CO + O2 -» 2C02

proceeding under the three-stage scheme:

1) CO+K =KCO,

2) O2 +2K = 2KO,

3) KCO+KO =? 2K +C02 "

(1)

where Xl'X2 , X 3 , [CO] and [02 ] - concentration of intermediate substances, K,KCO,KO and

the basic reagents CO and O2 , k±i - constants of rates of stages. After introduction of new

variables

YI =rl(kI[CO],Xj)' Y2 =rl(2k2[02]Xj2), Y3 =rlk3x2x3, Y4 =X2 Ix4 , Ys =X3

the system (2) will.become
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(3)
Yl+k;·y1IY5=1, Y2+k;'Y~'Y;/Y12 )13=1,

Y4 +k~· Y4Y5 1Yl =1, Ys +k~· Y1
2/(Y2Y4YJ=1,

where OSY1'Y2'Y4'Y5 slY3 =1. Values of an variables Yi' except for Y3' were broken

into 5 intervals (al < Yi S bO, the general areasnumber\Vas~quaL54=625.Unambiguity of

areas was checked on the basis linearization the equations of system (3). The number. the

crossed "areas of values of constants" at the given stage was equal 4. The further splitting of

areas with crossed values has allowed to establish-a realization .of no more than 3 crossings.

This means that the realization is no more, than 3 ISS.

As a result of applying the above-described method, for example, for a reaction of

carbon monoxide catalytic oxidation, the mechanism of six ISS.is constracted:

1. CO+K Q KCD,

2K.+02 2KO,

3. KCO+KO~KC02 +K, (4)

4. 3KC02 Q 2KC02+ K + CO2,
5. KC02~ + CO2,

In fig. 1 the kinetic dependence is depicted. It proved that there are six ISS the reaction

proceeding via mechanism (4).

carbon monoxide oxidation reaction is proceeding

via scheme (4) on monoxide concentration [CO] at:

[RCO] c.u,

0.8

Fig.1 Dependence concentration [KCO) of

o. k l = 1: k_ 1 = 0.001; k 2 = 5;

0.4

02
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k 4 =37500; k_4 = 25000; k 5 = 125 (S-1)

given method is realized. as the program in

language Delphi 6 and allows to investigate number

ISS different catalytic the reactions proceeding on

one-routing five - and six-stages mechanisms.
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ELEMENTAL

MECHANISMS PLASTICIZATION

PETROLEUM RESIDUES WITH

CLUSTERS

Telyashev, R.R. Vezirov, E.G. 'Ielyashev

The Institute ofPetroleum Refining and Petrochemistry

ofBashkortostan Republic Academy ofSciences

Ufa450065, Iniciativnaya Str; 12,phonelfax: (3472)42-24-71, vezirov@anrb.rli

Study aimed at investigation of the features of the process of interaction of elemental

sulfur with petroleum residues is an urgent problem add represents practical interest from the

point of view of sulfur - bitumen binders. production.

The investigations performed before have shown that at relatively low temperatures (in

conditions of physical-chemical treatment) clusters of sulfur and plasticity and elasticity.to

petroleum residues [1]. Depending on .conditions physical-chemical action quantity
"

entrained sulfur amounts to 5 5 %.

Study by X-ray crystal analysis has shown that addition of sulfur to petroleum residues

strongly changes its structure towards amorphous state.

Disordering and loss of strength of gel pseudo-crystal lattices of asphaltenes and

destruction of crystal structures of normal paraffins [2,3] take place accompanied by increase

of interplane distance de02 determined by reflection of hexagon layers .of carbon atoms

arranged into graphite - like packs and characterizing density of condensed aromatic

structures package. Analysis of the asphaltenes released from petroleum residues

compositions with different quantitiesof sulfur added has.shown that addition ofelemental

sulfur increases its content in asphaltenes as compared to the initial one. During this process a

part of sulfur is in crystal form depending on intensity of treatment (thermal or mechanical

active) [3,4]. Interaction with sulfur also leads to decrease of molecular mass ofasphaltene

structures [5].

The experimental data obtained permit to represent the mechanisms of plasticization and

modification .0£ petroleum residues in the fonn of successive physical - chemical .and

chemical processes proceeding with participation of sulfur clusters.
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When sulfur 'petroleum residue its interaction hydrocarbons of

dispersive medium and resins .takes place at fir&J.:Besides, there is a level of saturation of

dispersive medium by sulfur which depends: on its; chemical composition and quantity. The

main influence on interaction of sulfur with asphaltenes is exerted by possibility of

penetration of clusters into nucleus of dispersed system where asphaltenes are situated. When

dispersed system is saturated by sulfur and diffusion difficulties have been overcome

interaction of sulfur with a dispersed phase - asphaltenes is possible.

As result of interaction sulfur is introduced into iriterlayer space of asphaltene crystallites

hexagon layers (discs) of carbon atoms arranged into graphite-like packs (nucleus of the

dispersed system) which is confirmed by increase of interplane distance doo2. The introduced

sulfur at first exists in asphaltenes in the form of crystal formations of different sizes which

gives a signal of crystal sulfur on Xvray diagram. Additional energy action leads, from one

point of view, to release from asphaltenes of the largest crystal sulfur formations connected to

asphaltene framework by rather weak forces of intermolecular interaction. From the other

point of view, a stronger intermolecular bond is formed between separate clusters of sulfur

and graphite - like matrix of asphaltene nucleus. Mutual action of those factors leads to

decrease of interplane distance during mechanical - active and thermal treatments. As a result

of increase of the quantity of introduced sulfur weakening of the bond between separate layers

of asphaltene crystallites (that is inside disperse system nucleus and solvent shell takes place.

This leads to destruction of large asphaltene associations, decrease of its molecular mass and

transition of the system into a less ordered amorphous state decreasing the role of asphaltene

framework in formation of viscous - plastic properties of the system.

When a certain limit of sulfur in asphaltene is achieved its introduction into their crystal

structure is stopped and its excess quantity has practically no increasing effect even during

strong energetic actions. Further increase of the quantity of sulfur added doesn't lead to its

,interaction with petroleum residue hydrocarbons, besides unbound sulfur will exist in a

disperse state in the system.

So, interaction with elemental sulfur leads to the change of quantitative and quantitative

characteristics of dispersive medium as well as of dispersed phase of petroleum residues

explaining plastizing action 0 f sulfur on them.

Independently of molecular state of sulfur 111 the moment of introduction further

interaction takes place practically ina homogeneous (liquid) medium with formation ofthree

forms of sulfur -dissolved, chemically bound and disperse. Quantitative distributIon among

them is determined by the quantity of sulfur introduced, chemical composition and nature of
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parameters of introduction regime. The character of distribl,ltion

plays a decisive role on forming properties of sulfur - bitumen compositions and determine

the technology preparing'~md usage to a great extent. '

The features found out permit to select the technology and regimes of physical-chemical

treatment of petroleum residues aimed at obtaining compositions with the characteristics

needed.
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DYNAMICS OF WATER SORPTION ON

"CaCh IN ALUMINA": NMR MICROSCOPY AND MODELLING

=~~=-'-71.S.Glaznev', I.V. Koptyug'', YuJ. Aristov'

IBoreskov Institute ofCatalysis, Pro Lavrentieva 5, Novosibirsk, 630090 Russia

2International Tomography Centre, Novosibirsk, 630090 Russia

It is well known that diffusion in porous media strongly depends on pore configuration.

For biporous solids the relative contribution of inter- and intraparticle diffusion resistances

dictates the adsorption kinetics. Here we present the experimental results on kinetics of water

sorption by consolidated layer (prepared with a binder) when water vapour is the only

component in the gas phase that is typical, for instance, for adsorption heat pumps. The water

transport and sorption were studied using IH NMR rnicroimaging experiments on sorbed

water spatial distribution in the sorbent layer and its temporal evolution. A crossover from the

water transport limited by intraparticle (or bed) diffusion to that limited the interparticle

diffusion was found when the amount of the binder decreased from 20 wt.% to 2.5 %. For

quantitative description of the experimental data a mathematical model of the water transport

and adsorption was developed.

Experimental

Consolidated SWS layers were prepared using Ah03 powder (particle size between 0.25

and 0.5 mm) together with a binder (pseudoboehmite). In order to analyse the relative

importance of the diffusional resistance in macropores between the adsorbent particles and in

mesopores inside the particles (average size 7 nm), we varied the amount of the binder (2.5

20 wt.%). The alumina were moulded with the binder as a cylindrical tablet of 16 mm

diameter and 6 mm thickness and then impregnated with an aqueous solution of CaCho Salt

content in the dry samples was 21.5 wt.%. Porous structure of the layer was determined by

SEM, BET and mercury porosimetry.

'n NMR microimaging experiments were performed at 300 MHz on an Avance NMR

spectrometer equipped with the microimaging accessory. A sample was placed in the rf coil

of the NMR probe with its axis oriented along the magnetic field of the superconducting •
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magnet, pumped down and connected to an evaporator to maintain a fixed. vapour pressure

over the sample during the water sorption process.

The sample holder allows the water adsorption only through the upper flat surface of the

tablet.

Results and discussion

Mercury porosimetry experiments show that the volume of macropores or transport pores

(~ 0.1 um) in the SWS layer decreases from 0.25 cm3
j g down to 0.1 cm3

j g with the binder

content increase (Fig. 1). These pores correspond to the space between the primary adsorbent

particles.

0,3

0,2

0,01 0,1 1

radius,

-11- 2.5 wt.%
-e- 5%, wt.lYr!
-A- wt.%J

10 100

Figure 1. The total pore volume obtained by mercuryporosimetry at various
binder contents (2.5 - 20 wt.%).

The water distribution profiles at various binder contents (2.5, 10 and 20 wt.%) are

presented in Fig. 2. The water adsorption becomes faster the binder amount decreases due

to the reduction of intraparticle diffusional resistance. Moreover, the crossover from the water

transport limited by intraparticle (or bed) diffusion (at 20 wt.% of the binder) to that limited

by the interparticle diffusion (at 2.5 wt.%) is clearly seen (Fig. 2). Intermediate behaviour was

observed at 10 wt.% of the binder.

For quantitative description of the experimental data the following equations were used:

ae
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=GR(CZ)at " zl·'=o
1=0 '

where is the water .concentration gas phase, Z is the sorbaty,,concentratiol1' is ,the layer

voidage, L is the layer depth, D is the macropore diffusivity, p is the adsorbent density.

It is convenient to present the mass transfer rates in term of an effective mass transfer

coefficient k, defined according to a linear driving force equation (L]:.

R(C,Z) = ka(Z' - Z),

where a is the external surface area per unit particle volume and z* is the equilibrium value ofZ.

The appropriate {dimensionless parameter characterizing the n1.)1ss c;transfer is the

Sherwood number, defined as Sh = 2Rpk/Dp, where R» is the pellet radius, D» is the

diffusivity. It is known that the limiting value of Sherwood number for low Reynolds number

flow is 2, and we have k = Di/R».

6

4

2

0

0

s
c:v
~ 4e:l.....
l:l.

0 2

0

6

4

2

0
2 4

Distance , mm

Figure 2. Water concentration profiles in the
SWS layers at binder content 2.5,
10.0 and 20.0 wt.%. The profiles
are measured every 86 min. First
profile () is recorded at time
11 min. Water vapour pressure is
7.2 mbar.

The model described leads to a set of partial differential equations,~ The system was

solved numerically with the method of lines, which reduces sys~em! to a set of ordinary
, . - .

differential equations (ODEs) with initialconditions. These ODEs were then solved-using the •

numerical integration routine [2]. We used the semi-implicit Runge-Kutta methods for
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integration of set of stiff equations with an integration step adaptation. Solving the model

yields each bed gridvoiht:

The model proposed appear~t() describe satisfactory our experimental dat(ipbtained for

the interparticle so that the experimental and calculated of water

spatial distribution are close (Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Experimental (solid.) and
caIcllh1te4(4<ishe4) wat~r
concentration profiles in.the
SWS layer with thebiI1der
content 5 wt.%:Theprofiles
are measured every 86 min.
Vapour pressure is 7.2 mbar.
Modeling parameters:
D = 4 crn2/s, 'k= 1.5 10.4 S·l.

-0,2 -0,1 0,0 0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4. 0,5 •• 0,5 0,7 -0,8 0,9 1,0 1,1

Distance, IlL

The model proposed can be used for further simulation of the kinetics of water sorption

inside the SWS consolidated layer prepared with a binder under vacuum conditions.

no mathematical simplifications needed, since numerical techniques have-been used. It is

allows us to obtain the parameters

further possible to increase

use numerical analvsis

cQ!IlpleX.lty of the diffusivity and equilibrium terms and still

simulations with experiments for the different SWS

model with various binder contents.
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